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Abstract
Illumination for mixed reality consists of simulating the illumination of 3D scenes composed with real 
and virtual 3D objects. Current research into illumination methods for mixed reality focuses on im­
proving the quality of the simulated illumination, while assuming that the required input data, the scene 
geometry and radiance, can be accurately acquired. This thesis provides methods that reduce the impor­
tance of this condition.
As a first contribution a classification of the illumination methods for mixed reality is presented, from 
which can be derived that the existing methods are not robust against inaccurate input data. This limits the 
applicability of the previous methods to easy-to-model scenes. In complex-to-model environments, the 
capture of the geometry and radiance can be compromised due to camera movement, object movement, 
and illumination changes. Examples of such uncontrollable environments are scenes with natural lighting 
and deformable objects.
The influence of an incorrect geometric model and radiance distribution on the quality of the illumination 
methods is analysed. The problems are examined and new solutions are proposed to enable illumination 
simulation for mixed reality of complex-to-model scenes. Rather than improving the geometry and 
radiance capture using expensive equipment, this thesis provides low-cost solutions. Two solutions are 
separately proposed to compensate for the inaccurate geometry and for the radiance capture, while a third 
solution embeds the consideration of inaccurate geometry and the instability of radiance information into 
one single method.
The combination of the presented methods allows the simulation of consistent illumination for mixed 
reality without the need of increasing the efforts to capture more accurately the geometry and radiance. 
Making illumination methods for mixed reality more accessible and applicable to real-world environ­
ments is the key contribution of this work to the state of the art in illumination simulation for mixed 
reality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mixed reality
A mixed reality (MR) is a user-created environment in which representations for real and virtual objects 
are merged into a new environment [MK94]. The representation of a real object can be a photograph or 
video footage showing the real object, but can also simply be the projection of the object onto the retina. 
The representation of a virtual object can be a 3D geometric description with certain material properties 
or textures assigned to it. Usually an MR shows a real environment that is virtually augmented with 
several objects that are not originally part of this real environment. In that context, it is often referred 
to as an Augmented Reality (AR). The augmentation can be carried out using a computer or manually. 
Sometimes the focus lies on creating a realistic augmentation, for which it is difficult to detect which 
object did not belong to the real scene in the first place. To create such a realistic augmentation it is 
important to simulate correctly the lighting effects between the virtual and real objects. In computer 
graphics, illumination methods are used to simulate the fighting effects in a scene. In this thesis, when 
we refer to an illumination method we restrict this to the class of illumination methods that can directly 
be applied to MR. Several illumination methods for MR exist and the applicability of these methods to 
real-world scenarios will be addressed and improved upon.
Various applications exist for MR in different contexts. For instance, in cultural heritage MR can 
be used to illustrate how a cultural site might have looked like in a different historical context 
[PSC01][Ena][LWR+03], as is illustrated in figure 1.1.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: At the Ename centre a virtual time window is used to visualize the town ofEname at 974 AC [PSC01 ]. 
(a) Visitors can look at a screen onto which a virtual model of the St. Salvator church is projected, (b) The virtual 
church is projected on top o f live video footage of the site, the assemblage is projected onto a screen, (c) On the 
roof of the kiosk, a camera captures the real scene. Courtesy of Ename974[Enaj: Pam Ename and VIOE (Vlaams 
Instituut voor Onroerend Erfgoed).
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Another purpose of MR is to aid manufacturing processes, such as the repair of a copier machine 
[FMS93] or to annotate elements during the assembly of a motor [RBA+95]. Other applications use 
MR to highlight items previously invisible to the eye, for instance to visualize electric wiring inside a 
wall, to look inside cabinets, to show emergency escape routes or for computer aided surgery [Jol97], as 
is shown in figure 1.2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Mixed reality for medical applications: visualizing a brain tumour, (a) Scanning the geometry of the 
patients brain, (b) Registration of the scanned and imaged surface, (c) Augmented reality display of brain data, the 
green mass indicates a tumour. Copyright Jolensz et al. [Jol97].
One of the most popular and successful application fields of MR is the film and games industry. Films 
such as Harry Potter, Lord o f the rings, King Arthur and many more, all make use of MR to add features, 
objects and/or people to certain scenes.
With a wide set of different application fields, the type of inclusion can be very different too. Some 
applications (e.g., surgery) require the augmentation to highlight certain areas and do not require the 
inclusion to be realistic, meaning that no attempt is made to visualize the virtual objects as if they were 
already part of the real scene in the first place. Other applications (e.g., museums, film, interior design) 
seek to create a new, mixed environment for which it is hard, if not impossible, to detect which object 
is not part of the real environment and/or whether the scene illumination setting has changed, see figure 
1.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Interior design can benefit from using mixed reality to simulate different geometry and lighting de­
signs. (a) Original image of a room containing various objects and a particular light setting, (b) Simulation of the 
same scene with different illumination. Interior design requires high-quality and realistic illumination simulations. 
Courtesy of Loscos et al. [LDROO]
When obtaining realism is the end goal of MR, it is necessary to get several cues right:
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m The virtual object needs to be correctly placed in the scene. This requires a certain level of scene 
calibration. Depth information about the ground plane on which the virtual object is positioned 
might be sufficient but information about other real scene objects is essential to recover occlusion 
effects.
■ The virtual object needs to be registered correctly in the scene. As an example, its dimensions 
need to match that of the real objects.
■ The illumination applied to the virtual object needs to match the illumination present in the real 
environment. As an example, rendering a brightly lit box in an otherwise darkly lit room will 
easily reveal the artificial inclusion.
■ The lighting effects created by inserting a virtual object or a virtual light source need to be taken 
into account, and need to be consistent with those lighting effects already present in the real scene. 
As an example, the shadows cast by the virtual object onto the real scene and vice versa need to 
be simulated and the colour and direction of the virtual shadows needs to be according to those of 
the real shadows.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the importance of simulating the lighting effects, such as shadows [HH73][MR87], 
between virtual and real objects to provide depth information.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.4: Illumination for mixed reality, (a) The real environment consists of a desk and bookshelf with several 
books positioned on top of it. (b) Two virtual objects (box and avatar) are added to the real scene. The lighting 
effects between virtual and real objects are ignored: there are no virtual shadows visible which would have been 
created if the virtual objects were added to the real world as real objects. As a result it is difficult for the spectator 
to position the virtual objects in the real scene: there is no depth cue. (c) The shadows between virtual and real 
objects are generated It is now clear that the avatar is positioned on the desk, while the box floats above the desk.
This thesis focuses on illumination methods that try to maximize the level of realism of the created 
MR. There are several ways to match the lighting effects between real and virtual objects, and meth­
ods exist that can change the original illumination of the real objects. These illumination methods can 
be classified according to the type of illumination they generate: common illumination, relighting and 
physically-based illumination. Common illumination simulates the virtual lighting effects consistent 
with the real lighting effects already present in the scene, such as highlights and shadows. Relighting 
applies a novel illumination pattern to both real and virtual objects to make the general lighting ef­
fects consistent. Physically-based illumination generates common illumination or relighting using the 
physical laws of light and material interactions to simulate the lighting effects. These three types of 
illumination methods require similar input data: geometry and radiance. The geometry of the scene can 
be a general mathematical description of the position of the scene surfaces or objects. The radiance of
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the scene is the amount of energy that leaves a surface, and can be extracted from photographs. While 
interesting methods exist in the literature, these methods are rarely robust against inaccuracies that exist 
in the geometry and radiance capture. This thesis addresses these issues related to an incorrect geometry 
and radiance capture and provides solutions to overcome some of the problems of the current state of the 
art in illumination methods.
In this chapter, the background and motivations of this thesis, its scope and the main contributions are 
presented. Section 1.2 explains why geometry and radiance are required to manipulate the illumination 
in a real environment. Then the problems that exist when applying the existing illumination methods to 
complex-to-model scenes are discussed in section 1.3. The hypothesis and contributions of this thesis are 
summarized in section 1.4. Finally, section 1.5 gives an overview of the structure of this thesis.
1.2 Definition of illumination methods for mixed reality
Intuitively it seems obvious that a geometric model and the scene radiance are required to simulate the 
effects induced by a virtual object or light source. A geometric model of the real scene is required to cor­
rectly simulate the lighting effects affected by geometric features, such as shadows between virtual and 
real objects and specular highlights which appear after reflecting light on a specular or glossy material. 
The radiance is required to visualize the illumination already present in the scene, such as real shadows, 
but also to analyse the material properties of the objects in the real scene.
This is theoretically formulated by the radiance or rendering equation[Kaj86]. Using the formulation 
from James Arvo [Arv95] this equation can be written as [Mar98]:
4^  =  4 -  ( 4 -  + 4 -  ]
Light reflected How a surface Direct illumination How the light Light reflected
from surfaces reflects light from light sources travels among the from the surfaces
surfaces y. '
Indirect illumination from the 
surfaces
■ The function /  defines the light leaving a surface in any direction. Knowing /  means that the 
scene radiance is known for every scene point and for every different angle.
■ The operator K  defines the reflectance of a surface, describing how it varies with the direction of 
the illumination and reflection angle.
■ The operator G describes how the light travels between the surfaces in the scene, therefore it is 
dependent on the surface geometry.
■ The function h  describes the incident light at each scene point due to the direct lighting.
Depending on how this function is used, different problems are solved. If the radiance function /  is 
calculated from the geometry and the reflectance, the problem is called rendering. If the reflectance 
operator K  is calculated from the geometry and illumination in the scene, the problem is called inverse 
illumination [Mar98][PP03].
The illumination methods considered in this thesis find the new lighting function /  resulting from the 
inclusion of a new (virtual) object or from changing the light sources in the scene. The inclusion of a 
virtual object results in a perturbation on the operator G ; modifying the light sources results in a new 
function h.
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The different types of illumination methods that exist in the literature differ in how they solve the problem 
of calculating / .  Physically-based illumination uses inverse illumination to calculate the reflectance 
properties of the materials in the scene, which requires knowledge about / ,  G and h. Relighting and 
common illumination calculate the lighting function /  based on the previous lighting function /  and 
geometry operator G. Relighting assumes a new (virtual) function h is applied to the scene, common 
illumination does not change the function h. The illumination methods can further differ in the amount 
of knowledge they require about G and / ,  but in general some level of geometry and scene radiance are 
required.
1.3 Problems associated with complex-to-model scenes
The radiance of a scene is usually extracted from images which are projected onto the geometry of the 
scene. To capture the entire dynamic range of the scene such an image is usually captured as a High 
Dynamic Range Image (HDRI). HDR imaging is a fairly new discipline which exists due to the limita­
tions of photographic hardware. When a camera captures an image using a certain exposure setting (such 
as the exposure speed or aperture width) the image can show saturation or under-exposure. Saturation 
occurs when the camera’s sensor saturates: it measures its physical maximum. Under-exposure occurs 
when the camera’s sensor does not measure a value higher than the measuring noise. An HDRI is a 
floating point image for which its pixel values are proportional to the scene radiance. Often, an HDRI 
is generated as a weighted average of a sequence of images captured with a conventional camera using 
different exposures settings. The weighting removes the saturation and under-exposure that may occur 
in one such image. The current state of the art in HDR imaging limits the capture of HDRIs to fairly 
restricted environments: the camera used to capture the HDRI needs to be fixed, no objects are allowed 
to move in the scene and the illumination needs to be static throughout the capture. These restrictions 
are fairly easy to obey in controllable environments, such as an indoor scene, but are difficult to comply 
with in uncontrollable environments, such as an outdoor scene. An example of such a dynamic scene is 
shown in figure 1.5 (a). The outdoor scene is lit by a dynamic light source, and contains several moving 
objects such as the people walking through the scene and the water fountain. None of these dynamic 
objects is easy, if not impossible, to control.
Inverse illumination solves the operator K  based on the geometry operator G, the direct lighting function 
h and the lighting function / .  To perform inverse illumination, a coherent scene radiance needs to be 
available, meaning that all retrieved scene radiance has to be induced by the same global illumination, 
or the radiance of all scene points needs to be derived from the same function / .  This implies that when 
the scene radiance is captured with HDRIs from different viewpoints, these images need to be captured 
under the same illumination settings. Scenes with dynamic illumination (e.g., in outdoor scenes) pose 
problems for the current state of the art in inverse illumination methods. An example of a dynamically lit 
outdoor scene was already shown in figure 1.5 (a). Figure 1.5 (b) shows a dynamically lit indoor scene. 
The sunlight that falls through the windows onto the scene gives the scene a dynamic character. When 
the scene radiance is extracted from a set of images captured from different viewpoints, the dynamic 
illumination can result in an incoherent radiance distribution.
The geometry of the real scene needs to be known in order to simulate correctly the lighting effects like 
shadows and highlights. The geometry can be captured using a scanner or reconstruction software. The 
accuracy of the geometric reconstruction needs to be high when an accurate position of a highlight or 
shadow needs to be retrieved. When reconstructing geometry using user-aided reconstruction software, 
such as ImageModeler [Rea] or PhotoModeler [Eos], the accuracy cannot always be guaranteed as it re­
quires extensive manual input, see figure 1.6. Besides difficulties due to reconstruction software, similar
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Figure 1.5: Radiance capture hampered due to moving objects, moving camera and dynamic lighting, (a) This 
scene contains many uncontrollable objects which can interfere with the HDRI capture, e.g., the water fountain 
and the people walking through the scene, (b) The light coming from the window and through the floor tiles gives 
the global scene illumination a strong dynamic character. While capturing the radiance for the scene with images 
from different viewpoints, the scene illumination may change during the different takes. The result is a global 
radiance inconsistency, when the different images are projected onto the geometry. This is visible when comparing 
the appearance o f the texture within the different coloured contours.
problems exist for other reconstruction tools, such as 3D scanners. When the capture process is lengthy, 
for instance, the geometry can be incorrect due to object movement or deformation. It is therefore fair to 
say that in uncontrollable environments, geometric reconstruction can be error-prone and unreliable.
In this thesis, emphasis is given on environments with difficult-to-capture geometry and radiance in the 
context of illumination generation for MR. Scenes with a difficult-to-capture geometry or radiance are 
called complex-to-model, which means that one of the following conditions applies:
■ Difficult-to-model geometry: with user-aided reconstruction software a scene is difficult-to- 
model when its shape is complex (e.g., shows curvature) and needs to be derived from many 
different images. The modelling of a scene with a 3D scanner can be error-prone too (e.g., due to 
problems with sub-scattering). An incorrect model influences the inverse illumination process, the 
retrieval of the original lighting effects in the real scene, and the illumination generation.
■ Illumination changes: any kind of illumination change can occur during the capture of the scene 
texture, typically this happens when the scene is being captured from more than one viewpoint. 
An illumination change is more likely to occur in an outdoor environment, due to its inherent 
uncontrollable illumination (e.g., the sun, clouds), but can be present in an indoor scene too. 
Illumination changes influence the validity of the radiance capture, which in turn influences the 
accuracy of the inverse illumination process and the illumination generation.
■ Object movement: a scene can be affected by controllable (e.g., people, cars moving in the scene) 
and uncontrollable (e.g. movement due to the wind, birds in the sky) movement. Although indoor 
scenes can be affected by object movement (e.g, in public spaces), outdoor scenes are the most 
affected. Object movement influences the HDRI generation and therefore the validity of the scene 
radiance capture. Object movement or deformation also influences the feasibility of the geometric 
reconstruction.
■ Camera movement during the radiance capture: using a hand-held camera to capture the radi­
ance of a scene makes the scene modelling less restrictive. The capture will be smoother and faster,
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Some objects have a complex shape and are difficult to reconstruct accurately with reconstruction 
software such as ImageModeler [Rea] and PhotoModeler [Eos], (a) The statue is curved as can be verified through 
the curved shadow projected onto the tablecloth, (b) The 3D model consist o f a triangle-based mesh, no curvatures 
are modelled.
since no tripod needs to be carried around. However, capturing the images manually inevitably 
introduces (small) camera motion. These perturbations interfere with the HDRI generation and 
therefore with the validity of the scene radiance capture.
1.4 The contributions of this thesis
The previous sections discussed the importance of knowing the scene radiance and scene geometry to 
simulate consistent lighting effects between real and virtual objects. It was identified that capturing these 
input data can be difficult and error-prone in real-world scenarios. This thesis addresses these issues and 
improves the current state of the art in illumination methods for MR of complex-to-model scenes.
This thesis addresses the following hypothesis:
The state o f the art in illumination methods for mixed reality is robust against 
inaccuracies in the geometry or radiance capture that exist after modelling a 
complex-to-model scene.
If the illumination methods are robust against such inaccuracies, this would mean that a poorly recon­
structed geometry provides the same quality of MR as an accurately reconstructed geometry. The same 
must be true about the radiance capture. If the captured scene radiance is incoherent, this should not 
pose a problem for an illumination method. A first contribution of this thesis provides an overview of the 
illumination methods available in the literature, and from this overview it follows immediately that the 
illumination methods are not robust against such inaccuracies and that the hypothesis can be falsified. 
A theoretical analysis of the illumination methods illustrates further that an inaccurate radiance capture 
can and will interfere with the illumination calculations.
This led to the definition of a second hypothesis:
The robustness o f the illumination methods can be improved through several useful
low-cost solutions.
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Rather than improving the capture of the scene radiance and scene geometry by using more expensive 
and reliable capture devices, this thesis uses low-cost equipment, such as user-aided reconstruction soft­
ware and a conventional camera. Such a low-cost solution is useful as it improves the applicability of the 
illumination methods to more realistic scenery without the need of special, expensive equipment. Fur­
thermore, this thesis provides user-friendly solutions through semi-automatic methods requiring little 
user-interaction.
The contributions of this thesis deliver four different methodologies to compensate for inaccurate ge­
ometry and radiance captures. These methodologies have been tested in the context of either common 
illumination or physically-based relighting. Nevertheless, these methodologies are general and small 
modifications could make them suitable for other illumination methods suffering from similar problems. 
This is discussed in the relevant chapters that give more details about each of the contributions.
A brief overview of the contributions is listed in the remainder of this section. A half-day tutorial given 
at Eurographics 2006 [LJPP06] on inverse rendering and in collaboration with University of Girona, 
covered several of the contributions presented in this thesis.
A Classification of illumination methods
The first contribution of this thesis is a classification of the existing methods into four groups. These 
four groups are defined by the amount of input data required by the illumination method:
■ No geometric model known, one input image available per scene point.
■ Geometric model known, one input image available per scene point.
■ Geometric model known, a few input images available per scene point.
■ Geometric model known, many input images available per scene point.
Several other characteristics can be assigned to each group, as they are directly related to the input data 
required. For instance, the quality of the resulting MR increases with the amount of input data available. 
Also, the more input data available, the more time-consuming the pre-processing steps are. From the 
classification we concluded that several problems, related to the input data, remain unsolved with the 
current state of the art in illumination methods, and this conclusion incited this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the classification, and lists the main illumination methods that exists in the literature. 
The classification was presented as a State of the Art Report (STAR) at Eurographics 2004 [JL04], and 
a modified version has been published in Computer Graphics Forum [JL06].
B Compensating geometry inaccuracies for common illumination
Common illumination consists of generating the lighting effects induced by the inclusion of the virtual 
objects into the real scene. Common illumination usually applies the lighting effects over the radiance 
texture retrieved during the modelling phase. For instance, virtual shadow effects are created by scaling 
the radiance texture of the real environment to simulate the blocking of light, without removing the real 
lighting effects already present in the texture.
This type of illumination simulation is sensitive to geometric inaccuracies. This can be explained as 
follows. Consider the case when a virtual shadow overlaps with a real shadow already visible in the 
scene texture. When scaling is used to simulate the virtual shadow, one has to be careful not to scale 
pixels that already lie inside a real shadow, as this would introduce an incorrect double scaling. To
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prevent the pixels inside a real shadow from scaling, the position of the real shadow in the texture needs 
to be detected. Either the real shadow is detected in the radiance texture using image processing, or it is 
detected based on the scene geometry and the light source positions. Finding the shadows based on the 
geometry of the scene and the light sources is more reliable compared to image processing techniques 
that make no use of the geometry at all. However, when the geometric reconstruction is inaccurate, 
finding the shadows based on the geometry is error-prone and unreliable too.
As is discussed in chapter 4, most common illumination methods simply avoid the situation where real 
and virtual shadows overlap, or ignore the artefacts created. In this thesis the problems with overlapping 
shadows is solved by developing a novel shadow generation method that produces consistent virtual and 
real shadows, even when the virtual and real shadows overlap. The shadows are generated using shadow 
volumes to enable real-time common illumination. An example is shown in figure 1.7. The method 
presented in chapter 4 has been presented at Graphics Interface 2005 [JAL+05]1.
♦  I ♦  I ♦
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.7: (a) Generation of the virtual shadows by applying a scaling factor on the scene radiance, (b) Pixels 
inside the geometrical estimate o f the real shadow are protected against the scaling. Due to misalignment of the 
real shadow and the real shadow estimate not all pixels of the real shadow are protected, (c) Using the methodology 
presented in chapter 4 the generated virtual shadow is consistent with the real shadow.
C HDRI generation for dynamic scenes captured with a hand-held camera
All illumination methods require knowledge about the scene radiance. The scene radiance is usually 
captured using HDRIs, which effectively represent the scene radiance by means of a floating point im­
age. An HDRI can be generated from images captured with different exposure settings or using special 
(expensive) HDR cameras. Both methods are sensitive to movement of the camera and the objects in the 
scene. This makes illumination methods, and in particular inverse illumination, unreliable when applied 
to uncontrollable environments such as the ones considered in this thesis. Therefore, to proof that sev­
eral low-cost solutions can be developed that improve the robustness of the illumination methods against 
an inaccurate geometry and radiance capture, it is necessary to resolve the issues related to the HDRI 
generation.
Chapter 5 discusses a module that can be embedded in existing HDRI generation methods that make use 
of images captured with different exposure settings. This module consists of two different sub-modules. 
The first sub-module provides camera alignment, which enables HDRI generation from images cap­
tured with a hand-held camera. The second sub-module offers a movement removal algorithm, which 
enables HDRI generation from images containing moving objects. Figure 1.8 shows a preview of the 
results obtained. Camera movement results in misalignments between the images captured with differ­
ent exposure settings, which creates incorrect ghosting reflections of the objects in the scene (a). The
1A demo giving an overview of the developed method can be found online at [JAL+04].
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developed method aligns the sequence of images prior to weighting them into an HDRI, which effec­
tively removes the ghosting effects (b). Moving objects create a similar effect; after the weighting certain 
ghosting effects can appear (c). The developed object movement removal method effectively removes 
such undesired effects (d).
Part of the methodology presented in chapter 5 has been presented as a Technical Sketch at Siggraph 
2006 [JWL05].
(c) (d)
Figure 1.8: (a) When creating an HDRI as a weighted average of images captured with a moving camera, certain 
ghosting effects can appear: the mast of the ship (the Cutty Sark) shows several duplications, (b) The camera 
alignment method developed in chapter 5 aligns the images prior to the generation of the HDRI, which effectively 
removes the ghosting effects: the mast of the Cutty Sark is now well-defined, (c) The movement of the people on the 
riverbank, creates a similar ghosting effect as in (a): copies of the woman with the white jacket and the man with 
the yellow jacket create duplications, (d) The developed movement removal algorithm, detects such movement and 
removes it from the final HDRI.
D Relighting for dynamically lit and incorrectly modelled scenes
This contribution deals with the radiance capture of scenes subject to dynamic illumination. Examples 
of such scenes are plentiful. Outdoor scenery is the most common example. Firstly, outdoor scenes are 
exposed to changing illumination throughout the day due to the dynamic position of the sun. Secondly, 
on cloudy days the illumination can change even more rapidly due to cloud movement. Other examples 
of dynamically lit scenes are indoor scenes with large windows and with uncontrollable light sources 
(e.g., rooms with automatic lighting systems), and scenes with large moving objects which can reflect or 
block the illumination in unpredictable ways.
The developed method to compensate for the illumination changes focuses on the illumination changes 
that occur between the capture of HDRIs from different viewpoints. More precisely the method discusses
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how lightprobe images can be used and should be treated to effectively capture a snapshot of the radiance 
of a scene with a single HDRI. Lightprobe images are usually captured using a reflective sphere and in 
this thesis a method is developed to calibrate the position of the sphere based on the 3D geometry and the 
image data available in the lightprobe image. The projection of the radiance contained in the lightprobe 
image onto the scene geometry is approached mathematically. This results in a distortion-free back- 
projection of the radiance contained in an originally uncalibrated lightprobe image onto the real scene. 
An example is given in figure 1.9.
The radiance capture method is integrated into a novel relighting method using inverse illumination. The 
method, presented in chapter 6, allows inverse illumination for complex-to-model scenes. There are 
no restrictions on how the scene is lit, and different parts of the scene can be captured under different 
illumination settings. This improves the robustness of the illumination methods considerably.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.9: These images show a 3D scene consisting of four walls, a radiator, a door, and blue carpet, (a) The 
position of 3 reflective spheres (represented by coloured spheres) and the associated camera positions (represented 
by coloured boxes) in the 3D scene are retrieved using a novel calibration algorithm. The accuracy o f the calibration 
can be assessed from their modelled positions visible in the projected wireframe (see inset), (b) The back-projection 
of a calibrated lightprobe image onto surfaces at a distance o /~  50cm without considering distortion effects (often 
introduced when ignoring the finite set-up of the scene). The distortion is mainly visible on the carpet, radiator and 
border of the wall, (c) The back-projection of a calibrated lightprobe after removing distortion effects. The texture 
is much better aligned with the border of the wall and the radiator. The carpet does not show distortion anymore, 
but the shadow of the lightprobe is now visible. The red lines highlight where the distortion removal can best be 
assessed.
E Compensating geometry inaccuracies for inverse illumination
The inverse illumination process, discussed in the previous subsection, is not only sensitive to an inac­
curate radiance capture, but also to geometrical errors. In the relighting method discussed in chapter 6, 
a coherency principle is presented that effectively removes the artefacts that result from geometrical er­
rors, as well as errors due to using an incorrect illumination model. The result is an inverse illumination 
method that can be applied to complex-to-model scenes.
The last two contributions have been presented as one relighting application for dynamically lit scenes 
as a poster at Eurographics’ Rendering Workshop 2006, and is registered as a Technical Report at Uni­
versity College London[JNVL06a]2. Appendix E provides a manual for the software system R eflect  
designed for this purpose. The resulting relighting method, in combination with the previously summa­
rized contributions, can be applied to scenes lit by a dynamic light source, subject to object movement, 
and poorly reconstructed. This combination allows physically-based illumination for complex-to-model 
scenes such as outlined in section 1.3, using low-cost equipment.
2 A demo giving an overview of the developed method can be found online at [JNVL06b].
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F Presentations, posters, papers and tutorials
Table 1.1 lists the presentations, peer-reviewed papers published, and tutorial workshops given in the 
relation to this thesis.
2004 Relighting Outdoor Scenes, Katrien Jacobs and Celine Loscos, British Machine Vision 
Association, Vision, Video and Graphics: one day symposium
2004 Classification of illumination methods for mixed reality, Katrien Jacobs and Celine 
Loscos, State of the Art Report, Eurographics 2005
[JL04]
2005 Automatic consistent shadow generation for augmented reality, Katrien Jacobs, 
Cameron Angus, Celine Loscos, Jean-Daniel Nahmias, Alex Reche and Anthony Steed, 
Conference paper, Graphics Interface 2005
[JAL+05]
2005 Automatic high dynamic range image generation for dynamic scenes, Katrien Jacobs, 
Greg Ward and Celine Loscos, Technical Sketch, Siggraph 2005
[JWL05]
2006 Classification of illumination methods for mixed reality, Katrien Jacobs and Celine 
Loscos, Journal paper, Computer Graphics Forum
[JL06]
2006 Coherent radiance capture of scenes under changing illumination conditions for re­
lighting applications, Katrien Jacobs, Anders H. Nielsen, Jeppe Vesterbaek and Celine 
Loscos, Research poster, Eurographics Rendering Workshop 2006
2006 Coherent radiance capture of scenes under changing illumination conditions for re­
lighting applications, Katrien Jacobs, Anders H. Nielsen, Jeppe Vesterbaek and Celine 
Loscos, Technical Report, University College London
[JNVL06a]
2006 Inverse Illumination: from concept to applications, Celine Loscos, Katrien Jacobs, Gus­
tavo Patow and Xavier Pueyo, Half day Tutorial, Eurographics 2006
[LJPP06]
Table 1.1: An overview o f presentations, papers and tutorials given or published in the context of this thesis.
1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background into the illumination 
methods for mixed reality, and defines the necessary terminology used throughout this thesis. Chapter 3 
gives an in-depth literature overview, providing a classification of the most relevant illumination methods 
for mixed reality. In chapter 4 a new common illumination method that generates consistent virtual 
shadows for poorly reconstructed scenes is presented. Chapter 5 improves the state of the art in HDRI 
generation and provides a solution for camera movement and moving objects occurring during the HDRI 
capture. Chapter 6 presents a relighting application which is robust against scene illumination changes 
and inaccuracies in the geometric reconstruction. Finally, chapter 7 gives a summary of this thesis, 
reviews how well its objectives have been met, and provides some directions for future work.
Additional information about certain concepts or methodologies presented in this thesis, is given in the 
appendices. Appendix A provides a glossary with the terminology used throughout this thesis. Appendix 
B provides an overview of some commonly used HDRI formats. Appendices C and D provide practical 
information about capturing an HDRI and an HDRI textured 3D model respectively. Finally, appendix E 
contains a manual that describes the input required for the developed relighting system, R e fl e c t , along 
with a user-guide for the developed software package.
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Illumination: a theoretical framework
2.1 Introduction
The radiance distribution in a scene is defined by the light sources present, the scene geometry and 
the material properties of the objects in the scene. The process of distributing the radiance can also 
be described as an exchange of energy, which results in a stable solution defined by the radiance or 
rendering equation [Kaj86]. This equation defines the radiance of each scene point, based on the light 
sources, the scene geometry and the material properties. Illumination methods use the radiance equation 
to predict the influence of a foreign object or light source in a given environment.
This chapter gives a theoretical overview of the radiance equation and explains its dependency on the 
scene geometry and radiance, and the material properties of the objects in the scene. A general frame­
work to simulate common illumination, relighting and physically-based illumination for mixed reality is 
given, which should clarify the dependency of the illumination methods on the scene geometry and ra­
diance. The scene radiance can be captured using an HDRI. In this chapter a definition of HDR imaging 
is given, along with an explanation of how an HDRI is generated and can be used to capture the scene 
radiance.
The objective of this chapter is to understand the different aspects of the illumination methods, and to 
understand the influence of the accuracy of the input data. The presented terminology is used throughout 
this thesis.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 presents definitions for concepts such as radiance, 
irradiance and BRDF. Section 2.3 explains how the illumination methods for mixed reality depend on 
the radiance equation. Section 2.4 gives a general framework to perform inverse illumination in order 
to calculate the material properties of the objects in the real scene. Section 2.5 provides an overview of 
HDR imaging. A chapter summary is given in section 2.6.
2.2 Illumination: the radiance equation
2.2.1 Radiance and irradiance: terminology
Visible light is electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths between 400nm and 700nm. The colour of 
light depends on its wavelength, it is bluish near 400nm and reddish at 700nm. The distribution of light 
in a scene needs to obey the laws of dynamic equilibrium and conservation of energy [SSC02]:
1. Dynamic equilibrium: the flux in a volume must be in dynamic equilibrium. This means that the
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overall distribution of energy in a volume must remain constant if nothing changes. Some parts of 
the volume cannot become darker or brighter without a specific reason.
2. Law of conservation of energy: the total amount of energy leaving a volume must be equal to the 
amount of incoming energy in the volume minus the amount of energy absorbed by the volume.
In computer graphics, a few more assumptions are often made: photons with different wavelengths do 
not interfere, light travels in a vacuum, a system is time invariant when no physical scene changes occur 
[SSC02]. Since light is an electro-magnetic wave it needs to obey the four Maxwell equations at all time 
[Max64]. With this in mind, it is now possible to define the basic concepts that are needed to describe 
the flow of light and the resulting equilibrium distribution of the energy in a scene.
A Points and surfaces
In principle, a scene consists of solid objects, bounded by surfaces that can be defined by a mathematical 
3D equation. The surfaces of a scene consist of a continuous set of points p, for which a normal ~n 
can be defined. When in this thesis a reference is made to a scene point, in fact a 3D scene surface 
point is meant because, when ignoring translucent effects, in general the non-surface points are of less 
importance for illumination methods.
For some scene points, no normal can be defined, for instance at discontinuities (e.g., the edges of a 
cube). Though we could define a proper mathematical expression of a normal, this is beyond the scope 
of this thesis, as usually discontinuities do not pose a problem when developing general algorithms for 
illumination methods and abstraction can be made of such discontinuities.
B Radiant energy and flux
Radiant energy is the energy of an electro-magnetic wave. The radiant energy is denoted by Q and is 
measured in Joules. The radiant energy flowing through (leaving or arriving) a surface per unit time is 
called flux:
dQ
*  = i f  (21)
The unit of flux is seconds ’ is also referred to as Watt.
C Radiance
Radiance is the amount of flux leaving a surface per unit projected area of the surface and per unit solid 
angle. The unit of radiance is Ster% £*xm>-
A graphical interpretation of radiance is illustrated in figure 2.1 (a). The surface from which the flux 
leaves has an area dA, the normal on the surface is given by the vector ~n, the solid angle through 
which the energy leaves is du, the letter d indicates that differential values are considered, 0 is the angle 
between the normal Ti and the solid angle du. If radiance is denoted by a capital letter L, the following 
relation between flux and radiance can be defined:
d2$> =  LdA cos Qdu, (2.2)
since the projected area of dA  in the direction of du  is given by dA  cos 0. If we let dA  and du  become 
infinitesimally small, d2<f> can be correctly interpreted as flux along a ray. The radiance in a system 
depends on the position in the scene, denoted by a point p, and on the outgoing direction in which the 
flux leaves, denoted by a differential solid angle du, therefore a more correct expression for L  would be 
L(p, du).
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do)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: (a) Radiance is the amount of flux leaving a surface dA, per unit area of the surface and per unit solid 
angle du. (b) The solid angle dudB can be defined in terms of a differential area dB. (c) Interaction between two 
infinitesimal patches dA and dB.
A differential solid angle has the meaning of a direction, and it can entirely be defined by an azimuth 
angle <f> and an incident angle 9, see figure 2.1 (a), where 9 and are the spherical coordinates of the 
direction du; in a coordinate system aligned with the normal at p. In fact du = sin9d9d(j>. There is no 
need for the third spherical coordinate r, since a direction has no length. Sometimes du  is represented as 
a normalized 3D vector u  — [ux , u y , u z ], where the vector defines the direction. Figure 2.1 (b) illustrates 
another definition of the solid angle:
d U d B
dBcosd
(2.3)
In figure 2.1 (c), the energy interaction between two patches is illustrated. Suppose an amount of flux is 
leaving in the direction dudB, yielding an amount of radiance equal to L(pa,dudB) =  L. The amount 
of flux travelling between the points pa and pb can be written as:
d$(pa,Pb) = LdA  cos 9AdudB (2.4)
dB cos9BLdA  cos 9a ------ o-----r2
(2.5)
dAcos9AL dB  cos 9b ------ ~-----rz (2.6)
LdB  cos 9sdudA (2.7)
d$(pb,Pa) (2.8)
Equation 2.5 shows that the amount of flux travelling between two patches (through an area), decreases 
with the square of the distance between the patches, while the radiance along the ray (through a solid an­
gle) remains constant, as long as differential solid angles are considered. Equation 2.7 can be interpreted 
as if an amount of flux is leaving from the point pb to the point pa. From these equations it is clear that 
reversing the direction of the energy does not influence the amount of energy that flows. Saying that the 
energy flows from pb to pa does not change the amount of energy that flows along the ray. In general this 
means that if the direction of the energy flow is reversed for the entire system, that the same equations 
will still describe the flow of energy, albeit in the opposite direction.
D Irradiance
The irradiance at a surface is the amount of energy arriving at the surface per unit area of the surface 
and is represented by the capital letter E, the unit of irradiance is This translates in mathematical
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terms to:
d<$> = E(p)dA, (2.9)
where p  is a point on the surface dA. Now if an amount of radiance L(p, du), coming from another point 
q, arrives through a solid angle du  at the point p, then this can be expressed in terms of irradiance as:
where the definitions of figure 2.1 (a) are used. Note that the irradiance E  is now written in function of 
p and du  radiance. This is because it is possible that more radiance arrives at p from other directions 
than du. Also note that the L{p, du) is described in the coordinate system positioned at p  instead of the 
coordinate system positioned at q. This is only possible because the radiance along a ray, connecting the 
two points, remains constant and is not influenced by the distance between the two points. This equation 
illustrates the interchangeability between radiance and irradiance at a point in a certain direction, where 
the irradiance is arriving at the point and the radiance is leaving from another point.
E Intensity
The intensity (I) of a point in a scene is defined as the flux per solid angle. The unit of intensity is 
steradian' Intensity is related to radiance in the following way:
F Wavelength dependency
The definitions given above are not only dependent on the position p  and the direction u , but also de­
pend on the wavelengths of the light that hits, or leaves, a surface. The definitions of radiant energy, 
flux, radiance, irradiance and intensity are actually integrated quantities over the possible wavelengths. 
The radiant energy can be described for each wavelength, but it is more common to define it over the 
entire interval of wavelengths. When considering photometric values this means integrated over the 
interval [400nm : 700nm]. There may be some inter-wavelength dependency, but we make the reason­
able assumption that the radiant energy can be calculated per wavelength. This assumption rules out 
fluorescence.
An image usually represents its pixel values as a triplet: [R, G, B\. Each component (R, G and B) is the 
result of an integration of the incoming electromagnetic wave with a certain response curve, which differs 
for the R, G and B channel. A camera’s sensors measures irradiance, and due to the integration over the 
response curve, an image’s pixel values actually represent a triplet of irradiance values [ER , E g , E b }. 
This triplet can be interpreted as a decomposition of the original irradiance into three components.
In the equations that follow, the wavelength dependency is implicitly assumed, though not explicitly 
mentioned. Or, when discussing radiance or irradiance values, the underlying decomposition into three 
colour components is implicitly assumed.
2.2.2 Bi-directional reflectance distribution function
Now that the concepts radiance and irradiance are defined here, it is possible to give a definition of 
the Bi-directional Distribution Function or BRDF of a point or infinitesimal surface. The BRDF of a 
material at a point p  defines how much radiance L (p ,u r) at point p  and in an outgoing direction u r
E (p ,du )  =  L{p, du) cos 9du, (2 .10)
I  =  L (p ,du)dA  cos 6 (2 . 11)
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results from reflecting the amount of irradiance E(p, u>i) at point p  coming from the direction u l . The 
BRDF of a certain point is denoted as f(p,LJi,cor) and its unit is by definition Sterladian, but has no 
physical meaning.
A mathematical definition of the BRDF can be written as:
L (p ,u r) = f(p,uJi,ujr )E(j),Ui) (2.12)
In other words, the BRDF relates the incident energy E(p,u>i) in a solid angle u)t with the outgoing 
energy L(p, ujr ) in a solid angle u r at a point p with BRDF f(p , ujl ,ujr ). Due to the law of conservation 
of energy, the range of the BRDF is restricted to the interval [0,1]. The BRDF depends on the incident 
direction, the outgoing direction, the position in the scene and the wavelength of the incoming light. A 
BRDF can also be subject to sub-scattering, but in this thesis sub-scattering is ignored.
Various different mathematical models exist for the BRDF of a material. The complexity of the BRDF 
model varies between different materials. A survey of several commonly used BRDF models is given in 
[Sch94], but this survey might be slightly outdated as in the mean time several new models have been 
developed.
More recently Ngan et al. [NDM05] made an experimental analysis of the most popular BRDF models. 
They divide the existing models into two groups. A first group is derived from the phenomena that 
the BRDF introduces (such as highlights), examples are [Pho75][Bli77][Lar92][LFTG97][AS00]. The 
models are derived from experiments, and are designed to match the lighting effects perceived. The 
second group of BRDF models are derived based on the physical aspects involved, examples are [CT81] 
[HTSG91 ] [HHP+ 92].
Without going into too much detail, it is important to explain a few popular terms, often associated with 
BRDF models. The BRDF of a scene point p  of a certain material is a 2D function, and can be isotropic 
or anisotropic:
■ Isotropic: the BRDF function at a point p is rotationally symmetric around the normal (e.g., 
paint). The BRDF is still dependent on the viewing angle within the plane of the 2D function.
■ Anisotropic: the BRDF at point p is truly a 2D function and is not symmetric around the normal. 
In other words, when rotating around the normal, the BRDF value changes (e.g., brushed metal, 
wood).
A material can either be diffuse, specular, glossy or transparent:
■ Diffuse: the material reflects the light uniformly over the entire hemisphere. Such a material’s 
BRDF is a constant, and independent of the direction dur .
■ Specular: a purely specular material reflects light from a certain direction into one outgoing direc­
tion. According to Snell’s law, the outgoing direction should be equal to the incoming direction.
■ Glossy: most surfaces are not ideal diffuse reflectors, nor ideal specular reflectors, but are usually 
a combination of the two. Sometimes this is referred to by the term glossy.
■ Transparent: a transparent material can reflect light over the entire 47r space, while for other 
materials the BRDF is usually only defined for the hemisphere. A transparent material exhibits 
also diffuse, specular and glossy characteristics. In this thesis we ignore transparency effects, and 
limit our discussions to solid materials with a diffuse, specular and glossy character.
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As an illustration two different BRDF models are discussed in this section. The first is the Phong model 
[Pho75], the second is the Ward model [Lar92]. The Phong model is an empirical model, based on
observations, which splits the diffuse and specular components into two separate functions. The BRDF
can be represented as:
Pd , (n • h)m
f(p,Ui,UJr) =  b ps  , (2.13)
7r n ■ u>i
h =  +
| Wi +  w r \
\w{\ =  \wr \ =  \n\ = 1 (2.15)
where uj1, u r , n and h  are normalized vectors describing a direction. The diffuse term ^  obeys Lam­
bert’s law, which states that the energy leaving is proportional to the cosine of the incoming angle, for 
diffuse reflection. The specular term contains an exponential component, m  which defines the shininess. 
The Phong model presented in these equations is isotropic, an anisotropic adaptation to this model is 
developed by Ashikhmin et al. [ASOO].
The Ward model proposes the following mathematical model for an isotropic BRDF:
fspecijPi^ii^r) ~  b psK(ot,UJi,UJr), (2.16)
7T
r s f .  x 1 e x p [ - t a n 25 / a 2]K{oti oji, uir )------------ - ----—------ — 2 (2.17)
v  COS Vi COS Vr 47TCr
with $i, 0r derived from lj1, u r , and <5 the bisector of the angles 0% and 6r . pd and ps are respectively the 
diffuse and specular reflectance of the material, a  is the surface roughness factor. For isotropic materials 
the surface roughness factor is a scalar. For anisotropic materials this factor would be a vector with 
two components (an X and Y component) [Lar92]. Walter et al. [Wal05] provides extra notes on the 
implementation issues of this model and defines its probability density function useful for Monte Carlo 
sampling applications.
2.2.3 The radiance equation
It has been mentioned in the introduction that the radiance equation describes the energy distribution in 
a scene. If the spectral energy of all points in a scene are known, the appearance (colour) of all points in 
the scene is known and the scene can be perfectly and accurately rendered.
The radiance equation given in chapter 1, can be redefined in terms of radiance and BRDFs. It defines 
that the total radiance at a point p  in a certain direction must equal the sum of all energy emitted by 
the object at p  in the direction ui and the total amount of irradiance arriving at p  that is reflected into the 
direction u . The total amount of irradiance at the point p  is equal to the radiance from all other points of 
the scene. In mathematical terms this translates to:
L(p,oj) = L e(p, u ) +  /  f{jp,uJi,u)L(p, Ui) cosOidiOi, (2.18)
Jn
where L e(p,u>) stands for the emitted radiance at point p  in direction u j , the radiance L(p,u>i) is the 
radiance coming from another point in the scene in a certain direction u l expressed in a coordinate system 
positioned at p, and Vi represents the hemisphere. The integration measure duii is equal to sin{0i)d9id4>i, 
where Vi and (pi are the spherical coordinates of the azimuth and elevation respectively. Therefore we
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can re-write equation 2.18 as:
27r r i
/  f(p,uJi,u;)L(jp,Wi)cos9isin6id6id(j)i, (2.19) 
Jo
To calculate the radiance of a point p  into a certain direction u;, equation 2.19 needs to be solved. In order 
to do so, the scene geometry (the points p), the reflectance functions /(•), and the scene radiance for all 
other scene points, at least those visible from p, need to be known. When a light source is switched on in 
a scene, its energy is distributed into the scene, and the system will converge to a stable solution defined 
by the system of equations consisting of the radiance equation for all scene points p  and in all directions 
u.
Illumination methods for mixed reality try to estimate the radiance of the points in a scene, after the 
inclusion of a virtual object or light source. In chapter 3 it is explained that certain illumination methods 
require more input than others to achieve this. It is obvious that the more information is available the 
more precise the radiance estimate will be. Ideally all parameters are known (geometry, scene radiance 
and reflectance functions) and in that case a precise radiance estimate can be made. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 
discuss further how illumination methods and inverse illumination operate, based on the defined radiance 
equation.
2.3 Illumination methods for mixed reality
Three different types of illumination methods for mixed reality, often simply referred to by illumination 
methods, exist. In short these are: common illumination (virtual and real objects share a consistent il­
lumination, the illumination of the real objects remains unchanged), relighting (virtual and real objects 
share a consistent illumination, the illumination of the real objects can be changed) and physically-based 
illumination (similar to relighting or common illumination except for that it calculates the reflectance 
values of the real objects in the scene to simulate the lighting effects according to the physical laws 
of material/light/geometry interaction). Chapter 3 provides an overview of the illumination methods 
available in the literature. Each of these methods presented in that chapter has its unique features, never­
theless they often share the same underlying ideas, based on the radiance equation. This section provides 
a theoretical framework that lies behind most of these illumination methods. Rather then providing an 
in-depth derivation of the methods, a brief structure is provided that should clarify the complications 
these methods face if certain data is unavailable.
In computer graphics, a scene is often represented as a discrete set of points, therefore the integral in 
equation 2.18 can be replaced by a sum:
L e(p ,u )+  ^ 2  Vpp< f ( p ,u P', uj)L(j),ujp>) cos0PP> (2.20)
p '€  scene
{ 0 if points p and p’ are invisible to each other,
1 if points p and p’ are visible to each other.
where a y  is the direction from p  to p' and 9W> the azimuth angle of a y . In this equation the function
Vpp> is a visibility function. For most scene points (excluding light sources), we can assume that the
emittance L e(p,u>) is zero, while a light source emits an amount L e and has zero reflectance. Therefore,
L(p,uj)
Vpp> —
L (p ,u ) = L e(p, o>) +
Jo
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for general scene points, excluding points p  on a light source, we can re-write equation 2.20 as:
Y  Vpp> f ( p ,u p>,uj)L(p,ujp>) cos0PP> (2 .21)
p'Gscene
J 0 if points p and p’ are invisible to each other,
1 1 if points p and p’ are visible to each other.
If a virtual object is inserted into the scene, its presence will influence the visibility function Vpp>. In­
troducing a new visibility function will immediately change certain radiance values L (p ) which will 
destabilize the entire system of equations defined by the radiance equations for all scene points p  and in 
all directions u. Hence to simulate the new radiance distribution, a new stable solution for the radiance 
equations defined for all scene points needs to be calculated.
L(p,w) = 
Vpp'
When certain (or all) light sources are switched off, and new light sources are introduced into the scene, 
a similar effect takes place. For some points the radiance values change, which destabilizes the current 
radiance distribution as defined by the radiance equations for all scene points p  in all directions w. This 
requires, again, a new radiance distribution to be calculated.
Simulating both effects, which can be labelled as either common illumination or relighting, therefore 
requires a re-calculation of the set of radiance equations defined by all scene points p  in all directions 
w. Some methods limit these calculations to points near the disturbance (e.g., [Deb98]). Nevertheless to 
re-calculate the system of equations it is important to know some level of the scene geometry, the scene 
radiance and the scene BRDF.
The requirement to know the BRDF values of the scene is less stringent than the requirement to know 
the radiance and the geometry. If just simulating common illumination, a scaling of the radiance values 
within a new virtual shadow can already induce the effect of a real shadow (e.g., [HDH03]). This can 
be explained using figure 2.2, which shows a 2D graphical interpretation of how light reaches a certain 
scene point p. The radiance of a point p  in a certain direction is defined by its irradiance and reflectance 
function. In (a) a point p  receives light from a flat light source L S  (shown in grey) which can be 
considered as direct lighting, and from the hemisphere which reflects this direct lighting and therefore 
can be considered as indirect lighting. When a virtual object is inserted in the scene as shown in (b), the
amount of light arriving at p  is reduced. The situation in (a) and (b) can respectively be written as:
L(p,oj) = Y  Vpp> f(p,(jjp>,u>)L(p,(jjp>) cos9PP' (2.22)
p'Gscene
L(p,uj) = Y  Vpp/ f  (p, Up/, uj)L(p, u)p>) cos6PP' (2.23)
p'Gscene
with Vpp> the new visibility function and L  the new radiance distribution resulting from the inclusion of 
the virtual object. If we would consider direct lighting only and ignore indirect lighting as shown in (c) 
and (d), the radiance equations can be written before the inclusion of the virtual object (c) as:
L (p ,u ) = Y  v p p ' f  (P>P')L (P’Up') cos6pp' +  Y  Vp^ f  [jp,p')L{p,ljp>) cos6Pp'
p'GLS p '£ scen e\L S
Direct lighting Indirect lighting
^d irec t  "t- L indirect
Ldirect
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Figure 2.2: These images show 4 different scenarios representing light arriving at scene point p. In (a) the light 
arrives at point p from all directions, most light arrives from the greyish flat light source (L S ), which can be 
considered direct lighting, but some indirect lighting arrives from other parts of the scene, (b) After inclusion of a 
virtual object (black box) some light is blocked, this destabilizes the radiance distribution in the scene. (c,d) The 
irradiance at p is approximated by the direct irradiance only, (d) I f the light sources are small compared to the 
scene dimensions the inclusion of a virtual object will cast a hard shadow. The reduction of irradiance for this hard 
shadow is approximately the same for all points that fall in a shadow volume created by the virtual object (dark 
grey). This effect can be written as a scaling of the original radiance values to simulate a hard shadow.
and after the inclusion of the virtual object (d) as:
L(P,u ) = Vpp'f(PyP)L(p,upi) cos6pp> +  ^  Vpp'fiPiP )L(p, ujp') cos 0PP>
p’£ L S  p '£scene\LS
Direct lighting 
^direct +
Indirect lighting
I*indirect
L direct
The direct lighting terms Ldirect and Ldirect differ solely due to geometrical reasons, not due to a change 
in radiance values of the light sources, while the indirect terms differ due to differences in geometry 
and radiance changes. In this simplified model, the relation between the radiance before and after the 
inclusion of a virtual object, is a substraction. If the point p receives less light from the direct light 
sources, it will reflect less light. This can be written as:
L ( p , u )  =  L { p ,u )  -  A L (2.24)
Often, if the size of the direct light sources is fairly small compared to the scene geometry, the difference 
in direct lighting is similar (if not identical) for a large set of neighbouring points, which form together 
a hard shadow. Such a set of points within a hard shadow are shown in dark grey in (d). For the points 
inside the hard shadow, the amount of direct irradiance is the same. If the BRDF of the points within the
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hard shadow is the same, the amount of radiance reflected in direction ui is also approximately the same. 
In reality, depending on the position of the points inside the hard shadow, an observer might measure 
a difference in reflected radiance depending on the direction from the scene point to the observer, the 
direction from the scene point to the light sources, and local BRDF differences.
Under these assumptions, the reduction of the reflected radiance, after the inclusion of the virtual object, 
can be represented by a scaling factor, which is approximately the same for all scene points with the 
same BRDF and within the same (hard) shadow. In other words, for all scene points p  within the shadow 
volume shown in (d) and with the same BRDF we can write:
L(p,uj) = S - L ( p , c j ) (2.25)
This implies that for a virtual (hard) shadow, the shadow appearance can be simulated through a scaling 
factor applied to the original radiance values. If a certain point within a virtual hard shadow already 
lies inside a real hard shadow, then the scaling as defined in equation 2.25 should not take place at all. 
Applying a scaling would make that pixel too dark. In a way the virtual scaling of the radiance of such 
a pixel can be seen as a double scaling: once to simulate the virtual shadow and once due to the original 
shadow. The geometric scene model can be used to detect which real scene points already he inside a 
real shadow. It is obvious, however, that when the geometric model is incorrect, the real shadow estimate 
will be incorrect too. If the position of the light sources is not known accurately the real shadow estimate 
will be misaligned with the real shadow in the radiance. Both inaccuracies result in inconsistencies when 
applying a scaling factor to simulate the virtual shadows.
In the literature several methods exist that simulate common illumination by applying a scaling or sub- 
straction on the original radiance values of the points p  for which the visibility function has changed 
[HDH03][SHC+94]. The original radiance values are usually derived from a radiance texture map, or 
from video footage.
Relighting in general requires a BRDF estimate to simulate the new lighting effects. The BRDF estimate 
does not need to be complete, knowing the BRDF function for directions towards the observer might be 
sufficient. Some methods achieve nice results with coarse estimates of the BRDF values in the scene, 
e.g., [LDROO]. In general better results are expected if the relighting is preceded by inverse illumination, 
which is explained in section 2.4. Relighting methods also need to detect the position of the real lighting 
effects such as the shadows, because the relighting method needs to remove these lighting effects prior to 
applying new lighting effects. Using an incorrect geometric model to detect the lighting effects will lead 
to artefacts in a similar way as was explained for the common illumination simulation in this section.
2.4 Inverse illumination
The BRDF of a material can be calculated using an image-based sampling approach (e.g., using a go­
niometer [War92] or using light fields [PD03],[MPDW03],[WGT+ 05]) or by inverting the radiance equa­
tion. In the latter case it is called inverse illumination, and it is this approach that is considered in this 
thesis. It is called inverse illumination as it applies the inverse of the radiance equation to estimate the 
reflectance from the scene geometry and the scene radiance. An in-depth survey on inverse rendering 
methods is provided by Patow et al. [PP03]. The following subsections provide more details about 
how inverse illumination can be achieved for two different types of BRDF models. For both sections 
the underlying BRDF model assumed is the Ward model [Lar92] which was discussed in section 2.2.2. 
Section 2.4.1 considers the entire BRDF model including specular effects. In section 2.4.2 this model is 
restricted to its diffuse component.
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The two methodologies described in the following subsections are not exclusive, other methodologies 
exist. Usually the methods are tailored to fit the exact type of input data available. Following subsections 
merely serve the task to provide a framework of how inverse illumination can be conducted and to explain 
how geometry and radiance are related to the inverse illumination process. The following subsections 
are necessary to understand the concepts, discussions and decisions taken in the subsequent chapters.
2.4.1 Estimating the BRDF of a m aterial
The Ward BRDF model is a complex function of the material’s diffuse and specular reflectance and 
roughness factor. Depending on whether or not anisotropic or isotropic effects are considered the BRDF 
consist of 3 or 4 parameters. The calculation process of these parameters can be considered as an N- 
dimensional optimization process, where the optimum is searched for a certain error function. In the 
case of BRDF optimization, this error function can be the difference between a reference image I  and a 
rendered image R. This image R  is rendered from the same viewpoint as / ,  using the current estimate 
of the BRDF parameters, the geometric model, and the radiance of all surfaces for which no reflectance 
is available (including the light sources).
This is illustrated in figure 2.3, where a white box indicates required input data, a grey rounded box 
stands for a certain operation that takes place on the input data resulting in output data, marked by 
a black box. The input data are the scene geometry, the scene radiance and some reference images. 
Usually these reference images are HDRIs and represent scene radiance. First an initial estimate is 
made for the parameters Pi, P2, . . . ,  P/v of the BRDF model. This estimate is plugged into a rendering 
system, such as R a d ia n c e  [War94] or PBRT [PH], along with the scene geometry and scene radiance. 
The scene radiance in this case can be limited to the radiance of the light sources and the radiance of the 
objects for which no BRDF estimates are made (often called the distant scene). The scene is rendered 
from the same viewpoints as the reference images, and the difference of the resulting rendered images 
with the reference images returns an error estimate. This error estimate is used to steer the current BRDF 
estimate towards the actual BRDF. The iterations continue until a certain convergence criterion is met.
iterate
Scene geometry
Reference Image
S cen e radiance
Error
Rendered Image
BRDF model 
parameters P1 ... Pn
Calculate 
Error measure
Initialize/Update 
BRDF model Render S cen e
Figure 2.3: An overview of a typical inverse illumination procedure: a grey box stands for a certain operation that 
takes place on the input data (white box) resulting in output data (black box). The input data are the scene geometry, 
the scene radiance and some reference images. Usually the scene radiance is extracted from tthe reference images. 
The iteration cycle continues until a certain convergence criteria is met.
Several methods operate similarly to the methodology presented above, e.g., [Deb98][YDMH99][BG01].
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Using an iterative approach to estimate or refine the BRDF parameters makes sense as the BRDF model 
will rarely represent the actual BRDF correctly [NDM05]. The iterations steer the parameters to a BRDF 
model that fits best with the perceived appearance of the material, though not necessarily with the correct 
BRDF function.
Different strategies can be used to define the initial BRDF parameters and the update steps. Without 
going into too many details, Boivin et al. [BG01] start by estimating the diffuse parameter of the BRDF 
model first; after 1-4 iterations, the model is refined to include specular effects too. Estimating the diffuse 
BRDF first reduces the search area for the more complex parameters such as the roughness factor.
The importance of knowing the geometry and scene radiance follows immediately from the presented 
methodology. The scene geometry and radiance are required to create a rendered image that can be 
compared with a reference image. Small perturbations on the fight source positions can create highlights 
and shadows at locations different from the original scene. As a consequence, a comparison with the 
reference image can steer the BRDF calculation into an incorrect direction.
2.4.2 Estimating the diffuse material properties
When only considering a diffuse BRDF model derived from the Ward model [Lar92], we can re-write 
the radiance equation defined in equation 2.18 as:
Equation 2.28 can be calculated for each scene point p  which would result in a diffuse BRDF estimate 
for all scene points. In computer graphics, a scene is usually represented by a set of discrete samples. 
Therefore the integral in equation 2.28 can be substituted by a sum. A typical method to calculate this 
sum is the radiosity method [CCWG88][HSA91][SP94].
Again several simplifications can be made. If the indirect fighting is of minor influence compared to the 
direct lighting, the integral in equation 2.28 can be replaced by a sum over the radiance from the fight 
sources. However doing so will not remove certain fighting effects, like for instance colour bleeding. 
Colour bleeding exists due to the reflection of the radiance from one object onto another object. If this 
indirect fighting is of a different spectral colour than the direct fighting, the colour of one object bleeds 
onto the other object.
It is important to note that the diffuse BRDF is in fact dependent on the wavelength of the fight in the 
scene. This wavelength dependencies is usually ignored or discretized into three components: R, G 
and B. As discussed in section 2.2.1, radiance and irradiance are also represented by an RGB-triplet. 
As a result, the BRDF value pd is in fact a triplet [pdR, PdG-, PdB\- Equation 2.28 can therefore be 
decomposed into three components, one for each colour component, by representing the radiance L  by
(2.26)
Similarly to equation 2.20 we can ignore the emittance L e:
(2.27)
The diffuse component pd is independent of the direction du. Therefore it can be written outside of the 
integral from which follows:
Pd
n L (p ,u )
(2.28)
f n L(p,Ui) cos Qidui
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its RGB-triplet. Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, this decomposition into three colour components 
is implicitly assumed when discussing BRDF values p in this thesis.
A real-world scene is rarely entirely diffuse. Nevertheless the diffuse parameter often already gives a 
good impression of the material. Proof are the methods that obtain a high-quality relit scene when only 
modelling the diffuse parameter [Deb98][LDR00]. If a scene contains specular effects, estimating the 
diffuse parameter using equation 2.28 might not immediately return a satisfying diffuse BRDF. Using 
an iterative approach to estimate the diffuse BRDF using the methodology presented in section 2.4.1 
improves the estimate. A suitable update step for the diffuse BRDF of a material point could be:
pT 1 =  (2-29)
where A I  is the average radiance of that material in the input image, and A R  is the average radiance 
of that material in the rendered image. This error update step can be explained intuitively: if the diffuse 
BRDF is too small, the rendering of the material is too dark, making the ratio ^  larger than 1. 
Hence, the updated diffuse BRDF p%+1 is larger than its previous value p^. Such an update method is 
unstable when the ratio ^  drives the diffuse BRDF value pa towards a value larger than one. This might 
occur when the estimation of the radiance of the light sources used during the rendering is incorrect, and 
lower than the actual radiance of the light sources.
From the methodology described above to estimate the diffuse material properties of an object, we can 
see the importance of knowing the scene radiance and the scene geometry. When estimating the diffuse 
reflectance of point p  using equation 2.28, the radiance of p  and of all scene points visible from p  need 
to be available. Usually the radiance of these scene points is derived from HDRIs. The scene radiance 
can be derived from more than one HDRI, as long as all radiance values retrieved result from the same 
system of radiance equations that defines the scene radiance for point p  in the first place. If the scene 
radiance is captured from more than one image, and the scene illumination is dynamic throughout the 
HDRI capture, the scene radiance distribution cannot be reconstructed for a certain scene point p. This 
poses several problems, which are further explained and resolved in chapter 6 .
The geometric model is necessary to derive the angles cos#*. From equation 2.28 we can deduct that 
an error on the geometry for points with a large radiance value has a bigger influence on the inverse 
illumination calculation than inaccuracy in the geometry of points with a low radiance value. In other 
words, it is important to correctly model the positions of the light sources in the scene.
Chapter 6 presents a relighting system that calculates its reflectance values in a similar manner as ex­
plained in this section. That same chapter provides more practical considerations about the inverse 
illumination implementation, such as how to derive the scene illumination, how to render the images R, 
and if the BRDF should be calculated per triangle or on a per-pixel basis.
2.5 High dynamic range imaging
High dynamic range images (HDRIs) are used to capture the radiance in the scene. High dynamic range 
imaging is a fairly new discipline, developed to compensate for the under-performance of the camera 
hardware, such as the saturation that occurs after a too long exposure time. The book from Reinhard et 
al. [RWPD05] gives an excellent overview of the existing methods to generate and display high dynamic 
range images. This book also addresses the encoding issues, as high dynamic range images represent a 
huge amount of data compared to conventional images.
This section gives a brief overview of high dynamic range imaging, focusing on the generation, rather
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than on the display or encoding. Additional information, less relevant to this thesis, can be found in 
[RWPD05]. Section 2.5.1 defines the concept high dynamic range images. Section 2.5.2 explains how 
the generation of high dynamic range images usually proceeds. Section 2.5.3 discusses the limitations 
of the current generation methods in terms of robustness against uncontrollable situations. Section 2.5.4 
describes briefly how a HDRI can be viewed on a screen.
2.5.1 High dynamic range imaging: motivation and definition
HDR imaging refers to the set of techniques used to represent images with a greater dynamic range than 
conventional imaging methods allow. The definition of dynamic range depends on the context in which it 
is used. One common definition is the ratio between the largest and the lowest representation of a certain 
physical measure, usually represented in dB. From this we can define the dynamic range, depending on 
the context in which it is used, as:
■ Scene: the ratio between the brightest and darkest parts of the scene.
■ Analogue camera: the ratio between the highest and lowest luminance value that is captured with 
the camera’s sensor without saturation and above a certain signal to noise ratio. In analogue 
imaging, the camera’s sensor consists of film, which changes in constitution after exposure to 
light.
■ Digital camera: the ratio of the maximum luminance that receives a unique coded representation 
(the saturation luminance) to the lowest luminance for which the signal to noise ratio is 1.0, 
according to the ISO standard [Intb]. The dynamic range of a camera depends on the specifications 
of its sensors. In digital imaging, the sensor is usually a CMOS or a CCD, which receives a certain 
voltage after exposure to fight that is further digitized to an intensity value.
■ Display device: the ratio between the maximum and minimum amount of emitted fight.
Pixel saturation occurs when the camera’s pixel sensors are pushed towards their highest representable 
values. In an image a pixel is saturated if any of its RGB components has a value of 255. A fully 
saturated pixel is represented as a white RGB triplet: [255,255,255]. A pixel is called under-exposed 
when its value is affected by image noise and therefore unreliable.
The tonal range is another concept often linked to a camera and an image. In general the tonal range is 
the total number of values that can be represented by a signal. For a camera it is the number of different 
intensity values used to represent a pixel. When a digital camera’s sensor is exposed to fight, it receives 
a value (voltage) depending on the amount of fight that reaches the sensor over the time interval of the 
exposure. When these sensor values are read out, they are quantized. The number of quantization levels 
used defines the tonal range of the camera.
Some typical luminance values of a real-world scene (Wandell et al. [Wan95]) are given in figure 2.4. 
The dynamic range of an outdoor scene can easily have a ratio of 108 : 1. Often the dynamic range is 
given as a logio ratio, in that case the previous ratio is given as an order of 8 .
The dynamic range of film is usually derived from the characteristic curve1, first described by Hurter and 
Driffield [HD90] in 1890, and for film measured through plotting the (logio of the) film exposure versus 
the density of the film. The density of film is given by the concentration of dyes or silver salts remaining 
on the film after exposure to fight. A high density relates to a dark image (short exposure), while a
1This is also often referred to by the sensitometric curve, the D Log H (or E) curve, or the H&D (Hurter and Driffield) curve.
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Figure 2.4: Luminance values for a typical indoor/outdoor scene [Wan95].
low density relates to a bright image (long exposure). Figure 2.5 shows a characteristic curve of film 
for each colour emulsion. The curves have an S-shape and the figure illustrates that film emulsions can 
cover about 4 orders. The characteristic curves differ for different types of film, and depend on storage, 
handling, manufacturing and processing conditions. Digital cameras typically have a lower dynamic 
range than film or analogue cameras. An order of only 2 is a common value [RWPD05]. This means 
that no conventional camera (analogue nor digital) can capture a scene containing a bright sun in the sky 
and dark shadows without showing saturation or under-exposure, as according to figure 2.4 such a scene 
would extend a dynamic range of approximately ( ^  = )105 : 1 or 5 orders.
An HDRI is an image whose pixels are proportional to the scene radiance, and do not contain any 
saturation or under-exposure. Usually the pixels of an HDRI are stored as 32-bit floating point numbers 
per colour channel. Conventional Low Dynamic Range Images (LDRI), are represented by the traditional 
8-bit per channel, or 16-bit per channel (RAW image format) integer images. Another difference between 
an HDRI and an LDRI is the linear relation between the pixel values of an HDRI and the (ir)radiance in 
the scene, while an LDRI usually represents intensity values, derived from the irradiance. Appendix B 
lists some standard HDRI formats and their encoding schemes. The dynamic range represented by these 
formats is listed in table B.2.
2.5.2 High dynamic range imaging: generation
Several methods exist to generate HDRIs. An overview is given in [NB03]. The most low-cost solution 
calculates the HDRI as a composition of a set of LDRIs captured with different exposures. Other HDRI 
methods adapt the functionality of conventional cameras to capture HDRIs. This thesis focuses on the 
first type of HDRI generation. The purpose of this section is to explain the concept of multiple exposures 
in HDRI generation, to give a theoretical overview of HDRI generation using multiple exposures, to 
provide an example, and to discuss the advances made in HDR cameras.
A Multiple exposures
The camera curve defines the relation between the scene irradiance (hitting the camera sensors) and the 
intensity that we see in the image. The camera curve depends on several settings, such as the exposure. 
The exposure e of a camera is the product of the exposure time T  with the aperture width d used to 
capture the image, or e = T  • d with:
■ T: The exposure time or shutter speed used to expose the camera sensor. Usually a camera allows 
the user to select some pre-fixed values such as: 8”, 4”,..., | , ... , ^ q .
■ d: The aperture or f-stop, which defines the opening of the lens. Usually a camera device allows 
the user to select some pre-fixed values such as: f l 6, f l 1, f8, ..., f2.8
Choosing a larger exposure time or larger aperture width will push the pixel sensors into saturation; the 
image is brighter than when a lower exposure time is chosen. This observation lies at the basis of HDRI
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Figure 2.5: The sensitometric or characteristic curve for black and white negative (a), black and white reverse (b), 
colour negative (c), and colour reverse (d) film. The characteristic curve of a film emulsion can extend about 4 
(logio) orders of magnitude, this is a ratio o f10.000:1. Courtesy ©  Eastman Kodak Company.
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generation using multiple exposures. When a set of LDRIs are captured with varying exposure settings 
(simply referred to from here on as exposures), at the same time and from the same viewpoint, these 
exposures can be combined into one HDRI [MP95][DM97][MN99][GN03a]. First the camera curve is 
used to transform the pixels in the exposures to irradiance values. Then the final HDRI is generated as 
a per-pixel weighted average of the irradiance values in the exposures. The main difference between 
existing HDRI generation algorithms lies in the weighting function used. The weights need to reflect the 
following underlying idea: saturated and under-exposed pixel values need to be suppressed as they give 
an incorrect radiance value. The weighting function can therefore be a simple hat-function [DM97], or 
have a more sophisticated shape as is described in [RWPD05].
As said earlier, the exposure settings can be changed by either altering the exposure time, or the aperture 
width. Thus, the maximum number of different exposures that can be captured with one camera is equal 
to the number of different exposure times multiplied by the number of different aperture widths that 
are allowed by the camera. Usually, between 3 - 1 1  different exposures are captured for one HDRI. 
Therefore it often suffices to change the exposure speed while keeping the aperture width fixed. This is 
further encouraged by the undesired change in depth-of-field that a change in aperture width introduces.
Several commercial and non-commercial packages are available that generate HDRIs from multiple 
exposures in a relatively painless manner, often with limited user-interaction. HDRshop [HDR], Pho- 
tomatix [Pho] and Adobe’s Photoshop CS2 [Ado] have a user friendly graphical interface. The open 
source programs Photosphere [Any] and Rascal [Ras] are less user-friendly but due to the open source 
character, allow to amend and append user-made functions.
B Theoretical overview of HDRI generation using multiple exposures
A schematic overview of the HDRI generation process is outlined in figure 2.6. First a set of N  exposures 
are captured. In the example shown N  =  3 and three exposures I t with i e  {1,2,3} are captured, with 
exposure times Ti with i e  {1,2,3}, while the aperture width is kept the same. Some of the exposures 
show saturation, their intensity values are clipped to the maximum intensity value (e.g, the circular disk 
in Is). This is due to the fact that the exposure time used to capture Is (T3 in our example) is too long, 
causing the pixel sensors to saturate. Other exposures can show under-exposure, the pixel intensities do 
not exceed the noise level of the pixel sensors (e.g., the background in Ii). To create a correct HDRI it 
is important to choose the exposure settings such that every part of the scene appears without saturation 
in at least one of the different exposures.
An HDRI H  is generated as a weighted average of the different exposures, where the weights are defined 
per pixel and per exposure. This is achieved through constructing a weighting mask W* for each LDRI 
Ii. The masks have the same dimensions as the LDRIs and each pixel in W* is a measure for the level of 
saturation or under-exposure of the corresponding pixel in Ii (lower values indicate saturation or under­
exposure). Before combining the LDRIs their intensity values need to be transformed to irradiance 
values. This is carried out by applying the inverse of the camera curve on the intensity values in each Ii 
to create an irradiance image Ei.
The camera curve defines the relation between pixel intensity and image sensor irradiance and is defined 
by all the processes that are involved during this transition. The sensor’s (film, CMOS or CCD) response 
curve is one of the contributors to the camera curve. The curve can be measured using a Macbeth 
colour chart [CR96] or can be estimated from the same set of exposures used to generate the HDRI 
[MP95][DM97][MN99]. The camera curve can be very different between cameras and but is in general 
non-linear. Interestingly enough, the camera curve of a digital camera is often digitally tuned to mimic 
the non-linear behaviour of film. In [GN03b] over 200 different real-world camera curves are collected
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Figure 2.6: HDRI generation: a theoretical overview. A set of N (=3) different LDRIs h  are captured with different 
exposure times Tj. The camera curve is used to transform these exposures to irradiance images Ei. The final HDRI 
H  is calculated as a weighted average of the EiS, where the weights are defined by the saturation of a pixel in its 
original LDRI Ii. In the figure shown, the weights are stored in a weight map W%, the weights can have any value 
between [0,1].
in a database. From this database it can be derived that the camera curves are in general monotonic and 
increasing.
Following the same strategy as Debevec et al. [DM97], the transition from camera irradiance to pixel 
intensity using a camera curve /(•) can be written as:
I i ( k , l )  =  f (Ek{k , l )T i ) (2.30)
where (k, I) are the pixel coordinates and Ii, E i, and T\ respectively the input image, irradiance im­
age, and exposure time for exposure i as is illustrated in image 2.6. If we assume the camera curve is 
monotonic, /(•) can be inverted to g(-) and we can write:
E i(krl) = 9Mk,Q) (2.31)
The final pixels in the HDRI H  are generated as follows:
N - 1
i—0
N —l (2.32)
»=o
with N  equal to the number of exposures used. As mentioned previously, the weights need to reflect the 
idea that saturated or under-exposed pixels are unsuitable to represent irradiance, or, that these pixels 
should be withheld from the actual combining into an HDRI. An in depth-analysis into the choice of 
weighting function is given in [RWPD05]. An advantage of the merging of corresponding pixels to an 
irradiance value is that it ensures that glare and image noise (due to, for instance, lens imperfections) 
that might be present in an LDRI is reduced in the final HDRI [Deb04][RWPD05].
Before continuing our discussion about HDRIs, it is important to explain the relation between radiance, 
irradiance and the pixels in an HDRI. The camera curve defines the relation between a pixel’s intensity 
/ ( k, I) and the irradiance E(k,  I) that fell on the camera sensor. This irradiance is related to the radiance
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L  of the corresponding scene point by the cos4 law, also known as light fall-off:
E(p, 9) =  L(p, 9) ^  j^ c o s4a  (2.33)
where the definition of 9, a, d and /  are illustrated in figure 2.7. From this equation we see that the 
radiance is related to irradiance by the camera’s focal length / ,  aperture width d, the angle a  between 
the ray falling on the camera sensor and the viewing direction, and the angle 9 that this ray makes with 
the normal at p.
Figure 2.7: Light fall-off: from irradiance to radiance.
This fall-off, also known as optical vignetting, reduces the brightness of a pixel the further away from 
the centre of the lens. Most modem cameras have been designed to remove this relation to the angle a  
[DM97][KMH95], therefore an HDRI is often referred to as a radiance image. In this thesis we correctly 
refer to irradiance values when discussing the physical interpretation of the pixels in an HDRI, unless 
mentioned otherwise.
The influence of optical vignetting is larger the longer the lens or the smaller the focal length, and the 
larger the aperture width used. The dependence on a  makes this reduction dependent on the position of 
a pixel in an image. As an illustration, the quantity cos4a  for a lens with a diagonal field of view of 6.2 
degrees2 is equal to 0.9965 at its worse point (a  equal to 3.1 degrees), which is less than 1% reduction 
of the original radiance value.
C An example
An example of an LDRI exposure sequence is given in figure 2.8. The six exposures are captured from 
the same viewpoint and using different exposure settings. The scene contains a considerable dynamic 
range: the sky is bright, the inside of the elevator is dark. None of the six exposures captures both these 
parts without showing saturation or under-exposure. Figure 2.9 (a) and (b) illustrates the resulting HDRI 
(using different tonemapping schemes), generated by combining the six LDRIs shown in figure 2.8. 
The HDRI succeeds in representing the sky, indoor lights and inside of the elevator without saturation. 
The HDRIs in figure 2.9 are tonemapped, which is an image operation that skews and quantizes the 
floating point pixel values such that they are represented by 8-bit per colour channel. More details about 
tonemapping are given in section 2.5.4.
D High dynamic range cameras
As was discussed in section 2.5.1, the dynamic range of a camera is the ratio of the maximum over 
the minimum incoming light that can be captured without showing saturation or under-exposure. Some
2This is the field of view of the Sigma AF 135-400mm 174.5-5.6 APO Aspherical RF, when set to 400mm.
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Figure 2.8: HDRI generation to increase the dynamic range of an image: these six images are LDRIs captured 
from the same viewpoint, but with a different exposure setting. The difference in exposure speed is 1-fstop. The 
scene contains considerable dynamic range: the sky is bright, the inside of the elevator is dark. None of the images 
captures both those parts without showing saturation or under-exposure. Figure 2.9 shows two HDRIs generated 
using the LDRIs shown here, but displayed using a different tonemapping operation.
r
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Figure 2.9: Both images (a) and (b) are tonemapped HDRIs generated from the exposure sequence shown in figure 
2.8. The difference between the two HDRIs is the tonemapping scheme, (a) is created by rounding the floating point 
values in the HDRI to the nearest integer within [0,255]. (b) uses the tonemapper from Photomatix [Pho], The 
HDRI shown in (b) succeeds in representing the sky, indoor lights and inside of the elevator without saturation, (c) 
and (d) illustrate the histogram of (a) and (b) respectively. The histogram shown in (d) is more equalized than that 
shown in (c).
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digital cameras can export images in the RAW image format. A RAW image, represents the image data 
with minimal processing, each pixel value corresponds to the sensor’s value, represented by 12 or 14 bit 
per channel instead of the conventional 8 bit for JPEG images. Usually an image is read out as an LDRI, 
where the intensity (I) of a pixel is related to its RAW value (R ) as follows:
I  = D ( R ^ )  = exposure^  (2.34)
where 7  defines the gamma correction, which is an internal adjustment to compensate non-linear char­
acteristics of devices like screens and cameras, and D(-) is a non-linear post-processing function. The 
RAW value R  from equation 2.34 is the direct output of the camera’s sensors, usually there exists a 
near-linear relation between camera sensor and RAW value. Nevertheless it still depends on the expo­
sure settings used. Therefore, a RAW image does not really represent a higher dynamic range than its 
LDRI counterpart, unlike popular belief. The main difference is that the intensity values in an LDRI are 
quantized to 256 integer intensity levels, while a RAW image is usually stored as a floating point image.
The success of and the need for HDRIs have encouraged the development of cameras with built-in HDRI 
processing (e.g., [BAS][NB03][NBB04]). Even an extension to MPEG video is under consideration 
(e.g., [MKMS04]). The type of HDR camera technology varies [NB03]. Some apply spatially varying 
neutral density filters (e.g., [AA01]) or split the LDRI optically using beam splitters to recombine the 
different images at a later stage (e.g., [Sai95]). Others use a technology called adaptive dynamic range 
imaging, in which the pixels of a camera are exposed at different times (e.g., [NB03]).
An example of a commercially available HDR camera is the SMAL Ultra Pocket camera from SMAL 
Camera Technologies [SMa] which captures HDRIs at a resolution of 482 x 642. Another example is 
the SpheronCam HDR from SpheronVR [Sph], a high resolution, high-quality HDR camera, which uses 
a line scanner to scan the entire environment.
HDR cameras are expensive or rely on technologies that are not commercially available yet. These cam­
eras do not necessarily offer better HDR quality than methods that use multiple exposures to represent 
HDRI content of the same scene due to their lengthy capture time or their poor resolution.
2.5.3 High dynamic range imaging: limitations
The limitations of HDR imaging originally lies in the limitations of the camera hardware. Neither of the 
two HDRI generation methods are error-free, and both suffer from similar problems.
First of all, for the HDRI generation using multiple exposures it is essential that the different exposures 
are captured at the same time, under the same lighting settings, from the same viewpoint and with the 
same real scene object constitution. However, a conventional camera usually needs to capture the expo­
sures sequentially, where the smallest time lapse possible is equal to the sum of the exposure times used. 
In practice the time lapse of such a sequence is longer, especially when the exposure times need to be 
set manually. The scene must therefore not change during the capturing. In dynamic environments, like 
cloudy, windy outdoor scenes, or scenes which contain moving objects like people and cars, conven­
tional HDRI generation methods using multiple exposures fail. Also, the requirement that the camera 
cannot be moved limits the usability of the generation method, as it implies carrying around a tripod, 
whenever an HDRI needs to be taken.
HDR cameras suffer from similar problems. When they scan the scene in lines as the SpheronCam 
[Sph], the lengthy capture time will introduce similar problems. Hence, object deformation, illumina­
tion changes and camera movement are also sources of errors for this type of HDRI generation. Other
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problems are the low resolution of the camera [SMa]. However, foremost the main problem with the 
HDR cameras is that they are expensive or not commercially available. This encouraged us to focus 
on developing an improved HDRI generation method for uncontrollable environments using multiple 
exposures, rather than relying on the HDR cameras.
In chapter 5 a more detailed overview is given of the errors introduced by camera and object movement 
when using multiple exposures to generate the HDRI. In that same chapter a solution is presented that 
allows limited object movement, and allows the images to be captured with a hand-held camera.
2.5.4 High dynamic range display
Display devices are tuned to represent the colour channels with only 8-bits, as this corresponds to the 
8-bit per channel of image data and video. This presents the problem of how to represent a floating point 
image, or video, without saturation. The process of skewing and processing of HDR data in order to be 
represented with 8-bits per channel is known as tonemapping. Various different tonemapping schemes 
exist. Often they use the physiology of the human eye to best represent the floating point values with 
only 24 bits.
A tonemapping algorithm either works globally or locally. Globally means that it scales all pixels ac­
cording to the same global curve. Local algorithms, find the best scaling for a pixel based on the pixel 
values in a local region around the pixel. The latter type of algorithms often focus on improving the 
contrast in an image. Popular tonemapping algorithms are [TR93][WRP97][PTYG00][RSSF02], but 
this list is far from being exhaustive. A good overview of the state of the art in tone reproduction is given 
by Devlin et al. [DCWP02]. An interesting evaluation of different tonemapping schemes is presented by 
Ledda et al. [LCTS05].
Figure 2.9 illustrates the difference in two HDRIs generated in exactly the same manner, but tonemapped 
using different tonemapping schemes. The luminance values of the HDRI are scaled to the nearest integer 
in (a), while a more sophisticated tonemapping scheme3 is used in (b). The histograms of the images 
(a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d) respectively. The histogram in (c) is skewed compared to that of (d) 
which is much flatter. Unlike the intensity values in (a), the intensity values in (b) are not proportional 
to the irradiance values in the scene. Tonemapped images can therefore often look unrealistic. In this 
thesis the HDRIs are always non-linearly tonemapped, unless mentioned otherwise.
With HDRI techniques gaining popularity, the first HDR displays are being developed. Brightside Tech­
nologies recently presented the DR37-P [Bri], a second generation HDR display based on the method­
ologies presented by Seetzen et al. [SHS+04].
2.6 Chapter summary
Basic radiometric concepts such as radiance, irradiance, and reflectance have been explained in this 
chapter. These concepts form the basis for the radiance equation, which defines the radiance of a scene 
point into a certain direction, based on its BRDF, the scene geometry, and the radiance of other scene 
points. After inclusion of a virtual object, or changing the light sources, the radiance equation needs 
to be re-calculated to retrieve a new scene radiance distribution. Illumination methods re-calculate the 
radiance equations for the scene points, either correctly, or through a set of approximations.
Some illumination methods require the knowledge of the BRDF of the materials in the scene. The 
process of retrieving the parameters of a BRDF model from the scene radiance and geometry is called
3To generate (b) the build-in tonemapping scheme of Photomatix [Pho] was used.
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inverse illumination as it applies the inverse of the radiance equation onto the geometry and radiance. In 
this chapter a methodology is presented that can be used to retrieve the parameters of a certain BRDF 
model using an iterative process, where the parameters of the BRDF model are updated using an error 
estimate. This error estimate is extracted from the difference between a rendered image and a reference 
image.
In this chapter it was argued that illumination methods for mixed reality require the scene geometry 
and scene radiance as input. All illumination methods are sensitive to inaccuracies in the radiance 
and geometry capture. If the radiance and geometry cannot be accurately captured, inaccuracies in the 
simulated virtual illumination are expected, unless the illumination methods take special care to prevent 
such inaccuracies.
Finally, this thesis also provided an overview of high dynamic range imaging, as these methods are used 
to extract the scene radiance. The underlying theory of HDRI generation along with how HDRIs are 
displayed were explained. To generate an HDRI using multiple exposures several conditions need to 
be obeyed: the scene geometry and illumination needs to be static, no camera movements are allowed. 
These are fairly restrictive conditions, which reduce the applicability and robustness of the HDRI gener­
ation process in uncontrollable scenes.
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a definition of mixed reality and gives an overview of the most relevant illumina­
tion methods that are available in the literature. In short, a mixed reality is an environment containing 
both real and virtual elements. The illumination methods attempt to simulate the (virtual) lighting ef­
fects induced by the inclusion of the virtual object in the real scene, and can be categorized into three 
groups: common illumination, relighting and physically-based illumination. All three types make the 
illumination between the virtual and real objects consistent, but differ in how this consistency is obtained.
The three methods require a model of the geometry and the radiance of the 3D scene as input. The 
accuracy at which these two inputs need to be known differs among the methods. Gathering the input 
data is subject to many errors, and can be very laborious. This encouraged us to classify the existing illu­
mination methods into different groups, based on the amount of input data needed, rather than according 
to the type of illumination obtained. Four different groups are analysed, where each group requires a 
different amount of input data to enable illumination simulation. Assessing other characteristics such as 
computation time, flexibility and quality delivered, reveals that methods within a group often share the 
same characteristics. This is somewhat expected as it seems obvious that the more input data is required, 
the better the quality of the simulated illumination obtained, but that in general more processing time is 
required. The presented classification and the conclusions drawn have been presented as a State of the 
Art (STAR) report at Eurographics 2004 [JL04] and a slightly amended version has been published in 
Computer Graphics Forum [JL06].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines the concept of mixed reality and gives more 
information about illumination methods for mixed reality and how these methods can be assessed and 
compared. Section 3.3 presents a classification of these methods into four different groups. Section 
3.4 gives a brief discussion and comparison of the illumination methods listed in the previous section. 
Once the classification is presented it is possible to position the methods presented in this thesis within 
the illumination framework, as is explained in section 3.5. Finally section 3.6 gives a summary of this 
chapter.
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3.2 Mixed reality
This section provides a definition of mixed reality, see section 3.2.1, and familiarizes the reader with the 
types of illumination methods available in the literature, see section 3.2.2. Section 3.2.3 discusses the 
common requirements of the three types of illumination methods, and explains how the different types 
of illumination methods can be assessed and compared based on a few identifiers.
3.2.1 Mixed reality: a definition
To understand the concept mixed reality it is necessary to classify the different types of environments that 
can be generated with a computer. Milgram et al. [MK94][OT99] present such classification based on the 
amount and type of virtual and real elements that constitute the resulting world. In their classification, all 
possible environments form one continuum called the reality-virtuality (RV) continuum, see figure 3.1. In 
this continuum, four worlds can be identified that have an outspoken character. These four worlds define 
four ranges in the RV continuum; between some of these worlds there are no well-defined boundaries. 
The first and most straightforward of these is the real world without any addition of virtual elements; 
it is referred to as reality and it lies on the left end of the RV continuum. In the second environment, 
virtual elements are added to the real world. This world is referred to by the term augmented reality 
(AR) [Azu95][ABB+01][BKM99]. In an opposite scenario, the world consists of a virtual environment, 
augmented with real elements. This world is consequently called an augmented virtuality (AV). The 
last environment, on the right hand side, does not contain any real elements and is therefore labelled as a 
virtual environment (VE). The term mixed reality (MR) refers to those worlds that are a mix of virtual and 
real elements, or, MR spans the RV continuum. Illumination methods for MR can operate in real-time 
or not. When an AR method is specifically designed to work in real-time it is preferred to refer to the 
method with the term AR, rather than with the generalized term MR. This chapter discusses the various 
existing illumination methods for MR applications in general, therefore the term MR is often preferred 
to AR or AV separately. However, whenever the focus lies on the real-time character of the application, 
the expression AR is used.
Mixed Reality (MR)
h -  Augmented Reality ► m   Augmented Virtuality ------ ►
Real (AR) (AV) Virtual
Environment Environment
(RE) (VE)
^ ____________ Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum_____________ w
Figure 3.1: Simplified representation of the Reality-Virtuality Conhnuum[MK94][OT99]. This continuum can be 
divided into four main fields, based on the proportion o f real/virtual objects present: Reality, Augmented Reality, 
Augmented Virtuality and Virtual Reality.
Two different classes of AR exist; these classes differ in the realization of the AR [MK94]. The 
first class groups the methods for semi-transparent or see-through displays, examples are given in 
[SCT+94][BGWK03]. Two different see-through display methods exist. The first method (optical AR 
method [Azu95]) projects the virtual objects on a transparent background, most likely the glasses of gog­
gles, see figure 3.2 (a). The second method (video AR method [Azu95]) uses a head-mounted display: 
a head-mounted camera records the environment and projects the recording inside the display together
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Figure 3.2: Two different types of realisation ofAR. (a) See-through display. Courtesy of Siconet-AR, Zentrumfur 
Graphische Datenverarbeitung. (b) Computer Augmented Reality: The CREATE [LWR+ 03] project at UCL
with the virtual objects. The second class of AR replaces the expensive see-through devices with a non- 
immersive display; it is usually called a computer augmented reality (CAR)[DRB97], see figure 3.2 (b). 
CAR often uses a predefined 3D model with textures mapped onto it to represent the real scene, and does 
not necessarily show live video footage. The immersion of the first class is more likely to be higher than 
that of the second class, as the user will be slightly more distant from the scene in the latter case. On 
the other hand, see-through AR is more complicated to implement than CAR. Fortunately, see-through 
devices are not always required by the application: urban planning, architecture and some applications 
in the entertainment industry are satisfied with the second type of CAR display methods.
In earlier approaches of AR, virtual objects were positioned on top of a real environment. Calibration 
and registration are difficult processes and initially the focus lay upon taking into account the possible 
occlusion and collision effects, while no further adaptations on real and virtual objects were carried 
out. In other words, after the inclusion no resulting shadows were generated nor were new illumination 
settings applied to the merged scene. This type of research led to the development of algorithms to track 
a camera in a scene. For instance, the software library ARToolkit [KBBM99] uses fiducials in the scene 
to track the camera position in real-time. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), is an other 
research field which focuses in part on real-time automatic camera localisation and automatic landmark 
reconstruction, without the use of externally included fiducials. VSLAM (visual SLAM) does this based 
on visual input (such as camera footage) and is therefore perfectly suitable for AR applications. Recently 
Davison et al. [Dav03] presented SLAM using a low-cost camera, which could enable low-cost AR in 
an originally uncalibrated environment.
AR systems that do not attempt to simulate the lighting effects between virtual and real objects do not 
yield a high level of realism, as consistency between the objects is restricted to geometric aspects. To 
improve the amount of realism, illumination methods have been developed. Three illumination methods 
can be identified that attempt to raise the quality of AR and in general MR: common illumination, 
relighting and physically-based illumination. A brief overview of these methods was already given in 
chapters 1 and 2 and it was explained that these methods vary in the type and quality of the lighting effects 
obtained. The next section illustrates these types of illumination methods based on some examples.
At the moment, good illumination methods exist that can relight an augmented scene with a different 
type of scene illumination. It is getting more difficult to differentiate between virtual objects and real
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objects. The main limitation of most methods is the lengthy pre-processing time and the slow update 
rate, which excludes real-time applications. When a geometric model of the scene is required, the user 
has to create one, usually in a semi-manual and error-prone manner. The scene update rate is often 
too slow to allow real-time user interaction, even with the current progress in computer hardware and 
software. The research focus is moving towards using hardware for the calculation instead of software 
to accelerate computation. Early results are promising, but more research needs to be carried out in this 
area.
This chapter does not review all existing work. Instead it concentrates on illumination methods for 
MR that are meant for large environments. When optimized and extended, these methods can be 
widely applicable in real-time applications, for instance see-through display in AR. Several techniques 
exist for relighting human faces [Mar98][DHT+00], or that focus on local objects or simple scenes 
[ALCS03][SWI97]. These techniques are classified mainly in the domain of inverse illumination as the 
emphasis was placed on this aspect in the referenced papers. Although these techniques are designed for 
small objects they can be used to build useful and strong methods for illumination in MR but they are 
not further discussed in this chapter.
3.2.2 Illumination methods for mixed reality
The various existing illumination methods can be grouped into three different classes, based on the 
methodology used to tackle the problem. They are already listed in the introduction and are further 
discussed in this section:
A Common illumination
To this category belong all methods that provide a certain level of illumination blending, like the addition 
of shadows projected from real objects onto virtual objects and shadows cast by virtual objects onto 
real objects. These methods do not allow any modification of the current illumination of the scene. 
Two different types of common illumination can be considered: local and global common illumination, 
referring to the type of illumination simulated. For local common illumination, there is usually no 
requirement of any BRDF information. For global illumination, it is often important to have an estimate 
of the material properties of the real objects. The accuracy of these types of methods depends on the 
accuracy of the known geometric model of the real scene. Figure 3.3 gives an example of a rendering 
using global common illumination [SSI99]. In this example, the shadows of the virtual object (glossy 
dodecahedron (top right), specular sphere (bottom right)) are generated using scaling of the underlying 
texture, the illumination from the scene onto the virtual object is simulated as well, this is mainly visible 
through the reflection of the scene in the sphere.
Examples of applications that use common illumination to improve the MR can be found in the movie 
industry. Special effects in movies make an effort to mix lighting effects and reflections as realistically 
as possible, resulting in brilliant graphical effects in recent movies such as Jurassic Park, Harry Potter 
and The Lord o f the Rings trilogy. In these movies computer-generated effects are blended entirely with 
the real footage; usually this is carried out by hand.
B Relighting after light removal
Relighting methods make it possible to change the illumination of the scene in two steps. Firstly, the 
current lighting effects of the real scene are analysed and possibly removed. Secondly, new lighting 
effects (shadows, intensity changes, addition of a new light, indirect lighting effects, etc.) are generated 
based on a new illumination pattern. These methods do not necessarily require an exact knowledge of
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Figure 3.3: Results for Sato et al. [SSI99]. The top row shows results for an indoor scene, the bottom row for an 
outdoor scene. The images on the left are the input images, the images on the right illustrate the resulting MR. Soft 
shadows are produced using local common illumination. Courtesy o f Sato et al.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Results for Loscos et al. [LDROO]. (a) The original real scene, (b) The relit synthetic scene, with 
different light sources enables. Courtesy of Loscos et al.
the BRDF values of the real scene objects as for some methods the focus lies on generating a scene that 
looks realistic. In general these methods do require a detailed geometric model of the real scene. An 
example of a relit scene using global illumination [LDROO] is given in figure 3.4. The original real scene 
is shown in (a), the inclusion of a virtual fight source is simulated in (b). The fighting effects are created 
by first removing the effects from the original fight sources and then introducing the new fighting effects.
An example of an application domain for this method is architecture. Being able to virtually change 
the illumination conditions in the real scene makes it possible to see the impact of a new building in a 
street under different illumination conditions without the need of recording the real environment under 
all these different conditions. Another application area is crime investigation [HGMOO]: a recording of 
a scene at a certain time can be changed to the illumination at a different time, making it possible to 
visualize the perception of the criminal at the time of the crime.
C Physically-based illumination
This last category encloses the methods that make an attempt to retrieve the photometric properties of 
all objects in the scene. These methods estimate BRDF values as correctly as possible based on the 
physical laws of light and material interaction. The BRDF values can be estimated using an image- 
based sampling aproach [War92][MPDW03] or can be calculated based on the photometric equilibrium 
equations [Mar98][SWI97]. The latter method is often referred to by the term inverse illumination, 
and it is this method that is considered in this chapter. The obtained BRDF information can be used 
to simulate common illumination or relighting. The accurate BRDF estimation allows a complete and 
realistic relighting, which takes both reflections and global illumination into account. Patow et al. [PP03] 
give an in-depth overview of inverse illumination techniques. An example of inverse global illumination 
[YDMH99] is illustrated in figure 3.5. In this example, a sophisticated BRDF model is used (specular 
and diffuse) to represent the materials in the scene. Once the material properties are known, any kind of 
virtual fight source can be applied to the scene and its effects simulated.
3.2.3 Assessing the illumination methods
Mixed reality environments are not necessarily designed to lure the user into believing that what he sees 
is real. For instance VR often aims at trying to create the perception of a real world, without necessarily 
using convincing real imagery. Some AR systems merely add data displays to real scenes, making no
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A
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Results for Yu et al. [YDMH99]. (a) The original input scene, (b) The result o f illuminating the original 
scene using a different illumination pattern. The specular and diffuse parameters of the real objects are calculated. 
Courtesy of Yu et al.
attempt to mix the two seamlessly. However, the focus of this thesis is on problems associated with 
illumination methods that generate photo-realistic imagery. Therefore this chapter only considers MR 
scenes that do try to convince the users of believing that a real world is surrounding them. The amount 
of realism is used as a measure to assess the quality of the method.
An MR is convincingly real when it is impossible to separate the virtual elements from the real elements 
in the resulting environment. Five critical success factors have been identified that need to be present in 
the MR in order for it to appear convincingly real:
■ The positioning o f the object within the real scene needs to be realistic.
In other words it is essential to obtain a good scene and camera calibration, even if limited to, for 
instance, the ground plane of the scene. The object registration should not introduce visible errors, 
such as incorrect occlusion effects.
■ After including the virtual object(s), the resulting scene needs to have consistent lighting effects. 
The main difficulty in conforming to this requirement is to find the correct appearance of the 
new lighting effects. For instance, for virtual shadows it is important to simulate correctly their 
orientation, colour, and shape. Sometimes the lighting effects are approximated, but they can be 
calculated exactly if the geometry of the scene, the illumination characteristics and the material 
properties of all objects in the scene are known.
■ The virtual object(s) must look natural.
A cartoon-like virtual object is easily detectable and therefore efforts have been made to model 
objects that look realistic. One successful technique is image-based modelling, in which objects 
are rendered with textures based on real images.
■ The illumination o f the virtual object(s) needs to resemble the illumination o f  the real objects. 
There are two possible methodologies to achieve this requirement. Either the illumination pattern 
of the real scene is known, which in turn is used to illuminate the virtual object, or all material 
properties of all objects in the scene are known or estimated, which allows the entire scene to be 
consistently relit with a known illumination pattern.
■ I f  the user can interact with the MR environment, it is clearly important that all update computa­
tions occur in real-time.
Any delay in the interaction reminds the user of the fact that what is seen is unreal [MW93].
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The requirement of a real-time system is one of the most difficult to achieve, especially when no 
pre-processing time is allowed.
The ultimate objective of the aforementioned methods is defined by the amount of realism perceived by 
the user. This inherent subjectivity complicates an objective assessment of the various methods. In this 
section a few quality criteria are listed that are used in section 3.4 to assess the presented methods:
■ Amount of realism: in some cases it is impossible to evaluate the amount of realism without 
using a statistical measure. For instance, a test audience can evaluate the method, if the test group 
is large enough, a statistical value can be derived from the group evaluation. Alternatively, if the 
inserted virtual object is an exact replica of an existing real object, it is possible to give an exact 
value of the amount of realism in the produced scene. It suffices to compare the generated scene 
with a photograph of the real object in the same scene. The difference between the two gives a 
measure of the level of realism obtained.
■ Input requirements: it is expected that the more input data is available, the higher the quality of 
the end result will be. On the other hand, the usability of the system lessens with the complexity 
of the input data. Possible input data are: the geometry, the light position, the illumination settings 
and the material properties.
■ Processing time: the time needed to create the end result is another important characteristic of 
the method. To offer the user a highly realistic interactive environment, the computations need 
to be done in real-time. Unfortunately, this is very hard to achieve. If geometric and material 
properties of a scene need to be known, it is unavoidable that some pre-processing time needs 
to be incorporated. In general the usability of the proposed methods depends on the amount of 
pre-processing time needed and the computation speed of the illumination method.
■ Level of automation: if the method under consideration requires a considerable amount of manual 
intervention to process the input data, the method is less interesting than one that is automated.
■ Level of interaction: a method can be judged based on its dynamic character: the ability to 
change the viewpoint of the camera, or the ability to let the user interact with the environment, for 
instance, by moving around objects. A higher degree of interaction leads to greater usability.
3.3 Classification of illumination methods for mixed reality
This section provides a classification of the illumination methods for MR. The actual layout of the 
classification is presented in section 3.3.1. This classification organizes the methods based on the amount 
of input data required to execute the illumination method. This results in four different groups. For each 
of these groups the most relevant illumination methods available in the literature are presented in sections 
3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.
3.3.1 Choice of Classification
MR brings together those applications that create a new environment, around or in front of a user, con­
taining both real and virtual elements. Section 3.2.3 formulated the objectives, the difficulties encoun­
tered and the assessment criteria of MR systems. One of these criteria, the type of input requirements, 
regulates the accessibility and accuracy of the methods. This criterium is used to classify the different 
methods. An overview of the input information needed to calculate a common illumination, relighting
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or inverse illumination solution is given in figure 3.6. The input data are the geometric model, the scene 
radiance and the object to be included into the scene. This is fed into the illumination simulation system 
which either produces common illumination, relighting or physically-based illumination, to produce the 
MR.
- can be accurate/inaccurate
- needed fo r the occlusion effects
- needed for calculation 
local/global illum ination effects
- can be captured as H DR 
(om ni-directional) image
- from  one or m any different 
viewpoints
- needed for calculation 
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- usually  the  geometry, material 
properties and position o f  the 
to-be-included object are known
Geometry Radiance Inclusion Object
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-g lo b a l o r local
- illumination between included 
object and original scene is 
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-  illu m in a tion  original scene can be 
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- global (rarely  local)
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changed
Figure 3.6: An overview of the dataflow in illumination calculation for MR. Three input sources are considered, in­
dicated by the white square boxes: the scene geometry, the scene radiance and information about the to-be-inserted 
object(s). These input data are used to calculate the illumination solution. The generation of the illumination be­
tween the virtual and real objects provides common illumination, relighting or physically-based illumination. The 
final output, indicated by the black square, is the MR. The accuracy of the merging depends on the amount of input 
information available.
The classification put forward in this chapter firstly takes into account the required geometric model of 
the real scene, starting with the methods that require no geometric model and ending with methods that 
require a precise geometric model. In this thesis a geometric model is defined as a reconstruction of a 
part of the (or the entire) real scene with significant detail. A geometric model defines mathematically 
the surfaces of the scene, either as a set of points or a mesh of triangles. The pre-processing workload 
for methods that extract a basic geometric model, e.g. the depth at a low resolution or the position of 
the ground plane, is significantly lower than those methods that do require a high-level geometric model. 
Therefore methods using basic geometric information are classified under the group of methods that do 
not require a geometric model, as this gives a better indication of the amount of pre-processing time 
required for each different class.
Two different approaches exist to reconstruct a geometric model of the real scene. Either the scene 
is scanned with a scanning device [Nyl][MNP+99][Metb] or it is reconstructed using stereovision 
[HGC92][Har97][Fau92][Fau93]. The first option of using a scanning device gives a precise geomet­
ric model but is expensive and tedious. Often the model captures too much detail, which is not always 
necessary and is difficult to manage for real-time applications. Objects such as trees and objects with a 
highly specular surface are for some scanning techniques difficult to model accurately. Instead of using 
a scanning device, modelling techniques based on stereovision can be used to reconstruct the geometry 
of a scene. Most methods described here requiring a 3D model of the scene make use of this low-cost
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solution. In general, the 3D reconstruction requires at least two photographs captured from two different 
viewpoints. However, the entire geometry of a scene cannot be captured with one pair of photographs 
only, this would create gaps in the known geometry. Usually more than one pair of photographs is re­
quired for a complete geometric reconstruction. The ease at which this reconstruction can take place 
depends on the amount of information that is available for the camera(s) used. If the internal and ex­
ternal camera parameters are known, the reconstruction is easier. Internal parameters (e.g., focal length, 
lens distortion, aspect ratio) can be estimated in a relatively simple way. Recording the external param­
eters (e.g., position, orientation) is more difficult and involves a precise and tedious capture process. 
Fortunately, the fundamental matrix of the stereovision system can be estimated based on the internal 
parameters only, if at least eight corresponding points are known [LH81][HGC92][Har97] (though meth­
ods exist that use fewer points too). Having the fundamental matrix can ease the reconstruction but does 
not make it trivial. Research led to different types of systems: non constraint systems [FRL+98][SWI97] 
and constraint systems [POF98][DTM96][DBY98][MYTG94]. Good commercial reconstruction soft­
ware [Rea] [Meta] [Eos] [Inta] exists, but most of them lack the option of reconstructing complex shapes 
and large environments. In general, we can conclude that systems requiring geometric information de­
mand a long pre-processing time, and are not guaranteed to get an accurate geometric model. It is really 
important to recognize the geometric acquisition as a difficult problem, that still requires much more 
research efforts.
Another aspect of our classification is the amount of images necessary to retrieve the scene radiance 
information. Hereby excluding the image data needed for retrieving geometric information. More pre­
cisely our classification is based on the number of different input images necessary per scene point, or 
per material, to retrieve BRDF information and to render the final scene.
Some projects adopted the concept of HDR imaging [RWPD05], which has been discussed in chapter 2. 
Each HDRI is generated based on a set of images taken from the same viewpoint of the same scene, but 
with a different exposure. It may be argued that methods using HDRIs should be classified under that 
class with methods that use more than one image for each point of the scene. However, in this thesis it is 
assumed that an HDRI provides one radiance value per point, and methods that use only one HDRI for a 
certain point of the scene are therefore classified as methods requiring only one input image. Similarly, 
methods that require a few or many HDRIs are classified as methods using respectively a few or many 
images.
The following classification is used throughout the remainder of this section:
1. Model of the real scene unknown, one image known:
This category lists those methods that do not require any model of the real scene, except for some 
low-level geometry like depth information. Any necessary radiance information of a certain point 
in the real scene is extracted from one single image.
2. Model of the real scene known, one image known:
A geometric model of the real scene is available. Any necessary radiance information is extracted 
from one image only.
3. Model of the real scene known, few images known:
Again a geometric model of the scene is required. For a certain point in the scene, radiance 
information is available from a few different images. A few  in this context means two or three 
images (e.g, one image to show the scene point in shadow, one to show the scene point not in 
shadow as presented by Loscos et al. [LFD+99]).
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4. Model of the real scene known, many images known:
This class groups those methods that require both a detailed geometric model of the real scene 
and radiance information from a large set of different images. Many in this context means more 
than three (e.g., a scene point at several different times of the day, or under different illumination 
settings as presented by Yu et al. [YM98]).
The following sections list the most significant methods based on the above mentioned classification 
and briefly discusses their methodology. A discussion of the methods based on the assessment criteria 
mentioned in section 3.2.3 is given in section 3.4.
3.3.2 Model of the real scene unknown, one image known
To this challenging category, in terms of output quality, belong those methods that require very little 
relevant information about the real scene. Since no geometric model of the scene is available it might be 
necessary to calculate depth information of the scene, to allow a correct inclusion of the virtual objects, 
or some illumination information. For this group, all radiance information is extracted from one single 
image.
Nakamae et al. [NHIN86] were the first to propose a method for composing photographs with virtual 
elements. Input photographs are calibrated and a very simple geometric model of the real scene is 
extracted. The viewpoints of the photograph and the virtual scene are aligned to ensure an appropriate 
registration of the virtual objects within the photographed elements. The sun is positioned within the 
system according to the time and date when the picture was taken. The sun intensity and an ambient term 
are estimated from two polygons in the image. The illumination on the virtual elements is estimated and 
adjusted to satisfy the illumination in the original photograph. The composition is done pixel by pixel 
and at that stage it is possible to add fog. All parameters are very inaccurate and therefore the results are 
limited in accuracy. However, they were one of the first to mention the importance of using a radiometric 
model to improve the image composition. Figure 3.7 displays an example of the obtained results.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Results for Nakamae et al. [NHIN86]. (a) The original background scene, (b) The augmented scene 
where the illumination of the augmented objects are matched to their surroundings and the shadows are cast ac­
cordingly. Copyright Nakamae et al.
Methods exist in computer graphics that use environment maps to render objects in a scene. They were 
introduced to approximate reflections for interactive rendering [BN76][Gre86][VF94]. These methods 
can also be used to assist the rendering of glossy reflections [CON99][HS99][KMOO] by pre-filtering a
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map with a fixed reflection model or a BRDF. At this moment, graphics cards extensions support the 
real-time use of environment maps, this encourages its use even more. Graphics cards now support cube 
maps [NVi]; ATI [ATI02] presented at SIGGRAPH 2003 a demonstration of a real-time application for 
high resolution. Environment maps can be used to represent the real scene in an MR environment as a 
panorama and the information from these images can be used to simulate reflections on a vertical object 
positioned at the centre of the environment map [Che95].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Results for Agusanto et al. [ALCS03]. (a) The virtual objects are rendered with skin textures. The left 
object is blended with a diffuse map and no soft shadows. The right objects is blended with a glossy map and with 
soft shadows, (b) The original lightprobe image, and the glossy environment map. Courtesy of Agusanto et al.
Agusanto et al. [ALCS03] exploited the idea of environment maps to provide reflections in AR. They 
use HDRIs of the environment captured by a light probe to create the environment map. These maps are 
filtered off-line to decompose the diffuse from the glossy components. The rendering is then performed 
with a multi-pass rendering algorithm that exploits hardware capabilities. After some pre-processing, 
like the inclusion of shadows, they present results for MR environments rendered on a desktop. An 
impressive aspect of their work is that the method also works for real-time AR. The implementation of 
their method works with ARToolKit [KBBM99] and the results show interactive reflections from the real 
scene on virtual objects at interactive frame rate. An example of such a projection is given in figure 3.8. 
Although it should be feasible, they have not yet provided a shadow algorithm for the AR application.
Sato et al. [SSI99] adopt a technique that extends the use of environment maps to perform common 
illumination. In their method, it is assumed that no geometry is known a-priori. However, at least 
a few images are known from different but very restricted and known viewpoints, which can be used 
to estimate a very simple geometry of the scene and the position of the light sources. The obtained 
geometry does not offer a reliable occlusion detection and the positions of the virtual object are therefore 
restricted to lie in front of all real objects in the real scene. After this low-level geometric reconstruction, 
a set of omni-directional images are captured with varying shutter speed. From these images, a radiance 
distribution is calculated, which in turn is mapped onto the geometry. To calculate the shadows and 
the local illumination a ray casting technique is adopted. The radiance values of the virtual objects are 
calculated using the information known about the light sources, the radiance values of the real scene, the 
geometry and the BRDF values of the virtual objects. To simulate the shadows cast by virtual objects 
onto real objects, the radiance values of those points in the scene that he in shadow are scaled. The
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simulated soft shadows look realistic, see figure 3.3. Their geometric estimate is poor and therefore 
usability of the method is limited and the positions of the virtual objects are restricted. Nevertheless the 
method produces convincing local common illumination. The presented method relies on the geometry 
to identify which points need to be scaled to simulate virtual shadows. Problems are expected when 
the virtual shadow overlaps with lighting effects already present in the scene radiance. An inconsistent 
scaling, or misaligned scaling will create artefacts. This is ignored by Sato et al., instead they avoid the 
situation when overlap between virtual and real lighting effects takes place.
3.3.3 Model of the real scene known, one image known
Most of the existing illumination methods assume that a geometric model of the scene is available. The 
more detailed the geometric model is, the more reliable the occlusion detection will be. Although not all 
methods explain where this model should come from, it is doubtful that a perfect geometric model can 
ever be acquired and this should be taken into account when evaluating a specific method. In this section 
a discussion is given of those methods that take a certain 3D geometric model of the real scene as input 
and extract radiance information from one single image. All methods that belong to this category are 
further divided into three groups based on the type of illumination they produce: local illumination for 
AR applications, common illumination, or relighting.
A Local illumination for AR
As mentioned before, AR has long been an area wherein people focused on registration and calibration 
as these are still difficult problems to solve in that area. However, a few papers tried to introduce shad­
ows in their systems, to show how well the registration was done and to improve the rendering quality. 
Recent improvements in graphics hardware for rendering shadows made it possible to perform real-time 
rendering of shadows on well-registered systems where the geometry is known. Early work was pre­
sented by State et al. [SHC+94] in which virtual objects are inserted in the see-through real scene. A 
real light source is moved around and tracked, and shadows of the virtual object due to this real light 
source are virtually cast onto real objects by using the shadow mapping technique described in [Bli88]. 
In this case, the fight source is assumed to be a point fight source. It was very promising that some re­
searchers in AR were interested in using local common illumination in their systems, but it was followed 
by a long period in which no innovative material emerged. Recently, additional work of Haller et al. 
[HDH03] has been presented which adds shadows from a virtual object onto real objects. The methods 
uses shadow volumes to create the virtual shadows, and in order to get good quality results knowledge 
about the scene geometry is essential. Methods using shadow volumes scale the pixel values of the real 
texture that fall within the shadow volume using one scaling factor. Shadow volumes techniques do not 
necessarily distinguish between points that are or are not already inside a real shadow, and as such will 
create incorrect virtual shadows when virtual and real shadows overlap. Haller et al. ignore the artefacts 
created when such an overlap occurs.
B Common illumination
Jancene et al. [JNP+95] use a different approach to illuminate the virtual objects. They base their 
method, called RES (Reality Enriched by Synthesis), on the principle of composition. The objective 
is to add virtual animated objects in a calibrated video sequence. The final video is a composition 
of the original video sequence with a virtual video sequence that contains both virtual objects and a 
representation of the real objects. The geometry of the real object is reconstructed a-priori so that for 
each frame in the video the geometry is known. The rendering in the virtual sequence is performed using 
ray tracing. It is possible to modify the reflectance properties of real objects. Shadows are simulated
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in the virtual sequence, and the impact of these shadows in the final video is acquired by modifying 
the original video with an attenuation factor. An occlusion mask is created to reflect occlusion between 
virtual and real objects. This method came quite early in the history of common illumination and video 
composition, and even though it is not applicable for real-time applications, it allows local common 
illumination and virtual modification of the reflectance properties of real objects. The images on the 
left in figure 3.9 illustrate the original scene, the images on the right illustrate the composition. The 
attenuation factor is derived from the reconstructed geometry, therefore misalignment of the real shadow 
visible in the texture with that calculated through the geometry might result in artefacts when virtual 
shadows overlap with those real shadows. Jancene et al. do not present a solution for this problem.
Figure 3.9: Results for Jancene et al. [JNP+95J. The images on the left hand side show the original scene and 
the registration of the cardboard box within this scene. The images on the right hand side show two screen shots 
from the video sequence in which a virtual dynamic green ball and static pink cube have been added to the original 
scene. The reflection of the green ball is visible on the board behind it. Courtesy o f Jancene et al.
Gibson and Murta [GMOO] present a common illumination method, using images taken from one view­
point that succeeds in producing MR images at interactive rates, by using hardware accelerated rendering 
techniques. Apart from constructing the geometry of the scene, the pre-processing involves creating a 
set of radiance maps based on an omni-directional HDRI of the entire scene. New virtual objects are 
rendered via a spherical mapping algorithm, that maps the combination of these radiance maps onto the 
virtual object under consideration. To simulate the shadows, a set of M (distant) light sources are identi­
fied, which imitate the true, unknown illumination in the scene. Each light source is assigned a position 
and two parameters a* and /», which define the colour of the shadow. For each light source, a shadow 
map is calculated. Shadow mapping is an intensive technique supported by the graphics hardware that 
helps to create shadows in a fast and efficient way. The shadows created with shadow maps are in nature 
hard shadows and therefore unsuitable for realistic shadow generation. Gibson and Murta combine the 
M shadow maps in a specific way, using the above-mentioned parameters and succeeds in simulating 
soft shadows, looking almost identical to the solutions obtained with a more computational and tradi­
tional ray-casting algorithm, see figure 3.10. The system of M light sources needs to be defined so that 
it represents a close replica to the current illumination system, an increase in number of light sources 
affects the rendering time. To demonstrate their method, Gibson and Murta used eight light sources to 
simulate an indoor environment. The position and the parameters of the light sources are defined via an 
optimisation algorithm, which needs to be executed only once for each different scene. For each light 
source a shadow map is generated using a two-step algorithm. In the first step all shadows are generated, 
including those of the real objects, in the second step the shadows from the real objects are removed 
from the shadow map generated in the first step. The result is an augmented scene with global common 
illumination including soft shadows, however, the addition of inter-reflections is not taken into account. 
The method does not discuss the problem associated with inaccurate geometry but it is expected that 
if the geometry is inaccurately known that the removal of the real shadows from the generated shadow 
map will be incorrect and will introduce artefacts when a pixel inside a real shadow is scaled again to 
simulate a virtual shadow, due to incorrectly assuming that pixel does not belong to a real shadow.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Results for Gibson et al. [GMOO], Comparison of a ray-traced (a) and a hardware generated image 
(b). The ray-traced image was generated using RADIANCE [War94], the hardware generated image made use of 
the rendering method described in [ GMOO]. The generation of the ray-traced image took approximately 2 hours, the 
generation of the hardware rendered image took place at nearly 10 frames-per-second. Courtesy o f Gibson et al.
Debevec [Deb98] presents a more advanced common illumination method that estimates the BRDF 
values for a small part of the scene. It is argued that if a virtual object is inserted into the scene, only 
a small fraction of the scene experiences an influence from that inclusion. Relighting methods using 
inverse illumination therefore only require the BRDF values of the points that lie in this fraction. Since 
for most applications it is possible to know the position of the virtual objects, Debevec uses this position 
to divide the entire scene into two parts: the local scene and the distant scene. The local scene is that 
fraction of the scene whose appearance might alter after inclusion and the BRDF of the materials in that 
part need to be estimated. The distant scene is that part of the scene that undergoes no physical alteration 
after inclusion. A schematic overview of the division in local and distant scene and their corresponding 
influences is presented in figure 3.11 (a). The local scene is restricted to be diffuse only; the distant 
scene has no restrictions. An omni-directional HDRI is captured using a reflective sphere. The resulting 
lightprobe image is used to present the illumination in the real scene. Based on the geometric model, 
the fight probe image and the division into local and distant scene, the BRDF values in the local scene 
are estimated. The calculations are straightforward, since only diffuse BRDF values are considered. 
A differential rendering method was developed to reduce the possible inconsistencies in the geometric 
model and the (specular) error on the BRDF estimates to an acceptable level. The rendering is a two 
pass mechanism. First, the augmented scene is rendered using a global illumination technique, the result 
is denoted by LS0bj • Next the scene is rendered using the same global illumination method, without 
including the virtual objects, denoted by LSnoobj • If the input scene is represented by LSb, then the 
difference between LSb and LSnoobj is exactly the error that results from an incorrect BRDF estimation. 
The differential rendering therefore calculates the final output rendering L S finai as:
LSfinal =  LSb (LSobj LSnoobj)
This differential rendering method removes most of the inaccuracies and in a certain way it is similar to 
the one of Jancene et al. [JNP+95] presented above. The results of this method are promising, see figure 
3.11, but it still suffers from a few deficiencies. Firstly, only diffuse parameters of the local scene are 
estimated, this introduces an error that should be compensated by the differential rendering. Secondly, 
the viewpoint can be altered but the method is too slow to work at interactive rates. If the rendering 
could be accelerated using low-cost graphics hardware, it could be possible to achieve interactive update
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rates for the MR. The lightprobe image is used as if the distant scene lies at infinity and that it has 
been captured with a camera infinitely far from the lightprobe. This will introduce a distortion in the 
alignment between radiance values retrieved from the lightprobe and the scene geometry. Therefore it is 
expected that the BRDF calculations will be erroneous when the distortion affects an area containing the 
light sources.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.11: Debevec et al. [Deb98]. (a) The real scene is divided into a local scene and a distant scene. The 
illumination from the distant scene influences the local scene and the virtual objects. The virtual objects influence 
the local scene. The local scene and the virtual objects do not have an influence on the distant scene, (b) The 
original real scene, (c) Using differential rendering and the estimation of the diffuse BRDF estimates, the virtual 
lighting effects are simulated. Courtesy of Debevec et al.
Gibson et al. [GCHH03] developed a method to create soft shadows using a set of shadow maps. They 
created a rapid shadow generation algorithm to calculate and visualize the shadows in a scene after the 
material properties of the scene are calculated. A proper estimate of both the geometry and the radiance 
information in the real scene needs to be available. It is assumed that the BRDF for all materials is 
diffuse. This diffuse BRDF is estimated using geometry and radiance information (one radiance image 
per 3D point). In their method, the scene is divided into two parts: one part contains all patches in a scene 
that are visible from the camera, called the receiver patches and another part contains those patches in the 
scene that have a significant radiance, called the source patches. These patches are used to build a shaft 
hierarchy between the receiver patches and the source patches. The shaft hierarchy contains information 
on which patches block receiver patches from other source patches. Next the scene is rendered from 
a certain viewpoint. This rendering is a two-pass mechanism. A first pass, goes through the shaft 
hierarchy to see which source patches partially or completely illuminate a receiver patch. Once these 
source patches are identified, the radiance of each receiver patch is set to the sum of all irradiance coming 
from these source patches, without taking occlusions into account. The second rendering pass, takes the 
shadows in consideration. To calculate the portion of blocked light, a shadow mapping technique is 
used. In fact, a shadow map is created for each source patch. At each receiver patch, these maps are 
then combined and subtracted from the radiance value that was rendered in the first pass. This method 
is capable of producing soft shadows in a fast and efficient way. In figure 3.12 examples are given of 
synthetic scenes rendered using the above described method. Renderings of the same synthetic scenes 
using a ray tracing method and photographic reference images are given as well. The shaft-hierarchy 
is build from the geometric model available, therefore it is likely inaccuracies will be present when the 
geometric model is incorrect.
Another set of methods were built to exploit the structure of a radiosity method. Fournier et al. made 
pioneering work in this direction [FGR93]. When this method was developed, facilities for modelling a 
geometric model from a real scene were not available. To overcome this issue, Fournier et al. decided to 
replace the geometry of the objects in the real scene by their bounding box, and an image of the object 
was applied on each of the faces of the box. An example of such a model is shown in figure 3.13. To
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Figure 3.12: Results for Gibson et al. [GCHH03]. A comparison of the rendering quality for three different scenes. 
The images in the left column are produced using the system presented in [GCHH03]. The images in the middle 
column are rendered using ray tracing. The images in the right column are photographic reference images. Courtesy 
of Gibson et al.
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set up the scene for global common illumination computation, faces of the boxes representing the real 
objects are divided into patches. Using the information contained in the radiance textures, a diffuse local 
reflectance is computed by averaging pixels covered by each patch. Light source exitances are estimated 
and the radiosity of the patches are set as an average of the per-pixel radiance covered by each patch. 
After insertion of the virtual objects and the virtual light sources in the model of the real scene, new 
radiosity values are computed for the elements in the scene using progressive radiosity [CCWG88]. The 
rendering is carried out by modifying the intensity of each patch with the ratio obtained by dividing the 
new radiosity by the original one. In figure 3.13 an illustration of the result of this method is given. 
The results of this method look promising but it suffers from the lack of a detailed geometry. This leads 
to misaligned shadows and other types of mismatching between real and virtual objects. The method 
is slow and does not allow real-time interaction. Nevertheless, this pioneering method has influenced 
subsequent research work, e.g. Drettakis et al. [DRB97] and Loscos et al. [LDROO] as presented in the 
remainder of this section.
(a) (b) (b)
Figure 3.13: Results for Fournier et al. [FGR93]. (a) All objects in the scene are represented by a box, that 
narrowly fits the object, (b) Image information is mapped on the boxes (note that for the ball, a more complex shape 
was used), (c) A synthetic rendering showing a virtual object (book positioned on other book) and a virtual light 
source. The global common illumination effects are generated with an adaptive progressive radiosity algorithm. 
Copyright Canadian Information Processing Society.
Drettakis et al. [DRB97] present a method that builds on Fournier et al. [FGR93], but uses a finer model 
of the real scene. The same equations are used to estimate the light sources emittance, the reflectance 
of the patches and the original radiosity. Drettakis et al. make use of the more recent hierarchical ra­
diosity method hierarchical [HSA91] accelerated by using clustering [RPV93][Sil95][SAG94]. Based 
on [DS97] a hierarchy of shafts is built from the real scene model, which allows a local understanding 
when virtual objects are added. This permits an easy identification of all patches that need to undergo a 
radiosity alteration due to the influence of the newly added object. The advantage of this shaft hierarchy 
is that it permits interactive updates of the illumination in the augmented scene when virtual objects 
move. The final display is made similarly to the method of Fournier et al. [FGR93]: the intensity of 
the patches is modified with the ratio defined by the modified radiosity divided by the original radiosity. 
This type of rendering is fast, compared to a ray tracing method, as it uses the hardware capability to 
render textured polygons. This method provides global common illumination with possible interaction. 
Unfortunately, the method does not allow changing either the current illumination or the current view­
point. Also, the shaft hierarchy is built from the geometric model of the scene, therefore if the geometric 
model is inaccurate, the simulated virtual lighting effects might introduce artefacts when overlapping 
with real lighting effects, due to the misaligned or incorrect projected scene radiance onto the geometry. 
In figure 3.14 a screen shot is given of the 3D reconstruction and an example of the resulting MR using 
the above explained method.
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Figure 3.14: Results for Drettakis et al. [DRB97]. In the left image a screen shot is given of the 3D reconstruction 
of the real scene. The right image gives an example of the MR, the floating box is the virtual object. The virtual 
objects can be moved at interactive rate while keeping the global illumination effects. This is carried out by using 
an adaptation of hierarchical shafts for hierarchical radiosity [DS97J. Courtesy of Drettakis et al.
C Relighting
In Loscos et al. [LDROO], relighting is made possible, while keeping the framework set by Fournier et 
al. [FGR93] and Drettakis et al. [DRB97]. The scene parameters are extracted in the same way but 
all calculations are extended to the use of HDRIs [Los99]. Since this method focuses on relighting, 
a specific subdivision of the real scene is made to detect as much direct shadows as possible. The 
radiosity of each element is modified to simulate non-blocked radiosity, in other words, to erase the 
shadows from the textures. A factor is computed using the radiosity method without taking the visibility 
in consideration. Then the new radiosity value is used to update the texture. Approximations of the 
estimation and of the input data lead to an inexact modification of the texture. In a second step, another 
factor is applied to automatically correct the imprecisions. This is done by using a reference patch that 
reflects the desired result. Once this is done, the new textures are used instead of the original ones, 
and reflectance and original radiosity values are updated accordingly. Shadows can be simulated using 
the factor of the newly computed radiosity solution divided by the original radiosity (without shadows). 
This method also extends the method presented in [DS97] for the insertion of virtual lights. In the 
system of Loscos et al. [LDROO], it is possible to virtually modify the intensity of real light sources, 
to insert virtual objects that can be dynamically moved and to insert virtual light sources. The problem 
that comes with inserting new lights or increasing light source intensity is that the value of the factor 
computed between the new radiosity value, divided by the original radiosity, may be greater than one. In 
that case, multi-pass rendering is used to enable the visualisation of brighter illumination. This method 
allows interactivity and is fairly rapid in the pre-processing computation. However, the obtained results 
are inaccurate as the illumination of the real scene is not fully estimated. Firstly, because lit areas are not 
altered at all, and secondly, because it concentrates on the diffuse component only. An example of the 
results was already shown in figure 3.4.
Although it does not seem feasible to estimate specular components of the BRDF from one single image, 
Boivin et al. [BG01] present a method that re-renders diffuse and specular effects based on radiance 
information from one single image and a full geometric model of the scene, including the light source 
positioning and the camera properties. With a hierarchical and iterative technique they estimate the 
reflectance parameters in the scene. In this method, the reflectance model of Ward [War92] is used, 
which presents the entire BRDF with either 3 (isotropic materials) or 5 (anisotropic materials) different
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parameters. The BRDF estimation process starts by assuming that the BRDF values are all diffuse. 
A synthetic scene is rendered using the geometry, the current BRDF estimate and global illumination 
methods. If the difference between the real scene and the synthetic scene is too large, the BRDF values 
are re-estimated using a more complex BRDF model. First specular effects are added and a roughness 
factor is estimated using a time-consuming optimisation process. Later anisotropic effects are introduced 
and the optimisation continues until a reasonable synthetic scene is acquired. This is very similar to the 
way parameters are estimated in [YDMH99]. However, in this case, only one input image is used, 
and anisotropic parameters are estimated as well. The method of Boivin et al. relies on one single 
image to capture all photometric information. The advantage of such an approach is that the image 
capturing is relatively easy; the disadvantage is that only partial geometric information is available: 
there is no information for those surfaces that are not visible in the image. Nevertheless,the proposed 
method allows changing the viewpoint. If a sufficiently large portion of a certain object is visible in 
the image, the reflectance properties of the missing parts of the object are calculated based on this 
portion. Grouping objects with similar reflectance properties makes this process more robust. On the 
other hand, this requires that not only the geometry needs to be known, but also a partitioning of the 
scene into objects with similar reflectance properties, which may compromise the applicability of this 
method. Although optimised, the rendering algorithm is computationally expensive and therefore only 
a non real-time solution can be obtained. The results presented in [BG01] show a scene containing 
manually modelled light sources with a known position and intensity. The method does not address the 
applicability of the method on scenes containing un-modelled light sources. In figure 3.15 an illustration 
is given of the output results of the described method.
3.3.4 Model of the real scene known, few images known
If more information about the radiance of the points in the scene is available, a better BRDF estimate 
can be acquired. The radiance perceived at a certain point depends on the viewing angle, on the angle of 
incident light and the BRDF. Hence, it is possible to gain more information about the BRDF of a certain 
point in the scene if radiance information is available from images captured from a different viewing 
angle. Alternatively, if the viewpoint is kept the same but the position of the light sources is changed, 
extra BRDF information is captured as well. In this section, the methods are discussed that make use of 
this extra information.
Loscos et al. [LFD+ 99] developed a system that allows relighting, as well as virtual light source in­
sertion, dynamic virtual objects inclusion and real object removal. They identified that it is difficult to 
estimate reflectance values in shadow regions due to saturation and because this estimate depends on the 
quality of the indirect light estimation. This is compensated for by adding extra photographs captured 
under different illumination. The geometry of the real scene is modelled from photographs. This geo­
metric model is textured using one of the images, taken from the different viewpoints. A set of pictures 
is then taken from this chosen viewpoint while a light source is moved around the scene to modify the 
illumination. These pictures can be HDRIs as used in [LDOO]. The position and intensity of the light 
sources is known in advance, which limits the applicability of the method. Loscos et al. decided to 
mix a ray-casting approach to compute the local illumination and a radiosity approach to compute the 
indirect illumination. Two sets of reflectance values are thus computed. First diffuse reflectance values 
are computed for each pixel of the viewing window. This is done with a weighted average of the re­
flectance evaluated with each input image differently lit. The applied weight is based on whether the 3D 
point associated with the pixel is in shadow relative to the light source position, and also whether the 
radiance value captured is saturated. The reflectance values are then used to initialize a radiosity system 
similar to those in [DRB97][LDROO]. This reflectance is then refined by an iterative algorithm. With
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.15: Results for Boivin et al. [BG01J. (a) The original real scene, (b) A relit synthetic image. Diffuse 
and specular effects are simulated using an optimization algorithm, (c) The viewpoint can be altered, missing 
information is effectively retrieved through scene segmentation, (d) The scene is relit using a novel illumination 
setting. Courtesy o f Boivin et al.
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this reflectance, Loscos et al. are able to relight the scene using global illumination. Pixel values are up­
dated by adding the local illumination value, computed by ray casting, to the indirect illumination value, 
computed by hierarchical radiosity using a rough subdivision of the scene. Local modifications are made 
after the insertion or moving of virtual objects by selecting the area of the window where local illumi­
nation will be affected. Indirect illumination is modified by adapting the method of [DS97]. Similarly, 
virtual light sources can be added, and intensity of real light sources can be modified. A very interesting 
application of this method is the removal of real objects. The unknown information previously masked 
by the object is filled using automatic texture synthesis of a sample of the image of the reflectance values 
of the previously hidden object. The results show that the relighting and the interaction with virtual 
objects can be achieved in an interactive time. Image examples of the results are shown in figure 3.16. 
The produced results are good but could be improved by considering specular effects. Due to the nature 
of the image capture process, it would be very difficult to apply this method on real outdoor scenes. The 
requirement of needing more than one input image makes the method sensitive to object movement.
Figure 3.16: Results for Loscos et al. [LFD+99]. The left image is one o f the input images of the real scene. The 
middle image is a relit image of the real scene, using the calculated BRDF values. The right image illustrates the 
removal of an object (the door), the insertion of a new virtual object (the chair) and the insertion o f a virtual light 
source. All manipulations are carried out at interactive update rates. The illumination is updated locally with ray 
casting. The consistency of the indirect illumination is kept using an adaptation o f [DS97]. Courtesy of Loscos et 
al.
A different approach taken by Gibson et al. [GHH01] results in another relighting method, in which the 
reflectance of the material is roughly estimated based on a restricted amount of geometry and radiance 
information of the scene. In theory, only geometry and radiance information is needed for those parts of 
the scene that are visible in the final relit MR. In their approach a photometric reconstruction algorithm 
is put forward, that is capable of estimating reflectance and illumination for a scene if only incomplete 
information is available. To achieve this the direct illumination is modelled as coming from unknown 
light sources using virtual light sources, see figure 3.17 (a). The aim is not to produce an accurate 
illumination model, but rather a model that produces a similar illumination as in the original scene. The 
model used is a spherical illumination surface: a set of small area light sources that surrounds the known 
geometry. The parameters of this surface, the position and emission of the light sources, are estimated 
using an iterative minimization algorithm. The reflectance of the materials in the scene are estimated as 
well. The MR scene is rendered using a ray tracing algorithm. User interaction is impossible at real­
time update rate but nevertheless the method illustrates the possibility of getting fairly realistic mixed 
realities, without limiting input requirements. This method is original, interesting and very practical to 
adapt to many situations where information on a real scene is partially known. The estimation of the 
illumination surface uses several input images of the scene, which might limit the applicability of the 
method to scenes containing dynamic illumination and dynamic or non-rigid objects. An example of a 
rendered scene and its comparable real scene are given in figure 3.17 (b,c).
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(a)
Figure 3.17: Results for Gibson et al. [GHH01]. (a) The real illumination is approximated by an illumination 
surface. This illumination surface is covered by a set o f virtual light sources. The parameters o f these virtual light 
sources are estimated such that its effect resembles the real illumination, (b) The original real scene, (c) A relit 
scene containing virtual objects and light sources. Both specular and diffuse effects are simulated. Courtesy of 
Gibson et al.
3.3.5 Model of the real scene known, many images known
This category collects those methods that require the most input information. Not only the geometry is 
required but also radiance information under many different geometric set-ups. The requirement of need­
ing many input images, makes these methods sensitive to object movement and dynamic illumination, 
especially. Two significant methods could be identified that belong to this category of MR methods. 
They were selected from a broad set of methods on inverse illumination because they provide a solu­
tion for a large group of objects, which is essential for MR considered in this thesis. The first inverse 
illumination method [YDMH99] focuses on the BRDF estimation, using many HDRIs from different 
viewpoints. The second [YM98] allows to relight outdoor scenes. This section briefly discusses these 
two methods.
Yu et al. [YDMH99] use a low parametric reflectance model, which allows the diffuse reflectance to vary 
arbitrarily across the surface while non-diffuse characteristics remain constant across a certain region. 
The input to their system is the geometry of the scene, a set of HDRIs and the position of the direct light 
sources. An inverse radiosity method is applied to recover the diffuse albedo. The other two parameters 
in the reflectance model of Ward [War92], the roughness and the specular component, are estimated by 
a non-linear optimization. For the estimation of the specular BRDF, it is assumed that many HDRIs 
are available from a different set of viewpoints. The estimation makes use of the position of the light 
sources and the possible highlights they may produce on a surface due to specular effects. It is therefore 
helpful to capture images of the scene with various numbers of light sources, since this might increase 
the number of specular highlights. This precise estimate of the BRDF values in the scene allows to 
remove all illumination in the scene and a new illumination pattern can be applied. To render the scene 
they make use of Ward’s r a d ia n c e  system [War94]. No further steps were taken to speed up the 
rendering process. The results were already presented in figure 3.5 which illustrates the original real 
scene and a relit scene using a novel illumination setting. This method is interesting for MR because it 
provides an algorithm to estimate an accurate complex BRDF of a complex real scene, resulting in an 
accurate representation of the illumination. The method uses modelled light sources, and therefore it is 
less applicable for real-life environments with uncontrollable light sources.
Yu and Malik [YM98] present a method that allows relighting for outdoor scenes based on inverse 
illumination. As it is impossible to retrieve the geometry of the entire scene, they separate the scene 
into four parts: the local model, the sun, the sky and the surrounding environment. The illumination
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sources are the sun, the sky, and the surrounding environment. Luminance due to the sun and the sky 
are estimated based on a set of input images. At least two photographs per surface of the local model 
are captured, which should show two different illumination conditions (directly and not directly lit by 
the sun). The local model is subdivided into small surfaces. Based on these two photographs, two 
pseudo-BRDF values are estimated per surface. One relates to the illumination from the sun, the other 
relates to the illumination from the integrated environment (sky plus surrounding environment). A least 
square solution is then used to approximate the specular term for each surface and for each illumination 
condition (from the integrated environment and from the sun). This approach uses an approximation of 
the inverse illumination equation. It illustrates the difficulty of setting up a parameterized MR system 
for outdoor scenes. At rendering time, different positions of the sun are simulated. After extracting 
the sun and the local model from the background, sky regions are identified and they are mapped on 
a mesh supported by a hemisphere. Three parameters control the sky intensity. A first scale factor is 
applied when simulating sunrise and sunset; it is constant otherwise. The second parameter adjusts the 
intensity of the sky depending on the position of the mesh on the dome. A last parameter controls the 
sky intensity depending on the sun’s position. Next, the radiance values and the pseudo-BRDFs are used 
to reproduce the global illumination on the local scene. This method is the first to present the possibility 
of relighting outdoor scenes. Results of these relit scenes and a comparison image are shown in figure 
3.18. Although it is difficult to evaluate the quality of the relighting from the images provided by the 
authors, the images resemble the real conditions, and this can satisfy most of the MR applications for 
outdoor environments. The drawback of the method is the requirement to have images of the scene under 
various different illumination settings. The outdoor scene shown in their example is lit by the sun and a 
blue sky, no clouds are visible. Such a lengthy capture however, will in several environments be difficult 
to control.
Figure 3.18: Results for Yu et al. [YM98], The top row images illustrates the original tower from different view­
points. The bottom row are synthetic images o f the tower from approximately the same viewpoint. The real images 
were not used to generate the synthetic images, nevertheless the synthetic and real images look very similar. Cour­
tesy of Yu and Malik.
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3.4 Discussion of illumination methods
In section 3.2.3 we pointed out that the assessment of the various illumination methods for MR comes 
with a certain degree of subjectivity. Fortunately there are some aspects that can be evaluated in a rather 
objective way. Some of these measures are used in this section to assess the previously listed illumination 
methods. Section 3.4.1 discusses the amount of pre-processing required to simulate the lighting effects 
in the scene. In section 3.4.2 an evaluation of the degree o f interactivity allowed by the illumination 
methods is given. Section 3.4.3 discusses how the quality of the simulated illumination can be assessed 
and uses this to evaluate the methods classified. An overview of the discussed methods is given in section 
3.4.4.
3.4.1 Pre-processing
The term pre-processing refers to those steps, carried out once, that are required by the method before 
the merging of real and virtual objects takes place. The geometric reconstruction, image capturing, and 
BRDF estimation are considered as pre-processing steps.
The methods of the first group, described in section 3.3.2, do not require a full geometric model of 
the real scene, examples are Sato et al. [SSI99] and Nakamae et al. [NHIN86]. For these methods 
information about the ground plane can be sufficient to generate the fighting effects. Nevertheless this 
usually implies a very limited inclusion, such as only positioning of the virtual object onto the foreground 
or ground plane. All other illumination methods require a geometric model. Some of these methods do 
not explain how this model can be constructed, others assume that it is constructed using user-aided 3D 
reconstruction software. Using reconstruction software usually results in a low resolution model and is in 
general error-prone. This is due to the fact that no automatic, accurate 3D reconstruction software is yet 
commercially available. Scanning devices give a better resolution, but these devices are expensive and 
while the scanning of a small object might be straightforward, the scanning of a larger scene is laborious. 
As a summary we can say that a perfect geometric model is difficult to acquire and that reconstruction is 
always a tiresome work.
Some methods require radiance information captured from several viewpoints [YDMH99][GHH01] or 
under different types of illumination [LFD+ 99][YM98]. Taking several HDRIs from different view­
points and under different illumination delays the image capture time and makes the method more prone 
to errors when applied to an uncontrolllable environment.
Many methods calculate a BRDF estimate, some use a diffuse model, some allow a more com­
plex model. Often the calculation of the BRDF needs to be carried out off-line, due to timing 
issues and is therefore considered as pre-processing work. Methods that calculate a diffuse-only 
BRDF are: [Deb98][FGR93][DRB97][LDR00][LFD+ 99], methods that allow specular components are: 
[GHH01][YDMH99][YM98][BG01]. Usually the estimation of the specular and anisotropic material 
properties is computationally more demanding than the estimation of the diffuse parameters.
3.4.2 Level of interactivity
Interactivity means:
■ the possibility of navigating objects or viewpoints in the scene,
■ the effort made to get an interactive rendering,
■ the possibility to modify reflectance properties of real objects in the scene,
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m the possibility to modify the illumination sources in the real scene.
A few methods allow navigating the virtual objects or the viewpoints. These methods have either 
enough BRDF information [BG01][YDMH99][FGR93], enough geometry and illumination information 
[SSI99][YM98] or use a different approach [ALCS03][SHC+94][JNP+95].
Only a few of the methods operate in true real-time (RT) [ALCS03] [SHC+94] [GCHH03], others are near 
real-time (near RT) [LDR00][LFD+ 99][DRB97] but most of them are non real-time (NRT). However, 
it should be noted that some methods were developed years ago, when computer hardware and software 
were much slower than nowadays. Also, it should be pointed out that some methods did not specifically 
attempt to produce interactive systems. With a few modifications, it should be possible to speed up most 
of the described systems.
Some methods that specifically tried to speed up the computations are worth mentioning. Agusanto et 
al. [ALCS03] exploited the idea of environment mapping while State et al. [SHC+94] used shadow 
mapping and Haller et al. [HDH03] shadow volumes. Gibson et al. [GMOO] developed a new method 
to simulate soft shadows at interactive rates and Drettakis et al. [DRB97], Loscos et al. [LDROO] and 
Loscos et al. [LFD+99] made use of a hierarchical radiosity algorithm, that decreased the computation 
time to interactive rates as well. Gibson et al. [GCHH03] used shadow maps.
Once the BRDF of all objects in the scene is known, the existing lighting effects can be cancelled. This 
allows us to change the BRDF of a certain real object in the scene. This can be used to modify the 
appearances of real objects in the scene. Relighting methods can use this BRDF information to relight a 
scene using a different illumination pattern. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the various different types of 
illumination the discussed methods allow.
3.4.3 Quality obtained
Some of the described methods evaluated the quality of their method using one or more of the following 
evaluation methods:
■ A comparison is made between a photographic reference of the real scene and a synthetic version 
of the same scene.
■ The BRDF is measured using an external device and these results are compared with the estimated 
BRDF values.
Gibson et al. [GCHH03] compare their shadow rendering method with a ray traced rendering and an 
image of the real scene, see figure 3.12. They are capable of producing realistic and similar shadows as 
in the real image and at a faster time than the ray traced rendering. In [GMOO] the presented extended 
shadow mapping is compared with a ray traced version using the same input parameters, see figure 3.10. 
There are some differences between the two synthetic scenes, but the generated shadows look realistic. 
Boivin et al. [BG01] extract a full BRDF model and compare their rendering with an original image 
of the real scene, see figure 3.15. In [YM98] the diffuse and specular components are calculated; the 
resulting rendering is compared with an original image of the real scene. Likewise, [LDROO] [LFD+ 99] 
estimate the diffuse BRDF and compare a synthetic rendering with an original image of the real scene 
(see figures 3.4 and 3.16). In both methods, the rendering occurs at interactive update rates. Similarly, 
Gibson et al. [GHH01], see figure 3.17, compare an original and synthetic image and find that the error 
between the two images decreases drastically in the first three iterations. Both diffuse and specular 
reflectance values are modelled. Yu et al. [YDMH99] estimate diffuse and specular BRDF values and
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compare these with measured BRDF values of objects in the scene. The estimates and the true values 
are similar.
We can also compare methods that use both specular and diffuse BRDF values for the rendering with 
those that have a more restrictive understanding of the BRDF. It is understood that systems based on 
a more complete BRDF model result in an MR of a higher quality than those based on diffuse BRDF 
values only or those that do not estimate BRDF values at all. For some methods, only a subjective user 
perceptive assessment can be made.
3.4.4 Overview
Table 3.1 gives an overview of all methods discussed in section 3.3. For each method, the overview 
discusses the following aspects:
■ Geometric model of the scene: whether or not the method requires a geometric model of the scene.
■ Number of different images: the number of different images needed per point in the scene, to 
calculate the MR.
■ Methodology: the methodology used to create the MR. In section 3.2.2 three different approaches 
were discussed: common illumination, relighting, inverse illumination. Further to this division, a 
distinction is made between local and global illumination methods.
■ Rendering: the rendering method used to compose the MR. Possible answers are: ray-casting, 
ray-tracing, radiosity, etc.
■ Computation time: the update time of the method is real-time (RT), non real-time (NRT) or near 
real-time (near RT).
3.5 This thesis within the classification
The methods discussed in this chapter usually showed results of easy-to-model scenes, with control­
lable objects and light sources. Only a few methods explicitly tested their method on outdoor scenes 
[Deb98][GCHH03][SSI99][YM98], nevertheless the outdoor scenes used were fairly restrictive and 
were not disturbed by object movement or dynamic illumination. Nearly all methods available in the 
literature assume an accurate geometric model of the scene is available and do not discuss the errors that 
might be introduced when applying the method on less accurate geometric models. This motivated the 
research carried out in this thesis.
The focus of the thesis is on illumination methods in general, and therefore methods to improve com­
mon illumination and relighting are developed. To be more precise, the common illumination method 
presented in chapter 4 is based on the method developed by Haller et al. [HDH03]. Nevertheless the 
framework developed can be incorporated in methods such as provided by Agusanto et al. [ALCS03], 
Sato et al. [SSI99], [DRB97], and others. The required input data is a poorly reconstructed geometric 
model of the local scene and one input image for each local scene point. No BRDF values need to be 
estimated as the shadows are generated using a scaling factor. Thus, the required pre-processing time is 
rather low. The shadow generation runs in real-time and the entire method is fairly interactive as virtual 
camera movement and virtual object movement are allowed.
The relighting method presented in chapter 6 presents a radiance capture method which can comple­
ment methods such as presented by Debevec et al. [Deb98], Boivin et al. [BG01], Gibson et al.
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3D model J| Images Methodology Rendering Computation time Section
[ALCS03] / one global common illumination environment maps, multipass RT 3.3.2
[NHIN86] / one local common illumination ray casting NRT 3.3.2
[SSI99] / one global common illumination ray casting NRT 3.3.2
[SHC+94] / one local common illumination shadow mapping RT 3.3.3
[HDH03] / one local common illumination shadow volumes RT 3.3.3
[JNP+95] / one local common illumination ray tracing NRT
3.3.3
[GCHH03] / one global common illumination shadow mapping RT
3.3.3
[Deb98] / one global common illumination differential rendering + ray tracing NRT
3.3.3
[GMOO] / one global common illumination extended shadow mapping near RT
3.3.3
[FGR93] / one global common illumination radiosity + ray casting NRT
3.3.3
[DRB97] / one global relighting hierarchical radiosity near RT
3.3.3
[LDROO] / one global relighting hierarchical radiosity near RT
3.3.3
[BGOl] / one global inverse illumination ray tracing NRT
3.3.3
[LFD+99] / few global relighting hierarchical radiosity + ray casting near RT
3.3.4
[GHHOl] / few global relighting ray tracing NRT
3.3.4
[YDMH99] / many global inverse illumination ray tracing NRT
3.3.5
[YM98] / many global inverse illumination ray tracing NRT
3.3.5
Table 3.1: Overview o f illumination methods for mixed reality based on their usage o f 3D model, images, methodology, rendering method and their computation time
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[GM00][GCHH03] and others. The radiance capture calibrates an environment map in the 3D scene, 
and projects its radiance correctly onto the geometry. Therefore it can be used in environment mapping 
methods which require well-aligned environment maps to simulate reflections. This would improve the 
methods described by Sato et al. [SSI99] and Agusanto et al. [ALCS03]. The relighting method in 
chapter 6 requires the knowledge of the scene geometry and requries two images per scene point for 
which a reflectance is calculated. These two images are a regular input image and a lightprobe image 
captured under the same illumination conditions as the input image. The main contribution of the relight­
ing method is that it allows relighting of scenes captured under less restricted conditions, such as under 
dynamic illumination. This is a major improvement compared to methods presented in this chapter and 
in particular those presented in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 which require many different input images under 
controlled illumination.
The inverse illumination method that is required by the relighting method presented in chapter 6 is most 
closely related to that presented by Boivin et al. [BG01], and provides an improvement to deal with 
inaccurate geometric reconstructions and more complex scene illumination including dynamic illumina­
tion. The BRDF calculation required for the relighting can be time-consuming. Monte Carlo sampling 
is used to render the relit scene, and therefore the relighting does not operate in real-time. The quality of 
the BRDF calculation and the relighting are assessed through comparisons with photographic reference 
images, and through the consistency of the retrieved BRDF for objects made from the same material.
This thesis further focuses on radiance capture and provides an improvement to the state of the art in 
HDRI generation by allowing the capture of HDRIs in more relaxed circumstances (no use of tripod, 
object movement allowed). This is interesting for all illumination methods presented in this chapter, 
but again in particular for those presented in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 which are very sensitive to object 
movement or deformation, due to their requirement of needing many input images.
3.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter the concept of mixed reality is presented, along with the three types of illumination 
methods that exist in that context: common illumination, relighting and physically-based illumination. 
A classification is given of the illumination methods for mixed reality available in the literature. This 
classification divides the methods into four groups based on the amount of input data required to execute 
the methods. When comparing the different methods, it is clear that the more input data is available the 
higher the quality of the resulting MR. The total computation time is proportional to the amount of input 
data that needs to be processed.
The current state of the art in illumination methods fails to address the issues associated with the cap­
turing of the input data. The problems with an incorrect geometry or radiance capture are either ignored 
or avoided. Applying the presented methods on uncontrollable scenes that contain object and camera 
movement and/or are lit by a dynamic light source, will most likely fail to produce a realistic mixed 
reality. Relying on an accurate geometry and radiance capture reduces the robustness of the illumination 
methods, and the applicability of these methods to complex-to-model scenes.
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4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 gives an overview of illumination methods for MR and explains that three different types of 
illumination simulation algorithms exist: common illumination, relighting and physically-based illumi­
nation. To simulate any of the three types of illumination some knowledge about the scene geometry and 
radiance needs to be at hand. This statement is further supported theoretically in chapter 2.
Common illumination usually operates on a per-pixel basis: the lighting effects are enforced by changing 
the scene radiance at pixel level. For reasons that become clear later in this chapter, this per-pixel 
operation is very sensitive to geometric inaccuracies. Inverse illumination usually operates per triangle, 
thereby effectively averaging errors over groups of pixels making them less obvious to the observer. If 
the illumination method needs to identify the lighting effects in the real scene texture, the inaccurate 
geometric reconstruction will fail to deliver the position of the lighting effects accurately. This becomes 
a problem when new lighting effects of the virtual object need to be simulated over the lighting effects 
already present in the scene (for common illumination) or, likewise, when they need to be cancelled (for 
relighting).
This chapter focuses on the shadow simulation in the context of common illumination for scenes with a 
poorly reconstructed geometric model of the scene, including the scene objects and the positions of the 
light sources. The contribution of this chapter lies in the method that delivers consistent shadows for MR 
when only a poor geometric model of the real scene is available. The shadow generation methodology 
consists of three steps. The first step deals with the correct detection of the lighting effects already 
present in the scene using image processing techniques. The second and third steps deal with the correct 
virtual shadow generation through scaling of the scene radiance, regardless of the possibility that there 
are underlying shadow effects in the scene radiance. The result is a virtual shadow consistent with the 
real shadows already present in the real scene. The presented methodology is applied to two different 
types of augmented reality: a pre-computed and a real-time application. Both applications work on real 
scenes showing semi-soft real shadows, which are hard shadows with soft edges.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the problems common illumination, shadow 
generation in particular, faces when the geometric reconstruction is inaccurate. Section 4.3 provides the 
3-step methodology that can be applied to generate virtual shadows consistent with the real shadows in 
the scene. Section 4.4 describes each of these three steps in more detail. This 3-step module is applied to
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two different contexts of augmented reality in section 4.5. The limitations of the current implementations 
of the method are discussed in section 4.6. Finally, section 4.5 gives a summary.
The methodology and generated results have been presented at Graphics Interface 2005 [JAL+05]. The 
work presented is entirely my own, except where indicated in sections 4.4.3 and 4.5.2. In those sections 
some implementation issues are discussed which have been implemented with help from Cameron Angus 
and Jean-Daniel Nahmias.
4.2 Problems with an inaccurate geometric reconstruction
4.2.1 Problem description
For common illumination it is not necessary to know the reflectance of the materials in the real scene 
to simulate consistent lighting effects. Often the virtual shadows are generated through scaling of the 
radiance of those scene points that fall inside a virtual shadow. The scaling simulates the blocking of 
light. A theoretical motivation for this type of shadow simulation has already been given in chapter 2. 
Often the methods that simulate shadows through scaling take into account whether or not a point is 
already inside a real shadow. If a scene point lies inside a (hard) real and virtual shadow its radiance 
should not be scaled, this would simply imply blocking the light twice, resulting in an overly dark virtual 
shadow.
This is further explained in figure 4.1 (a) through (f), which also defines the terminology used in the 
remainder of this chapter. Each image shows a graphical interpretation of a real 2D scene in a different 
context. The real scene is shown in (a) and consists of one object (white rounded box) with a complex 
shape, a light source (white circle), and a ground plane. The box casts a real shadow on the ground 
plane, which is visualized by the white/grey band. The band is white where light reaches the ground 
plane and grey where the light is blocked and no direct light reaches the ground plane. Images (b) 
through (f) show different configurations of an MR set-up. Obtaining the configuration shown in (f) 
is the objective of this chapter. The top white/grey band (denoted by the letter V, for virtual) shows 
the shadow configuration brought forward by the particular configuration shown in (b) through (f); the 
original lighting setting from the configuration in (a) is repeated under the virtual band (denoted by the 
letter R, for real). Image (b) shows a poor geometric reconstruction of the white box in black which is 
a simplification of the actual shape of the white object. Image (c) illustrates the reconstruction of the 
light source position (black circle). For both (b) and (c) it is clear that the position of the reconstructed 
real shadow (or real shadow estimate), derived from the reconstructed geometry, is misaligned with the 
actual real shadow of the white object. Images (d), (e) and (f) show the inclusion of a virtual object 
(dark shade of grey). In (d) the shadow of this virtual object is simulated through scaling the pixels that 
fall inside the virtual shadow, derived from the reconstructed light source position and the geometry of 
the virtual object. The pixels that he inside both real and virtual shadows are too dark; this is due to the 
double scaling. Image (e) shows how the virtual shadow is improved by not scaling the pixels that also He 
inside the reconstructed real shadow. However, for those pixels where the real shadow does not overlap 
with the reconstructed real shadow, the double scaling is still enforced, resulting in an incorrect shadow 
pattern. Image (f) illustrates the virtual shadow when all pixels that He inside a real and virtual shadow 
are withheld from the scaHng. The orientation of the virtual shadow and its appearance are consistent 
with the shadows already present in the real scene.
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(b) (c)
VI
RI
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.1: Common illumination simulates the virtual shadows of the virtual objects inserted into the real scene. 
This is often achieved through scaling the pixels that fall inside a virtual shadow to simulate the blocking of light. 
Images (a) through (f) show a 2D impression o f a real scene in different MR contexts. The white object, the light 
source indicated by a white circle, and the ground plane are part of the real scene. The black box is the inaccurate 
reconstruction or geometric model of the white object; the black circle illustrates the inaccurate virtual light source 
positioning. The white/grey band at the bottom shows the shadow pattern on the ground plane for the real scene, 
denoted by letter R in (a) and repeated in images (b) through (f), and for the different virtual configurations in 
images (b) through (f) denoted by letter V. The grey object is a virtual object included into the real scene. The 
objective is to generate consistent shadows for this grey object in order to simulate common illumination, (b) shows 
the reconstructed real shadow in the virtual band when an incorrect geometric model is used to represent the white 
object, (c) shows the reconstructed real shadow (or real shadow estimate) when both geometric reconstruction 
and light source position are inaccurate, (d) illustrates the inclusion of the virtual object; the virtual shadow is 
simulated through scaling of the pixel values that lie inside the virtual shadow. Pixels that lie inside real and virtual 
shadows are double scaled and as a result appear too dark, (e) illustrates that when using the reconstructed real 
shadow position from (c) to identify which pixels fall inside both real and virtual shadows, the mismatch between 
reconstructed and real shadows still result in an incorrect shadow pattern. Finally (f) shows how the actual virtual 
shadow should be simulated.
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4.2.2 Shadows for common illumination
Several methods providing common illumination were already mentioned in chapter 3. Common illu­
mination basically simulates the lighting effects induced by the virtual object onto its real environment 
through the gathering of light and scaling it by the appropriate material properties. Several methods 
exist that provide real-time rendering [BGWK03][ALCS03][HDH03][GCHH03], but to our knowledge 
no real-time illumination method exists that guarantees a consistent shadow generation, regardless of the 
reconstructed scene accuracy.
Recent developments provide the possibility of simulating shadows at low computation times, using for 
example shadow maps [Bli88] or shadow volumes [Cro77]. Shadow volumes were further developed 
to provide real-time shadows by Heidmann et al. [Hei91]. A recent survey [HLHS03] presents the 
classification of soft shadow methods that could be used in the context of MR. State et al. [SCT+ 94] 
demonstrate the use of shadow maps in an augmented reality system. To achieve a similar effect Haller 
et al. [HDH03] use shadow volumes. While these two methods showed impressive improvements in 
the capability of registration, overlap between virtual and real shadows were avoided. As was explained 
in chapter 3 Gibson et al. [GM00][GCHH03] developed two methods for simulating soft shadows of 
virtual objects in complex MR environments. More recent soft shadow algorithms were presented by 
Laine et al. and Lehtinen et al. [LAA+05][LLA06].
For benchmarking purposes it is useful to investigate the following example which shows the use of 
shadow volumes in the context of AR, see figure 4.2. Haller et al. [HDH03] create common illumination 
for relatively simple 3D geometry using shadow volumes. The real environment consists of a metal 
cylinder, a ground plane and a fiducial used for camera tracking. The tracking was carried out with 
ARToolkit [KBBM99]. The shadow cast by the real object is a hard shadow, indicating that a point light 
source was inserted into the real environment. The virtual objects are the pink/blue torus and sphere. 
Shadow volume methods proceed by identifying the position of the virtual shadow from the current 
viewpoint, using the stencil buffer, and scaling the radiance inside this area to simulate the blocking of 
light. The results for Haller et al. are shown in figure 4.2. Images (a) and (b) show how the virtual 
objects can cast shadows onto the metal cylinder, the ground plane and onto each other. The shadows 
look consistent, as the choice of scaling factors used to scale the radiance within the virtual shadows is 
appropriate. When the virtual shadow overlaps with a real shadow, as is shown in (c) and (d), the scaling 
of the pixels inside the virtual shadows seems inappropriate. The radiance inside both the real shadow 
and the virtual shadow is scaled too much. In fact it is scaled twice: once due to the real shadow, and 
once due to the virtual shadow, which makes the shadow look too dark. This is because Haller et al. 
made no effort to prevent the pixels inside the real shadow from being scaled.
Figure 4.3 illustrates how the overlap of two real shadows usually remains unnoticeable in a real environ­
ment. In this example a strong light source casts a strong (semi-soft) shadow on the bookshelf. Images 
(a) and (b) illustrate where the shadow, highlighted in grey, is cast due to the support plane of the shelf (a) 
and the CD box (b) which are highlighted in orange. The two objects cast overlapping shadows. Image
(c) illustrates that from the intensities of the shadow it is impossible to say which part of the shadow 
belongs to the shadow cast by the support plane or the CD box. In other words, the overlapping of the 
shadows is not noticeable from the shadows alone, unlike the incorrect virtual shadow simulation shown 
in figure 4.2 (c) and (d).
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Haller et al. [HDH03] provide common illumination for augmented reality using shadow volumes. 
The real environment consists of a ground plane, a metal cylinder and a fiducial to aid the camera tracking. The 
pink/blue torus and the sphere are virtual objects for which the shadows are simulated, (a) The virtual object casts 
a shadow on the cylinder and the ground plane, (b) The shadow from the sphere is cast onto the torus, (c) The 
virtual shadow overlaps with the cylinder’s real shadow and the image shows how this results in inconsistencies, 
(d) Again, the virtual shadows overlap with the real shadow. Due to the double scaling, the shadow is too dark and 
inconsistent with the other shadows in the real scene. Courtesy o f Haller et al.
Figure 4.3: When shadows overlap, border effects are usually not visible, (a) The right (support) plane of the shelf 
(shown in orange) casts a shadow (shown in grey) on the bottom plane o f the shelf and the blue divider, (b) The CD 
box (in orange) also casts a shadow (shown in grey) on the bottom plane of the shelf and the blue divider, (c) The 
shadow does not show any boundary effects due to the overlapping of the two shadows as the strong light source 
casts strong (semi-soft) shadows.
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4.2.3 Reconstruction inaccuracies
When considering the shadow generation as outlined in figure 4.1, the ideal reconstruction of a 3D 
scene is one in which the retrieval of the lighting effects does not result in visible artefacts during the 
shadow simulation. Before finding solutions for the problems that arise with an inaccurate geometric 
reconstruction, we need to investigate how inaccurate a geometric reconstruction actually can be.
The accuracy obtained with 3D laser scanners is high as long as the scanned object/environment obeys 
certain rules. Scanners are particularly sensitive to dynamic deformations of the object and vibrations 
of the scanner or object. The accuracy can also be compromised by the material of the objects being 
scanned. This problem is frequently met in cultural heritage, when for instance a marble statue is being 
scanned. The sub-scattering properties of marble create inaccuracies [GBR+01]. All this makes scan­
ning larger scenes error-prone. Boehler et al. presented a survey on laser accuracy [BM03]. Active 
time-of-flight scanners, such as 3RDTech [3rd], are unsuitable to scan larger scenes, due to the uncer­
tainty in measuring time1. Other types of scanners like structured light scanners2, such as Camtronics 
[Cam], can scan an object quickly compared to other types, but are less suitable for larger scenes due 
to ambiguities that may occur3. 3D scanners provide a set of scene points, usually triangulated into 
a mesh which forms the scene surface. The problem with such a scene description is that there is no 
object information. A segmentation of the scene into objects might be required in inverse illumination 
calculations.
The cost of using a 3D scanner is much larger than that of user-aided reconstruction software such as Im- 
ageModeler [Rea] and PhotoModeler [Eos]. The time it takes to capture a 3D scene with reconstruction 
software is usually shorter than the time it takes to capture a scene with a scanner. For reconstruction 
systems, it suffices to capture several images from different viewpoints. It is the post-processing (the 
actual modelling) time that makes reconstruction software less attractive. Some research work focuses 
on decreasing the modelling time, for instance, Freeman et al. [RFZ05] allow rapidly rudimentary re­
construction of a simple scene. It is fair to argue that reconstruction software is less sensitive to object 
movement and deformation than reconstruction using scanners. After all, the user can choose which 
points are used to reconstruct an object from. From a practical point of view it is reasonable to state that 
carrying around a 3D scanner is by far more difficult than capturing a scene with a camera.
We should also not ignore the fact that, when not used in the context of illumination methods, the 
accuracy of a reconstruction is visually less important when appropriate textures are mapped onto the 
3D model. The sense of shape is often created, and enhanced, by appropriate texturing. The textures 
contain cues of depth through occlusions, highlights and shadows that are visible. This is illustrated in 
figure 4.4 where the left column shows images of a textured model of a laptop and the right column 
shows images of the un-textured geometric model. The fiducial visible in texture of the laptop is used to 
track the camera in one of the applications presented in section 4.5.2 of this chapter. The texture of the 
keyboard contains many highlights and shadows, the occlusions of the different keys provide significant 
depth information. The back of the laptop contains textured sockets, which again due to occlusion effects 
create some depth perception. The un-textured model is rendered from the same viewpoints, under the 
same illumination. Due to the resulting shadow effects, there is still a sense of depth, but it is clear 
that the keyboard and back of the laptop consist of simple triangles. The statement that textures create
1A Time of flight scanner measures the return time for a laser dot. As an example, one millimetre difference gives a difference 
of 3.3. picoseconds of return time.
2 A grid is projected onto the object, from the deformation of the grid, depth is calculated. Using a grid improves the scan time, 
as larger portion of the scene can be scanned at the same time.
3The lines in the grid, are not necessarily perceived in the same order as it is projected, there is no way to know which perceived 
line belongs to what line projected.
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a sense of depth is further supported in the literature, psychological research on human perception in a 
natural environment indicates that humans derive depth from several cues [HH73][MR87]: occlusions, 
binocular disparity, perspective effects, movement, shadows and textures.
Figure 4.4: Textures projected onto the geometry produce phantom shapes. The images in the left column show 
a textured model of a laptop from two different viewpoints. The images in the right column show the geometry of 
the laptop model from exactly the same viewpoint. While the model clearly consists of triangles (see right column), 
the textures create a notion of shape, e.g., the keyboard and sockets at the back o f the laptop create depth (see left 
column). This hint of depth information is created through the shadows and highlights visible in the textures.
It should be noted however, that if the shadows visible in the texture need to be removed (e.g., in relight­
ing applications), it will be important to have an accurate geometric model. The model shown in figure 
4.4 would in general be insufficient to remove the shadow effects on the keyboard using the methods 
described in chapter 3. Also, when a virtual shadow is projected onto the keyboard, its shape will be 
incorrect as the local detail of the objects (keyboard) is not known. In other words, the requirement for an 
accurate reconstruction might not be necessary for aesthetical reasons, as long as an appropriate texture 
is mapped onto the geometry, but the current state of the art in illumination generation will most likely 
fail to generate consistent lighting effects. However, efforts to produce accurate geometric models using 
expensive equipment can actually be seriously reduced, as long as solutions can be found to compensate 
for the lack of detailed geometry.
When simulating common illumination for augmented reality the shadow detection is not only influenced 
by the accuracy of the geometric model, but also by the accuracy of the tracking algorithm used. The
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performance of registration tools like ARToolkit, depends on how well the camera sees the fiducial used 
to register the camera [Mel95][NC96]. Highlights and shadows visible on the fiducial limit its usability 
in a real environment.
This inaccuracy due to the camera tracking has been experienced during several experiments. Figure 4.5 
shows three frames of video footage, showing a laptop with a fiducial attached. Overlaid in blue is the 
3D model of the laptop, which consists of two planes, one aligned with the laptop screen, the other with 
its base. The registration of the blue model with the laptop depends on the accuracy of the model, but 
also on the accuracy of the camera tracking using the fiducial. In the three frames, the blue model and 
the actual laptop are clearly misaligned. When the camera moves, the misalignment is not consistent 
between different frames; this further indicates that the misalignment is due to the tracking rather than 
the inaccuracies in the model.
Figure 4.5: Augmented reality: inaccuracies in registration software. The three images show three frames of a 
video captured with a camera. The camera tracking uses ARToolkit. The position o f the camera to the fiducial is 
calculation. When this position is known, a model o f the laptop can be overlaid (in blue) over the video footage 
using the (known) position of the model from the fiducial. The model consists o f two planes, derived from a 3D 
model of the laptop. These planes should align perfectly with the laptop, but the three images show that there is a 
clear mismatch. The misalignment is not static throughout the frames, in particular when the camera moves and 
causes registration jitter.
Texture extraction and mapping onto the reconstructed geometry is another source of errors. When the 
camera calibration is inaccurate, texture extraction and mapping is error-prone. This is illustrated in 
figure 4.6 (a), where part of the statue’s texture is mapped onto the ground plane. The mismatch between 
geometry and texture might be small and negligible, but even these small misalignments can result in 
significant artefacts when simulating virtual shadows over real shadows.
Finally we also need to mention the influence of the accuracy of the light source position on the esti­
mation of the real shadow estimates. Estimating the position of the light source position in an indoor, 
controllable environment is fairly easy as the fight source can be measured and manipulated. Finding 
the position of the fight sources in an outdoor, uncontrollable environment is less straightforward. While 
the time of the day, the weather conditions and the global position of the objects on earth can be used 
to calculate the fight distribution [DK02][PSS99], it is cumbersome to actually look up the coordinates 
and orientation of the scene objects. It would be nice if the requirements for the fight source position 
were less stringent. The influence of the position on the real shadow position is nevertheless significant. 
Figure 4.6 (b) and (c) are rendered from the same viewpoint. Each image shows the same 3D textured 
model, consisting of a statue placed on a table cloth. A semi-soft shadow (fighter grey) due to the sun, 
is visible on the cloth. Based on an estimate of the fight source position and the 3D geometry, the real 
shadow is reconstructed. The reconstructed real shadow (dark grey for illustrative purposes) is projected 
over the textured 3D model. In (b) the reconstructed shadow and the real shadow do not overlap very 
well. After manually re-positioning the light source to maximize the overlap, we can still see in (c) that 
not all parts of the real shadow are covered by the reconstructed shadow. The difference between the
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Figure 4.6: (a) Inaccurate camera calibration results in misalignment between real and virtual model. The influence 
of the light source position on the detection of the real shadow positions cannot be underestimated. The 3D textured 
model shown in (b) and (c) consists of a statue positioned on table cloth, casting a semi-soft shadow (lighter grey) 
on the cloth due to the sun, see also figure 1.6. Overlaid in dark grey is the reconstructed real shadow, based on 
the position of the light source and the 3D geometry. There is a clear mismatch between the dark and light grey 
shadows in (b), this is due to a slightly wrong light source position. After manually aligning the dark and light grey 
shadows, the mismatch is seriously reduced (c), nevertheless the reconstructed shadow still does not overlap the 
real shadow due to the incorrect geometry. The angle between the light direction in (b) and (c) (relative to the centre 
of the modelled scene) is only 2.6 degrees.
directions of the infinite light source in (b) and (c) is only 2.6 degrees. This actually highlights another 
problem: when a scene is captured over a long time interval and the light position changes (e.g., the sun) 
the shadows visible in the texture for different objects, may have a different orientation. The pre-defined 
light source position may correctly retrieve the position of the shadow for one object, but may fail to find 
correctly the position of another object.
4.3 Methodology
The previous sections outlined that the geometry capture can be insufficient for common illumination 
methods that apply lighting effects over the captured radiance distribution. It was illustrated that com­
mon illumination, generated by applying a scaling on the radiance texture, returns inconsistencies when 
virtual shadows overlap with real shadows, even when the geometric model is used to detect the real 
shadow prior to applying the scaling to prevent the scaling of the pixels inside a real shadow. In this 
section a novel shadow generation algorithm is presented that generates consistent shadows for poorly 
reconstructed scenes, in an AR context. Our implementation is limited to scenes containing semi-soft 
shadows. Semi-soft shadows are sharp shadows with a certain (limited) degree of softness at their bor­
ders. A semi-soft shadow has mainly umbra4 and only partially penumbra characteristics.
The methodology consists of three steps, illustrated in figure 4.7, and can be easily incorporated into any 
type of common illumination algorithm that applies a scaling to simulate shadows in a real environment:
1. Shadow detection: this step deals with the detection of the position and shape of the real shadows 
visible in the radiance texture. This step takes as input the geometric reconstruction of the real 
scene, the scene radiance, and the position of the light sources. Once the true shadow positions 
are known, it is possible to calculate a scaling factor, called the shadow factor, for each material
4A shadow usually consists of umbra and penumbra areas. Points that are completely blocked from the (direct) light sources 
lie inside umbra; points that are partially blocked from (direct) light sources lie inside penumbra.
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Figure 4.7: Consistent shadow generation using a 3-step methodology. The three steps are: shadow detection, 
shadow protection, and shadow generation, and are indicated by rounded grey boxes. These steps rely on the 
following input: a geometric model of the scene, an estimation o f the light source position, the scene radiance in 
the form o f a texture, and the virtual object that is included into the real scene. The output o f the total process is a 
mixed reality with local common illumination, indicated by the black square box.
in shadow. This factor relates the colour for shaded and non shaded regions for a specific material. 
A more detailed explanation of the shadow detection step is given in section 4.4.1.
2. Shadow protection: a shadow mask is created and used to protect the points inside a real shadow 
from scaling during the virtual shadow simulation. The shadow mask can be mapped onto the 
scene geometry, and as such, defines the scaling for all scene points. The shadow mask is binary 
when the scene consists of hard shadows where a “1” allows scaling and a “0” prevents scaling. 
The shadow mask contains grey-level values when semi-soft shadows are considered. In that case, 
the grey value is a measure for the amount of scaling that is allowed for a certain scene point. 
More details about the shadow protection step are given in section 4.4.2.
3. Shadow generation: a real-time shadow method such as shadow maps or shadow volumes is 
used to generate the virtual shadows. The colour of a virtual shadow is defined by the appropriate 
shadow factor computed in step 1. Overlap between real and virtual shadows is prevented by using 
the shadow mask generated in step 2. Section 4.4.3 provides more details about this third step.
The methodology as outlined above focuses on the shadow generation for common illumination, but it 
is important to note that the framework can also be used to simulate other lighting effects, such as high­
lights, as long as there is a suitable method at hand that can detect such lighting effects. This framework 
can even be used in relighting applications which usually removes the current lighting effects in the scene 
before applying the new lighting effects due to a different illumination setting. The lighting removal will 
fail if the geometry is not accurately aligned with the scene radiance due to for instance an incorrect 
3D model. To compensate for the resulting inconsistencies a slightly modified 3-step methodology can 
be developed. The shadow detection step can be used to detect the position of the shadow in the real 
scene texture. The shadow protection step can then be substituted by a shadow removal step, to ensure 
all shadow pixels are effectively de-shadowed. The final step can then be used to apply the new shadows 
in the real scene, based on the novel illumination settings.
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4.4 Generating consistent shadows
The following sections give a more detailed explanation of the different steps presented in the previous 
section and illustrated in figure 4.7. In chronological order these steps are: shadow detection, shadow 
protection and shadow generation.
4.4.1 Shadow detection 
A Shadow contour detection
In order to protect the existing shadows in the scene from any post-processing, the shadow pixels in the 
texture need to be identified. Different types of shadows exist and not all shadow detectors are suitable 
for each type of shadow [PMGT01]. Detecting semi-soft shadows is usually easier than detecting soft 
shadows, as semi-soft shadows contain more feature (edges, contrast) compared to soft shadows, which 
makes the latter more difficult to detect. As it is beyond the scope of this thesis to build a new shadow 
detector, we have chosen to implement a semi-soft shadow detector, which succeeds in detecting a range 
of shadows from purely hard shadows to semi-soft shadows. This is further motivated by the fact that 
the 3-step methodology is actually irrelevant of the choice of shadow detector. Hard shadows are created 
when the only light source in the scene is a point light source, and therefore cannot exist in a real-world 
environment. However, semi-soft or well-defined shadows appear in scenes with bright light sources, 
e.g. sunny outdoor scenes, and indoor scenes with one main light source. The presented shadow detector 
has been tested in both types of scenes with good results. It should be stressed that if a soft shadow 
detector is used the method can be applied on less restricted scenes.
A Canny edge detector [Can86] is implemented to detect shadow contours in a similar approach as in 
[Bev03][SGE01][SCE04]. The main advantage of the Canny edge detector is that it returns one-pixel 
thick edges and that it effectively neglects edges due to noise because of the non-maximal suppression 
and hysteresis. Our shadow detector uses a geometric estimate of the shadow contour to generate the 
contour of the real shadow. The geometric estimate of the shadow contour is derived from the real 
shadow estimate, which is calculated from the approximated geometric reconstruction and the virtual 
light source position. In general the shadow estimate gives a good indication of the position of the 
real shadow, but it can be inaccurate due to the error of the estimated light source position within the 
scene and the geometric approximation of the real scene geometry, as was discussed previously. In 
our implementation, a bounding box is constructed around the real shadow estimate. The Canny edge 
detector then operates inside this bounding box. An example of input and output of the Canny edge 
detector, applied to a scene showing semi-soft shadows, is given in figure 4.8.
The edge detector operates on 2D images or image frames. This 2D image can be derived from one of the 
three colour channels or from the intensity of the pixels, where the intensity of a pixel can be calculated 
as the average of the three colour channels. If only operating on one colour channel, the user needs to be 
careful that this colour channel shows all scene features clearly.
Usually an edge detector can only detect hard shadows and gives a rough estimate of a soft shadow 
contour as long as the gradient of the soft edge is larger than the gradient of any other underlying 
structures in the texture. When the parameters of the edge detector are tuned to detect the soft edges, the 
amount of false edges due to noise for instance, increases as well. Our shadow edge detector guarantees 
a correct shadow contour detection when:
1. The geometric centre of the real shadow estimate is near to the geometric shadow of the real 
shadow, in other words, the real shadow must lie inside the bounding box. This assumption makes
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) An input image, showing a laptop casting a clear semi-soft shadow on the ground floor, is fed into 
the shadow detection system, (b) The Canny Edge detection finds the shadow contour (white) among other edges 
clearly visible in the input image.
abstraction of the shape or orientation of the real shadow estimate, it suffices to have an estimate 
that is similar in position, size, and orientation.
2. The shadow is a semi-soft shadow: which is a soft shadow but with a small penumbra area. This 
ensures that the detected shadow contour is in fact a shadow border. The Canny edge detector 
would fail to detect truly soft shadow borders.
3. When the texture contains a pattern (e.g., stripes, dots, etc.), the contrast at the shadow edge needs 
to be larger than the contrast of the pattern. When this is the case, an appropriate choice of the 
smoothing filter’s size and the upper and lower thresholds of the Canny edge detector, will suppress 
the edges of the background texture against the edges of the shadow.
The computation speed of the shadow edge detector depends on the resolution of the input image. The 
most time-consuming operations are the smoothing and gradient convolutions, which can be sped-up 
when implemented as multiplications in the Fourier domain. However, a transformation to the Fourier 
domain was not implemented since other, more intuitive, time reducing steps can be taken. Firstly, the 
edge detection only needs to operate in the bounding box around the real shadow estimate. Secondly, 
the search region can be further reduced to the areas around the virtual shadow, as it is only necessary 
to know the real shadows in those regions. In other words, with our implementation, the computation 
speed rather depends on the size of the real and virtual shadows, than on the size of the textures. In all 
experiments carried out, the shadow detection operated in real time (around 30 frames per second).
B Defining the relationship between pixels inside and outside a shadow region
The pixel values inside a shadow are always darker than the pixel values outside a shadow, as long as 
these pixels cover the same material. Research carried out by Cavanagh et al. [CL89] showed that to 
simulate the impression of a shadow, the exact scaling factor is not as important to identify a shadow 
region from a non-shadow region, more important is that the shadow region is darker than the non­
shadow region. When two shadows are cast on the same material, however, it is important that the colour 
of the two shadows are similar (variation in colour might exist due to the orientation of the material to 
the light source and to the observer or due to local differences in BRDF). When simulating virtual 
shadows, it is therefore necessary to create shadows consistent with the real shadows of the scene. This
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is approximated in our implementation by calculating a shadow factor per material in the scene, which 
relates shadow regions with non-shadow regions for a certain material.
It is possible to calculate the shadow factor once the shadow contour/region is known. The shadow factor 
is in fact a triplet [pr, p g ,P b ]> defined by dividing the average of the three colour channels over a set of 
pixels inside the shadow by the average of the colour channels over a set of pixels outside the shadow. 
In our implementation, a small region of pixels inside and a small region of pixels outside (but near to) 
the shadow are selected and used to derive an average shadow factor per colour channel. The following 
equation formulates mathematically how the triplet is calculated. C  G { R ,G ,B }  represents the colour 
channel: red, green or blue; S R  stands for shadow region, while N S R  stands for non-shadow region; 
Ps r  and Pn s r  are the number of pixels in respectively the shadow and non-shadow region:
X l v p g S R  C p
_   P s r ______
^  ^ I v v ' g n s r  C p !
P n s r
In general the shadow factor should vary across the points on a surface, as it depends on the orientation 
of the surface to the light source, the area of the fight source, and some local material differences. It 
would be better to assign a scaling factor per pixel, however only one scaling factor is used per material 
for the applications developed in this chapter as it proved to return acceptable results.
Figure 4.9 gives an overview of how the shadow factors are defined in the current implementation. In this 
figure a white object casts a shadow onto two different materials (the ground plane and the side wall). 
A, B , C  and D  are the average colour of the material in small regions indicated in the figure. For each 
material there is a different scaling factor, for the ground plane it is given by the ratio ^  and for the side 
wall it is given by the ratio In the current implementation, the scaling factors were defined manually, 
but in principle, once the shadow region is known, it is possible to select a local area outside the shadow 
and a local area inside the shadow automatically. We usually selected small areas with an approximated 
size of 20 x 20 pixels on images with dimensions 1536 x 1024. If this did not resulted in a satisfying 
virtual shadow colour, a slider allowed user intervention to select a more appropriate scaling factor. Our 
choice of scaling factor rarely failed, but it did produce noticeable incorrect shadow factors when the 
texture contained specular highlights or when the selection window used was not representative for the 
remainder of the texture in general. The calculation of the shadow factor has also been calculated in 
the HSI colour space, but this implementation did not resulted in a higher performance of the shadow 
factor calculation and failed in similar circumstances as the RGB-implementation, due to the neglected 
influence of the viewing angle and small local material difference that might be present.
4.4.2 Shadow protection 
A Shadow mask generation
Based on the shadow contour, a shadow mask is constructed. This mask is used to indicate which points 
in the real model are in shadow or not. In a way, it can be considered as a texture map that overlays the 
original radiance textures of the scene. The shadow mask is defined as follows. The output of the shadow 
detector is an edge image, containing information about the shadow contour at pixel level (see figure 4.8
(b)). Since the Canny edge detector detects edges of one-pixel thickness and removes most noise inside 
the image, the shadow region can be derived relatively easy: the shadow, mask construction takes the 
edge map as input and uses a region growing algorithm to fill the shadow region inside the shadow 
contour. The starting point of the region growing can be any point inside the shadow region, which can 
be derived from the real shadow estimate. For practical reasons, in the current implementation of the
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Figure 4.9: Shadow volumes: finding the correct scaling factor. The white box casts a shadow onto the ground 
plane and side wall. The ground plane and side wall are made from a different material. Due to the direction of 
the light relative to the plane on which the shadow is cast, and the type o f underlying material, the scaling factor 
between shadow and non-shadow area is different for the ground plane and side wall. For the ground plane it is 
given by the fraction for the side wall it is given by the fraction
algorithm, the centre of the bounding box is chosen as seed pixel for the region growing. The limitations 
of this choice and some improvements are discussed later. The binary shadow mask obtained as such, is 
“0” in shadow areas (no scaling is allowed), and is “1” in non-shadowed areas (scaling is allowed).
The region growing algorithm grows from the seed pixel until it meets an edge pixel. Because it is 
possible that the shadow contour is not a closed curve, the growing process also stops if it meets two 
open edge pixels near to each other. With near meaning that the distance D  between the two open edge 
pixels is small. The choice of the pixel distance D  depends on how well-defined the shadow contour is, 
a value of 3-5 pixels for D  was suitable in our implementation.
Using region growing as defined above to build the shadow mask is not flawless, some false positives 
(pixels not inside a shadow detected as being in shadow) and false negatives (pixels inside a shadow 
detected as not being in shadow) can be the result. But our experiments showed that this is a fairly robust 
implementation.
B Semi-soft shadow mask generation
The eventual colour of the virtual shadow is now defined by the multiplication of the underlying radiance 
texture value times the entry in the shadow mask and the shadow factor. The shadow mask contains 
discontinuities at the shadow borders, which results in inconsistencies when a virtual shadow is simulated 
over the shadow borders because the real shadows will in general not show such discontinuities. A better 
implementation of the shadow mask will allow the scaling factor to decrease gradually near the borders 
of a shadow.
In this chapter this is obtained by applying a smooth gradient on the values in the shadow mask at the 
shadow borders, resulting in a semi-soft shadow mask. In this thesis the gradient is calculated using a 
gaussian smoothing filter. The support of the gradient increases with the degree of softness. This can be 
estimated if the distance of the light source and its area are approximately known. For instance, for an 
outdoor scene, on a sunny day it is known that the sun has a solid angle of 0.5 degrees. Together with 
the geometry estimate and the direction of the sunlight an approximation of the degree of softness can 
be calculated. In the other cases, one can use the behaviour of the pixel intensities around the detected 
shadow edge to calculate the degree of softness. In this thesis however, the degree of softness has been 
fine-tuned manually. The improvement to find the degree of softness automatically has been left as future
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work.
An example of the semi-soft shadow mask is given in figure 4.10 (b), resulting from applying the shadow 
detection and region growing on the texture shown in figure 4.10 (a) and after applying the gradient on 
the boundaries of the shadow.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: (a) Original real scene shows a statue casting a semi-soft shadow on a white cloth, (b) A semi-soft 
shadow map is generated which covers all shadow pixels shown in (a).
4.4.3 Shadow generation
Once the shadow mask and shadow factor are generated, it is possible to simulate the virtual shadows. 
These shadows can be generated with different algorithms. In our implementation shadow volumes are 
used, but any other real-time shadow generation procedure, including soft shadow generation, is suitable. 
The shadows are computed using the approximate position of the real light source and considers the 
interactions between virtual and real objects. Shadows from virtual objects are therefore cast on real and 
virtual objects, and real objects can cast shadows on virtual objects. Shadows due to real objects onto 
other real objects are already included in the texture.
In order to prevent any overlap between the generated shadows and the real shadows, the semi-soft 
shadow mask computed in section 4.4.2 is used to indicate which pixels can be scaled, and how much 
scaling is allowed. We use the shadow mask in two different ways. When a textured model of the real 
scene is available the shadow factor is incorporated into the semi-soft shadow mask. Then the multi- 
texturing capability of OpenGL is used to multiply the original texture and the semi-soft shadow mask 
texture. When ARToolKit is used, we can draw the shadow mask directly in the stencil buffer. In this 
implementation each (visible) scene point needs to have one entry in the shadow mask.
An alternative implementation could pass a geometrical shadow mask instead of the texture mask in the 
stencil buffer. The geometric mask can be created by representing the edges of the shadow contour as 
found in the shadow edge detection step analytically. However the texture mask ensures that complex 
shapes can easily be dealt with. For a more complex scene for which texture memory is an issue, a 
geometric mask can be extracted from the shadow detection and used in the stencil buffer.
The implementation of the shadow volumes method within the larger framework proceeded in collabo­
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ration with Cameron Angus.
4.5 Results
The presented method has been tested in two different contexts5. One is computer augmented reality 
where a textured geometric model is used to represent the reality. This model is processed off-line and 
the shadow generation is displayed on a screen, as is explained in section 4.5.1. The second context 
is augmented reality which uses a pre-estimated geometry of the real scene and extracts the radiance 
textures from live video footage, as is explained in section 4.5.2. In both cases the interactions of the 
virtual objects are computed in real-time. The following two sections discuss the different contexts.
4.5.1 Computer augmented reality
Computer augmented reality (CAR), takes as input a 3D model with radiance textures mapped onto it. 
The simulated augmented reality is projected onto a non-immersive display device, such as a screen. 
The main difference with conventional augmented reality is that CAR usually processes the data off­
line, while AR simulates all effects at run-time. The following subsections explain the data preparation 
involved, and take the reader through the 3 different steps of the presented 3-step methodology.
A Data preparation
A 3D model was generated of a real scene containing a desk, a shelf and several books positioned on the 
shelf, see figure 4.11. The room in which the desk is positioned receives lots of natural daylight through 
the windows, as can be seen in (a). Therefore, a spotlight was added to illuminate the scene such that 
distinctive semi-soft shadows are projected onto the desk and shelf. The model is reconstructed using 
Realviz’ ImageModeler 3.5, from a set of 16 LDRIs captured with a Canon 10D EOS [Can]. In (b) a 
screen shot is given of ImageModeler 3.5 during the modelling phase. The normals (green arrows) and 
triangle mesh are visible. Images (c) and (d) illustrate the same scene after exporting the model from 
ImageModeler to VRML. In (c) all triangles are given the same diffuse material, and in (d) the textures 
are mapped on top of the geometry. The 3D geometric model is a fairly simple model, containing only 96 
triangles. No effort was made to find the position of the light source prior to the 3D modelling. Instead 
the shadow volumes were visualized to find a best match between the real shadows and the estimated 
real shadows by manually repositioning the virtual light source within the 3D scene.
The model consists of objects with many different materials: the white cloth, the wooden shelf, the 
glossy books, and the divider covered with blue fabric. For each of these different materials, a shadow 
factor needs to be calculated. Some surfaces are textured, which in this context means that the material 
is not homogenous but contains different shades: the shelf shows local BRDF differences, the cloth is 
wrinkled, and the book covers contain text and images.
B Shadow generation
Figure 4.12 shows the shadow model, obtained by generating the semi-soft shadow mask after shadow 
detection, see sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, and projecting these masks on top of the 3D geometry. The top 
row images (a) and (b) illustrate the geometric model with the textures mapped onto it. The bottom row 
illustrates the (inverted6) semi-soft shadow masks, also mapped onto the geometric model.
5 A demo giving an overview of the developed method can be found online at [JAL+04].
6This is due to our choice of the implementation of the region growing algorithm that actually grows the shadow as a white 
region. Prior to using the semi-soft shadow mask during the shadow generation it is inverted.
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.11: (a) Scene overview: a desk, shelf and several books in a scene receiving lots of daylight coming through 
the windows. A spotlight was added to the scene to create semi-soft shadows, (b) A screen shot of reconstruction 
software ImageModeler 3.5. (c) and (d) Screen shots showing the VRML model o f the scene. The model consists of 
96 triangles (c), onto which textures are mapped (d).
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: The top row shows the 3D model presented in figure 4.11 from two different viewpoints, the bottom 
row shows the (inverted) semi-soft shadow masks projected on top of the same 3D geometry from approximately the 
same viewpoint.
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The 3D scene is augmented with two virtual objects: an avatar, and a box. To simulate the common 
illumination effects we used shadow volumes to generate the shadows as was discussed in section 4.4.3. 
While the shadow masks were calculated in advance (off-line), the virtual shadows are simulated at 
run-time. Figure 4.13 presents the results. The avatar and box move through the scene, the avatar is 
positioned on the desk, the box floats in the sky and is visible in (a) and (c). In (a), (b), (c) and (d) the 
avatar casts shadows onto the desk top and blue divider. The box casts shadows onto the shelf and the 
blue divider. Images (a) and (c) show how the shadow of the box, which is projected onto the wooden 
shelf, is consistent with the shadows already present in the scene. It has to be noted however, that 
(d) shows that the semi-soft shadow map does not properly protect the soft shadow on the blue fabric. 
The gradient applied to the border of the detected shadow region does not match with the true softness 
character of the shadow. A more sophisticated shadow detection or semi-soft shadow map generator 
should reduce this type of error.
To illustrate the contribution of the method presented in this chapter and the improvement made com­
pared to the previous state of the art, the shadow method from Haller et al. [HDH03] has been applied 
to the same scene as shown in figure 4.13. The virtual shadows generated are not consistent with the 
shadows present in the real scene texture, see figure 4.14. In (a) the virtual shadow of the avatar is too 
dark, in (b) the virtual shadow of the box is too dark as well. The pixels of the real shadow in the over­
lapping areas are too dark. If we compare this with the real overlapping shadows shown in figure 4.3, 
which illustrates that the borders of real overlapping shadows cannot be identified from the texture, we 
can fairly state that the common illumination method presented in this chapter improves the state of the 
art in illumination methods for MR.
4.5.2 Augmented reality 
A Data preparation
The second experiment uses ARToolkit [KBBM99] to perform real-time tracking of the camera. The 
scene consists of a laptop, positioned in a room receiving natural daylight through the windows. For the 
same reasons as in the first application a spotlight is included in the 3D scene to ensure clear shadows are 
cast, see figure 4.15 (a). The shadows cast are semi-soft shadows with only a low level of softness, and 
the use of the binary shadow mask proved to be satisfactory on this scene. The 3D model consists of two 
polygons, each forming one face of the laptop, as is shown in figure 4.15 (b). The position of the light 
source is estimated manually: first a crude guess is made of the position, then the virtual light source 
position is adapted manually while trying to reduce the error between the position of the real shadow and 
real shadow estimate (visualised using the shadow volumes).
The tracking of the camera using ARToolkit, and the animations added, have been implemented in 
collaboration with Cameron Angus and Jean-Daniel Nahmias.
The streaming of the video footage used the green colour channel and the shadow factor for the green 
colour channel. The choice to stream the footage using one colour channel is made for computational 
reasons. There is no need to perform the shadow detection and shadow protection on the three colour 
channels simultaneously, therefore only one colour channel is fed into the 3-step mechanism. The vi­
sualisation could have been carried out in the three colour channels, as this would simply have required 
a shadow factor triplet, which would not have increased the overall computation time to generate the 
shadows.
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.13: Results for Computer Augmented Reality: the virtual shadows are consistent with the real shadows 
already present in the scene texture.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: For benchmarking purpose the method from Haller et al. [HDH03] has been applied to the same 
scene. The virtual shadows are inconsistent with the real shadows present in the scene texture. The pixels inside a 
real and virtual shadow are too dark.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: Results for real-time Augmented Reality. The scene receives daylight through the many windows in 
the room. To ensure the shadows are clearly defined on the ground, a simple spotlight is added to the scene (a). 
The laptop model (overlayed in blue) is very simple, consisting o f just two planes, one for the top panel, one for the 
ground panel (b).
B Shadow generation
It was already discussed in section 4.2 that ARToolkit suffers from tracking errors, resulting in an in­
correct camera position retrieval. Furthermore this inaccuracy is inconsistent between different frames, 
especially when the camera moves. Together with the approximated geometric reconstruction, this re­
sults in very poor shadow estimates. This is visualized in figure 4.16 (a) where the yellow pixels indicate 
the position of the estimated real shadow based on the geometric model and the estimated light source 
position. From the real shadow estimate, a bounding box is constructed, shown in green in (b). The 
Canny edge detector finds all edges in the scene (c), the bounding box restricts the calculation of the 
edges to the bounding box area (in (c) it is shown for the entire frame), to save computation time. From 
the centre of the bounding box a seed pixel is grown into the shadow region shown in yellow in (d), using 
a straightforward region growing algorithm.
To illustrate the robustness against the accuracy of the position of the virtual light source, the real light 
source was repositioned to various different locations at run-time, the position of the virtual light source 
remains unchanged. As long as the centre of the green bounding box remains inside the real shadow, the 
estimate is accurate. This is illustrated in figure 4.17.
In figure 4.18 examples of the shadow generation are shown with a virtual avatar walking around a 
laptop. In (a) the avatar’s shadow does not overlap with the laptop’s real shadow. In (b) the avatar’s 
shadow partially overlaps with the real shadow, the shadow mask correctly prevents the real shadow 
pixels from being scaled along with the other pixels inside the virtual shadow. This image also shows 
how the avatar is occluded from the light source as well: the shadow cast by the real object onto the avatar 
is correctly simulated. Image (c) shows the avatar inside the real shadow. The entire virtual shadow falls 
inside the real shadow, therefore no scaling takes place. In addition, the radiance of the avatar is correctly 
scaled, to simulate the real shadow cast on the avatar’s body.
The program runs at 15 to 30 frames per second on an input image of 320x240, and 10 to 15 frames 
per second on an input image of 640x480. These timings were recorded on a HP 3000+ Athlon with a 
GeForce FX 5950 Ultra. These timings include all computations and the camera capture at each frame; 
except for the geometry extraction, the light source registration, and the shadow factor calculations no 
pre-computations are made. The difference in frame rate is due to the shadow calculations. For instance,
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f
(a) (b)■
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16: (a) The real shadow estimate is shown in yellow. There is a clear mismatch with the real shadow, (b) 
Search region extracted from the shadow in (a), in which the shadow region detection is performed, (c) Result of the 
edge detector, (d) Result of the shadow mask generation.
Figure 4.17: Robustness against the inaccuracies in light source position estimation: the light source was moved to 
different locations at run-time, the position of the shadow was accurately detected.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18: Results o f the algorithm for an animated virtual avatar walking around a real laptop. Shadows are 
automatically detected and generated using our real-time algorithm.
the larger the real shadow, or the higher the resolution, the slower the region growing.
The method works in real-time for the examples shown in this section. However, it is important to discuss 
the scalability of the method to more complex scenes, containing more polygons. The total computation 
time depends on the time to calculate the shadow border, the time to grow the real shadow estimate 
from a seed pixel and the time to compute the virtual shadows using the shadow volumes. It has been 
explained in section 4.4.1 that the shadow detection time is mostly dependent on the resolution of the 
input footage. It has been explained in that same section that by reducing the search area to areas where 
virtual and real shadow overlap, the computation time can be significantly reduced. The region growing 
time is similarly dependent on the real shadow size, and will increase proportionally to the size of the 
real shadow. During the experiments it became clear that the main contributor to the computation time 
is the region growing. This is understandable as the region growing is a recursive process. The virtual 
shadow generation depends on the complexity of the virtual object, the more polygons, the longer it 
will take to render the virtual shadow. Nevertheless, shadow generation using shadow volumes can be 
considered to be a real-time process.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the limitations of the presented method. Image (a) illustrates the bounding box, 
which is generated from the real shadow estimate. The region growing starts from the centre of this 
box. The shadow mask is shown in yellow in (b), the shadow is generated through region growing inside 
the shadow contour. Due to noise, certain noisy edge pixels can exist, which can hamper the region 
growing. For instance the top white box shown in (b) illustrates a small part of the shadow region that is 
not detected, while in the bottom white box the alignment is sufficient. After re-positioning the real light 
source in (c), the green bounding box is totally misplaced compared to the position of the real shadow. 
As a result, the start seed of the region growing does not lie in the centre of the real shadow. Due to 
noisy edge pixels, the region growing fails to deliver the entire shadow map, instead a small part of the 
true shadow is returned. Image (d) shows further misalignments between the real shadow contour and 
the shadow contour estimate in the white boxes. The softer the shadow contour, the more likely such 
misalignments occur. It should be noted that in general the misalignments remained unnoticeable, and 
that it only occurred for a few frames in the video footage.
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.19: These images illustrate the limits o f the shadow generation, (a) The shadow boundary box is given 
by the green box, this bounding box is defined by the reconstructed real shadow which in turn is defined by the 
reconstruction model and the estimated light source position, (b) The shadow mask shown in yellow is derived from 
the shadow contour. The shadow contour is a one-pixel thick contour. In the top white box, we can see that this 
contour might not be completely aligned with the actual shadow contour. The alignment is good in the bottom white 
box. (c) When noise is present after the edge detection, this might tamper with the region growing, which result an 
incorrect (incomplete in the example shown) shadow mask, (d) Another example o f misalignment between shadow 
contour and actual shadow contour is shown in the white boxes.
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4.6 Limitations and possible improvements
The 3-step methodology presented in this chapter generates common illumination for augmented reality. 
More precisely, the method enables the generation of virtual shadows consistent with shadows already 
present in the real environment. The strength of the presented method is that it succeeds in simulating 
consistent shadows in a low-cost manner, no special equipment is required, and in real-time. With most 
calculations occurring in real-time, the developed method is user-friendly. It was already mentioned that 
the presented algorithm allows improvement, this section lists the current limitations of the implemen­
tation of the methodology as presented in section 4.4 and 4.5, and provides a selection of improvements 
the implementation could benefit from.
A Soft shadows
The focus of this thesis and this chapter is on finding problems with and improvements for illumination 
methods. To illustrate the consequences of an incorrect geometric model a semi-soft shadow detector 
has been implemented, which suffices to illustrate our conclusion that poorly reconstructed models will 
create artefacts when simulating shadows through scaling. The characteristics of the Canny edge detector 
only allow strong edges to be detected. By changing the upper and lower thresholds of the Canny edge 
detector, the user can manipulate the strength of the edges that are detectable. However, lowering the 
strength will automatically increase the detection of false edges.
This limitation is easy to overcome by choosing a more appropriate shadow detector. Soft shadow 
detection is more difficult to achieve than hard shadow detection, mainly due to the lack of features in a 
soft shadow which can ease the detection process. For this particular application, however, a soft-shadow 
detection could make use of the geometrical estimate of the real shadow.
Improving the shadow detection would also enable the use of multiple light sources, compared to only 
one as is used in the current implementation. As was indicated in this chapter, soft shadow maps or 
environment maps could be used to simulate the virtual shadows.
B Shadow region growing
The current region growing algorithm, picks as a start seed the middle of the bounding box, see section
4.4.2. This choice is not always appropriate, for instance when the object is concave, or, when the 
difference in position between the estimate and actual shadow region is quite large. The latter can occur 
when the geometry is known very poorly, or when the virtual light source is incorrectly positioned.
Finding the seed pixel from which to grow the shadow region could be improved by using the knowledge 
of the shape of the shadow contour. The characteristics of the shadow intensity can be used as well. In 
most cases the darkest pixels in the bounding box would belong to a real shadow, although this cannot 
be generalized and this assumption can result in errors.
C Shadow factor
In the current implementation, the shadow factor is defined per material, by finding the scaling factor 
for the intensity between of a group of pixels inside and outside (but in the near vicinity of) the shadow 
region. For different materials, different shadow factors are defined.
However, the shadow intensity does not only depend on the type of material, but also on the orientation 
of the surface towards the light source and the orientation to the observer, especially for specular or 
glossy materials. Therefore a shadow factor defined on a per-pixel basis will most likely improve the 
quality of the shadow generation. In particular when used in an environment casting soft shadows.
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In our implementation the shadow factors are calculated manually. It has been indicated in this chapter 
that it is relatively straightforward to calculate the scaling factor automatically. This automatic imple­
mentation has been left as future work, as a more sophisticated shadow factor calculation is required 
anyway.
D Light Source tracking
The robustness of the current implementation against misplacement of the virtual light source was al­
ready discussed in section 4.5.2, see figure 4.17. This indicates that even a crude estimate for the light 
source position can be used to detect the real shadows. Once the correct shadow region is found, the 
deviation from the estimated shadow position can be used to fine-tune the virtual light source position. 
Also, changes in the real shadow region, due to light movement, can be used to track the light source in 
the real scene.
4.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter, problems associated with inaccurate geometric reconstructions for common illumination 
solutions were highlighted. In order to produce realistic virtual shadows, the virtual shadows need to be 
consistent with the real shadows that might already be present in the real environment. Consistent means 
that the virtual shadows need to be simulated into the correct direction, and with the correct intensities or 
colours. For real-time augmented reality, shadow volumes can be used to generate the virtual shadows. 
The pixels inside a virtual shadow are simply scaled to simulate the blocking of light due to the virtual 
object.
Problems arise when virtual and real shadows overlap. The scaling applied to the pixels inside a real 
shadow needs to be different from the scaling applied to the pixels outside a real shadow. When the 
scene consists of mainly hard shadows, the scaling of pixels inside a real shadow should in fact not take 
place at all, as this would in principle imply a double scaling (once due to the real shadow, and once 
due to the virtual shadow). This problem could in fact be reduced by calculating the position of the real 
shadow based on the scene’s geometric model and the position of the light source. However, this real 
shadow estimate usually does not entirely overlap with the real shadow visible in the scene (or in the 
texture), because it is very sensitive to the estimated light source position and the geometry of the scene 
objects.
A solution would be to focus our efforts on improving the reconstruction of a 3D scene. It has been 
mentioned in this chapter that using a 3D scanner does not necessarily solve the problems of user-aided 
reconstruction software. Each of the two reconstruction tools has its own flaws, and relying on an 
accurate geometric model for AR, limits the applicability of the AR methods to well-defined, controlled 
environments. Therefore a better solution is to tackle the problem of generating consistent shadows for 
inaccurate geometric models.
This is achieved through detecting the actual shadow region inside the radiance texture or input image 
using image processing. This shadow region is then used to block the scaling of the pixels inside a virtual 
shadow region. The proposed methodology for shadow generation consists of three steps: shadow detec­
tion, shadow protection and shadow generation. The implementation of this 3-step algorithm focuses on 
scenes with semi-soft shadows through the generation of a semi-soft shadow mask. The scaling factors 
used to generate the virtual shadows are calculated per material present in the scene.
The method has been applied to two different contexts; in both contexts the method proved to be suc­
cessful. A first is computer augmented reality, the second plain real-time AR. For both applications,
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the resulting virtual shadows are consistent with the real shadows already present in the scene. The AR 
application illustrated the real-time character of the implementation: the shadows are detected and gen­
erated at run-time and in real-time. This allows at run-time user navigation of the virtual and real objects 
and even the light source.
The limitations for the presented method lie in the assumptions made: only one main light sources is 
present in the scene to cast semi-soft shadows. An improvement to the current implementation would 
include an upgrade to a consistent soft shadow detector and generator. A further improvement would be 
to allow the system to refine the positions of the light sources in the scene using automatic light tracking.
The presented methodology provides common illumination, nevertheless the framework could also be 
used to improve the robustness of relighting methods against an inaccurate geometric reconstruction. 
Every time a lighting effect needs to be identified or removed, it is important to have an accurate ge­
ometric model. If this model is inaccurate, the lighting effect needs to be identified using a different 
means, which in the context of shadow generation is a shadow detector as used in this chapter.
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HDRI generation for dynamic scenes
5.1 Introduction
Application domains such as image-based rendering and mixed reality use photogrammetry when per­
forming relighting and require input directly from photographs, as is clarified in chapters 2 and 3. Pho­
tographs often present a loss of colour information since clipping and noise occur in areas which are 
under- or over-exposed. This loss of information can have a crucial impact on the accuracy of the pho- 
togrammetric results. Methods have been created to combine information acquired from conventional or 
low dynamic range images (LDRIs) captured with varying exposure settings, creating a new photograph 
with a higher range of colour information called a high dynamic range image (HDRI). It has now become 
viable to use HDRIs in photogrammetry, and new cameras [BAS][NB03][NBB04] are being developed 
with a higher dynamic range than the conventional cameras.
The drawback of generating an HDRI from a set of LDRIs is that the total capture time with a standard 
camera is at least the sum of the exposure times used for programmable cameras. It can increase further 
for non-programmable cameras as the user needs to change the exposure setting manually between the 
captures. However, between each LDRI capture, the environment can change or the camera can move. 
This is especially true for uncontrollable, outdoor scenes and when not using a tripod. In such cases, 
combining LDRIs results in an incorrect irradiance reconstruction when using the currently available 
HDRI generation tools, such as HDRshop [HDR], Rascal [Ras][MN99] or Photomatix [Pho].
In this chapter a new framework is presented for HDRI generation. This framework takes a set of LDRIs 
as input and produces an HDRI. The set of LDRIs can be captured with a hand-held camera, and some 
object movement is allowed in the scene. The produced HDRI is free from any artefacts that standard 
HDRI generation methods would produce due to the movements. In particular, the method presented 
improves and complements the limited alignment and object movement removal used by Photosphere 
[Any].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 illustrates theoretically the flaws that exist in an HDRI 
due to object movement, and defines the scope of this chapter. From the explanation given it should be 
clear why camera and object movement are avoided throughout the LDR capture, and what types of errors 
we can expect when these conditions are not met. An overview of the current advances made for camera 
and object movement removal in the context of HDR imaging is presented in section 5.3. Section 5.4 
presents the methodology developed in this thesis to compensate for camera and object movement during 
the HDRI capture. The methodology contains a movement removal step, which consists of two separate 
processes. Firstly, the camera movement removal, described in section 5.5, and then object movement
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removal, described in section 5.6. Section 5.7 analyses the presented method based on several examples 
and section 5.8 discusses its limitations. Finally, a summary and conclusion are given in section 5.9.
Part of the work presented in this chapter has been presented at Siggraph 2006 as a Technical Sketch 
[JWL05] and has been completed in collaboration with Greg Ward from Anyhere Software, and prime 
developer of Photosphere [Any]. The work presented in this chapter is my own work, except for those 
parts that have been appropriately referenced. Several of the exposures used during the HDRI generation 
testing phase have been captured by Greg Ward and Celine Loscos.
5.2 Dynamic capture
Chapter 2 provided an overview of HDR imaging, and section 2.5.2 discussed the method commonly 
used to generate HDRIs from different exposures. According to the described methodology we can 
conclude that corresponding pixels in the sequence of exposures should have the same irradiance values 
after the pixel transformation from intensities to irradiance values, if saturation and under-exposure 
effects are ignored. This implies that the following conditions need to be met:
■ During the exposure capture, the scene illumination must be static. If the illumination changes, 
corresponding pixels between different LDRIs represent a different irradiance content. The ex­
posure capture time can vary between several seconds to a minute, depending on the need of the 
exposure settings to be set manually.
■ The camera position and viewing direction needs to be static. This can be achieved by using 
a tripod or by positioning the camera on a static ground plane. If the camera moves the pixels 
between the different LDRIs are misaligned and represent different scene content.
■ All objects need to be static. If an object moves throughout the image capture, the pixels in the 
area affected by its movement show different scene content. The longer the capture time, the more 
likely a scene object will move or deform, especially in uncontrollable environments.
If the camera curve is generated in advance, prior to the exposure capture, the intensity values in the 
LDRIs can be transformed to irradiance values. Ignoring quantization and image noise, the resulting 
irradiance value of a pixel should be equal to the actual irradiance value of the scene point represented 
by that pixel. Irradiance values deviate from this expected value either due to saturation effects, or 
due to failing to meet any of the conditions mentioned above. If the deviation is due to object and 
camera movement, the irradiance values can be recovered as is discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.6, even 
if some pixels are saturated. However, if the deviation is due to illumination changes, it is difficult, if 
not impossible, to reconstruct the irradiance values. One might decide to discard an exposure showing 
illumination changes from the total set, but there might be too little irradiance information from the other 
exposures. If the camera curve is unknown a priori, identifying the illumination changes will be difficult 
without the use of an external device such as a lightmeter. Dealing with illumination changes throughout 
the exposure sequence has been left as future work.
Figure 5.1 gives a schematic overview of the implications of object movement during the LDRI capture 
using a synthetic example. The figure follows the same methodology as shown in figure 2.6. In the final 
HDRI, the moving object appears blurred, or smeared out. This is often referred to as a ghosting effect. 
In the example shown, the pentagon gives the impression of being present three times in the final HDRI, 
due to the merging of the exposures into one HDRI. Camera movement would result in a similar illusion, 
most likely even more disastrous as it would apply a ghosting effect on all objects in the scene.
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Figure 5.1: The pentagon moves between the three different exposures shown, and does not show saturation or 
under-exposure in any of the Us. In the HDRI, generated as a weighted average o f the Us, the pentagon appears 
three times, with a different strength. This is called a ghosting effect.
To avoid camera movements, the camera should be positioned on a tripod. However, from experience, 
we have learned that even with a tripod small camera movements cannot always be prevented. When a 
heavy tele-lens is used to capture, for instance, a reflective sphere, the lens can move slightly due to the 
gravity and an unstable tripod. Furthermore, if the camera settings are changed manually, the manual 
manipulations can cause the tripod to move.
In this thesis the current state of the art in image alignment for HDRI generation is improved. The 
alignment algorithm developed focuses on a sequence of exposures captured with a hand-held camera. 
Such an alignment method enables HDRI capture at remote sites, without the extra cost of carrying a 
tripod. We also developed a novel movement removal method, which removes the errors due to object 
movement in the final HDRI. This enables the HDR capture of sites with people, cars and clouds, and 
scenes subject to windy conditions. The combination of the alignment algorithm and the movement 
removal method allows HDR reconstruction of images of real-world scenes, such as outdoor scenery 
and public spaces.
Before actually discussing the developed method, we would like to make three assumptions:
■ The camera movement is limited to an euclidean transformation, rather than a perspective trans­
formation. It is fair to assume that as long as the photographer tries to keep the movement to a 
minimum, by holding the camera as static as possible, while pointing the camera into the same 
direction, the misalignments between the different LDRIs are small. Usually the hand movements 
can be approximated by a rotation around the viewing direction and a translation up and down and 
from left to right, but perpendicular to the viewing direction.
■ The movement removal process makes the assumption that each moving object should be visible 
without saturation in at least one exposure. For the objects considered during the experiments in 
this chapter, this was usually the case.
■ The illumination conditions are assumed to have not changed during the capture of the set of 
exposures. This means that the illumination should not change during several seconds for pro­
grammable cameras and for about one minutes for non-programmable cameras.
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5.3 Practical considerations in creating HDRIs
As discussed in the previous section, conventional HDRI generation methods using multiple exposures 
[MP95] [DM97] depend on a good alignment between the LDRIs. Usually they require the use of a tripod 
throughout the capture, some provide a manual image alignment tool such as provided in the Rascal suite 
[Ras]. The larger context of image registration and alignment is well-studied in the computer vision 
community. For a good survey see [Bro92]. However, few of these methods are robust in the presence 
of large exposure changes. This presents a particular challenge for automatic alignment algorithms in 
cases where the camera response function is not known a priori, since the response curve cannot be used 
to normalize the LDRIs in a way that would make feature detection and matching reliable.
Three solutions have been presented for image alignment in an HDRI building context. Ward [War04] 
introduced the median threshold bitmap (MTB) procedure, which is insensitive to camera response and 
exposure changes, demonstrating robust translational alignment. Bitmap methods such as MTB are 
fast, but ill-suited to generate the dense optical flow fields employed in local image registration. A 
limited alignment procedure using the MTB procedure has been implemented in the software package 
Photosphere [Any]. Kang et al. [KUWS03] presented a method that relies on the camera response 
function to normalize the LDRIs and perform local image alignment using gradient-based optical flow. 
Sand and Teller [ST04a] presented a feature-based method, which incorporates a local contrast and 
brightness normalization method that does not require knowledge of the camera response curve [ST04b]. 
Their match generation method is robust to changes in exposure and illumination, but faces challenges 
when few high-contrast features are available, or features are so dense that matches become erratic. This 
is often the case for natural scenes, whose moving water, clouds, flora and fauna provide few static 
features to establish even a low-resolution motion field. This is where both papers bring in sophisticated 
techniques, hierarchical homography in the case of Kang et al., and locally weighted regression in the 
case of Sand and Teller, to overcome uncertainties in the image flow field. Even so, local image warping 
becomes less reliable as contrast decreases, leading to loss of detail in regions of the image. Furthermore, 
moving objects may obscure parts of the scene in some exposures and reveal them in others, This leads 
to the optical flow parallax problem, where there is not enough information at the right exposure to 
reconstruct plausible HDR values over the entire image.
The main reason for warping pixels locally between the LDRIs is to avoid blurring and ghosting in the 
HDRI composite. With the presented method in this chapter, the need for image warping is removed by 
observing that each LDRI is a self-consistent snapshot in time, and in regions where blending images 
would cause blurring or ghosting due to local motions, an appropriate choice of input LDRI to represent 
the motion is sufficient. This approach allows us to apply robust statistics for determining where and 
when blending is inadequate, and avoids the need for parallax fill. Certain regions may be slightly 
noisier than they would be with a full blend, but this is an accustomed form of image degradation, and 
preferable to the ghosting effects that result from improper warping and parallax errors.
Chapter 2 mentioned the development of HDR cameras, and even HDR video. However, the problem 
of non-static environments remains even for these tools to capture HDRIs. With HDR cameras, the time 
required to take a picture decreases but always remains greater than the longest exposure time used to 
capture the set of LDRIs. Many of the methods we describe could also be incorporated in HDRI cameras, 
to reduce the appearance of artefacts.
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Figure 5.2: HDRI generation methodology: the white and grey rounded boxes are processes that operate on input 
data and produce output data, both indicated by the white squares. The grey rounded boxes are modules developed 
in this thesis.
5.4 Methodology
An overview of the HDRI generation methodology is presented in figure 5.2. The rounded boxes repre­
sent processes that operate on the input data and produce output data, both illustrated by square boxes. 
To compensate for the camera and object movement, two extra modules have been developed in this 
thesis, that fit into the current HDRI generation methodology. These two extra modules are represented 
by grey-coloured rounded boxes. The processes involved in the HDRI generation are:
■ Image alignment: to calculate the camera curve and to combine the LDRIs U into an HDRI H, the 
scene content in the images needs to be aligned. The camera misalignments are approximated by a 
rotation around and a translation perpendicular to the viewing direction. The alignment method is 
designed for the alignment of different exposures, which have certain specific characteristics that 
make conventional alignment methods unpractical. This is explained in section 5.5.
■ Camera curve calculation: the camera is calibrated from a set of LDRIs. The camera curve 
defines the relation between scene irradiance and image intensity, for a certain exposure setting. 
The camera curve is usually represented as an N th degree polynomial.
■ Intensity to irradiance transformation: the intensity values in each LDRI I* are transformed to 
irradiance values, resulting in irradiance images Ei. The transformation is defined by the camera 
curve and the exposure settings for each LDRI. The transformation is necessary, since only then 
the LDRIs can be combined into a meaningful HDRI.
■ HDRI generation: the irradiance values in the images Ei are combined into an HDRI, as a 
weighted average, according to equation 2.32. The weights are defined per exposure and per pixel 
and are normalized for each pixel, across the different LDRIs. They should remove the influence 
of saturated or under-exposed pixels in the LDRIs on the final HDR pixel values.
■ Object movement removal: non-rigid and moving objects introduce a ghosting effect in the 
final HDRI. This ghosting effect is removed from the final HDRI in a post-processing step. As 
is discussed in section 5.6, two different strategies have been developed to remove two different 
kinds of object movement that can occur in a real-world environment. The movement removal is 
preceded by a movement detection phase. Please note that the overview presented in figure 5.2 
makes abstraction of how and when the movement detection occurs within this framework.
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5.5 Camera movement removal
Based on the set of N  LDRIs U the camera response curve is reconstructed using the technique presented 
in [MN99]. This camera curve is used to map the intensities in /j to irradiance values in Ei. The camera 
curve reconstruction assumes a one-to-one mapping between the pixels across each V  However, small 
camera movements are usually inevitable throughout the Ii capturing, especially when the images are 
captured without the use of a tripod and/or the exposure settings are set manually. Fortunately, it is 
usually fair to assume that the camera movements are small compared to the geometric dimensions of 
the scene being captured and that they can be approximated as Euclidean transformations (rotation and 
translation).
Alignment algorithms often use scene features such as edges or pixel intensities to calculate the camera 
transformations. Detecting similar scene features in the V s  is error-prone as they often represent dif­
ferent scene contents: different intensities, different colours and edges due to under- or over-exposure 
effects. An example is shown in figure 5.3, which shows two exposures (a) and (b) with (a) showing 
saturation (several parts of the image are saturated to white). Two edge maps, resulting from applying 
an edge detector on (a) and (b), are shown in respectively (c) and (d). The same Canny Edge detector 
has been used as presented in chapter 4. Different thresholds are used for each of the exposures. The 
thresholds were chosen to improve the edge detection in each of the exposures. The upper and lower 
thresholds used are [0.1,0.3] and [0.3,0.7] for (c) and (d) respectively. However, (c) and (d) show that 
the edge detector fails to detect the same edges in both images. The difference in the detected shadow 
edges (especially of the bench on the ground) might contribute to an incorrect alignment.
To align the V s  effectively, the median threshold bitmap (MTB) technique [War04] is adopted, which 
uses the median intensity value (MIV) of an exposure h  as a threshold to transform I* into a binary image 
V  MTV splits the pixels in the images h  into approximately the same two groups, when saturation effects 
are kept to a minimum. The reason is that the histograms of the different exposures are similar up to an 
affine transformation (skewing, translation, but preserving order). In other words, if the value of pixel t 
in L \ is smaller than the value of pixel s in V ,  then the value of pixel t in L2 is also smaller than the 
pixel value of s in L2, unless pixel t  and s are saturated in L2 or represent a different scene point due 
to object movement. An example of two binary images obtained with the MTB technique is given in 
figure 5.3 (e) and (f). This time, similar scene features have been detected, which makes alignment more 
robust.
The alignment will make use of the MTB technique to align two exposures. The XOR difference between 
two binary images Ii and I j  obtained after applying the MTB transform on two exposures U and Ij 
gives a measure for error. The alignment procedure will find the best transformation T(-), consisting 
of a translation vector [Tx , Ty] and rotation angle a, that when applied to h  results in the maximum 
correlation between the two binary images T ( V  and I j. The alignment described in [War04] reduces 
this transformation T(-) to a translation while in this chapter the rotation around the centre of the image 
is considered as well. The search for the best transformation T(-) is similar to that described in [War04], 
a brief overview is given here, but more details can be found in the previous mentioned paper.
Finding the best translation involves finding the vector [Tx ,T y] that can be applied to the pixel coor­
dinates (k , I). Finding the best rotation involves finding the rotation angle a  that rotates the image h  
(hence its coordinates) around its centre. Translating image U with dimension P  x Q involves shifting 
the image. Rotating the pixel values in an image requires 4 multiplications per pixel using a 2D rotation 
matrix, and a bi-linear interpolation. Therefore finding the optimal transformation is heavily dependent 
on the resolution of an image.
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Figure 5.3: (a)(b) Two different LDRIs captured with different exposures settings. (c)(d) Edge images of the two 
LDRIs shown in (a) and (b). (e)(f) Bitmap images o f two LDRIs after applying the MTB transformation.
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The alignment of a sequence of LDRIs is implemented as follows. The middle exposure is chosen as the 
ground truth; all other exposures are aligned with respect to this exposure. The middle exposure Im or at 
least the exposure captured in the middle of the exposure sequence is in general the best aligned with all 
other exposure in the sequence. Each exposure Ii (i ±  m ) is aligned with the middle exposure Im, using 
a binary image tree, similar to described in [War04]. The binary image tree of size L (L=4 in our case) 
is constructed as follows. The original images Ii = I f  and Im =  1 ^  reside at the lowest level (1=0). 
At the other levels I 6 [1, L\, the images l\  and I lm are down-sampled versions of the original images 
with a down-sample factor equal to 2l. The images l \  (i /  m) and I lm are first aligned at level I = L. 
The calculated transformation is used as a start seed at level I =  L  — 1, where a new transformation 
matrix is calculated based on the images with down-sample factor 2L_1. This process is repeated until 
/ =  0. At a certain level I the best transformation T(-) (rotation and translation combined) returns the 
minimum difference between the binary images resulting from applying the MTB procedure on I lm and 
on the transformed image T {l\) .  The optimal transformation T(-) is found as the minimum of a set 
possible transformations. First the optimal translation [Tx ,T y\ (in steps of one pixel) is found, followed 
by the best rotation a  (in steps of 0.5 degrees), and this process is iterated until the error converges. The 
search for this minimum can fail due to local minimum, but is less likely to get stuck in a local minima 
than when no binary tree is used.
The stability of the MTB alignment method suffers from noisy pixel intensities around MTV, which 
have an undefined influence on the binary threshold image [War04]. This instability can effectively be 
controlled by withholding the noisy pixel intensities from the alignment procedure, i.e., by excluding 
pixel intensities that lie within a certain range of MIV.
Just like with any other type of alignment algorithm, a moving object does not disturb the alignment if it 
does not create prominent features. A prominent feature is for instance an edge, when considering edge 
alignment, or a comer, when considering comer alignment. Such a prominent feature will interfere with 
the error function that is minimized to find the most suitable transformation. In our case, the moving 
object should not disturb the features after the MTB transform. One of the requirements could therefore 
be that the projection of the moving object onto the image should be small compared to the image 
dimensions. However, if the moving object has irradiance values smaller (or larger) than MIV, and its 
background is also smaller (or larger) than MTV, then the size of the projected object is less important, 
as it does not create any new features after the MTB transform.
The method presented here improves the limited alignment from Photosphere [Any], which uses the 
alignment presented in [War04], by also recovering rotational misalignments. Although in some situ­
ations a perspective alignment would improve the alignment, in our experience misalignments due to 
translation and rotation are usually the most dominant sources of misalignments.
5.6 Object movement removal
It is very difficult to maintain a static scene in a real-world scenario. Humans, cars, and windy conditions 
are sources of movement when capturing HDRIs. For relighting applications, this movement is a hazard 
if it occurs in front of important scene points, such as a light source. For this thesis we analysed the 
existing HDRI generation software, and to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing methods 
provides any object movement removal. This is at the exception of Photosphere [Any] that provides 
limited object movement removal, used in this chapter for benchmarking purposes.
Throughout our experiments, we realized that certain types of movement remain undetectable with the 
current implementation of movement detection of Photosphere in the context of HDR imaging. In fact,
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we built a classification of types of movement and identified that while the existing method is successful 
for the first group of movement, it fails on the second type of movement. The first group comprises 
high contrast movement, the second group consists of low contrast movement. After having analysed the 
behaviour of the second type of movement, we developed a new movement detector. The main advantage 
of this detector is that it does not require the knowledge of the camera curve, while the first detector 
does. This has the advantage that the camera curve calibration could potentially use this information, 
and discard those pixels affected by movement from the camera curve calibration process.
Though this new movement detector can be applied to both categories of movement, we still find it useful 
to distinguish between the two categories prior to HDR merging, as the first method is considerably faster 
than the second. The strategy of the movement removal remains the same for both types of movement, 
and it is only the movement detection that is different.
This section is organized as follows. Section 5.6.1 provides a general framework for movement removal, 
which consists of a movement detection and movement substitution phase, and is independent from the 
specifications of the movement detection. Section 5.6.2 discusses our classification of movement into 
two groups. Section 5.6.3 explains the movement removal algorithm based on the implementation used 
in Photosphere [Any] and discusses its limitations. This movement removal process is also explained in 
[RWPD05], though our implementation might slightly be different than described there. Finally section 
5.6.4 presents a new type of movement removal.
5.6.1 Movement Removal
The movement removal process follows the strategy outlined in figure 5.4, and is in principle independent 
from the type of movement detector. The movement removal process fits in the system presented in figure
5.2. For reasons of simplicity we have assumed, in figure 5.4 and in the discussion that follows, that only 
one moving object is present in the scene.
Isolate 
affected pixels 
from HDRI
Substitude by 
pixels with 'best fit1 
from one exposure
Ouster
Figure 5.4: The three LDRIs I\, I 2 and h  contain a moving object (the star). As a result the star in the final HDRI 
H  shows (usually undesired) ghosting effects. The movement detector identifies the cluster o f pixels affected by this 
movement and creates a binary movement mask, where black indicates movement. This cluster is removed from H  
and substituted by the irradiance values from one exposure, I2 in this example. The choice o f exposure depends on 
the level of saturation that the moving object shows in each of the LDRIs. The final HDRI H  is free from ghosting 
effects.
After the HDRI generation, the moving object creates a ghosting effect in H. This is a direct result of the 
weighted merge of the LDRIs. As is discussed later, the movement detection operates on the LDRIs Ii 
and creates a binary movement mask which has the same dimensions as H. This movement mask defines 
movement clusters consisting of movement pixels (black), which are pixels affected by movement, and 
non-movement pixels (white). The generated HDRI H  is multiplied with the movement mask to segment
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the movement pixels from the other HDRI pixels. The irradiance covered by the movement cluster is 
analysed and one exposure Ii is chosen that represents the pixels inside the movement cluster with the 
least saturation. This exposure is then used to substitute the movement pixels in H  to create a new HDRI 
H. This HDRI H  is now effectively free from ghosting effects.
If more than one moving object is present in the scene, and the moving objects are located at different 
positions in the viewing window, the movement mask should show different movement clusters for each 
of the moving objects. Each cluster should effectively cover the entire area of pixels affected by the 
moving object it is associated with. If the movement detector fails to do this, the substitution results in 
inconsistencies: some parts of the moving object are correctly extracted from one exposure, other parts 
still show some ghosting effects. If the sole objective is to create movement-free HDRIs, one might say 
that it is better to have clusters rather too larger than too small.
Substituting the pixels in H  by the irradiance values retrieved from one LDRI is not error free. If the 
substituted pixels are saturated or under-exposed in the LDRI, the final HDRI H  also contains saturation 
or under-exposure. Moreover, the merge of several LDRIs into one HDRI decreases the noise that might 
be present in one LDRI [DM97], therefore representing pixels with irradiance values from one exposure 
will most likely increase the image noise. Therefore choosing to substitute pixels in an HDRI by one 
exposure should be carried out with care.
5.6.2 Types of movement
When an object moves through a scene, two situations occur:
■ The variation in the irradiance of a movement pixel across the different images of the exposure 
sequence is high. This occurs when there is a high contrast between the moving object and the 
background. We refer to this type of movement as high contrast movement (HCM).
■ The variation in the irradiance of a movement pixel across the different images of the exposure 
sequence is low. This occurs when the moving object and the background are similar, or when 
there is a low contrast between the moving object and the background. We refer to this type of 
movement as low contrast movement (LCM).
Examples of HCM are moving people and cars against a fixed background, a flag flying in the wind, and 
planes in the sky. Examples of LCM are leaves and tree branches moving in the wind.
The first type of movement can be detected using a variance measure, as is explained in section 5.6.3. 
For the second type of movement, this variance measure is a less robust movement indicator. As a 
solution, we used entropy to provide a measure of uncertainty about a pixel’s static status, as is discussed 
in section 5.6.4.
5.6.3 High contrast movement removal using a variance measure 
A Weighted variance as a measure of movement
The pixels affected by the HCM, show a large irradiance variation over the different LDRIs. Therefore, 
the variance of a pixel over the different Ii s can be used as a likelihood measure for movement. The 
movement mask, defined in section 5.6.1, is derived from a Variance Image (VI), which is created by 
storing the variance of a pixel over the different exposures in a matrix with the same dimensions as the 
images Ii and H.
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Remember that the LDRIs are initially captured as low dynamic range images. Using the camera curve, 
the intensity values in the images h  are transformed to irradiance values, resulting in images E{. When 
using the variance of a pixel over a set of images to detect movement, this irradiance transformation is 
necessary, and failing to do so results in high variance values for all pixels, due to the implicit differences 
between the exposures. In mathematical terms we can now define the variance of a pixel (k, I) over the 
different exposures as:
N —l
- W J ))2
VI ( k ,  I) = -=5----------   (5.1)
with:
N - 1
Y , E i(k, l )
W J )  =   (5.2)
Some pixels in the Ii s will be saturated, others can be under-exposed. Such pixels do not contain any 
reliable irradiance information, compared to their counterparts in the other exposures. When calculating 
the variance of a pixel over a set of images, it is important to ignore the variance introduced by satu­
rated or under-exposed pixels. This can be achieved by calculating the variance VI ( k ,  I) as a weighted 
variance described in [RWPD05] as:
N
J2Wi(k,l)Ei(k,l)2
i=0________________
N
Y , w ^ k ' l '>
V I ( k , l ) =  N i=0----------------------- 1 (5.3)
i- 0_________________
N
i=0
The weights are the same as defined in equation 2.32. The generation of  V I  is visualized in figure 5.5. 
The variance image can be calculated for one colour channel or as the maximum of the variance over 
three colour channels. In this chapter we calculated the variance over the green channel.
B Movement segmentation
The objective of creating V I  is to identify clusters of pixels that show movement over the time period 
that the LDRIs were captured. In H  such movement cluster are substituted with values from one expo­
sure. As was discussed in section 5.6.1, each movement cluster should cover all pixels in H  affected 
by the movement of one (or more) object(s). This can be achieved by simply applying a threshold T y i  
to the values in VI ,  resulting in a binary image V I t - However, due to noise, saturation effects, and 
an inappropriate camera curve, applying a threshold does not return well-defined clusters of movement. 
Some pixels might fall incorrectly below (false positives) or above (false negatives) the threshold. To cre­
ate well-defined clusters, two morphological post-processing steps proceed after applying the threshold: 
first an erosion (to remove false positives), then a dilation (to include the falls negatives).
We found the variance threshold T y i  = 0.18 [RWPD05] to be efficient for the motion detection. The 
dimensions for the erosion and dilation filters depend on the resolution of the input image, but also on 
the quality of the image alignment as this might introduce unwanted high variance values. We found a
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E1 E2 E3 VI
Figure 5.5: The Variance Image (VI) is created by calculating the weighted variance of a pixel’s irradiance over 
the different exposures.
filter size of 5 and 10 for respectively the erosion and the dilation usually to be sufficient for images with 
a resolution of 1600 x 1200.
C Interpolated substitution
To find the best exposure to substitute the pixels in a cluster, the same method is applied as described 
in [RWPD05] which is explained in this subsection. For each cluster a histogram is generated from its 
values in H.  The largest value x  represented in this histogram is calculated, after ignoring the 2% largest 
values since they can be considered as being outliers [RWPD05]. The exposure that correctly represents 
this value x  is used to substitute the pixels in H.  Correctly in this context means that the value must not 
be saturated or under-exposed. For instance, the intensity value resulting from transforming the pixel 
with irradiance value x  conform with the exposure settings used for the exposures, must represent this 
intensity value in the middle range of its histogram.
In [RWPD05] it is stated that if more than one suitable exposures is found, the one with the longest 
exposure time is used to represent the movement cluster. We argue that it is better to take the shortest 
exposure time. If the exposures are affected by movement, the exposure with the smallest exposure time 
is less likely to be affected by the movement during the exposure of the camera sensor, and will most 
likely not show blurring. Hence, it is the most likely to represent its intensity values correctly.
When substituting the movement cluster, boundary effects can be created. Remember that the clusters 
are created from the binary image V I t  proceeded by dilation and erosion. As a consequence, movement 
pixels are grouped into a well-defined cluster. However, due to these morphological operations, the 
clusters will also contain non-movement pixels (false positives). To ensure that the irradiance of these 
pixels with an extreme low variance are not substituted and to reduce boundary effects, the pixels within 
a cluster are substituted using interpolation. A pixel in H  within a movement cluster is defined as a 
weighted average between its irradiance value in the associated exposure Ei  and its original value in H.  
The weights are defined by its variance. The weighting scheme used in this chapter is slightly different
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than described in [RWPD05] and is given as:
H(k, l )  = W\ H + W2h
T - v i j k , i )  pjxej js 0f movement cluster i and V I ( k ,  I )  < T,  
wi = * 0 if pixel (k,l) is part of movement cluster i and V I ( k ,  I) > T,
1 if pixel (k,l) is not part of any movement cluster,
W2 =  1 —wi
where T  is a threshold lower than the variance threshold TVi  used to identify the movement clusters. 
Experiments showed that T  = 0.1 is an acceptable threshold.
D Movement detection within the HDRI generation process
The movement detection presented in this section cannot take place before the camera curve calibration, 
but takes place after the (incorrect) HDRI generation. The methodology presented in figure 5.2 still 
applies, and can be updated with the movement detection step as displayed in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: HDRI generation methodology for dynamic scenes. The variance image calculation must proceed after 
the camera curve calibration and the transformation from intensity to irradiance.
The movement detection and creation of the variance image precede the movement removal but follows 
after the transformation from intensities to irradiance values. The fact that the movement detection 
occurs after the camera curve calibration means that it is essential that the camera curve calibration is 
not compromised by the object movement. This is a serious drawback from this method. The following 
section presents a novel movement detector, developed for this thesis, that operates without using the 
camera curve.
5.6.4 Contrast independent movement removal using entropy
When applying the previous variance-based movement detector on some example exposure sequences, 
we identified that it is not always successful. The variance detector returns unsatisfying results, in 
particular when the movement has a low contrast nature. The variance detector relies on a threshold Ty i  
that defines if a pixel has considerable variance or not. This threshold is larger than zero, and depends 
on:
■ Camera curve: the camera curve might fail to convert the intensity values to irradiance values 
correctly. This influences the variance between corresponding pixels in the LDRIs and might 
compromise the applicability of the threshold to retrieve movement clusters.
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m Weighting factors: saturation and under-exposure of pixels in an LDRI can result in incorrect 
irradiance values after transformation to irradiance values using the camera curve. Defining the 
weighting factors is not straightforward. Applying a threshold to remove saturated and under­
exposed pixels, for instance when using a hat function to define the weights, is not necessarily 
successful. Though [MN99] applies a more sophisticated scheme, based on information theory, 
the weights defined do not guarantee a 100% blocking of saturation/under-exposure effects.
■ Inaccuracies in exposure speed and aperture width: in combination with the camera curve this 
produces incorrect irradiance values after transformation. Changing the aperture width causes the 
depth-to-field to change too, which influences the quality of the irradiance values.
Relying on the fact that the camera curve transforms correctly the intensity images Ii to irradiance 
images Ei  can be seen as a limitation of the variance detector. Though it is true that if the camera curve 
does not transform correctly the intensities to irradiance values the HDRIs do not represent correctly the 
environment, there might be applications for which small errors in HDR values might not be disastrous.
In this section a method is presented that does not require the transformation from intensity to irradiance 
to precede the movement detection. The method developed uses basic principles as entropy as a tool to 
identify movement in a sequence of images captured under varying conditions. Detecting the movement 
prior to the HDR merging has as an extra advantage that the camera curve calibration process can exclude 
movement pixels from the estimation process, enabling a more reliable camera calibration.
The following subsections explain the concepts of entropy and conditional entropy. The relation between 
entropy and information and uncertainty is discussed. Finally a new measure is presented to detect 
movement from an image sequence.
A Entropy as a measure of information in an image
Entropy is a term used in both thermodynamics and information theory. In this chapter we consider the 
definitions and concepts of entropy in the field of information theory, as defined by Claude E. Shannon 
[Sha84].
In information theory, entropy is a scalar statistical measure defined for a statistical process. It defines 
the uncertainty that remains about a system, after having taken into account the observable properties. 
Let X  be a random variable with probability function p(x) = P ( X  =  x),  where x  ranges over a certain 
interval. The entropy of X  is given by:
H ( X )  = - J 2 p { X  = x ) l og ( P{ X = x)).  (5.4)
X
Entropy is often denoted with capital H, this should not be confused with the abbreviation of HDRI H. 
From the context in which it is used, it should be clear which of the two concepts is meant.
To derive the entropy of an image I,  written as H{I) ,  we consider the intensity of a pixel in an image 
as a statistical process. In other words, X  is the intensity value of a pixel, and p(x ) =  P { X  = x) is the 
probability that a pixel has intensity x.  The probability function p{x) =  P ( X  =  x)  is the normalized 
histogram of the image. Normalized means that the sum of the probabilities needs to be one. Therefore 
we divide the histogram values by the total number of pixels in the image. The pixel intensities range 
over a discrete interval, usually defined as the integers in [0,255], but the number of  bins M  of the 
histogram used to calculate the entropy can be less than 2561.
Tt could be larger too, but that would not make sense, as an image usually contains integer values from 0 to 255.
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If the histogram of an image I  is flat, then all intensities are present in the image in equal amounts and 
the entropy H( I )  is:
This is the maximum value that the entropy of an image can possibly have, for a certain number of 
bins M.  The higher the number of bins M  used to calculate the probabilities, the higher the maximum 
entropy. This is logical since the number of different values X  can have is proportional to the number of 
bins M . Therefore the uncertainty about the pixels in an image is dependent on the number of bins M  
used.
The entropy reaches a minimum if an image is homogenous and consists of only one intensity value Z.  
In that case the histogram has a spike near that intensity value and is zero elsewhere: the probability of a 
pixel having intensity value Z  is one, and zero for all other possible intensity values. The entropy H( I )  
is now:
Note that the above equations are independent from the actual value of Z.  Let us consider another 
example. This time the pixels in the image can have two different values Z\  and Z 2. Suppose the 
likelihood of a pixel having any of these values is equal, or that P ( X  = Zi )  = P ( X  = Z 2) = The 
entropy of this image can be written as:
Again, the entropy of image I  is independent of the actual values of Z\  and Z 2. The entropy of an image 
I  is the same for Z\  »  Z2 and Z\  ~  Z 2, as long as Z\  /  Z2. In more general terms this means that the 
contrast in the image, defined as does not influence the entropy.
Equations 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show several important characteristics of entropy of an intensity image:
M
H( I )  = ~ Y , P ( X  = x ) \ o g ( P( X  = x))
x —0
log {M)
(5.5)
M
H( I )  = - Y , P { X  = x ) \ og ( P{ X = x))
=  - P ( X  = Z ) l o g ( P ( X  = Z))
=  —llo g l
=  0 (5.6)
M
H( I )  = ~ y ^ P ( X  = x)  log(P (X  =  x))
= - P ( X  =  Z ,) log(P(X  =  Z i)) -  P ( X  = Z 2) log( P ( X  = Zi))
log(2) (5.7)
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■ The entropy of an image has a positive value between [0, log(M)]. The lower the entropy, the less 
different intensity values are present in the image; the higher the entropy, the more different inten­
sity values there are in the image. However, the actual intensity values do not have an influence on 
the entropy.
■ The actual order or organization of the pixel intensities in an image does not influence the entropy. 
As an example, two images with equal amounts of black and white intensity values have the same 
entropy, even if in the first image black occupies the right side of the image and white the left side, 
and in the second image black and white are randomly distributed.
■ Applying a scaling factor on the intensity values of an image does not change its entropy, if the 
intensity values do not saturate. In fact, the entropy of an image does not change if an injective 
function is applied to the intensity values. An injective function associates distinct arguments to 
distinct values, examples are the logarithm, exponential, scaling, etc.
■ The entropy of an image gives a measure of the uncertainty of the pixels in the image. If all 
intensity values are equal, the entropy is zero and there is no uncertainty about the intensity value 
a random pixel can have. If all intensity values are different, the entropy is high and there is a lot 
of uncertainty about the intensity value of a randomly chosen pixel.
■ Entropy of a data stream is often used to encode data. In a similar manner the entropy in an image 
gives a measure for the amount of information in an image. If an image contains many different 
intensity values, it contains a lot of information (H( I )  is high); if an image is homogeneous, it 
contains very little information (IT(7) is low).
The concept joint entropy H ( X , Y )  of two stochastic processes X  and Y  gives information about the 
mutual information between X  and Y.  It is again a scalar, and its definition is given as;
The joint entropy of two images I  and J  (with the same dimensions N  x M )  can be calculated from 
their joint probability P { X  = x , Y  =  y) which is equal to their joint histogram. P ( X  =  x, Y  = y) 
defines the occurrence that a pixel in image I  has intensity x  and that its corresponding pixel in image J  
has intensity y.
The joint probability is a 2D function. When image I  and J  are equal, the joint probability can be 
reduced to a ID function equal to the histogram of one of the images, since:
Suppose that the only difference between image I  and image J  is a scale S  on their pixel values, then 
the joint probability can again be reduced to the same ID function (though rotated in the 2D coordinate 
space):
If two processes X  and Y  are independent, the joint entropy H ( X ,  Y )  is equal to H { X )  + H( Y) .  If X  
and Y  are equal, the joint entropy is equal to H( X ) .  From the definition of joint entropy and the above 
given definitions and different cases, the following remarks can be made for joint entropy:
H ( X , Y )  =  - ' £ / P { X  = x , Y  = y ) \ og ( P( X  = x , Y  = y)) (5.8)
i fx ^ y  
if x=y
i f x ^ S y  
if x=Sy
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m For an image I,  the joint entropy with another image J  has a value in the interval 
['m in {H ( /) , H (J )), H( I )  + H (J)]. The lower the joint entropy the more similar the two images 
are; the higher the joint entropy, the more different the two images are.
■ A scale on the intensity values in one image does not influence the joint entropy. In fact, applying 
an injective function on the intensity values of one image, does not change the joint entropy.
The conditional entropy H ( X \ Y )  is given as:
H ( X \ Y )  =  - Y / P ( X  = x \ Y  = y) l og{P( X = x \ Y  = v )) (5.9)
x,y
= H { X , Y ) - H { Y )  (5.10)
The conditional entropy H( I \ J )  of two images I  and J  gives a measure of the uncertainty there is about 
the intensity value of a randomly chosen pixel in image I,  given the intensity value of the corresponding 
pixel in J.  If two images are related, this uncertainty is rather low. If two images are totally unrelated,
this uncertainty is high. For the latter case, one can say that the knowledge of image J  does not learn
anything about image I.
The mutual information M I ( X ,  Y )  between two processes X  and Y  is given as:
M I ( X ,  Y )  = H { X )  + H ( Y ) - H ( X , Y )
=  H ( X )  -  H { X \ Y )  <  H { X )
=  H ( Y )  -  H ( Y \ X )  < H ( Y )
> 0  (5.11)
The mutual information can also be defined for images I  and J.  If the two images are related, i.e., 
H ( I ) «  H( J )  and H( I ,  J ) «  H{I) ,  the mutual information is high:
M I ( I ,  J)  ~  H{I )  (5.12)
If the two images are unrelated, i.e., H ( I ) ^  H( J )  and H  (I, J)  «  H  ( I ) +H (J),  the mutual information 
is low:
M I ( I , J ) ks 0 (5.13)
B Detecting misalignments in an image using entropy
From the discussions given in the previous subsection it follows that maximization of mutual infor­
mation between two images is a good statistic to find the best transformation between two images 
[VW95][Vio95][TU00]. The advantage of using mutual information for image alignment compared 
to any other traditional correlation-based alignment methods is that there does not need to be a linear 
relation between the two images. Non-linear transformations such as a logarithmic transformation are 
also allowed. As long as the viewpoint and the scene content stay the same, alignment is feasible. There­
fore, mutual information is an ideal statistical measure to align, for instance, an ordinary image and an 
infra-red image. Though seemingly different, the scene content is essentially the same, and therefore 
the two images can be aligned using mutual information. In the latter example, a feature-based method 
might be successful too, but template-based matching is not. Costers and Jacobs [CJ02] illustrate the use 
of mutual information to align sequences of images under varying illumination.
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The different exposures captured for the HDRI generation are related by the camera curve. Equation 
2.31 already defined this relation. The shape of a camera curve does not change much between different 
cameras and according to [GN03b] the general curve of a camera is monotonic and increasing. The curve 
is usually injective in the middle of the domain, while this statement is not true near the ends of the curve 
due to the saturation and under-exposure effects. Mutual information methods or methods using entropy 
are therefore suitable to align exposure sequences, if saturation effects can be ignored or removed.
In this chapter we use the MTB transform to aid the alignment process, instead of mutual information. 
The reason is that it is computationally more attractive as it requires less calculations than alignment 
through maximisation of mutual information, which requires expensive histogram calculations.
C Movement detection
The movement detection algorithm developed in this chapter has some resemblance to that presented in 
[MZ01] and [JSR04]. In [MZ01] a Spatial-Temporal Entropy Image (STEI) is used to detect motion in 
a sequence of images. In [JSR04] the creation of the STEI is updated to a Differential Spatial-Temporal 
Entropy Image (DSTEI). These methods work for images captured under the same conditions, i.e., using 
the same exposure and from the same viewpoint, and with static illumination.
Because these two methods lie at the basis of the method developed in this chapter, it is worth giving 
more information about the generation of them, in particular the STEI image. The STEI image has the 
same size as the N  images Ii in the sequence from which motion needs to be detected. It is created by 
calculating the local entropy for each pixel S T E I ( k ,  I) with image coordinates (k , I). Entropy is defined 
over a statistical variable. In their approach this variable is still the intensity of a pixel, but the data set 
is now confined to the pixels in a small 3D window W  around S T E I { k , I) and across all images of the 
image sequence. If the window size is (2w +  1) x (2w +  1) x N,  the probability function is defined by 
the normalized histogram of the intensity values of the set of pixels p  defined as:
{Vp G I i (k — w : k  +  w, I — w : I +  w)  A % G [0, N  — 1]} (5.14)
Suppose =  3, if for a certain pixel p  the three images show no movement in the window W  around p, 
then the intensity values of the three images contribute the same information to the probability function. 
If the images show movement in the window W  around p, the intensity values of the three images 
contribute in different ways to the probability function. In the latter case, it is more likely that the 
probability function is flatter (spread-out over the existing intensity values), than in the former case. As 
a result the entropy of p  calculated as defined above will be higher when movement is present in the 
window W  around p  than when no movement is present.
Such a movement detection has some drawbacks, first of all other high entropic regions in the images 
(e.g., edges) might interfere with the motion regions, which makes it difficult to distinguish the high 
entropic clusters due to motion from those due to, for instance, edges. This problem is partly covered by 
the method described in [JSR04] through the creation of DSTEI which calculates the local entropy over 
the difference between the images in the image sequence. Another problem relates to the difference that 
might occur between the images in the image sequence besides movement. For instance, if the image 
sequence is captured under different illumination conditions, using a STEI or DSTEI image to detect 
movement is error-prone as it is essential for the success of these methods that the images are similar up 
to the movement that might take place. STEI and DSTEI can therefore not be used to calculate motion 
in an image sequence captured with different exposure settings.
The logical next step would be to use joint entropy between the images in the sequence, instead of
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Figure 5.7: The Uncertainty Image (UI) is created by calculating the per-pixel weighted difference in local entropy.
plain entropy. The joint entropy over a certain 2D window is high when the images contain unexpected 
intensity values (motion) within that window. The advantage of using joint entropy is that it does not 
matter which exposure is used to capture the different images. However, using joint entropy was not 
satisfactory, most likely due to the small sample set (all pixels within a 2D window W)  that is used to 
set up the statistic P(x,  y ).
Another, this time successful, measure uses the difference in local entropy between the images. For 
each pixel with coordinates (k, I) in each image Ii the local entropy is calculated from the histograms 
constructed from the pixels that fall within a 2D window W  with size (2w + 1 ) x (2w + 1 ) around (k, I). 
Each image Ii therefore defines an entropy image Hi,  where the pixel value Hi(k,  I) is calculated as:
M
Hi (ft, () =  - ^ P ( X  =  x)  log
x=0
where the probability function P ( X  =  x)  is derived from the normalized histogram constructed from 
the intensity values of the pixels within the 2D window W, or over all pixels p  in:
{p G Ii (k — w : k  +  w, I — w  : I +  to)} (5.15)
From these entropy images a final Uncertainty Image UI  is constructed as follows:
N—1 j< i
UI(k , l )  = E E n - u <. M M )  (5.16)
i=0 j=0
E z > «
i= 0  j —0
h i j i k j )  =  \Hi(k, l)  -  Hj(k, l) \  (5.17)
Vij =  m i n i W i i k ^ . W j ^ l ) )  (5.18)
The weights Wi(k,  I) and Wj(k,  I) are the same as those used in equation 2.32. The weight u^-is created 
as the minimum of Wi(k,  I) and Wj(k,  I), to reflect the idea that saturated and under-exposed pixels do 
not provide a good statistic. The presented calculation process is also depicted in figure 5.7.
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The reasoning behind this uncertainty measure follows from the edge enhancement that the entropy 
images Hi provide. The local entropy is high in areas with many detail, such as edges. These high 
entropic areas do not change between the images in the exposure sequence, except when corrupted by a 
moving object or saturation. The difference between the entropy images therefore provides a measure for 
the difference in features, such as intensity edges, between the exposures. Entropy does this without the 
need to search for edges and comers in an image. Furthermore, the entropy images are invariant to the 
local contrast in the areas around these features. If two image regions share the exact same structure, but 
with a different intensity, the local entropy images will fail to detect this change. This can be considered 
a drawback of the entropic movement detector as it also implies that when one homogenous coloured 
object moves against another homogeneously coloured object, the uncertainty measure would only detect 
the boundaries of the moving objects of having changed. Nevertheless, real-world objects usually show 
some spatial variety, which is sufficient for the uncertainty detector to detect movement. Therefore 
the indifference to local contrast is only an advantage, in particular compared to the variance detector 
discussed in section 5.6.3.
The characteristics and power of the uncertainty image are explained using two synthetic examples. A 
first synthetic example is presented in figure 5.8, which shows two images (a) and (b) with the same base 
structure: a square against a clear background. The contrast in these two images is different. The entropy 
image of (a) and (b) are shown in respectively (c) and (d). The entropy image is bright in areas with a 
high local entropy, which in this example is the border of the square against the background. The two 
entropy images (c) and (d) are identical which shows that the contrast of the scene does not influence the 
local entropy, but only the structure itself.
□ □
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Entropy as a tool to detect structures, (a) and (b) show the same scene (a square object against a 
homogenous background), but with a different intensity pattern. The contrast between object and background is 
different in both cases, (c) and (d) are entropy images, generated by applying the local entropy operator on (a) and 
(b). The entropy operator enhances areas with a high local entropy (bright areas), (c) and (d) are identical, this 
illustrates that the local entropy operator is independent from the local contrast o f the scene.
Another example is shown in figure 5.9 which illustrates that equation 5.16 provides a good measure to 
detect object movement for a similar synthetic example. Images (a) and (b) show a similar scene that 
consists of a helicopter against a clear background. The position of the helicopter is different between (a) 
and (b), the intensity of the background is different too. Images (c) and (d) are the local entropy images 
of respectively (a) and (b). Finally, image (e) shows the uncertainty image derived from (a) and (b). This 
uncertainty image highlights area of movement. Note that the difference in intensity of the background 
did not result in a difference in local entropy in those areas. This illustrates the usefulness of the entropy 
detector in the context of different exposures. The helicopter shows an intensity pattern, this is to mimic 
the spatial variety that usually exists for objects in a real-world scene.
When no motion effects occur in a local window W  around a pixel r, the local entropy in image f  
should be equal to the local entropy of image /»+!• Noise and quantization effects might alter the entropy
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(c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.9: (a) and (b) show a similar scene consisting o f a helicopter against a clear background. The position 
of the helicopter is different between (a) and (b), the intensity o f the background is different too. (c) and (d) are the 
local entropy images of respectively (a) and (b). (e) is the absolute difference \c — d\ and shows high uncertainty in 
the movement areas. These areas correspond to the areas showing movement.
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slightly, but these can be reduced through applying a low-pass filter to all exposures. A gaussian filter 
was used in our implementation. The weights in equation 5.16 should effectively remove saturation and 
under-exposure effects.
The difference in local entropy between two images induced by the moving object, depends on the 
difference in entropy of the moving object and the background environment. Though the uncertainty 
measure is invariant to the contrast of these two, it is not invariant to the entropic similarity of the two. 
For instance, if the local window is relatively large, the moving object is small relative to this window, 
and the background consists of many similar static smaller objects, then the entropic difference defined 
in equation 5.16 might not be large. Decreasing the size of the local window will result in an increased 
entropic difference, but a too small local window might be subject to noise and outliers. In the current 
implementation the optimal window size varies between 1 5 x 1 5  and 5 x 5 ,  providing respectively 225 
and 25 samples.
Decreasing the number of histogram bins might reduce the sensitivity of the uncertainty measure to noisy 
pixels, but will automatically increase the minimum contrast between moving object and background that 
can be detected. A pixel in an intensity image can have at most 256 different intensity values. Since the 
local window contains at most 225 different pixels, setting the number of histogram bins equal to 256 
is sub-optimal. In the current implementation the number of histogram bins can be varied, with usually 
more than 100 bins providing satisfying results. Increasing the bins increases the histogram computation 
time, but increases the sensitivity to local contrast when detecting motion.
D Post-processing
The post-processing steps are similar to those involved after the creation of the variance image, as was 
explained in section 5.6.3. First a threshold T u i  is applied to U I ,  resulting in U I t - Two morphological 
operations, erosion followed by dilation are applied to U I t  to obtain well-defined movement clusters. 
The radiance values of all pixels in each movement cluster in the thus obtained binary image U I t  is 
analysed and the most suitable exposure is used to substitute the pixels in the generated HDRI H . The 
most suitable exposure is defined in the same way as for the variance detector, see section 5.6.3.
The threshold applied to obtain U It  depends on the number of histogram bins M  used to calculate the 
local entropy. From equation 5.5 it can be derived that the maximum local entropy in an image is log M . 
Choosing U It  = 0.7 proofed to be a sufficient threshold to segment the movement clusters. The same 
filter sizes for the erosion and dilation were used as for the variance detector.
E Movement detection within the HDRI generation process
Due to the invariance of the detection process from the exposure settings used, the movement detection 
takes place before the camera curve calibration. The detection follows the image alignment immediately. 
The methodology presented in figure 5.2 still applies, and can be updated with the movement detection 
step as displayed in figure 5.10. This means that during the camera curve calibration, the uncertainty 
image U I  can be used to exclude certain pixels from the camera curve estimation.
5.7 Results
The results are presented in the following sections. First, the performance of the MTB transform is 
analysed based on some examples in section 5.7.1. Then the variance detector and movement removal 
are applied to a few different movement scenarios in section 5.7.2. Section 5.7.3 shows the efficiency of 
the uncertainty detector and movement removal.
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Figure 5.10: HDRI generation methodology for dynamic scenes. The movement detection can be carried out 
independent from the camera calibration. If carried out before the camera curve calibration, the calibration could 
potentially benefit from knowing which pixels are affected by movement.
5.7.1 Cam era alignment
Figure 5.11 illustrates the binary image search tree, described in section 5.5, used to calculate the align­
ment transformation. The top row shows the exposures that require rotational and translational align­
ment. For two of these exposures the binary image tree is given, with size L  =  4. First the images 
are aligned at level I = 4. The calculated transformation is exported to the level above, and used as a 
start seed to find the best transformation at level I =  3. This is repeated until I — 0. Before the down- 
sampling a low-pass filter is applied to the original images, to prevent aliasing. The binary images are 
created by applying the MTB transformation on the images at each level. Alignment using a binary tree 
as explained here, usually completed in less than one minute. With the alignment being dependent on 
the resolution of images, the binary tree search method gains speed at a certain level from the favourable 
starting point that is calculated at a higher level. This results in a more reliable overall alignment as 
non-hierarchical methods tend to get stuck in local minima more easily.
Figure 5.12 shows the HDRI generation when no alignment (a,d), translational alignment (b,e) and trans­
lational and rotational alignment (c,f) are carried out. The left column shows the entire image, the right 
column shows an image detail in close-up. The strange blue and pink colours visible in these close-ups 
are the result of the improper weighting of misaligned pixels during the HDRI generation. In (f), after 
recovering the translational and rotational transformation, the misalignments are the least visible.
Figure 5.13 (a) illustrates another HDRI generated from a set LDRIs captured with a hand-held camera. 
The different scene features are misaligned and create a ghosting effect in the HDRI. Images (b), (c) and 
(d) show close-ups of several details in (a). The ghosting effects are particularly visible on the mast of 
the ship as shown in (d).
Figure 5.14 shows the HDRI created from the same exposures as in figure 5.13, after removing trans­
lational (a) and translational plus rotational (b) misalignments. At first sight it is clear that the camera 
movement artefacts have been reduced in the two images, though the difference between the two might 
not be clear at this resolution. Close-ups for two image details in (a) and (b) are shown in figure 5.15. 
The images in the left column (a,c) belong to image (a) in figure 5.14; the images in the right column 
(b,d) belong to image (b) in figure 5.14.
Figure 5.16 illustrates an example of alignment failure. The four exposures shown in (a) are affected by
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n = 3
m n=4 oks
Figure 5.11: Two binary image trees of two different exposures (left and right) from the set of exposures shown at 
the top. The tree depth is 5. The alignment procedure starts at the highest level n=5. The transformation from level 
n is used as a start seed at level n-1.
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T
(C) (f)
Figure 5.12: HDRI generation and the influence of camera movement. The left column shows the entire HDRI, the 
right column shows an image detail in close-up for the following scenarios: no image alignment (a,d), translational 
alignment (b,e), translational and rotational alignment (cf).
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Figure 5.13: (a) HDRI generated from a set ofLDRIs captured with a hand-held camera. (b,c,d) Camera misalign­
ments create ghosting effects, especially visible on the mast o f the ship.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: The ghosting effects shown in figure 5.13 are reduced after recovering translational (a) and transla­
tional plus rotational (b) misalignments. See also figure 5.15
(C) (d)
Figure 5.15: These images are close-ups from images (a) and (b) in 5.14. Recovering rotational and translational 
misalignments (b,d) improves the quality of the HDRI, compared to only recovering translation (a,c). The top of the 
dome in (a) still shows the misalignments due to the camera movement, while in (b) the alignment is much better. 
The ropes on the mast in (c) still show a ghosting effect, while it is removed in (d).
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camera movement but also by limited object movement. The tree branches on either side of the view 
window move in different directions relative to the camera viewing directions. The images should be 
aligned relative to the horizon, visible in the middle of the image. After alignment, the object movement 
could be removed using the algorithms explained in section 5.6. However, the object movement inter­
feres with the camera alignment. The resulting HDRI is shown in (b) and a close-up of an image detail 
in (d). If we remove the second exposure from the sequence shown, alignment is obtained. The resulting 
HDRI is shown in (c) and a close-up of the same image detail in (e). The difference between (d) and (e) 
illustrates that the misalignment in the exposure sequence is the cause of the ghosting effect visible in 
the cloud, and not movement of the cloud during the exposure.
(b)____________________   (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 5.16: The exposures shown in (a) are combined into an HDRI (b). Due to camera movement, some mis­
alignments are visible. This might not be visible at first sight, but if we zoom in on the clouds (d), the misalignment 
effects become more visible. Due to a complex combination of camera and object movement, the exposures cannot 
be aligned. However, if the second exposure is eliminated from the sequence the images can be aligned. In the 
resulting HDRI (c) the object are now better aligned, see (e). The clouds are still not perfectly aligned. This is due 
to a combination of an imperfect camera alignment and limited cloud movement.
5.7.2 Movement removal using the variance detector
Figure 5.17 (a) shows a sequence of four exposures containing people walking through the viewing 
window. The background contains some moving objects too. These moving objects do not hamper the 
image alignment. After camera curve calculation, the exposures are merged into an HDRI H  shown in
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(b) (c)
Figure 5.17: The set of exposures shown in (a) show several people walking passed the camera. Also in the 
background there are several moving people visible. The Variance Image V I  (b) shows where the variance is the 
highest. Image segmentation results in the movement clusters shown in (c).
figure 5.18 (a). The moving people create a ghosting effect. This ghosting effect is not highly visible, 
but a close look at the irradiance inside the black square reveals the ghost-image of the lady with the red 
jacket, and (more vaguely) the other people in the scene.
The variance image V I  created as explained in section 5.6.3 is shown in figure 5.17 (b). The brighter 
the intensity in V I,  the higher the variance of that pixel is over the four exposures. The variance is high 
in the region affected by the moving people. Besides the moving people, several other bright variance 
pixels are revealed. The scene edges contain a high variance, but also other scene features. This is due to 
imperfections in the lens and camera sensor, visible at high contrast regions [RWPD05], but also due to 
the small misalignments that are still present after image alignment. These misalignments are expected, 
as the alignment method in section 5.5 only removes 2D translational and rotational misalignments. Ap­
plying a threshold (0.18) to V I  and eroding and dilating this binary image V It  results in a segmentation 
of the movement clusters, see figure 5.17 (c). For each of the identified clusters, an exposure is assigned 
that represents that cluster without saturation. Then the values in H  are substituted using linear inter­
polation. The resulting HDRI H  is shown in 5.18 (b). In this image H  we see that the substitution is 
accurate, up to some minor artefacts, like the incomplete reconstruction of the man’s leg in the figure.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 present two other examples of movement removal. In figure 5.19 (a) the leaves 
inside the black square show considerable ghosting in the HDRI generated after image alignment. Using 
the variance image, this movement is effectively removed as can be seen in (b). Figure 5.20 (a) shows the 
HDRI generation after movement removal for the same exposures used to generate figure 5.14. There 
are several moving objects: the flag at the top of the ship’s mast, the boat at the front right of the images 
which moves due to the movement of the water, and the people walking on the river bank. Using the 
variance image the movement clusters are effectively detected and substituted. Also, the movement of 
the water on the stone river bank is detected and substituted. Unfortunately not all rippling of the water
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(b)
Figure 5.18: (a) HDRI generated after image alignment. The exposures contain people walking past the viewing 
window. These do not obstruct the image alignment, but do create ghosting effect, (b) Movement removal using a 
variance image effectively substitutes the movement clusters.
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is detected, and some parts still show some blurring as a result of this. Figure 5.20 (b) and (c) show a 
close-up of the people on the riverbank, respectively before and after movement removal.
5.7.3 Movement removal using the uncertainty detector
Figure 5.21 illustrates how the creation of an uncertainty image UI can be used to derive the move­
ment clusters for the same exposure sequence as shown in figure 5.17(a). The bright highlights in figure 
5.21 (a) indicate uncertainty about the stability of the content of the pixels. The bright highlights cor­
rectly overlap with the position of the people that walk through the scene. Applying a threshold T u / 
(= 0.7) means that it is assumed that if the uncertainty is larger than T ui, there are most likely some 
misalignments due to the presence of moving objects. After applying erosion and dilation, well-defined 
movement clusters are created (b). Each cluster gets an exposure assigned, and the corresponding pixels 
in H  are substituted by the irradiance values derived from the assigned exposure. The resulting HDRI 
H  (c) is free from the artefacts created by the movement of the people walking through the scene. The 
variance movement detector shows similar results on this sequence of exposures as can be seen when 
comparing figure 5.21(c) with 5.18 (b).
To illustrate the potential of the local entropy images Hi, figure 5.22 shows the local entropy images 
for the first and second exposure shown in the exposure sequence of figure 5.17 (a). The entropy image 
has brighter values near edges or patterned surfaces. The entropy image has darker values when the 
intensity in the selection window W  is uniform. Figure 5.22 (a) and (b) illustrate that, except for the 
areas showing the people, the two local entropy images are similar. Figure 5.22 (c) shows the absolute 
difference between the two local entropy images. As expected, this difference is high where the two 
exposures contain different scene objects, i.e. at the location of the people.
The uncertainty image shown in figure 5.21 (a) highlights a first potential problem associated with using 
the entropy measure as movement detector. Between the different exposures exists a transformation that 
is monotonic and increasing, where the middle part of transformation is usually injective. In theory 
this should not pose a problem when detecting movement using the equation given in equation 5.16. 
However, as already explained in section 5.6.4 the entropy is sensitive to saturation and under-exposures 
since it requires a injective function between the image values. Therefore, it is essential that the weights 
used to remove the influence from the saturation and under-exposure effectively remove any kind of 
saturation. Figure 5.21 (a) shows a high differential local entropy in areas affected by saturation effects 
(e.g., ground in front of the bench, trees, and shadows cast onto the house). This indicates that the 
weights used are not satisfactory. Until this point, we used the weighting scheme as defined by [MN99], 
which in fact depends on the camera curve. To remove the dependency on the camera curve, a new 
weighting scheme, the hat-function, is adopted. The weight associated with an intensity Z  is given as:
Suitable Tl and T # are 0.15 and 0.85 respectively, for normalized intensity values Z  e  [0,1].
This weighting scheme was applied to the same exposure sequence used to generate figure 5.19 (b). 
Figure 5.23 illustrate the uncertainty and variance images for the exposure sequence. The uncertainty
the image. The variance image V I  shown in (b) highlights similar movement areas as U I. However, 
while the computation for V I  still uses the previous weight implementation, we can see differences 
between U I  and V I  in saturated and under-exposed areas, such as the highlight in the water. In U I
1 if Tl < Z < T h
0 elsewhere
image UI  shown in (a) succeeds in detecting the movement of the leaves and branches in the front of
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(b)
Figure 5.19: (a) HDRI generated after image alignment: the leaves on the left hand side show movement, (b) 
Movement removal using a variance image effectively substitutes the movement clusters.
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(b) (c)
Figure 5.20: (a) HDRI generated after image alignment and movement removal: the flag on the ship’s mast, the 
boat at the front right, the water and the people on the river bank are effectively substituted. A close-up of the 
moving people before and after movement removal is shown in (b) and (c) respectively.
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(c)
Figure 5.21: (a) Uncertainty image for the same exposure sequence as in figure 5.17. (b) Binary uncertainty image 
U It  after applying a threshold and two morphological operations, (c) Resulting HDRI: free from the artefacts 
created by the movement of the people walking through the scene.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.22: (a) and (b) The local entropy images Hi of respectively the first and second exposure shown in figure 
5.17 (a), (c) The absolute difference between (a) and (b).
certain areas do not receive an uncertainty measure, and are left black. This means that no suitable 
exposure is available for those pixels that can be used to calculate an unbiased uncertainty measure, 
within the limits defined by the equation 5.19. The resulting HDRI H  after applying a threshold to UI  
and movement cluster substitution is given in figure 5.23 (c). A comparison with figure 5.19 (b) shows 
that the uncertainty detector results in similar results as the variance detector.
The following example illustrates the power of the uncertainty image to detect movement regardless of 
the contrast between moving objects and the background. Figure 5.24 (a) shows three LDRIs from a set 
of five exposures; the tree branches and the leaves move throughout the capture. The variance image (c) 
detects the movement around the border of the tree correctly but fails to detect the movement that occurs 
inside the tree. The uncertainty image (b) detects movement inside the tree correctly, but fails to make a 
judgement about the sky due to too many saturation and under-exposure effects in that area. The HDRI 
before and after movement removal using the uncertainty image are shown in figure 5.25 (a) and (b).
The uncertainty detector is not perfect, and fails to detect movement in certain occasions. For instance, 
the rippling of the water in the exposure sequence used to generate the HDRI shown in figure 5.13, 
cannot be detected. The reason is that the rippling of the water is a local and small movement, smaller 
than the window W  used to calculate the local entropy images Hi.  As a result, the local entropy images 
are more or less the same for all exposures in the sequence at the water surface, resulting in movement 
detection failure.
5.8 Limitations and possible improvements
The following subsections discuss the limitations of the alignment method and object movement removal 
algorithm presented in this chapter. Several areas of future work are indicated.
A Alignment restriction to Euclidean transformation
The alignment algorithm retrieves rotational and translational misalignments between the image se­
quence. For most image sequences this limitation to a Euclidian alignment is satisfactory, however usu­
ally small misalignments remain. These small misalignments create high variance and high uncertainty 
values, and therefore both types of movement detectors presented are sensitive to these misalignments. 
The erosion operation, applied to the binary images V I t  and U It , is incorporated in the movement 
removal process to remove such small areas of high variance and uncertainty.
Nevertheless interesting future work would involve recovering the perspective transformation that exists 
between the different LDRIs to ensure an even better alignment. Applying this perspective transforma­
tion to align the LDRIs to the same viewpoint will introduce the problem that not all scene points visible
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(c)
Figure 5.23: (a) Uncertainty image, (b) Binary uncertainty image U It  after applying a threshold and two morpho­
logical operations, (c) Resulting HDRI: free from the artefacts created by the movement o f leaves at the front.
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(b) (c)
Figure 5.24: (a) Image exposure sequence: the branches and leaves in the tree move due to the wind, (b) Uncertainty 
image UI. (c) Variance Image V I. The resulting HDRI prior to movement removal is shown in 5.25 (a).
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(b)
Figure 5.25: (a) HDRI H  shows considerable ghosting effects, (b) HDRI H  using U I shown in figure 5.24 (a).
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from this viewpoint are visible in all LDRIs. Such scene points will therefore receive a less reliable 
irradiance value.
B Robustness against large object movement
When a too large object (an object occupying a large area in the LDRI) moves in the scene, the presented 
alignment procedure may fail to align the different LDRIs. If the alignment had been successful, the 
camera curve calibration method, as currently implemented within the HDRI generation framework, 
would be unreliable as it would depend on a large portion of pixels that do not represent the same scene 
content.
The uncertainty measure, used to detect the movement pixels, does not require a-priori information about 
the camera curve. This offers the extra advantage that the detected movement clusters could be withheld 
throughout the camera curve calibration. The implementation of the camera curve calibration using this 
a-priori movement information has been left as future work.
C Non-rigid alignment
Some applications might want to capture large moving non-rigid objects, for instance when capturing the 
irradiance of a human body to map it onto an avatar as a texture. The person in the exposure can cause 
considerable non-rigid object movement, which can compromise the alignment. Even if alignment can 
be guaranteed, substituting a large moving object with irradiance values from one exposure, might return 
saturation and under-exposure, since the object (human body) will most likely occupy a large part in the 
viewing window. The result is that the final HDRI might not produce a more reliable higher dynamic 
range than the dynamic range present in one LDRI.
Finding a warping function between the exposures to align the human body, could be a solution to 
recombine the exposures into irradiance values. The methods from Kang et al [KUWS03] and Sand 
et al. [ST04a] made first steps into this direction, but as explained in section 5.3 these methods face 
problems, for instance, when aligning low-contrast areas. As a possible solution, the warping function 
could be estimated using mutual information [Vio95]. It should be noted however that the same problems 
apply as discussed in subsection A, as some scene points might not be visible in more than one LDRI.
D Lack of semantic information to interpret results
Both detection algorithms presented in this chapter, do not use any semantic information to define which 
pixels belong to a movement cluster or not. Since both movement detectors are sensitive to small mis­
alignments and image noise, morphological operations are required to detect the pixels that are most 
likely subject to movement. However, these morphological operations are not always 100% successful.
To overcome such problems, the movement detectors could be implemented such that they search for 
certain objects that might have caused movement. For instance, when capturing a public space, the 
moving object is most likely a person. Therefore a general human shape could be used to filter the 
images V I  and U I  to improve the chances of detecting the correct movement clusters.
Such a condition would require limited user-interaction as it would allow the user to select a pre-defined 
movement shape. Depending on the application for which the HDRIs are used, such limited user inter­
action might not be too disturbing.
E Substitution by one exposure
The substitution of the movement clusters by the most suitable exposure relies on the fact that this 
exposure does not show saturation or under-exposure in the area extended by the movement cluster. If
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saturation and under-exposure effects are present the substitution results in incorrect irradiance values. 
Also, in such an event the substitution will most likely be visible, for instance if the saturation and under­
exposure effects appear at the borders of the movement cluster. This is because during the weighting of 
the exposures into H  those corrupted irradiance values were probably suppressed, and therefore unlikely 
to have been highly visible in H . At the border of the movement cluster this might introduce unwanted 
artefacts.
An improvement to the presented algorithm would be to detect if several, instead of one, exposures exist 
that do not show movement in the movement cluster. A combination of these exposures could then be 
used to substitute the movement cluster, in a similar way as defined in equation 2.32 in chapter 2.
Another problem associated with the substitution of the movement clusters by one exposure per move­
ment cluster, is that some moving objects might become present twice. This occurs, for instance, when 
an objects moves rapidly through the exposure sequences, and appearing in two movement clusters.
F Computation time Uncertainty Image
Computationally expensive histogram calculations are needed to calculate the uncertainty image UI. 
Whereas the computation of V I  is less expensive. The computation time required to calculate U I  ranges 
around several seconds, while the computation of V I  occurs in near real-time. The computation time for 
U I  depends on the resolution of the LDRIs, the window w  used to calculate the local entropy, and the 
number of bins M  used to calculate the histogram. It might still be favoured to use V I  for the movement 
detection when timing is an issue, and if the camera curve is accurately known and there is no LCM 
present.
G Choice of thresholds for VI and UI
Assigning the thresholds to detect movement can be difficult. Both V I  and U I  provide a measure of 
the likelihood that movement is present in a certain pixel, but both images can also be corrupted by 
side-effects. For the variance detector these are: an incorrect camera curve, incorrect exposure times 
or aperture widths, incorrect image alignment, an incorrect weighting scheme, and image noise. For 
the uncertainty image these are: incorrect image alignment, an incorrect weighting scheme, and image 
noise.
The morphological operations will ensure only large movement clusters are detected, which enhances 
the chance that a true moving object is detected. Nevertheless the thresholds defined in section 5.6 to 
create VIt  and UIt  will most likely not be suitable for every exposure sequence to detect the correct 
movement cluster.
H Illumination changes
Illumination changes occurring during the exposure capture result in erroneous irradiance values with 
the current methodology of HDRI generation. Illumination changes might be less likely to occur during 
the exposure capture, nevertheless it remains an interesting area for future work.
Illumination changes can be detected using, for instance, a lightmeter, but a more interesting method 
would detect the illumination changes from the exposures instead of using an external device. A possible 
automatic illumination change detection algorithm would use the information from the shadows in an 
image. A crude algorithm would state that if the direct illumination changes, the non-shadow areas 
are more affected by these illumination changes than the shadowed areas. The illumination change can 
therefore be detected based on the variance, or uncertainty that exists in non-shadows areas when the 
shadowed areas have a low variance or uncertainty.
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5.9 Chapter summary
HDRIs differ from conventional LDRIs in that they represent the scene content without saturation or 
under-exposure. HDRIs are usually created using multiple exposures, which are images captured with 
varying exposure settings and from the same viewpoint. The time lapse between first and last exposure 
increases the likelihood that camera and object movement occurs. Both effects create blurring and ghost­
ing effects in the final HDRI. As a result, HDRI capture nowadays occurs in inflexible circumstances: 
the camera is fixed on a tripod, and object movement is avoided. HDRIs can be captured with an HDRI 
camera too, but these cameras are expensive, and are equally flawed by their lengthy capture time.
Limited research has been carried out to remove the errors in HDRI generation due to the camera and 
object movement. In this thesis, an analysis of the current state of the art is made, and improvements are 
offered for detected flaws. The resulting developed method allows the exposures to be captured with a 
hand-held camera, and allows limited object movement.
An alignment method, available in the literature, approximates the camera movement by a translation 
in horizontal and vertical direction. In this chapter we improved the alignment by representing the mis­
alignment as a euclidean transformation: translation and rotation. The results showed that recovering 
rotational misalignments improved the quality of the HDRI. However, it was also indicated that recover­
ing perspective transformations would most likely further improve the results.
To the best of our knowledge, only one object movement algorithm for exposures exists. The algorithm 
detects the movement using a variance measure, and substitutes the irradiance in the HDRI in the move­
ment area by irradiance values derived from one exposure. The variance measure is the variance of a 
pixel’s irradiance in the different exposures, high variant pixels are usually corrupted by movement. The 
drawback of this method is that the variance detector relies on the camera curve, which is often estimated 
from the same set of exposures. This poses a chicken-egg problem: the incorrect exposures introduce 
errors in the camera curve, which in turn reduces the performance to detect the movement in the expo­
sures. Also, the variance detector relies on a threshold to detect pixels with a high variance. This means 
that low contrast movement is less likely to be detected. A solution was offered in this chapter by detect­
ing the movement in the exposures using an uncertainty measure: the higher the uncertainty, the more 
likely movement has corrupted the pixel’s irradiance value. The resulting movement detection algorithm 
succeeds in detecting movement across images for which the intensity values are linked by an injective 
function. This makes it usable for detecting movement in exposure sequences. The uncertainty measure 
does not require the knowledge of the camera curve, and therefore pixels corrupted by movement can 
now even be withheld during the camera curve calibration.
The limitations and possible future work were indicated in section 5.8. The main limitations are that if 
a moving object is too large alignment might fail, that the substitution of the irradiance values by values 
from one exposure can be error-prone, and the requirement of having an injective function between the 
image values of the exposures. Also, the uncertainty detector requires considerably more computation 
time. Besides camera and object movement, it is possible that during the LDRI capture the scene il­
lumination changes, for instance due to cloud movement. This has a significant impact on the HDRI 
generation and so far no solutions have been proposed to take care of these illumination changes.
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6.1 Introduction
Most illumination methods require a capture process that involves taking photographs of the scene in 
order to extract its geometry and original illumination parameters (radiance and reflectance values of 
scene surfaces). This capture process is often long, tedious and error-prone. Therefore, it is usually 
carried out under highly controlled conditions, requiring, for instance, that the original illumination 
conditions are fixed, known, or easily measurable.
Inverse illumination proceeds by applying the inverse of the radiance equation on the geometry and 
scene radiance, to retrieve the reflectance properties of the scene. The radiance of the scene is usually 
extracted from many different images, captured from different viewpoints. For the inverse illumination 
equations to make sense, the radiance in the scene needs to be known for all points under the same global 
illumination settings. This was already explained in chapter 2, where in section 2.3 it was illustrated how 
the lighting effects in the scene radiance are detected based on the position of the light sources in the 
scene, and the scene geometry. Section 2.4 explained how the radiance of all scene points needs to be 
known under the same global illumination settings for inverse illumination.
Capturing the radiance of all scene points under the same illumination is not as straightforward as it 
seems. Illumination changes are more common in real-world scenes than one might think. The most 
common example of dynamic illumination is due to cloud movement. Large object movements, like 
the movement of tree branches in the wind, can cause a similar effect. An indoor scene can be subject 
to similar dynamic lighting effects when outdoor light falls through a window onto the scene. People 
walking in a scene (but not necessarily visible from the camera’s viewpoint) can block light in an irreg­
ular, undesired manner. Unfortunately, the longer it takes to capture a scene, the more likely these scene 
illumination changes take place. Therefore, the larger and more complicated a scene, the more likely 
illumination changes occur.
Most illumination methods available in the literature ignore illumination changes and present results 
showing controlled, usually indoor, scenes with static illumination. This chapter, however, presents a 
new radiance capture methodology for relighting applications of scenes subject to dynamic illumination. 
The methodology allows the user to capture different parts of the scene at different times of the day 
and/or under different types of illumination conditions. The radiance is reconstructed from originally 
uncalibrated photographs of reflective spheres. A novel registration method is presented that allows a 
semi-automatic calibration of the position of the reflective sphere. Furthermore, the radiance values in 
the image of the reflective sphere are back-projected onto the scene geometry in a fast and mathemati­
cally accurate manner, removing distortion and pinching effects often introduced when using reflective
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spheres. The back-projected textures create a coherent radiance distribution, that is captured under the 
same illumination conditions, per reflective sphere. The obtained coherent radiance distribution is used to 
estimate the reflectance values of the surfaces positioned near the reflective sphere. Once the reflectance 
properties are known, the scene can be relit using a novel illumination pattern.
The presented methodology is designed for relighting applications. Nevertheless, several aspects of the 
methodology can be used in other types of illumination methods. Lightprobes are often used in common 
illumination to extract the scene light sources or to simulate the scene illumination [ALCS03]. Part 
of the presented radiance capture methodology can be used to ensure the lightprobe images are treated 
correctly in common illumination, as distortion effects are also a problem in such types of illumination 
methods.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 analyses in more detail the illumination changes that 
can occur, and discusses the errors that exist when using reflective spheres to capture the scene radiance. 
Section 6.3 discusses the methodology presented in this chapter. The methodology consists of 4 different 
steps: radiance capture (section 6.4), calibration (section 6.5), radiance registration (section 6 .6), and 
inverse illumination (section 6.7). Section 6.8 discusses how this is integrated in an actual relighting 
application, and shows results of two scenes relit using the presented method. In section 6.9 an overview 
of the limitations of the presented methods and some directions for future improvements are given. 
Finally, section 6.10 gives a summary of the contributions and methods of this chapter.
The algorithms developed and presented in this chapter have been presented as a poster at Eurograph­
ics Rendering Workshop and have been listed in a technical report at UCL [JNVL06a]. The relighting 
method is under submission for publication in IEEE Transactions on Visualisation and Computer Graph­
ics (TVCG). The software package reflect, developed for this purpose, has been implemented and de­
signed with the help from Msc. students Anders H. Nielsen and Jeppe Vesterbaek. The synthetic scene, 
used in section 6.8.1, has been designed by Anders H. Nielsen and Jeppe Vesterbaek.
6.2 Dynamic illumination: a source for problems
This section should convince the reader that illumination changes occur frequently in a real environment, 
and that this dynamic behaviour is not limited to outdoor scenes, but is also present in indoor scenes. This 
section is organized as follows. Section 6.2.1 gives some examples of types of dynamic illumination and 
illustrates how this affects the radiance/texture extraction. Section 6.2.2 explains how a coherent radiance 
distribution can be retrieved using images of a reflective sphere, how these images are usually treated and 
what problems this invokes. Section 6.2.3 briefly discusses some related existing illumination methods 
and describes the contributions of this chapter to the state of the art in illumination methods for mixed 
reality.
6.2.1 Illumination changes do happen
In its simplest form, inverse illumination extracts the material property of a scene point p  from the 
scene geometry, the radiance of p, and the radiance of all other scene points visible from p. With the 
geometry and scene radiance known the radiance equation given in equation 2.18 can be constructed, 
and subsequently the material property extracted as it is the only remaining unknown parameter. For 
diffuse materials, the equations can even be further simplified: the reflectance of a point p  is defined as 
f(p,u>i,uJr) =  f(p ) . The reflectance can then be calculated as the ratio of the radiance of p  divided 
by the irradiance of p. The inverse illumination procedure, as outlined here, only guarantees a correct
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material property extraction if the available radiance distribution is coherent, that is, resulting from the 
same global illumination settings.
Extracting a coherent scene radiance distribution is not straightforward. As a result, the illumination 
methods in the literature avoid such situations. While these methods obtain high-quality results on static 
illuminated scenes, it is unlikely that these methods will produce the same results on dynamically lit 
scenery. Indeed, only very few researches address this issue [Deb04][TA05]. Nevertheless, dynamic 
scene illumination is more common than static illumination. Uncontrollable scenes, such as outdoor 
environments and public places, are often subject to illumination changes. Cloud movement can result 
in (sometimes very rapid) illumination changes. Pedestrians reflect or block the light in an unpredictable 
manner. Large object movements, like trees in windy environments, can result in light perturbations. 
Light falling into a room through a window can create unexpected, but not necessarily negligible, illu­
mination changes.
When the scene radiance is extracted from a set of HDRIs captured from different viewpoints, the lengthy 
HDRI capture can further increase the possibility of illumination changes, especially for outdoor scenes, 
since the sun moves over time. The radiance is often projected onto the geometry using reconstruction 
software which extracts the radiance as a texture. Capturing a large scene from different viewpoints will 
rarely be successful after a first set of images are captured. For instance due to carelessness, some parts 
of the scene are not visible in any of the images captured, which therefore requires a retake of the scene 
to retrieve the missing radiance data. Unless the scene is a controlled indoor scene, recapturing a scene 
to extract missing radiance nearly always occurs under different illumination conditions.
An example is given in figure 6.1, which shows two screen shots of the same reconstructed scene, cap­
tured under dynamic illumination. The polygons (wireframe) that lie inside the same contour (red, green, 
purple, yellow, pink or turquoise) have their textures extracted from the same image. This means that 
the polygons inside one contour have a coherent radiance distribution. The radiance distribution within 
different coloured contours are not necessarily coherent. As an example, the image used to extract the 
radiance of the polygons inside the yellow contour is captured under a different global illumination than 
the image used to extract the radiance of the polygons inside the purple contour. The light through the 
window changed during the day, due to the clouds in the sky and the change in the position of the sun. 
The illumination in the building shown cannot be switched off with a switch, but is triggered by move­
ment on each floor. Therefore, the light coming through the translucent tiles of the floor and the ceiling 
is triggered by people walking on the floors below and above the floor reconstructed in this example. 
Some parts of the scene had to be recaptured a few times, resulting in images captured at different times 
of the day. All this together gave the scene capture a very dynamic character.
Another example is given in figure 6.2 which shows two images of the same scene. The two images 
have been captured with identical exposure settings but with a time interval of eleven minutes. This time 
lapse was sufficient to change considerably the scene illumination. While the sun casts clear shadows in 
(a), its intensity has been significantly reduced in (b).
6.2.2 Extracting scene radiance from one HDRI
In the previous section, we discussed how extracting the radiance from multiple images can result in 
radiance incoherency. Thus it makes sense to capture the entire scene radiance with only one image. 
Although it will be nearly impossible to capture the entire scene radiance with only one image (due 
to occlusion effects), it is possible to get an approximation of the scene radiance using one image of a 
reflective, specular sphere. Such an image is called a lightprobe image and the reflective sphere used
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Figure 6.1: (a) and (b) show two screen shots of the VRML model o f an indoor scene, affected by the illumination 
coming through the window and through translucent ceiling and floor tiles. The light coming through the ceiling 
and floor tiles is uncontrollable because the light switches on the floors directly above and under the reconstructed 
scene are triggered by people walking on these floors. It took almost a full day to capture the entire scene: the HDRI 
capture process was lengthy, and the scene had to be captured in different sequences, as it emerged during the 
reconstruction that additional images were required. The result is a textured 3D model, with an incoherent radiance 
distribution. In (a), the texture inside the contours in red, green, purple and yellow, are incoherent due to a different 
global illumination setting. The same is true for the texture inside the pink and turquoise contours in (b). The texture 
inside the pink contour shows severe colour bleeding from the orange wall. The texture inside the turquoise contour 
shows almost no colour bleeding. While this might be partially due to the orientation of the surface towards the 
orange wall, it is mainly due to the fact that more light was reflected by the orange wall at the time of capture of the 
texture inside the pink contour, than at the time of capture of the texture inside the turquoise contour.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: (a) and (b) are captured with the same exposure settings (aperture: f2.8, exposure speed: (a) is
captured on a winter day at 15hl5, (b) is captured eleven minutes later at 15h26. The time lapse o f eleven minutes 
is sufficient to create a totally different global illumination. While the sun casts clear shadows in (a), its intensity 
has significantly been reduced in (b).
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in such context is often referred to as a lightprobe. An example of a lightprobe image positioned on 
the floor is given in figure 6.3 (a) and from a different viewpoint in (b). The lightprobe image contains 
3D omni-directional scene information; it shows radiance from behind, the front and the sides of the 
reflective sphere (all relative to the camera position).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: (a) A reflective sphere positioned on the floor, and in front of the door, (b) A close-up image o f the 
reflective sphere, which is called a lightprobe image. The lightprobe image shows information about the scene from 
behind, from the sides, and from the front of the sphere (all relatively to the camera position).
The following subsections discuss how it is possible to capture 3D omni-directional information using a 
lightprobe, and provide some further terminology that is used throughout this chapter.
A Lightprobe images
Figure 6.4 (a) illustrates how the content in a lightprobe image needs to be interpreted using a 2D simpli­
fied representation of the lightprobe-camera set-up. The sphere is positioned in the centre of the camera 
viewing window. The sphere is specular, so a ray through a pixel of the camera is reflected around the 
normal at the reflection point, in the same angle as the incoming angle. When the camera is positioned 
at distance D  from the centre S  of the reflective sphere, two tangent rays can be constructed that are re­
flected at 90° and, eventually, intersect with the scene at pi and P2 - In 3D, all tangent points would form 
a circle on the sphere. The surface created by the sphere and the tangent lines forms a cone-like volume. 
All points inside this volume are obscured from the camera by the sphere; this is illustrated (in 2D) by 
the grey area in (a). Figure 6.4 (b) illustrates the situation when the camera is positioned at D  —» + 0 0 , 
the tangent rays are parallel to the viewing direction. The obscured volume behind the sphere is now a 
cylinder (again displayed in grey), with the same width as the diameter of the sphere. If the radius R of 
the sphere is negligible relative to the size of the scene, the obscured cylindric volume is negligible too. 
In that case, the entire 3D scene, visible from the origin of the sphere, is captured in one image (while 
ignoring possible occlusion effects).
In reality it is impossible to position the camera at infinity, nor to produce an infinitesimally small 
reflective sphere. In addition, the smaller the sphere, the lower is the resolution at which the radiance
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image plane
(a)
image plane
(b)
Figure 6.4: Image (a) and (b) show a 2D interpretation of how lightprobe images can capture omni-directional 
information. A ray from the camera hits the reflective sphere and is reflected around the normal Ti at the reflection 
point, into the opposite direction but with the same angle, due to the specular behaviour o f the reflective sphere. In 
(a), the two tangent rays are reflected at n i and at 90° and intersect with the scene at pi and p2 . The grey cone­
like region behind the sphere is not visible from the camera’s viewpoint, (b) Suppose that the camera is positioned 
infinitely far from the sphere (D —► + 00J. The tangent lines are now parallel to the viewing direction, and intersect 
with the scene in p\ and p 2- This time the invisible region (grey) has the shape of a cylinder. The size o f this cylinder 
depends on the dimension of the sphere. I f the sphere is infinitesimally small (R  —* 0) the invisible volume converges 
to 0 and the entire 3D environment, at least those points visible from the origin o f the sphere, would be projected 
onto the lightprobe image, albeit with zero resolution.
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is captured. Therefore, when capturing the scene radiance, a trade-off needs to be made between the 
resolution and the size of the invisible volume behind the sphere. It should be noted, that the combination 
of two lightprobe images from two different directions can result in a true omni-directional radiance 
capture. Nevertheless this option is not considered in this chapter, as it would require two different 
lightprobe captures, which can result in illumination differences between the two captures.
B Latitude-Longitude image: pinching and distortion
A lightprobe image is often transformed into a different format. Figure 6.5 shows two popular formats, 
the first (a) is the cube format, which projects the lightprobe image onto a cube centred around the 
reflective sphere. The second (b) is the latitude-longitude format. The latitude-longitude format is often 
referred to as an equirectangular map. A latitude-longitude image projects the lightprobe image data 
back onto the sphere, as how the sphere would see the scene radiance. This section will explain what is 
meant by this last expression.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: A lightprobe image is often transformed to different format. Popular formats are (a) the cube map and 
(b) the latitude-longitude map.
Figure 6.6 gives a graphical explanation of how a latitude-longitude image needs to be created and 
interpreted. The radiance of pixel t  (k, I) in the lightprobe image is equal to the reflected radiance value of 
scene point p. The radiance of p  is reflected under equal angles around the normal "n, at position r on the 
sphere, towards pixel t. The position of p  is along the line with the spherical angle coordinates (tpp , 0P) 
in the local coordinate system X 'Y 'Z '  positioned in the centre of the sphere. The line that connects 
the centre of the sphere S  with p  intersects the sphere at point q with spherical coordinates (R,ipq,Qq) 
= (R,ipp,0p). The transformation from lightprobe image to latitude-longitude image rearranges the 
radiance values of the pixels in the lightprobe image according to the spherical angles (azimuth and 
elevation) of their corresponding scene points, each can also be interpreted as the projection point q of 
p  on the sphere. In other words, the radiance of point p  is stored at {ipp, Qp) in the latitude-longitude 
image. If the size of the latitude-longitude image i s N x M  then M  =  2 x N , the azimuthal angle covers 
M  values from 0 to 2n at intervals of f f  =  77; the elevation angle covers N  values from 0 to 7r at the 
same interval as the horizontal axis.
Note that in the previous discussion it is implicitly assumed that the sphere is positioned in the centre of 
the camera’s viewing window. The viewing direction of the camera is equal to the axis X '  of the local 
coordinate system positioned at the centre of the sphere and therefore the axes Y '  and Z ' are parallel to 
the camera’s image plane.
According to this transformation method, the transformation from a lightprobe image to the latitude- 
longitude format requires information about the geometry of the scene. With the dimension of a reflective 
sphere being small compared to the dimensions of the scene, it is often assumed that the scene lies
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Latitude-longitude image
Figure 6.6: The transformation from lightprobe image to latitude-longitude image rearranges the pixel values 
according to the spherical angles (azimuth and elevation) o f their corresponding scene points.
at infinity compared to the local set-up of the sphere and the camera. This assumption simplifies the 
transformation from lightprobe image to latitude-longitude image. A 2D graphical interpretation of how 
the latter assumption influences the transformation is given in figure 6.7. Instead of storing the radiance 
value of pixel t  at the spherical coordinates of point p, it is stored at the spherical coordinates of the line 
Sqb- The line Sqb is simply a line parallel to the line rp  and is constructed from the angle that the line rt  
makes with the normal ~n. The angle that the line Sqb makes with X’ is therefore equal to tt — (<5 +  a). 
The line Sqb and rp  are parallel and intersect at infinity, and in the case of a truly infinite scene, they 
would intersect at p. In reality however, this assumption implies that the radiance value of p  is actually 
re-positioned to point b. We refer to this as distortion in the latitude-longitude image as a result of the 
incorrect assumption of having an infinitely large 3D scene.
C am era
Lightprobe im age
2R
271
Latitude-longitude im age
Figure 6.7: When assuming that the scene lies at infinity, the spherical coordinates of point p can be approximated 
by the spherical coordinates o f the ray through S  and parallel to the line rp (both shown in red). In reality this 
misplaces the radiance o f point p to the point b.
Transforming the lightprobe image to the latitude-longitude format under the above defined assumption 
still requires the knowledge of the local set-up of the camera and the sphere: the distance D  of the 
lightprobe to the centre of the camera, and the physical dimension R  of the sphere. Again, abstraction 
can be made of knowing these parameters as is illustrated in figure 6.8.
The tangent line from the camera to the sphere, shown in figure 6.8, should intersect with scene point k  
and return the radiance from k. The distortion, introduced by assuming the set-up defined in figure 6.7, 
would distort the radiance of point k  to point I. Ignoring the distance from the camera compared to the
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Figure 6.8: When the distance between the camera and the sphere is infinitely large (D  —► + 00) and the radius of 
the sphere is infinitesimally small (R —> 0), the transformation from lightprobe image to latitude-longitude image 
becomes very simple. In reality, the line tangent to the sphere (grey line) intersects with scene point k. The method 
described in figure 6.7 introduces distortion and actually re-positions the radiance value o f k to scene point I (red 
line). The aforementioned assumptions (D —► +00  and R —*0) further reduce the transformation to an orthogonal 
projection which would re-position the radiance from k to scene point m  (blue line). When the same procedure is 
applied to the radiance o f scene point p, this radiance will be re-positioned to scene point w. The error introduced 
by re-arranging point b tow  is called pinching.
centre of the sphere can be approximated as an orthogonal projection. Also assuming that the sphere is 
infinitesimally small, would assign the radiance along the tangent ray to that of scene point m  in figure 
6 .8. The error introduced by skewing scene point / to m  is defined as pinching. Software packages 
like HDRshop [HDR] and Photomatix[Pho] apply the transformation as discussed in this paragraph, as 
they do not have any notion of the 3D scene, nor of the local camera-sphere set-up. The transformation 
delivered like this is often used by illumination methods which then approximates the scene radiance 
distribution through a projection onto a sphere.
The pinching and distortion effects are usually easy to detect in latitude-longitude images, generated 
using the above described method. The effects are proportional to the dimensions of the scene and to 
the distance of the camera to the centre of the sphere. When a lightprobe is positioned on the floor, as 
in figure 6.3, the distortion and pinching are visible in those parts of the image that represent the scene 
directly behind the sphere. This can be seen in figure 6.5 (b), where the distortion and pinching is visible 
in the middle of the left and right edge of the latitude-longitude image. The creation of the cube map, as 
shown in figure 6.5 (a), is accompanied with similar distortion and pinching problems. This can be seen 
in figure 6.5 (a) in the radiance showing the area behind the lightprobe, as seen from the camera.
It is difficult to predict the error that is introduced by distortion and pinching. In figure 6.8 the point p  is 
distorted and pinched to point w. The distance between p and w depends on the geometry of the scene. 
If the surface on which p, b and w he is perpendicular to the line Sp, the distortion is less than if this 
surface is parallel to that same line. A numerical analysis of the distortion based on an example is given 
in section 6.6.3.
Another way to capture omni-directional information is by using a fisheye lens. The combination of two 
images captured with a fisheye lens could return the same information as a lightprobe image captured 
with a reflective sphere. For inverse illumination applications it often suffices to have information about 
the hemisphere above a certain point, in that case only one image would be sufficient. There are two 
reasons why we did not use a fisheye lens for our application. The first is that it is much cheaper to 
use a mirror ball than a fisheye lens. The second reason is that when ignoring fresnel refraction, the
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reflection on a sphere does not distort the scene radiance, unlike a fisheye lens [ODOO]. The equations 
and methods developed in this chapter to calibrate and register the radiance contained in a lightprobe 
image are specifically designed for reflections on a specular sphere, nevertheless small modifications 
will make the methodology presented also suitable for images captured with fish-eye lenses.
Although a lightprobe image can be used to capture an approximated 47r field of view, the data is often 
misused by ignoring the finite set-up of the capture system, which result in distortion and pinching (e.g., 
[Deb98]). In inverse illumination, it is important to retrieve the radiance of the brightest parts of the scene 
accurately, therefore considering the finite set-up is important when the light sources are positioned near 
the specular sphere.
C Resolution of lightprobe images
A lightprobe image does not represent the entire scene with the same resolution. The part of the scene 
lying along but opposite the viewing direction of the camera is captured at the highest resolution. The 
further the scene point deviates from the line connecting the camera with the sphere, the poorer the 
resolution. Figure 6.3 (b) clearly shows how a large part of the scene is squeezed into the outer circle 
of the lightprobe image. When capturing lightprobe images, the photographer needs to take this into 
account by orienting the camera such that the most important parts of the scene are captured at a higher 
resolution if possible. The non-uniform sampling pattern is further illustrated in figure 6.9 (a).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: (a) Sampling the scene using a lightprobe image results in a non-uniform sampling pattern. The rays 
that hit the sphere at equidistant intervals are projected under non-uniform angles. The angles are larger for rays 
through the pixels near the border o f the sphere, (b) The ray through pixel t is tangent to the sphere and is reflected 
towards scene point pt. The ray through pixel t — l i s  reflected towards scene point p t- i .  The distance 6p gives a 
measure o f the spatial sampling distance in the 3D scene, obtained with the lightprobe image.
To simplify the analysis in this section it is assumed that the sphere is captured using an orthogonal 
projection, as illustrated in 6.9 (a). The rays hit the sphere at equidistant intervals of size Sx. Consider a 
ray through pixel t, the angle of the normal through the reflection point of this ray is a t :
a t =  asin (——— )
with R  the radius of the sphere, and \t\ <  ^ |. The derivative of at  to the parameter t is given as:
1dat _  lim (*t -  a t+dt 
dt dt->o t — (t +  dt) A t2-6x* R
Sx 
—  >  0
(6 .1)
(6 .2)
Since Sx, t  and R  are always positive, the quantity dat is positive. Equation 6.2 shows that as t grows, 
dat increases. The angle /3t is equal to 2a t , when considering an orthogonal projection, therefore the 
scene is sampled non-uniformly. Considering a perspective projection instead of orthogonal boosts the
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non-uniformity even more. This is also discussed in [TI04].
To analyse the largest spatial sampling interval, the distance between point pt and pt - i  can be calculated 
from the intersection of the reflected rays through pixel t and t — 1 and the 3D scene, with t being the 
tangent pixel. This is illustrated in figure 6.9 (b). Although it is not guaranteed that the distance 8p  is 
the largest sampling distance, as it depends on the geometry of the scene, it is a good indicator of the 
sampling resolution for a particular scene.
D A lightprobe image provides a radiance distribution for points near the lightprobe
A lightprobe image reflects the scene radiance onto the camera sensor. Each pixel represents the radiance 
L(pi,u>i) for which coi is the angle that the ray pir  forms with the surface normal of the scene point pi, 
where the notations of figure 6.6 are used. If the point pi is specular, L(pl ,u>l) is not constant as uj% 
varies. In other words, the radiance captured with the lightprobe image is dependent on the position of 
the lightprobe image. Also, occlusion effects are different for different positions of the lightprobes.
Thus the radiance captured with a lightprobe only provides a good scene radiance estimate for the points 
positioned near the lightprobe. In other words, the points near the reflective scene see a similar radiance 
distribution to the one captured in the lightprobe image. This knowledge influences our presented capture 
process considerably, see section 6.4. When using a lightprobe image to reconstruct the scene radiance, 
this will only provide a good radiance estimate for the points near the lightprobe used. Therefore, 
to estimate the BRDF of a certain surface, a lightprobe image needs to be available of a lightprobe 
positioned near that surface.
In section 6.8 we further explain how the distance of a point to a lightprobe influences the accuracy at 
which the lightprobe image represents the radiance distribution for that particular point.
6.2.3 This chapter within its research field
It can be deduced from from the radiance equation (see equation 2.19) that it is important to have the 
radiance of the brightest parts of the environment available. The darker parts, which have a low radiance 
value, are masked by the brighter parts due to the integration. Therefore some methods simplify the 
radiance capture by measuring the light source intensity and its direction and position [BG01]. This 
is not practical when considering larger scenes with multiple large light sources when the illumination 
changes.
Some existing methods use a lightprobe image to capture the overall radiance of the scene, acquired from 
photographs of a reflective sphere [Deb98][ALCS03] or a fisheye lens [SSI99]. These methods using 
reflective spheres, assume the sphere’s position, or at least the position of the camera used to capture it, 
is known. These positions are measured by hand or using calibration boards. Existing methods using 
reflective spheres to model the incoming light, in particular methods that use environment mapping, do 
this in an incorrect and/or inefficient manner. Often it is assumed incorrectly that the sphere reflects a 
4-7t field of view. This is less important when the light comes from a distant part of the scene than when 
it comes from nearby surfaces. In this chapter a novel back-projection method is present that derives the 
radiance of scene points from the radiance values in the lightprobe images without expensive ray-tracing 
calculations but using simple OpenGL commands.
The illumination methods often split the scene in two parts, a local and a distant part (e.g., [Deb98]). 
The radiance of the distant scene is usually represented with a lightprobe image. However, when the 
local scene is large, one such lightprobe does not represent the radiance correctly for all scene points. 
The BRDF for scene points far from the lightprobe will be less accurate. In this chapter this problem is
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resolved by capturing many lightprobe images for lightprobes near the surfaces for which the BRDF is 
calculated, and applying a coherency principle on the BRDF values that compensates for the inaccuracies 
due to the distance to the lightprobe. This allows capturing different parts of the scene using different 
input images captured under a different illumination setting.
Capturing many lightprobe images introduces the problem of calibrating the lightprobes, which, when 
carried out through calibration boards, hampers and delays the capture process. The method presented 
in this chapter removes the need to calibrate the lightprobe images at capture time and calibrates the 
lightprobes in a post-processing step using a novel semi-automatic calibration procedure. This improves 
the state of the art in illumination capture considerably, as it eases the capture process.
Some recent work addresses the issues of dynamic illumination [TA05] [Deb04]. In [TA05] an alternative 
for the radiance capture is proposed. The geometric model of an outdoor scene comes from scanned data 
[Lei] onto which radiance textures are mapped. These textures are extracted from photographs taken at 
different times of the day so when stitched together, differences are clearly visible in the overlapping 
areas. Based on estimated visibility and shadow maps, radiance values are normalized to create new 
textures with consistent illumination. The result is a homogeneous relighting over the complete model. 
Although very interesting, the method has some drawbacks as several assumptions are made: radiance 
values are homogeneous inside a shadow, the sun is fully visible (not partially covered by clouds), its 
position can be estimated, and the contribution from the sky is not directly considered. As a result, this 
method is limited to certain types of relighting, and inverse illumination would not be possible from 
this scene capture. The focus of the method presented in this chapter is similar to that of Debevec et 
al. [Deb04]. However, although the methodology presented here aims at achieving similar results, the 
approach of Debevec et al. is still very different. The BRDF of the materials in the scene is extracted 
iteratively, starting from a representative BRDF sample for each material in the scene. This BRDF 
sample is reconstructed by capturing the material under controlled illumination (in their example at 
nighttime). Debevec et al. also use reflective spheres, but do not treat them for distortion. The positions 
of the spheres are estimated using two calibrated cameras. Finally, their results focus on outdoor scenes 
with the main light source at infinity. As explained in the remainder of this chapter, our approach 
provides a general method to capture the scene radiance, allowing relighting of scenes lit under different 
uncontrollable illumination conditions with less restrictions and assumptions than existing methods.
6.3 Methodology
Figure 6.10 gives an overview of the methodology presented in this chapter in the context of a relighting 
application. The entire methodology, from scene capture to relighting, consists of five different modules, 
which are split in two different groups. The first group of tasks cover the reconstruction of the scene 
in the widest sense: from geometry capture to radiance registration. The second group deals with the 
reflectometry, or the reflectance calculation. The five modules are briefly discussed here:
■ Scene capture: this step involves the image capture from which the scene radiance and scene ge­
ometry is extracted. The image capture requires a specific procedure to deal with the illumination 
changes, as is explained in section 6.4. In short, the image capture involves capturing two sets 
of images. A first set consists of input images used for the geometry and texture extraction. The 
second set consists of lightprobe images, where each lightprobe image is associated with one input 
image. The lightprobe images are used to reconstruct the scene radiance at the time of capturing 
the associated input image.
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■ Lightprobe calibration: the positions of the reflective spheres used to capture the above men­
tioned lightprobe images do not need to be known a-priori, but are calculated based on a minimum 
of 6 pairs of corresponding points in the 3D scene and the lightprobe image using a novel calibra­
tion method presented in section 6.5.
■ Radiance registration: the radiance from a lightprobe image is back-projected onto the scene, to 
reconstruct the radiance distribution present at the time of capturing the associated input image. 
As explained in a previous section, an image of a reflective sphere fails to capture a complete 
47r field of view which is often ignored by methods using reflective spheres to capture the scene 
radiance. In section 6.6 a novel back-projection procedure is provided that correctly describes the 
relation between the scene points and pixels in the lightprobe image.
■ Inverse Illumination: based on the input data gathered with the previous steps, the reflectance 
values of the materials in the 3D scene are estimated. In this chapter, an example of diffuse 
BRDF extraction is presented, but a similar strategy to [BG01] could be used to estimate a more 
sophisticated model that includes specular effects such as the model presented by Ward et al. 
[War92]. The BRDF estimation is an iterative process controlled by the difference between a 
rendered image and a reference image. The influence of the distance between a lightprobe and a 
scene point and the BRDF calculation of that scene point is explained and solved through a novel 
coherency principle. More details are given in section 6.7.
■ Relighting: once the reflectance values and geometry are known, the scene can be relit with a 
different illumination setting. This is discussed in section 6 .8 .
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Figure 6.10: The relighting methodology consists o f five different steps split into two groups: reconstruction and 
reflectometry. The first group cover the scene reconstruction from geometry to radiance. The second groups deals 
with the actual reflectance calculation.
The sub-modules of the methodology presented in figure 6.10 can be used in a different context than 
relighting. The principle of capturing a lightprobe image for each input image can be useful for any 
type of illumination method hindered by illumination changes throughout the capture. The radiance 
calibration and registration can be used in any illumination method that requires accurate knowledge 
about the scene illumination. The semi-automatic calibration provides an easy-to-use method to find the 
position of the light sources in the scene, based on one lightprobe image. In that context the radiance 
capture as presented in this chapter can be used in common illumination, relighting and physically-based 
illumination.
6.4 Scene capture: set-up
The scene radiance and geometry are captured as follows. Two sets of photographs are taken and con­
verted to HDRIs:
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■ The first set contains N  photographs of the scene, called input images /*, with i € [1..JV]. The 
input images U are used for the geometric reconstruction and to steer the reflectance calculations. 
The input images are calibrated using reconstruction software (e.g., ImageModeler). Surfaces for 
which the reflectance needs to be calculated have to be visible in at least one input image. The 
input image is used as a reference image during the reflectometry stage.
■ The second set contains N  photographs of a reflective sphere positioned at various places in the 
scene, called lightprobe images LPi, with i €  [1. JV]. The lightprobe images LPi are used for the 
lighting extraction during the inverse illumination and relighting steps. The different positions of 
the sphere do not need to be known during the image acquisition, because they are calibrated in a 
subsequent step.
Figure 6.11: An input image h  (left) and its associated lightprobe image LPi (right). These two images are captured 
under the same illumination settings.
Every input image J» has one lightprobe image LPi assigned; the set { Ii,L P i}  needs to be captured 
under the same illumination conditions. However, for i ±  j ,  {/*, L P i} and {I j ,  L P j}  can be captured 
under different illumination conditions. The position of LPi needs to be close to the surfaces visible in 
Ii, or at least it should be positioned near to the surfaces for which the reflectance is estimated using the 
input image L . An example of an image pair {/;, LPi}  is presented in figure 6.11.
To enable the calibration of the reflective sphere within the 3D scene, it is important to know the ratio 
between the radius of the sphere and the dimensions of the scene, as is discussed in section 6.5. This 
ratio is easy to obtain by measuring a reference object in the scene and the diameter of the sphere.
The reconstruction of the 3D geometry of the scene is carried out with 3D reconstruction software. 
ImageModeler [Rea] was used in this thesis, but any other reconstruction software is suitable. The 
reconstruction process approximates the scene with a triangulated mesh, and extracts the textures from 
the input images During the extraction process the following classification takes place:
■ Triangles sharing the same material are grouped into material clusters M C i,  with i € [1 : M], 
where M  is the total number of different materials in the scene.
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■ Triangles belonging to the same material cluster i, and for which the radiance texture is extracted 
from the same input image j ,  are grouped into an illumination cluster I C{j, with j  G [1, TV], where 
N  is the number of input images. Each illumination cluster has one texture assigned that contains 
the radiance information retrieved from input image j .
m An MC that shows a patterned texture is labelled as being patterned. Patterned in this context 
means that the material does not have an homogeneous appearance, and local material differences 
are present. This information is used in section 6.7 during the reflectometry process. Patterned 
MCs receive a per-pixel calculated BRDF, while non-pattemed MCs receive one global BRDF.
■ Polygons belonging to a material for which no reflectance will be calculated are grouped into a 
neutral cluster N ij with i =  M  +  1 and j  = N  + 1. During the inverse illumination calculations, 
described in section 6.7, the neutral cluster will act as a textured area light source. The texture of 
this area light source is extracted from the lightprobe images through the back-projection process 
described in section 6 .6 . To achieve the back-projection, the neutral geometry should have a 
dummy texture assigned with a non-zero resolution. The actual radiance values in the texture are 
not important at this stage. It is important however that each triangle of the neutral cluster has 
texture coordinates associated that describe uniquely that triangle in the dummy texture.
This hierarchical organization of triangles into I C ’s and M C s  is illustrated in figure 6.12, which shows 
a 3D model of a real scene. The size of the door in the 3D model is set to its physical dimension 
(2.17m) in order to correctly register the size of the lightprobe (06.35cm) relative to the reconstructed 
model. The patches inside the same coloured contour are from the same material cluster, depicted as 
M C \, M C 2 , • • •, MCq. Different contours within one M C  form illumination clusters, denoted as IC n ,  
I C 12, . . IC iq  for M C \ in the figure. The carpet (M C 2 ) and the door (M C 3 ) are labelled as being 
patterned. The material of the latter does not really contain a patterned textured, but does contains several 
un-modelled details (doorknob, keyhole) that give it a patterned appearance. To preserve these details 
after the relighting, a per-pixel BRDF estimate is made, instead of one global BRDF for the M C  under 
consideration. This is further discussed in section 6.7. The ceiling is considered as being neutral, no 
reflectance will be calculated for the material of the ceiling. The neutral cluster does not necessarily 
need to consist only of the surfaces on which the light sources he. In the example shown the walls could 
also have been considered neutral geometry. Appendix D explains how the grouping of the polygons 
into IC s  and M C s  can be carried out when using ImageModeler to model the scene.
The requirement that Ii and LPi are captured under the same illumination settings, might sound con­
tradictory with the problem statement outlined in this chapter. Usually the scene illumination is static 
enough to ensure that two subsequent HDRIs are captured under the same illumination settings. Nev­
ertheless if this cannot be ensured, a solution is to capture the lightprobe image and the input image 
simultaneously. This would require a trade-off between the portion of the scene that is visible in the 
input image and the resolution of the lightprobe image. Another solution is to extract the entire radiance 
from the lightprobe images, and to use these lightprobe images as reference images during the reflec­
tometry. However, if possible, it should be avoided to capture the radiance from the lightprobe images 
only, as this would reduce the resolution at which the scene radiance is known, which might hamper the 
reflectometry calculations.
6.5 Lightprobe Calibration
It was mentioned that the position of the sphere used to capture a lightprobe image does not need to be 
known at acquisition time. The positions of the sphere and of the camera used to capture the sphere are
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Patterned
MC3
Figure 6.12: Scene composition: the parts of the scene with the same material properties are grouped into a material 
cluster (areas with the same contour colour and labelled MCi, with i  an M C ’s index number). The parts of the 
scene visible in the same input image and with the same material properties are grouped into an illumination cluster 
(areas labelled IC ij with i the I C ’s index into M Ci or IC ij £  MCi). There is no texture assigned to the ceiling in 
this example, therefore it is considered as being neutral, and no reflectance calculation will proceed on this surface. 
The door and the carpet are considered to be patterned.
Neutral
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estimated using a novel calibration procedure, see section 6.5.1. The reflective spheres used are typically
calibrated.
6.5.1 Position calibration
The position of the sphere and the position of the camera used to capture the lightprobe image need 
to be known in order to correctly map the radiance in the lightprobe image onto the geometric model. 
Existing methods find the position of the lightprobe by measuring the required positions. Some methods 
capture the sphere twice, from two different viewpoints, and only measure or calibrate the cameras used 
to capture the two images[Deb04][MDA02][LKG+03]. The intersection of the two rays through the 
centre of the two cameras returns the position of the lightprobe.
In this thesis all the efforts to calibrate the camera and sphere prior to the capture is reduced and replaced 
with a simple procedure to calculate the position of the lightprobe after the capture. This method avoids 
the placing of fiducials in the scene to calibrate the cameras and lightprobe. The position of the camera 
used to capture the lightprobe image is estimated based on the dimensions of the sphere and scene, and 
the scene geometry. The only requirement is that the sphere is captured in the centre of the lightprobe 
image. This is to reduce camera distortions (lens distortion, aberrations, optical vignetting, etc.) that are 
usually symmetrical around the centre of the image. No special efforts were made to ensure the sphere 
is positioned in the centre of the image. A visual verification proofed to be sufficient to calibrate the 
spheres inside the scene with the desired precision.
A Cam era position relatively to the position of the sphere
Figure 6.13: Notations used to calculate the distance D of the camera C from the reflective sphere centred in S.
The distance D  of the camera (C) to the centre of the reflective sphere (5) can be estimated if the internal 
parameters (such as the vertical field of view (fo v ) of the lens and the total vertical resolution (M ) of the
of the reflective sphere in the lightprobe image are known. A simple procedure to estimate the camera 
position is by assuming that the camera operates like a pinhole camera as is depicted in figure 6.13. 
Based on the assumption that the sphere is centred in the field of view of the camera, the distance of the 
camera from the centre of the sphere can be approximated using simple trigonometry. The tangent of the
not purely specular. Section 6.5.2 discusses how the reflectance of the reflective sphere needs to be
Im ag e  P la n e
f
camera sensor), the physical dimension (R ) of the sphere and the pixel resolution ( M s ) of the projection
angle ^  is given as:
(6.3)
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with /  the focal length of the camera. The tangent of the tangent line to the sphere is given as:
Knowing ott we can calculate the distance of the camera from the centre of the sphere:
With the distance D known, we can express the position of the camera as \—D, 0,0] in the local coordi­
nate system X 'Y 'Z '  of the sphere (depicted in figure 6 .6).
The calculations as outlined here, assume a pinhole camera model while in reality the camera will be 
subject to lens distortions, aberrations, glare, and vignetting effects that compromise the accuracy of the 
presented calculations. To improve this approximation, the camera’s internal distortion could be mea­
sured in advance by using a calibration board [ZhaOO]. The specular sphere used is usually a ballbearing 
and these exist in all sorts of precision. Calculating the influence of an imperfect sphere on the calcula­
tions is left as future work. In this chapter, as is explained in the results in section 6 .8, the calibration as 
outlined here operates at an accuracy that is higher than the accuracy in the obtained geometric recon­
struction. Therefore, the influence on the calibration of the imperfection of the sphere has been neglected 
in this chapter.
As a test case, see figure 6.14, we placed a lightprobe at a distance of «  155.2cm from the camera lens1 
with a focus of 400mm. The measuring of the set-up has been completed with an accuracy greater than 
lcm . The resolution of the original image is 3072 x 2024 pixels. The horizontal and vertical field of 
view of the camera used are respectively 5.2 and 3.4 degrees. The lightprobe has been centred in the 
viewing window using a visual verification only. The size of the lightprobe image, when cropped to the 
bounding box of the lightprobe is 1554 x 1554 pixels. The distance D  as calculated using equation 6.6 
result in D  = 153.6. This is less than 1.57cm error. Cropping the lightprobe image to its dimensions 
1554 x 1554 is error-prone, it has to be carried out manually and when the lightprobe is positioned against 
a homogeneous background, as in the image shown, the boundary is not easily visible. The dimensions 
of the cropped lightprobe image can be up to 5 pixels incorrect, which results in a difference of more 
than lcm  on D.
B Absolute position of the sphere in the world coordinate system
To find the absolute position of the sphere in the world coordinate system X Y Z  it is assumed that the 
(incorrect) conditions of figure 6.8 apply:
■ The scene lies at infinity compared to the dimensions of the sphere.
■ The radius of the sphere is infinitely small: R  —> 0.
■ The distance between the sphere and the camera is infinite: D  —► oo
1 Sigma AF 135-400mm f/4.5-5.6 APO Aspherical RF
t g ( a t ) =  - j - (6.4)
The combination of equation 6.3 and 6.4 gives:
(6.5)
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.14: Measuring the distance of the camera to the lightprobe. (a) The dimensions of the image and lightprobe 
are indicated, (b) The position of the lightprobe and camera have been measured manually with a ruler. The 
measurements are not exact, a measurement error of more than 1 cm is expected.
It was already discussed that with these assumptions it is possible to find the position of the points visible 
in the lightprobe image relatively to the sphere, albeit in an incorrect, distorted manner. Although the 
radius of the sphere and the distance between the camera and the sphere are known they are ignored in 
the derivation of the absolute position of the sphere within the 3D scene for reasons of simplicity. Using 
the above described conditions the lightprobe image L P  can be transformed to the latitude-longitude 
map LL  using software packages such as HDRshop [HDR]. The relation between the latitude-longitude 
image and the scene set-up, under the above defined assumption, is visualized in figure 6.15.
The problem of finding the position and orientation of the reflective sphere relatively to the 3D scene 
can be reformulated as the problem of finding the transformation that maps the world coordinate system 
X Y Z  to the local coordinate system X 'Y 'Z ' , as is illustrated in figure 6.15. The transformation can be 
written as an affine transformation W , a translation followed by a rotation and a scaling:
x '
y'
z '
1
The vector T  =  [Tx , Ty , Tz ] defines the translation vector from the origin of X Y Z  to the centre of the 
sphere (see figure 6.15). The parameters a through i are defined by the relative rotation and scaling 
between X Y Z  and X 'Y 'Z ' . In total there are 9 unknowns in equation 6.8 (3 rotation angles, 3 scaling 
numbers, and the translation vector), where the coefficients a through i are non-linearly related. For 
reasons of simplicity we assume that the coefficient are not related, in that case there are in total 12 
unknowns in equation 6 .8 . One set of corresponding points (a ;, y, z ,  1 )  and (x', y', z \  1 )  between X Y Z
X
=  w - y
z
1
a b
d e
9 h
0 0
Tx
Ty
Tz
1
X
y
z
1
(6.7)
(6 .8)
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Latitude-longitude Image
Figure 6.15: Notations used to find the position of the lightprobe in the 3D geometric model The position is defined 
by the transformation between the local coordinate system X ' Y ' Z '  and the world coordinate system X Y Z .
and X 'Y 'Z '  results in 3 equations. Therefore, knowing four corresponding points would solve the 
problem represented in equation 6.8. It should be noted that the problem can be solved with 3 known 
points, if the non-linear relation between the coefficients would have been considered.
For a point p  in the 3D scene, its world coordinates are given as p(x, y, z ), while its local coordinates 
are given as p(x', y', z'). For a set of points Pi with i e  [1 ,N ] the coordinates Pi(x, y , z) are available 
as the scene geometry is known. The local coordinates P i ( x ' ,  y', z'), however, are not available. On the 
other hand, the direction of Pi(x', y', z') in spherical coordinates is available, because the projection 
of the scene point pi can be looked up in the latitude-longitude image LL. For each point pi the spherical 
coordinates in the local coordinate system are given as:
X Rcos(9Pi)sin((pPi)
y'i =  Si ■ Rsin(9Pi) sin(</?Pi)
A . R cos(pPi)
The scaling s* is the same for the x, y and 2  axis, as the point p  lies along the line Sq, where q lies on 
the sphere (radius R ).
In other words, for each scene point pt the world coordinates are defined and the local coordinates are 
defined up to a scaling factor Sj. This means that in combination with equation 6.8, each set of such 
corresponding points defines 3 equations, but creates one extra unknown. The system of 12 unknowns 
can therefore be solved if six corresponding points are known as this yields 12, defined by matrix W, plus 
6, the scaling factors Si, unknowns which equals to 18 unknowns and 6 x 3 =  18 equations. Equations 
6.8 and 6.9 give the following set of 3 equations per point pi =  (Xi, y*, Zi):
Si - R  - cos(9Pi) sin(pPi) =  axi +  byi +  czi +  Tx (6.10)
Si - R -  sin (9Pi) sin(v?Pi) =  dxt +  ey* +  f z i  4-Ty (6.11)
Si ■ R ■ cos(y?Pi) =  gXi +  h y i + i z i + T z (6.12)
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Rearranging the terms in matrix form results in:
a 
b 
c 
d 
e
f  
g 
h
i
Tx 
Ty 
Tz 
. _
Setting up these equations for the 6 points results in:
Q V  = 0 (6.13)
with Q  a 18 x 18 matrix:
X i yi z\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - R - cos(0Pl)s in (^ Pl) .. 0
0 0 0 X i Vi z\ 0 0 0 0 1 0 - R ■sin(0Pl)sin(v9Pl) .. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 X \ Vi z\ 0 0 1 -R -co s((p Pl) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 XQ ye zq 0 0 1 0 . — R  ■ COi
and V  a 18 x 1 matrix:
V T =  |a  b c d e f  g h i Tx Ty Tz s2 s3 s4 s 5 s 6 ]
Such a set of 18 x 18 equations can be solved using Singular Value Decomposition. The precision of 
the calculated sphere position can be enhanced by adding more corresponding points and solving the 
transformation matrix as the Least Squares Error (LSE) of the resulting set of equations.
As a summary, to find the position and orientation of the sphere within the frame of reference of the 3D 
scene the following steps need to be taken:
■ Define 6 pairs (or more) of points \p, q], with p  a point in world coordinates, derived from the 
scene geometry, and q in local coordinates, derived from the pixel coordinate of p  in the latitude- 
longitude image LL.
■ These 6 corresponding points define 18 equations with 18 unknowns.
■ Solve this system of 18 equations with 18 unknowns. The last row of the transformation matrix 
defines the position of the reflective sphere in the world coordinate system.
Xi Vi Zi 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - R -  cos(0Pi)sin(<£Pi)
0 0 0 Xi y i Zi 0 0 0 0 1 0 - J ?  - sin(0Pi)sin(y>Pi)
0 0 0 0 0 0 Xi y i Zi 0 0 1 -R -c o s ( ip Pi)
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This is a relatively fast calibration procedure, requiring little manual input (the selection of correspond­
ing points). Though it might seem incorrect to construct the point pi from a latitude-longitude image 
generated by assuming that the scene lies at infinity, tests showed that when the corresponding points 
are appropriately chosen, the sphere’s position can be retrieved accurately. This is further discussed in 
section 6.8.2. Once the position of the sphere is retrieved using the presented method, the accuracy of 
the position can be updated by taking into account the finite set-up of the scene. This second pass results 
in a more accurate position estimation. Nevertheless it has not been implemented in this chapter because 
it increases the computation time while providing little improvement.
C Absolute position of the camera in the world coordinate system
After solving the set of 18 (or more) equations, the transformation matrix W  can be reconstructed. It was 
already discussed that the position of the camera to the sphere in the local frame of reference is given as 
[ -D , 0,0], from this we can calculate the position of the camera [xc, yc-> zc \ as:
Xc -D
y c =  W~l • 0
.zc_ _ 0 _
If required, the orientations of the X ',  Y '  and Z ' relative to X Y Z  axis, can be calculated in a similar 
way. In fact, the reconstruction of the local coordinate system can be simplified since the methods 
that describe the transformation from lightprobe image to latitude-longitude image, as outlined in this 
chapter, implicitly assume that the axis X '  is equal to the viewing direction, and that the Y '  and Z ' axis 
are parallel to the image plane.
6.5.2 Sphere reflectance calibration
The reflective sphere used is often made of polished chrome-metal and will not reflect 100% of the scene 
radiance. This loss is in general approximated by a scaling factor, which can be calculated by comparing 
a reference object in the lightprobe image with its reflection in the sphere. This is illustrated in figure 
6.16.
Figure 6.16: Calibrating the reflectance o f the lightprobe image: the relation between the white sheet o f paper and 
its reflection in the lightprobe image gives the scaling factor in the RGB-colour channels.
When ignoring fresnel reflection, the radiance reflected by the sphere should be identical to the radiance 
when captured by the camera directly. Debevec et al. [Deb04] also compensate for the fresnel refraction.
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Based on the analysis and results presented in [Deb04] we have decided not to compensate for the 
fresnel refraction as the effect is only minor. The difference in reflection is larger near the outer ring of 
the lightprobe image, and it has already been argued that it is better not to capture important radiance in 
that section of the lightprobe anyway.
The scaling factor used to compensate for the non-specular behaviour of the sphere, does not only remove 
the imperfect specular reflection. It takes also care of the scaling that exists due to the optical vignetting. 
In chapter 2, equation 2.33 illustrates that the vignetting effect depends on the focal length and aperture 
width used to capture the HDRI. If the input image and the lightprobe image are captured with a different 
focal length or aperture width, this introduces an extra scaling on the pixel values.
6.6 Radiance registration
In a previous section it was mentioned that in its simplest form, inverse illumination could be approx­
imated by a division: the diffuse reflectance of a point is given by the ratio of its radiance by the light 
that falls onto the point. To find this incoming light, the radiance of the lightprobe image needs to be 
re-mapped onto the scene geometry. The lightprobe image is positioned near the points for which it 
will be used to extract the incoming light, so that the radiance in the lightprobe image already gives an 
estimate of the incoming light. Nevertheless it is still important to back-project the radiance shown in a 
lightprobe image onto a scene to take appropriate care of the surface orientations and occlusion effects 
that might take place.
Since the scene geometry and the positions of the camera and lightprobe are known, it is possible to 
warp the radiance values onto the scene geometry in a mathematically accurate manner. There are two 
ways to achieve this. The first shoots rays through a pixel of the lightprobe image, calculates its point 
of reflection and finds the intersection of the reflected ray with the triangles of the 3D scene. This is 
a computationally expensive solution where the computation time depends on the complexity of the 
3D scene. The second calculates for each scene point p  its reflection point on the sphere by solving a 
4th-degree self-inversive polynomial and using simple OpenGL commands. From this reflection point 
its projection in the lightprobe image is found without the need to perform computationally expensive 
ray intersections. The latter solution is more elegant and offers computationally appealing advantages 
compared to the ray-tracing solution, and is therefore adopted in this chapter. It allows an easy look-up 
of the radiance of a certain scene point, while the former method operates the other way around and can 
only look up to which scene point a certain radiance value belongs to. It is important to note that the 
accuracy of both methods is limited by the accuracy of the scene reconstruction and lightprobe position 
calibration.
Section 6.6.1 explains the usage of OpenGL as an identifier during the back-projection process, section 
6 .6.2 explains how the correct scene point is mapped onto the correct radiance value in the lightprobe 
image. Finally section 6.6.3 presents a case-study in which a numerical estimate is given of the amount 
of distortion and pinching introduced when ignoring the finite set-up of a 3D scene.
6.6.1 Back-projection using OpenGL
Figure 6.17 gives an overview of the five different steps that the back-projection comprises. This section 
covers each of these steps. The goal of these steps is to create for each lightprobe m  back-projection 
textures B T ijm for the illumination clusters IC ij and neutral cluster . These back-projection textures,
when mapped onto the geometric model of the scene, recompose the scene radiance distribution at the 
capture time of lightprobe m . It is assumed that for each lightprobe image LPm a latitude-longitude
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image L L m is available. In this section we make abstraction of how this latitude-longitude image is 
generated, the actual generation is explained in more detail in section 6 .6 .2 .
Create 
Identity Textures 
IT
Render using
OpenGL
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Creation 
Back-projection Textures 
BT
--
Post-process 
Back-projection Textures 
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Figure 6.17: Overview o f the back-projection procedure that consists o f five different steps.
To back-project the radiance values from a lightprobe m  onto the scene points in the scene, we 
need to know to which scene point a pixel in L L m is projected. This is achieved through gen­
erating a position map Pm for a lightprobe m  that is aligned with the image L L m . The position 
map Pm has the same dimensions as L L m and consists of 4 colour channels R G B a  denoted as 
[Pm (k , 1,0), Pm {k, 1,1), P m(k, 1,2), Pm (k , 1,3)]. The quartet defined by Pm (k, I) uniquely defines 
the scene point p  onto which the radiance in L L m (k, I) should be projected. The first two channels 
Pm(k, 1,0) and Pm {k , 1,1) define the scene triangle to which the point p  belongs. The last two channels 
Pm (k, 1,2) and Pm {k, 1,3) define the the position of p  inside the triangle.
Such a position map is generated by rendering the scene using a colour coded texture onto a cube which 
can be transformed to a longitude-attitude map with the same dimensions as L L m . The colour coded 
texture shares the same 4 colour channel representation as the position map. The colour coded texture 
is created through a set of identity textures IT .  Each illumination and neutral cluster receives such an 
identity texture. It has the same dimension as the original texture assigned to the illumination and neutral 
clusters. Before generating the identity texture, each scene triangle receives a unique identity number. 
The identity texture creation proceeds then as follows. For an illumination cluster IC ij each pixel in its 
associated identity texture IT ij receives the following colour quartet [Sx , Sy ,T x ,T y]:
m [Sx , S y]: 32-bit R- and G-channel: These two floating point channels represent the identity number 
of the triangle to which the pixel belongs to. This means that 264 =  1.8 • 1019 different triangles 
are allowed in the scene, usually quite an acceptable number.
■ [Tx ,T y\: 32-bit B- and a-channel: These two channels identify the position of the pixel in the 
texture. To obtain this, the B-channel is equal to the x-coordinate of the pixel in the texture, the 
a-channel is equal to the y-coordinate of the pixel in the texture.
The identity textures for the neutral clusters are generated in a similar manner. After creating IT i j’s for 
all clusters in the scene, the scene is rendered with the OpenGL texturing functions enabled. The scene 
is rendered onto 6 planes defining a cube around the sphere i.
The resulting cube map is further transformed to a latitude-longitude map resulting in the position map 
Pm . The first two colour channels of a pixel in Pm define the triangle to which the pixel belongs to, hence 
the illumination cluster. The other two colour channels define the position of the pixel inside the triangle, 
as these can be derived from the texture coordinates of the point using the barycentric coordinates. This 
can be seen as follows. When using texture mapping to map a texture onto the scene geometry, a triangle 
receives its radiance values through a set of three texture coordinates. Each point p  inside a triangle 
defined by three points p i, P2 , and p 3 can be represented by three normalised barycentric coordinates 
[wi, W2 , u;3] that define its position in the triangle as follows: p  = w \p \ +  W2P2 +  w3p3. The same 
barycentric coordinates can be used to find the texture coordinates t  of point p  inside the texture, using 
the texture coordinates t \ ,  t 2 , and t 3 of respectively p i ,  P2 , and p 3 as follows: t  =  w \ t i  +  u^ 2  +  w 3t 3.
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The opposite holds as well: from the texture coordinates t  of a point inside a triangle, its 3D position 
p  can be derived using the barycentric coordinates that define that texture coordinates t based on the 
texture coordinates t \ ,  £2, and £3 of the points that define the triangle in the texture.
The creation of the identity texture IT \j is graphically illustrated in figure 6.18 (a). For reasons of 
simplicity, the illumination cluster IC ij consists of one triangle with identity number X ',  the radiance 
texture of the illumination cluster contains the radiance of this triangle, among maybe other scene trian­
gles as is shown in figure 6.18 (a). The -RG-Ba-channels of a pixel are derived from the identity number 
X '  of the triangle and the texture coordinates, as is illustrated. Figure 6.18 (b) illustrates how the projec­
tion map is created through rendering the identity textures onto a cube centred around the sphere. The 
cube map is in fact generated by rendering the scene six times, once on each face of the cube. The 2D 
interpretation of the scene consists of one neutral cluster, two material clusters and three illumination 
clusters.
First 32-bit
Identity number
Second 32-bit
Identity number
32-bit
x-texture
component
32-bit
y-texture
component
Identity Texture ITij
(a)
Neutral Geometry IT31
MC1
IC11
IT11
MC1
IC12
IT12
MC2 IC21 IT21
(b)
Figure 6.18: (a) Creation of the Identity Texture ITij. in this example an illumination cluster consists of one 
triangle. The identity texture consists of four channels, which are derived from the triangle’s identity number X , 
and the position o f a pixel in the texture of its illumination cluster. The R-channel contains the first 32-bit o f the 
unique identity number X  of the triangle, while the G-channel contains the last 32-bit of the unique identity number 
o f the triangle. The B-channel contains the x-component of a pixel’s position in the texture of the illumination cluster. 
The a-channel contains the y-component o f a pixel in that texture, (b) Creation of the position map: the scene is 
rendered onto the six faces (four are shown here in this 2D interpretation) o f a cube centred around the sphere.
The transformation from cube map to latitude-longitude map proceeds in the following manner. While 
looping through the pixels in the position map the spherical coordinates of the pixel on the sphere are 
reconstructed from the coordinates of the pixel in the position map. The direction created as such, is
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used to find the projection of the pixel on the cube. The cube map is spatially discretized too, and forms 
a grid of sampling points. To retrieve the values rendered onto the cube, bi-linear interpolation is used. A 
transformation from cube map to latitude-longitude image is not uniform. To remove aliasing, the cube 
map should be pre-filtered with a low-pass filter.
To perform the the actual back-projection, another floating point texture is created per illumination and 
neutral cluster called back-projection texture B T ijm , with i again an index into the material clusters, j  
an index into the illumination and neutral clusters, and m  an index defining the lightprobe image under 
consideration. The back-projection of lightprobe m  with position map Pm generated using the process 
defined previously, proceeds by looping through the pixels t  in the position map Pm . The colour of pixel 
t  in Pm defines a position s  in the original radiance texture of the illumination cluster to which t  belongs. 
The radiance of s  retrieved from LL m is now stored at that position s in B T ijm .
The creation of the back-projected textures BTijm  as outlined above does not fill in all texture values in 
the texture maps B T ijm • To fill in missing regions, a post-processing step needs to be carried out. This 
post-processing step applies a smearing filter over the textures B T ijm• If after the smearing step, there 
are still some pixels with an empty BT^m  value, these are given the average of the radiance values for 
the triangle to which the pixel belongs. This post-processing step might result in some texture artefacts 
when certain parts of the scene are not visible in a lightprobe image, as is illustrated in section 6 .8 . In 
the context of inverse illumination, these artefacts do not pose a problem, as long as the radiance of the 
main light sources are clearly represented.
6.6.2 Removing pinching and distortion
The combination of the first two channels of Pm defined in the previous section, without the addition of 
the last two channels, is called an identity map IM .  Figure 6.19 illustrates the identity maps (b) and (d) 
for two latitude-longitude images shown in (a) and (c). The latitude-longitude images shown in (a) and 
(c) have been generated from the original lightprobe images using HDRshop, therefore without taking 
the finite set-up of the scene in consideration.
Since points inside a triangle share the same identity number, these points share the same colour in the 
identity map. This allows easy identification of triangles in an identity map. The projection of the scene 
triangles in the identity map defines shapes which should align with the shapes visible in the latitude- 
longitude map. The position maps shown in figure 6.19 (b) and (d) show that there are only a few 
triangles present in the scene, therefore the identity number does not exceed the red colour channel. The 
difference between some red shades might not be clearly visible, but it is possible to recognize some 
structures. In figure 6.19 (b) the borders between the ground and the walls, the elevators, and the doors, 
are clearly recognizable (these are also shown in figure 6.1 (b)). In (d) it is easy to identify the ceiling 
and the side walls of the elevator. Some features do not match very well: in (c) and (d) the elevator floor 
(metallic with black circles) does not overlap very well with the identity map. This is nearly entirely 
due to the pinching and distortion effects, though small misalignments in camera and sphere calibration 
may also contribute to the error. This allows us to make the following conclusion. The latitude-longitude 
images, generated while ignoring the finite set-up, distort the scene radiance projected onto the lightprobe 
images. When used in combination with a position map to back-project the scene radiance contained in 
a lightprobe image onto the geometric model of the scene, as outlined in section 6 .6 .1, this results in a 
distorted back-projection.
To remove the distortion and pinching effects, a novel latitude-longitude transformation is developed that 
uses the 3D scene geometry, the sphere and camera position and the lightprobe image to create a latitude- 
longitude image L L m for lightprobe m. This distortion-free transformation can be incorporated as an
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(c) (d)
Figure 6.19: Using OpenGL to map the radiance onto the geometry: the left column (a,c) shows two latitude- 
longitude images belonging to different lightprobe images captured from two different positions. The latitude- 
longitude images are generated using HDRshop and therefore show distortion and pinching. The right column 
(b,d) shows the corresponding identity maps. Pixels with the same colour belong to the same illumination cluster. 
The pinching is clearly visible on the sides o f the latitude-longitude images shown in (a) and (c).
extra module in the framework presented in figure 6.17. In fact it needs to be executed after the creation 
of the position map Pm , but before the creation of the back-projected textures. The new back-projection 
pipeline is displayed in figure 6.20 .
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Figure 6.20: Overview of the back-projection procedure including the distortion removal.
Finding the corresponding pixels in the lightprobe image for the 3D scene points is equivalent to solving 
Alhasen’s Billiard/?ro&/em[Elk65][Neu98][Wal92], for which a 2D graphical interpretation is given in 
figure 6.21. The following terminology applies: 5 is the angle between the rays from the centre of the 
sphere towards point p  and the camera C, ip is the angle of reflection, and a t is the angle of the reflected 
ray towards the centre of the camera. The Alhasen Billiard problem is equal to finding the angle ip at 
which a ray needs to be shot towards a specular circle in order for it to be reflected to a certain point (the 
camera). It resembles similarities to the problems associated with the billiard game, albeit if the billiard 
table was circular.
It was recently proven that ip cannot be solved from <5, R, p  and C  (or D) using the Ruler and Compass 
method [Neu98]. Several different methods have been developed that succeed at finding the angle ip, 
some using extensive iterations. The most elegant available in the literature and the easiest to implement 
in the context of the application presented in this chapter is that described in [MV91], which calculates 
e =  £  — ip from the roots of the following self-inversive polynomial:
a z 4 +  /3z3 + 7 22 +  (3z +  a  =  0 (6.15)
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Lightprobe im age
Latitude-longitude im age
<
Figure 6.21: Left: Generating a latitude-longitude image by deriving the angle ty from p, S, C and D. Right: the 
distortion that occurs when the latitude-longitude image is derived by assuming the scene to lie at infinity.
with
a  =  ei5(eiS~ k ik 2) (6.16)
/3 = k \  +  k l  -  2 kik 2 eiS (6.17)
7  =  2(k \ +k% — k \k 2 cos(<5) — 1) (6.18)
ki =  ■§ (6.19)
h  = . (6.20) 
V p f + p f
The scene point p  is represented in the local coordinate system X 'Y 'Z ', where p  lies in the plane formed
by X '  and Z '. The angle e and therefore ty exists and can be calculated from the roots of equation (6.15)
if and only if:
0 <  5 < cos~1 (k i) +  cos-1  (fo) <  7T (6.21)
We can calculate e now as:
e =  -  cos' 1 (R e(z))  (6 .22)A
This results in four possible values for e, but only e for which the following condition applies is the 
correct reflective angle:
5 + 2e =  cos-1  (ki cos(e)) +  cos- 1 (&2 cos(e)) (6.23)
Once ty is known, a t is calculated using the sine rule:
D  R
sin(7r — ty) s in (a )
(6.24)
This can easily be extended to 3D by executing the above calculations for each scene point p defined 
in the position map Pm in the plane formed by the camera, the sphere centre and p. Now for each 
sphere positioned in the scene, and from each lightprobe image LPm a correct radiance map is created 
in latitude-longitude format, also called LLm. This LLm now represents a good estimate of the radiance 
of a point p  as seen from the centre of the sphere.
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Figure 6.22 shows some results of the distortion removal process described above. Image (b) and (d) 
show the identity maps of two lightprobes, see also figure 6.19. Image (a) and (c) show the latitude- 
longitude images generated by solving the mathematical problem as discussed in this section. The black 
regions visible in the images are the lightprobe shadows, or the areas behind the lightprobes that are 
invisible from the respective camera viewpoints. The lightprobe shadows are similar in (a) and (b), this 
is because the lightprobes and cameras used were positioned at the same height above the ground. In (c) 
it is clear that now the floor of the elevator (metallic grey with black circles) is better aligned with the 
illumination cluster displayed in (d).
(c) (d)
Figure 6.22: Removing distortion by solving Alhasen’s Billiard Problem, (b) and (d) show the same identity maps 
as in figure 6.19. (a) and (c) are generated using the method described in section 6.6.2. The large black areas in (a) 
and (c) show the shadow created by the lightprobes: the volume behind the sphere is not visible from the viewpoint 
o f the camera. The identity map shows that some features are better aligned after the distortion removal: the floor 
in the elevator (grey with black circles) is better aligned with the floor shown in the identity map.
6.6.3 N umerical analysis of distortion and pinching
The amount of distortion and pinching introduced by ignoring the finite set-up of the scene depends on 
the dimensions and the geometry of the 3D scene. In this section a numerical analysis is given of the 
distortion for the scene shown in figure 6.1, which consists of a hallway and two elevators. Various 
lightprobe images were captured inside this scene, some were already presented in figures 6.19 and 6.22.
The amount of distortion is calculated as the distance between scene points p  and b, where b is the scene 
point to which the radiance of scene point p  would be projected if the finite set-up of the 3D scene is 
ignored, as was explained in figure 6.8 and is also illustrated in figure 6.21. This distortion distance is 
calculated for all scene points and is stored in a distortion map calculated in the following manner:
1. Calculate for scene point p the position of the pixel t at which the radiance of p  is reflected by the 
reflective sphere.
2. For pixel t find its corresponding scene point b, at which it would have been reflected if the scene 
was assumed to be infinitely far from the centre of the sphere. This is implemented using a ray- 
tracer.
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3. Calculate the distance of \pb\ and store this value at (</>p, 9P) in a latitude-longitude image.
4. If p falls inside the lightprobe’s shadow, b cannot be calculated, and the corresponding distance is 
set to 0.
Figure 6.23 shows two latitude-longitude images (a) and (b) and the corresponding distortion images (c) 
and (d), generated using the steps outlined above. The maximum amount of distortion is 5.11m in (c) 
and 4.54m in (d). The scene dimensions are «  3m x 6m x 12m. As expected, the distortion is the 
highest on planes that are parallel to the viewing directions. Also, the distortion is quite large in areas 
containing neighbouring or connecting surfaces with different orientations (e.g, elevator cubicle), and at 
the boundaries of occluding objects. Some quantization errors are visible (circular patterns), and are due 
to the quantization effects in the ray tracer.
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Figure 6.23: Analysing the error introduced by distortion. Two latitude-longitude images (a) and (b) and their 
distortion images (c) and (d), generated using the method outlined in section 6.6.3. The brightness of the scene is an 
indicator o f amount of distortion. The maximum distortion is 5.11m in (c) and 4.54m in (d). The scene dimensions 
are ~  3m x 6m x 12m.
The distortion images indicate several significant issues. When important scene features, such as light 
sources, are positioned on a surface parallel to the viewing direction, or near boundaries of occluding 
surfaces, significant distortion can be introduced. Therefore, when capturing the lightprobe images, care 
needs to be taken to position the camera such that significant distortion is reduced for important scene 
features.
6.7 Inverse Illumination
As the main contribution of this chapter lies in the radiance capture methodology, the reflectance cal­
culation was limited to diffuse-only materials. Nevertheless a more sophisticated BRDF model, with 
anisotropic and specular characteristics, could also be considered. The BRDF calculation presented here 
follows a similar iterative strategy as presented by Boivin et al. [BG01]. The methodology has been
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discussed in chapter 2, another more detailed overview is presented in figure 6.24 which shows that the 
entire inverse illumination process can be split into two parts.
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Figure 6.24: An overview of the inverse illumination process.
The first part makes an initial estimate of the BRDF for each triangle or pixel inside an illumination 
cluster. This estimate is calculated from the back-projected textures of its associated lightprobe LPi, 
the scene radiance available in the input images I*, and the geometry. Then an iterative process updates 
the previous BRDF estimate. The update is steered by the difference between L  and Ri, where the 
latter is an image rendered from the same viewpoint as f ,  using global illumination and the current 
BRDF estimates. The illumination during this rendering phase is simulated with local textured area 
light source, where the textures are the back-projected textures of the neutral cluster, generated using the 
method described in section 6.6.1. After the update step, the BRDF values within a material cluster are 
further updated using the coherency principle. This process continues until convergence.
Section 6.7.1 discusses how the BRDF is calculated at triangle level, while section 6.7.2 presents a 
possible per-pixel BRDF estimate. In section 6.7.3 the update step using an error measure is explained. 
Section 6.7.4 shows how the BRDF estimation is distributed to the different M Ci using coherency. 
Finally, section 6.7.5 discusses the Tenderer used to render the images Ri.
6.7.1 Reflectance estimation per triangle
Inverse illumination finds a BRDF estimate for all materials in a scene. Usually a scene consists of 
triangles, and different materials can appear on one modelled triangle. Therefore it seems a logical 
choice to make a BRDF estimate for each scene point, as this would preserve structure and texture of 
the scene. Practically this is less attractive, because the computation time would be too high for large 
scenes. Therefore, the scene is often triangulated, for instance based on the variance of the radiance in 
a triangle, to retrieve a minimal triangle grid. Then, to speed up the calculations, a BRDF estimate is 
made per triangle. It is this approach that was adopted and is explained in this section.
Section 2.4 already provided a framework of inverse illumination, and the method presented here follows 
this framework. The BRDF is calculated iteratively, first a start BRDF value p° is calculated from the 
radiance equation which describes the reflected radiance for a point p  into direction u r as:
Lr (p ,u v)=  /  p(u>£, wr)Li(p, uti) cos(9i)dwi 
Jo.
(6.25)
where Li is the incident radiance at p in direction u>i and p is the general reflectance, and the emittance 
Le(p) is ignored, as it is most likely zero. This simplifies to an explicit equation for diffuse material to 
the reflectance pd'.
0 Lr(p,U}r )
Pd =  P =
f n  L i ( p ,  u>i) cos(O i)du ti
(6.26)
In other words, a good estimate for the diffuse BRDF for a point p  is given as a ratio where the nominator 
is the radiance value of the point p  and the denominator is the sum of the radiance values, modulated
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by a cosine, that can be seen from point p. Please note that these equations are actually split into three 
components for the three RGB-channels, as discussed in chapter 2.
Section 6.4 discussed that a set of N  different input images are captured, and that for each of these 
input images a lightprobe image is associated positioned near to the surfaces visible in the input image. 
In other words, each scene point p  has an input image R  and a lightprobe image LPi assigned. The 
radiance L (p ) and the radiance of all scene points visible from p, necessary to solve equation 6.26, are 
extracted from R  and LPi respectively.
In practice, the denominator is derived by rendering the scene on a hemisphere positioned around p, 
where the radiance values of the scene points come either from Ii (when visible in Ii) or LPi (when not 
visible in Ii), and by summing all resulting pixels after weighting them with the appropriate functions. 
As the BRDF is only calculated per triangle, the starting BRDF value p° is calculated for each midpoint 
(centre) of a triangle using equation 6.26.
When a scene is not perfectly diffuse, the above described estimate will deviate from its actual value. 
Other effects like geometric inaccuracies also contribute to the deviation of the estimate of the BRDF 
from its actual value. Therefore the BRDF is further updated, by calculating a measure E  of the error 
between the actual value and the estimate. The BRDF is refined as follows:
Pi =  E  x f>\ (6.27)
where p°d is the initial estimate and pd the updated BRDF value. When this process is repeated iteratively, 
the update step can be re-written as:
p j+1 =  E  x p j  (6.28)
pd+1 is the BRDF at iteration n  + 1 and pd at iteration n.
The error measure E  is calculated by comparing the radiance values of the triangle under consideration 
in its associated input image Ii with those in a rendered image Ri. This image Ri is rendered from the 
same viewpoint as Ii, with all materials set to their corresponding estimates and using the back-projected 
textures of LPi on the neutral cluster as textured area light sources. Mathematically the error measure is 
given as:
javg
E = ^ u g ,  (6.29)
with I f vg and R ^vg the average of the radiance values of the triangle under consideration in respectively 
Ii and Ri. When I°~V9 «  R^vg, the error E  will approximately be equal to 1 and pd+1 ~  pd . In other 
words the BRDF values converge. When I*vg ^  R^vg, the above described error estimate will steer the 
update into the correct direction. Suppose that the current BRDF estimate is too low, this would result in
I aV9 -LIa too dark rendering, or >  1. Consequently, the update pd will be larger than its previous value. 
A problem occurs when the BRDF is steered towards a value larger than 1. In that case, PBRT clips the 
BRDF to 1. As a consequence the iterations on the BRDF would never converge, as in each iteration the 
BRDF would be forced to be larger than its previous value (E  is always larger than 1). We have solved 
this problem by allowing a BRDF larger than 1 but below a certain threshold (=  1.2) after the error 
update, and clipping the BRDF to 1 before the rendering. After all, due to un-modelled specular effects, 
the BRDF could artificially be larger than 1 to compensate for the lack of specular highlights. Another 
reason is that the scaling factor applied to the reflective sphere, as defined ifi section 6.5.2, might be too 
low, which is compensated by larger BRDF values. If the BRDF becomes larger than 1.2, the iterations 
are stopped and it is assumed that the scaling factor applied on the lightprobe images is unsuitable. More 
details about how the error estimates is made, is given in section 6.7.3.
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6.7.2 Per pixel reflectance estimation
Calculating a BRDF estimate per triangle removes some texture features which are patterns visible in 
objects such as wood, carpet, posters and book covers. If it is necessary to preserve these features it is 
preferred to calculate a BRDF per pixel visible in the texture associated with the triangles in the scene. 
The per-pixel BRDF estimations are carried out on the material clusters labelled as being patterned, as 
defined in section 6.4.
For material clusters labelled as being patterned, the BRDF is calculated at pixel level2. A starting 
BRDF value is calculated in a similar approach as in section 6.7.1. The irradiance for each triangle is 
estimated through rendering the scene radiance on a hemisphere positioned at the centre of the triangle, 
and summing these values after modulation by a cosine. For each pixel in the triangle, the BRDF is 
estimated by dividing the radiance value by the gathered irradiance.
Instead of storing the BRDF values per triangle, they are now stored in a diffuse reflectance map (dm). 
It has the same dimensions as the radiance texture of the illumination clusters. Each triangle has texture 
coordinates that refer to the original radiance texture, the same texture coordinates are now used to 
retrieve the BRDF of a point inside the triangle from dm. For non-pattemed triangles all pixels in dm  
have the same BRDF value. For patterned triangles, the entries in dm  are the per-pixel calculated BRDF 
values. This dm  can effectively be used by PBRT to render the scene with the defined diffuse BRDF.
The update step used to refine the BRDF estimate is similar to that used in section 6.7.1, except for that 
now each BRDF estimate for each pixel is updated using the previously defined error measure. The 
error measure is still calculated as an average over the triangle. The reason must be found in the specific 
renderer used in this chapter, see section 6.7.5. The Tenderer PBRT[PH] is a stochastic Tenderer, and 
a trade-off needs to be made between rendering quality and rendering time. If the rendering time is 
reduced, the rendered image is noisy which can result in noisy update steps when calculated per pixel. In 
this chapter, the trade-off resulted in rendering lower quality renderings for the iterations and calculating 
the error-update per triangle.
6.7.3 Updating the BRDF using a measure for error
The error described in section 6.7.1 is calculated per triangle. It is given as the ratio of the average 
of radiance values for the pixels covered by the triangle in the input image U by that for the rendered 
image Ri. The rendered image is obtained by rendering the scene from the same viewpoint as /*, using 
the current BRDF estimates for the scene triangles. The light sources are defined by textured area light 
sources, where the textures are equal to the back-projected textures of LPi onto the neutral cluster. 
Rendering a scene as described here results in the same final rendered image as when all materials 
(including the surfaces of the neutral cluster) in the scene have a BRDF estimate and only the actual 
light sources are activated, because both configurations should converge to the same stable solution 
defined by the radiance equation.
The area that the triangle covers in the input image (and therefore in the rendered image) is found by 
rendering an identity image, similarly to that defined in section 6.6 used to calculate the back-projected 
textures. The identity image is created by rendering the scene from the same viewpoint as /*; the triangles 
are rendered in an RGB colour triplet [T*, T j , 0], where the first two channels define the unique identity 
number of the triangle. The blue channel is zero, since in section 6.6 the unique identity number was also 
only rendered using the R- and G-channel. The resulting identity image defines exactly which triangle
2 In fact, labelling MCs as patterned might not be efficient as they sometimes extend a wide area, while a scene feature might 
cover only a small area. Labelling triangles could result in a better distribution of the patterned areas in a scene.
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each pixel belongs to in Ii and Ri. The average radiance values necessary for the error estimate from 
equation 6.29 are calculated through looping over the images U and Ri.
An example of an identity image and its corresponding input image are given in figure 6.25, in which 
every triangle has a unique colour value.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.25: An input image (a) and its identity image (b). Every triangle has a unique colour value (here 
tonemapped to greyscale values). The identity image can be used as a look-up table to find which triangle a certain 
pixel belongs to in Ri or Ii.
6.1 A  Coherency to remove geometrical errors
With the method described above, all triangles receive a different BRDF. Ideally the BRDF estimate 
is equal among the triangles belonging to the same material cluster. Local changes however, such as 
variance in texture over a triangle, specular highlights, and geometrical errors, ensure that the BRDF 
estimate is not the same across the different triangles of a material cluster. Nevertheless, the organization 
of triangles into material clusters can be used during the BRDF estimation to create an homogeneous, or 
coherent, BRDF among the triangles belonging to the same material cluster.
In order to obtain this coherent BRDF, the BRDF values for all triangles belonging to the same non- 
pattemed M C  are averaged using a specific weighting function which reflects the accuracy to be ex­
pected for the calculation of the BRDF for a certain triangle. The weighting occurs after each rendering 
as is shown in the overview shown in figure 6.24.
In this chapter, this weighting function is given by the relative distance of a triangle to the lightprobe 
image used to calculate its BRDF. This makes sense as the radiance representation extracted from a 
lightprobe image is more accurate for points near the reflective sphere used to capture the lightprobe 
image. In mathematical terms, the BRDF of M Ci is given as:
TPi = 5>xp t
t= 1
with T  the total number of triangles belonging to M Ci and dt the distance of triangle t to its asso­
ciated reflective sphere. To improve the weighting function, the radiance variance of a triangle could 
be incorporated because the per triangle BRDF estimate is less accurate for triangles with a large tex­
ture variance. Another factor to be incorporate could be the geometrical accuracy expected, though the 
weighting in itself will already remove local errors due to geometric inaccuracies.
(6.30)
(6.31)
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Substituting the BRDF for all triangles by the coherent BRDF calculated above, ensures a uniform 
BRDF across all triangles belonging to the same M C . This coherency principle cannot be applied to the 
material clusters with a patterned texture. During the experiments, as is discussed in section 6 .8, a few 
practical issues were raised:
■ Diffuse estimate: with the diffuse-only assumption, the rendered images Ri do not contain spec­
ular highlights or other glossy effects. As a result, the error for triangles lying in such specular 
zones, steers the BRDF into an incorrect direction. The coherency principle, effectively removes 
such errors, assuming that the specular highlights cover only a relatively small area in an image.
■ Geometrical errors: not applying the coherency principle on the patterned clusters, creates artefacts 
between the triangles because the error-update is performed at triangle level. On the other hand, 
the per-pixel update step is in fact erroneous in itself when only a poor geometrical model is 
available. Similarly to the problems outlined in chapter 4 the error updates will be misaligned 
with the scene radiance texture.
Following this discussion, we can state that applying the coherency principle effectively removes errors 
from un-modelled specularities and an inaccurate geometric reconstruction. The coherency principle 
cannot be applied to patterned surfaces, which may result in artefacts.
6.7.5 Rendering using PBRT
The images Ri are rendered with PBRT using Monte Carlo path tracing [PH]. We have extended the 
standard version of PBRT to support textured area light sources and allow importance sampling of these. 
Since the illumination is based on the entire back-projected radiance on the neutral clusters, it is impor­
tant to specifically adjust the path tracer to provide more samples where the radiance is high to avoid 
noise in the rendering. The original path tracer implemented in PBRT determines the contribution from 
direct illumination by randomly choosing a light source to sample and chooses sample points uniformly 
over the area of the light source. This approach results in high variance of the Monte Carlo estimator be­
cause the HDR textures used as area light sources contain both low and high radiance values (very high 
variance). The importance sampling is implemented by re-triangulating the area light sources, and cal­
culating the contribution from each new ’’small” area light source (average emittance times area) to build 
a discrete ID cumulative density function (CDF). This CDF is then used to determine which area light 
source to sample when estimating the contribution from direct illumination, resulting in a lower-variance 
Monte Carlo estimator.
The PBRT path tracer is slow, and the computation time increases with the number of samples per pixel 
used. To speed up the calculation, we varied the samples per-pixel from 1 to 2024. The iterations were 
usually completed with 32 to 256 samples per pixel. The final relit images were calculated using 2024 
samples per pixel.
The updates to PBRT were implemented by two MSc. students for their Masters thesis [NV06].
6.8 Results for relighting applications
After a successful inverse illumination, the scene can be relit using a novel illumination pattern. It 
suffices to back-project a different lightprobe image onto the neutral geometry and then render the scene, 
similarly to how the rendered images Ri were generated in section 6.7.
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In this section, two different relighting scenarios are analysed. The methodology presented in section 6.3 
has been applied to each of these two scenarios. The first scenario, see section 6.8.1, applies the method 
on a synthetic scene. Such a scene allows to analyse the different modules of the relighting method 
separately. More precisely it allows to test the back-projection using ideal lightprobes, and calculate 
and verify the perfectly diffuse BRDF values of the scene objects. The second scenario operates on a 
real-world environment and tests the usability of the method on real image data, see section 6 .8 .2 .
To aid the analysis of the presented method, a graphical user interface was built, called r e f l e c t . 
R e f l e c t  combines easy scene navigation, parameter control, semi-manual lightprobe calibration, in­
verse illumination and relighting into one system3. Throughout the following sections, several screen 
shots of R e f l e c t  are shown. For more details about the system, the reader is referred to appendix E.
6.8.1 Results for a synthetic scene
The methodology is applied to a synthetic scene, for which the geometry and lightprobe positions are 
accurately known. This allows verifying the correctness of the radiance back-projection algorithm. The 
scene is diffuse and the diffuse parameters of the scene are known. The difference between the BRDF 
estimates and the true BRDFs gives a measure for the accuracy of the inverse illumination calculations, 
without the errors that may be introduced due to the lightprobe calculations. The following sections 
discuss the set-up of the scene, the radiance registration, and the inverse illumination calculations. The 
influence of misaligned lightprobes is analysed, as well as the performance of the relighting.
A The synthetic scene set-up
The synthetic scene, shown in figure 6.26, consists of four walls, a ceiling, a floor and one white trian­
gular prism. The ceiling contains an area light source. The four walls have different colours (blue, red, 
green and orange). The white triangular prism intersects one of the walls and shows considerable colour 
bleeding from the green, blue and red wall onto the sides of the triangular prism. The geometric model 
of this synthetic scene is known, and the input images are rendered from known viewpoints. This results 
in an accurate radiance texture extraction, which in turn allows assessment of the presented methods 
without the influence from an incorrect geometric reconstruction.
Figure 6.27 (a) shows the same synthetic scene with a wireframe projected over the scene surfaces. 
This wireframe shows the triangles of the scene. Some triangles are black, they belong to the neutral 
cluster, other triangles have radiance projected onto them. There are no patterned textures. The triangles 
belonging to the blue wall form one material cluster, the triangles consisting of the white triangular prism 
also form one material cluster. The BRDF values of these material clusters are known and listed in table 
6.1. Image (a) also shows three coloured spheres which represent the positions of the lightprobes used. 
The lightprobe images are generated using an ideal set-up: an orthogonal projection on an infinitely 
small sphere with the positions of the lightprobes and their cameras known. The illumination did not 
change throughout the rendering, therefore the material clusters are also illumination clusters.
blue MC white MC
actual [0.0 0.0 0 .6] [1.0 1 .0 1 .0]
Table 6.1: BRDF values for the material clusters in the synthetic scene.
3 A demo giving an overview of the developed method using r e f l e c t  can be found online at [JNVL06b].
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(c)
Figure 6.26: A synthetic scene consisting of four coloured walls (blue, red, green and orange), a white triangular 
prism, a grey floor, and an area light source in a black ceiling, (a) and (b) show two input images from different 
viewpoints, (c) is a latitude-longitude image and gives an overview of the entire 3D scene. The white object contains 
considerable colour bleeding from the red, green and blue walls.
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B Radiance registration
Figure 6.27 (b) and (c) show the back-projection of the lightprobe images of respectively the green and 
purple lightprobes, shown in (a), onto the 3D scene. The green lightprobe sees the entire 3D scene: 
there is no missing radiance after the back-projection as shown in (b). The back-projection of the purple 
lightprobe shown in (c) illustrates that some scene surfaces are occluded from the lightprobe. The left 
side of the white triangular prism does not receive any back-projected radiance, as a result its back- 
projected texture is completely black. Some parts of the blue wall are occluded from the lightprobe used 
in (c). The back-projection smears the back-projected radiance values within a triangle. Sometimes this 
is not sufficient to fill in all missing parts of an illumination cluster. Those missing pixels receive the 
average radiance of the triangle they belong to. This can result in strange patterns as can be seen in (c): 
due to quantization effects at the border of the blue MC some radiance from the white MC is smeared 
into the blue MC. Nevertheless, the other parts of the back-projected textures are perfectly aligned with 
the underlying geometry. The back-projection of the yellow lightprobe onto the ceiling which contains 
an area light source is shown in (d).
C Inverse niumination
After back-projecting the lightprobe images onto the scene geometry, the initial BRDF values are set 
(incorrectly) to [0.5,0.5,0.5]. The correct reflectance values are obtained in less than three iterations 
when using 128 samples per pixel. Figure 6.28 (a) and (b), show the evolution of the BRDF values in the 
RGB-channel for the triangles in the blue M C  (a) and the white M C  (b) before calculating a coherent 
BRDF. The white triangular prism shows considerable colour bleeding, while the blue wall does not. As 
a result the blue M C  converges faster (in one iteration) than the white M C  (in two iterations). Table 
6.2 gives an overview of the RGB components of the BRDF values per material cluster after applying 
BRDF coherence. Up to a minor inaccuracy the estimated BRDF values are close to the real BRDF 
values. As table 6.2 illustrates, the BRDF has an error of <  1% for the blue and <  1.3% for the white 
M C . Furthermore, experiments showed that the error is inversely proportional to the number of samples 
used per pixel to render the images Ri, as is expected.
blue MC white MC
actual [0.0 0.0 0 .6] [1.0 1.0 1.0]
after 3 iterations [0.0009 0.0009 0.6093] [0.995 1.0061 1.0091]
Table 6.2: BRDF values for the material clusters in the synthetic scene.
D Influence of misaligned back-projection
To analyse the influence of a misaligned back-projection, due to for instance an incorrect lightprobe 
or camera position, a small perturbation on the three lightprobes was put through. Each lightprobe is 
randomly misplaced, the total misplacement is within 10%, relative to the scene dimensions. As a con­
sequence the back-projected textures of the repositioned lightprobe-camera pairs are misaligned, see 
figure 6.29. It is interesting to analyse the influence of such a misaligned back-projection. It is expected 
that when the positions of the back-projected light sources are incorrect, the inverse illumination calcu­
lations are severely affected. This is because the denominator, used during the BRDF calculations, is 
a sum of the radiance values, therefore brighter radiance values have a stronger influence than darker 
radiance values.
Table 6.3 lists the BRDF values of the blue and white material cluster after 3 iterations using 128 samples 
per pixel. The blue BRDF component of the blue MC is lower («  3% incorrect) than its actual value, the
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(c) (d)
Figure 6.27: Image (a) shows the triangle mesh o f the synthetic scene. The black triangles belong to the neutral 
cluster, the triangles with a blue texture form one MC, the triangles with the white texture belong to another MC. 
The small coloured spheres visible in the scene indicate the position o f the three lightprobes of the scene. Images 
(b) and (c) show the back-projected textures o f respectively the green and purple lightprobe shown in (a). Image 
(b) shows the back-projection o f a lightprobe that reflects the entire room. Image (c) shows the back-projection of a 
lightprobe that cannot see the entire 3D scene. In (c) the left face o f the white triangular prism remains black as it 
is not reflected onto the lightprobe. The blue wall shows some smearing effects, this results from the fact that some 
parts o f the blue wall are not visible in the respective lightprobe. This is solved by smearing the radiance of the 
blue wall into the missing pixels, if this does not fill all missing pixels, these pixels receive the average radiance of 
the triangle they belong to. Due to quantization effects, some pixels o f the white object are smeared into the blue 
triangles. Besides small local errors, the back-projection is well aligned.
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Figure 6.28: Images (a) and (b) show iteration data for two material clusters: the blue wall (a) and the white object 
(b). The iteration converges in less than 3 iterations.
estimated BRDF of the white MC is not pure white («  10% incorrect) and shows a significant difference 
between the three components. This is due to the misplacement of the texture. The appearance of strange 
colour components in the BRDF of the white M C  results from the incorrect back-projection on the blue 
and green wall, which results in an insufficient removal of the colour bleeding visible in the white object.
blue MC white MC
actual 
after 3 iterations 
after 3 iterations, misaligned
[0.0 0.0 0 .6] 
[0.0009 0.0009 0.6093] 
[0.0009 0.0007 0.4803]
[1.0 1.0 1.0] 
[0.995 1.0061 1.0091] 
[0.9164 1.047 0.9214]
Table 6.3: BRDF values for the material clusters in the synthetic scene.
E Relighting
Figure 6.30 shows an input image Ii in (a) and a rendered image Ri resulting from an originally aligned 
lightprobe in (b) and from a misplaced lightprobe in (c), using the BRDF estimates obtained with the 
aligned lightprobes in (b) and the misaligned lightprobes in (c). While (b) is almost identical to (a), the 
blue wall in (c) has a different colour compared to that in (b) and (a). This is due to the lower blue 
component in the estimate for (c) compared to (a) and (b). However, in general the relighting using the 
misaligned back-projection looks similar to (a). This is due to the fact that the position of the back- 
projected light source for the misaligned lightprobes, see figure 6.29, is similar to the original position 
of the light source, see figure 6.27 (d).
Figure 6.30 (d) and (e) show the absolute error between respectively images (a) and (b) and images
(a) and (c). We can see that besides the incorrect blue BRDF component, there are also some errors 
visible in the white triangular prism. These are due to the misaligned lightprobe back-projection which 
influences the colour bleeding. The maximal relative error (against the original image data) is 1.88% in
(b) and 2.93% in (c). The error in (b) is due to inaccuracies in the back-projection, while in (c) due to 
inaccuracies in the back-projection and the misalignment of the lightprobes.
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(c) (d)
Figure 6.29: To assess the influence of an incorrect lightprobe position on the inverse illumination calculations, 
small perturbations of 10% misplacement of the lightprobes was put through. As a result the back-projected, textures 
do not align with the scene features. In (a) the boxed spheres are the misplaced lightprobes, the original (un-boxed) 
lightprobes are shown as well, (b), (c) and (d) show the back-projected textures.
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(d) (e)
Figure 6.30: (a) Input image h . (b) Rendered image Ri, from the same viewpoint as U, and using the BRDF 
estimates obtained after 3 iteration and applying BRDF coherency, (c) Rendered image Ri, from the same viewpoint 
as h , and using the BRDF estimates obtained after 3 iteration and applying BRDF coherency for the synthetic scene 
with misaligned lightprobes (see also figure 6.29.). (d) and (e) The absolute difference between respectively (a) and 
(b), and (a) and (c).
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6.8.2 Results for a real scene 
A Real scene set-up
A room containing white walls with several coloured posters displayed on them was modelled using 
ImageModeler 3.5 [Rea]. A Canon EOS 10D was used to capture the input and lightprobe images. The 
scene was already presented in figure 6 .12, the white wall, the carpet, the coloured cardboard posters 
and the door form different material clusters. That same figure also showed the different illumination 
clusters. Different parts of the room were captured under different illumination conditions: the white 
wall at the right hand side and some parts of the carpet were captured under a different lighting than the 
other illumination clusters of the room. Figure 6.31 shows four different viewpoints of the textured 3D 
model. To preserve certain features after the reflectance calculations, the carpet, door, radiator, white­
board and projector screen are labelled as patterned.
Figure 6.31: A 3D model of a real scene from four different viewpoints. The texture extraction implemented with 
ImageModeler introduces boundary problems, this highlights the boundaries between different illumination clusters. 
Please note that the room shown consists of white walls, which appear yellow in this image due to tonemapping 
effects.
The texture extraction implemented in ImageModeler introduces some boundary errors, which result in
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visible boundaries between illumination clusters. Ten lightprobes were used to capture the illumination at 
different places in the scene. The centre of all the lightprobes is 53.75m m  above the floor. The reflective 
sphere is positioned on a 22mm high support unit and the diameter of the sphere is 2.5”=63.5mm.
B Lightprobe calibration
To verify the position estimation of the lightprobes, the positions of three lightprobes were modelled in 
ImageModeler through a marker positioned under the lightprobe. These modelled positions are not used 
in the selection of corresponding point pairs during the lightprobe calibration, to ensure an objective 
assessment. Comparing the estimated position with the modelled position does not give an unbiased 
error measure on the position estimation, as the modelled positions are also prone to errors due to the 
3D geometry modelling. As an example, the heights of the 4 comers in the scene with dimensions 
«  3m x 4m x 3m, have a variance of 5cm. Therefore, it should be taken into account that the modelled 
positions of the lightprobes and the selected corresponding point pairs are subject to the same error.
Lightprobe 1 [cm] Lightprobe 2 [cm] Lightprobe 2 cm]
X y z X y z X y z
modelled 70.73 -2.02 189.88 80.16 -1.14 63.91 248.31 -13.03 133.58
estimated (6) 74.69 1.70 188.67 83.77 2.08 64.94 246.99 -10.32 132.22
estimated (> 6) 72.60 -0.36 189.61 81.08 1.53 64.77 248.38 - 12.10 134.04
difference (6) 
difference (>  6)
5.57
2.52
4.95
2.95
3.31
1.04
Table 6.4: Estimating the positions o f the lightprobes
Table 6.4 lists the modelled and estimated positions of the three lightprobes. At first a set of 6 points 
are used, then a few more points are selected to improve the results. The results look promising since 
with only 6 chosen corresponding points, the error does not exceed 6cm. When more than 6 points are 
used the error is less than 3cm, which falls below the scene’s geometric variance. The total number of 
selected points never exceeded 20, adding more points did not change the position estimate.
Finding the position of the lightprobe from the lightprobe image is similar to a chicken-egg problem. We 
need to assume at first that the scene lies at infinity, or in other words we need to work from a distorted 
latitude-longitude image. During the selection procedure special care was taken not to select points 
that were most likely subject to significant distortion. This reduces the practicality of the selection 
procedure. The low resolution of the lightprobe images decreases the quality of the point selection. 
Further excluding points that might be disturbed by distortion makes the available choices very limited. 
When more than 6 points are selected, obviously some points might be more subject to distortion than 
others. However, the results show that even then, a good position estimate can be obtained.
C Radiance registration
The results of the radiance registration are analysed visually. Figure 6.32 shows a set of screen shots of 
the virtual model with the back-projected textures of several lightprobe images. The left column shows 
the back-projection without distortion removal, whereas the right column shows the back-projection 
after distortion removal. A wireframe of the scene geometry is projected over the surfaces to allow 
easy identification of the position of the modelled scene objects. The red contours indicate where the 
difference in distortion can be best assessed. The images show that the distortion removal improves 
the alignment between the texture and the reconstructed model. They also show that not all distortion 
is removed. The reason for the non-perfect distortion removal is twofold: the lightprobe calibration is 
not perfect and the 3D geometric model is inaccurate. Some triangles are black, this occurs when there
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are no points from that triangle visible in the lightprobe image. It is important that this only occurs for 
insignificant triangles, with low radiance values.
The resolution of the back-projected textures is low compared to the resolution of the original images. 
Since the back-projected textures are in fact of the same size as the original textures, the final back- 
projected textures appear blurred. This is not really a problem, as long as the light sources in the scene 
are relatively large homogenous emitters.
D Inverse illumination
The iterative BRDF estimation usually converges after 3 iterations, when using between 32 to 256 sam­
ples per pixel to render the reference images Ri. The experiments showed that while a low number 
of samples (32-64) returns satisfying BRDF values for the diffuse triangles, usually a high number of 
samples (64-250) are required to retrieve a satisfying BRDF estimate for the patterned triangles. This 
is expected because, using the coherency principle the non-pattemed diffuse triangles distribute their 
BRDF estimates across an MC after each rendering Ri, while a patterned MC does not and relies on 
the quality of the rendering per triangle. Using a lower number of samples reduces the accuracy of the 
rendered image, therefore also reduces the quality of the BRDF estimate per triangle.
Figure 6.33 (a) shows a rendering of the scene Ri from the same viewpoint as the input image R  shown 
in (b). Image (c) shows a tonemapped error image calculated as the relative Root Mean Square (RMS) 
value between R  and Ri (the RMS of a pixel divided by the pixel value) and reveals errors in areas 
containing un-modelled geometry (borders + ventilator above the door), and at un-modelled specular 
highlights (doorknob). Nevertheless, the maximum error is still low, it is 8% near the edges of the 
doorknob due to the un-modelled specular effects. The triangular grid is slightly visible in the patterned 
texture of the door in (a), this effect is due to our per-triangle BRDF update, as explained in section 6.7.1.
Another visible error in figure 6.33 is due to the light source model: the shadow due to the fall-off factor 
of the light source lies higher in the rendering (a) than in the input image (b). Using the textured area 
light sources, a light source is modelled as a flat diffuse emitter, while in reality it is a light embedded 
in a box, surrounded by convex mirrors. As the light distribution is reconstructed using a lightprobe 
positioned on the ground floor, this fight distribution is not correct for points distant to the lightprobe, 
such as the points on the ceiling.
Figure 6.34 (a) illustrates the estimated BRDF for all scene points. The BRDF is calculated while 
assuming that all scene surfaces are patterned. The update step is carried out per triangle, and this is 
the reason why in figure 6.34 (a) triangular artefacts show. For the white wall the BRDF values near the 
top are darker and of slightly different colour than the BRDF values for the triangles near the ground. 
The estimates for the triangles near the ground seem more correct (closer to white) as they are closer 
to the reflective sphere used to calculate the BRDF values. This BRDF per triangle visualisation shows 
the effects of not modelling all objects (fight switch next to the door, ventilator above the door), which 
influence the BRDF estimate at the location of those missing objects. The darker BRDF near the ceiling 
is consistent with our conclusion about the incorrect illumination model: the rendered shadow due to the 
fall-off factor of the fight source does not cover all triangles that are actually inside this shadow in the 
input image. The mismatch in intensity between the rendered image and the input image is compensated 
for by generating a darker BRDF, which in the next iteration would result in a darker rendered impression. 
The BRDF seems to be correct for the points and triangles at the top of the wall. Due to the orientation 
of those points to the fight sources, which is almost 90 degrees, they are less dependent on the actual 
fight source model, as they do not receive much fight anyway.
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Figure 6.32: The first column shows the back-projection of 3 different lightprobes without distortion removal. The 
second column shows the back-projection after the distortion removal. After distortion removal, the lightprobe 
shadow becomes visible in the texture. Not all distortion is removed, due to inaccuracies in the lightprobe posi­
tion and geometric model. The resolution of the back-projected textures is much lower than the original textures. 
Sometimes, when a specific triangle is not visible in the lightprobe image, its back-projected texture is entirely black
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Figure 6.33: (a) Estimated input image Ri using 2024 samples per pixel, (b) original input image h  and (c) the 
error image.
Figure 6.34: (a) BRDF calculated per pixel, (b) BRDF after applying coherent weighting.
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When we apply the coherency principle to all triangles that are part of the white wall and the blue and 
green poster, the artefacts due to the incorrect illumination model are removed. The BRDF for the 
white wall is now equal among the triangles part of the M C  of the wall, see figure 6.34 (b). However, 
the inaccurate illumination model is still perceivable through the fall-off shadow that is visible in the 
rendered images R.
In the scene used throughout this section, the four walls are actually considered to be different M C ’s. 
This enables us to examine the difference between the BRDF calculations when different illumination 
conditions apply. Table 6.5 shows the BRDF values for three sets of MCs: the four walls, the two 
brown and the two blue posters. Each was considered a different MC, but each set consists in fact of 
the same material. Considering that only diffuse components have been estimated, these results confirm 
that the method provides consistent BRDF estimates. The small difference can be attributed to the 
small lightprobe misalignments. Some BRDF values overshoot their maximum ([1,1,1]), which indicate 
something is compromising the BRDF estimate. The most likely contributor to an overshot BRDF is the 
imperfect compensation of the lightprobe’s non-specular behaviour, as discussed in section 6.5.2. If the 
scaling factor is too low, for instance, the rendered image is always darker than the input image, resulting 
in an error update to a BRDF value larger than one. Also, specular highlights can enforce artificially high 
BRDF values for the triangles they fall on. This artificial highlight is then distributed to the global BRDF 
of an MC due to the coherency principle.
MC RGB-BRDF
R G B
wall 1 1.0847 1.0875 1.1170
wall 2 1.1143 1.1054 1.1219
wall 3 0.9645 0.9663 0.9827
wall 4 1.0212 1.0165 1.0837
brown 1 0.4209 0.3298 0.2720
brown 2 0.4609 0.3819 0.3111
blue 1 0.1090 0.2343 0.5673
blue 2 0.1501 0.3218 0.9072
red 1 0.6532 0.1550 0.1445
red 2 0.6318 0.1640 0.1860
Table 6.5: When considering the four walls as different MCs, the robustness o f the BRDF from illumination changes 
can be assessed. This table shows the BRDF value for the four walls, the two brown, the two blue, and the two red 
posters, after three iterations. Within each category, the BRDF values should be the same as they are actually the 
same material. This comparison shows that the BRDF estimates are as expected, considering only diffuse estimation.
Figures 6.35 and 6.36 illustrate that patterned MCs (carpet, white screen and radiator in the example 
shown) show artefacts near the borders of the triangles that constitute these MCs. The diffuse BRDF 
of the patterned MC is not coherent: the highlight in the projection screen, due to a combination of 
specularity and the light source’s fall-off factor, remains visible. This is not necessarily undesirable, 
depending on the application, as the non-coherent BRDF estimate now creates a specular perception 
of the white screen. However, if a new illumination setting is applied to the scene, this non-coherent 
incorrect BRDF estimate will reduce the quality of the relighting.
E Relighting
Once the BRDF properties of the 3D reconstructed model are estimated, the scene can be virtually relit 
with any novel illumination pattern. In our application a novel illumination pattern was captured with 
a new lightprobe image (LP r ), see figure 6.37 (a). The position of the lightprobe is estimated using 
the calibration method presented in section 6.5 and its radiance is back-projected using the method
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Figure 6.35: (a) Rendered image Ri. The white screen shows considerable artefacts due its patterned status, (b) 
Input image U.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.36: More results after the inverse illumination iterations, (a) Rendered image Ri. (b) Associated input 
image /»• (c) Error image.
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described in section 6 .6 . To evaluate the quality of the relighting, a comparison image (Ir) is captured 
under the same illumination as LPr , and the relighting is carried out from the same viewpoint as the 
comparison image. Figure 6.37 shows two relit images (b) and (e), from the same viewpoint and under 
the illumination conditions as the comparison images (c) and (f). (d) illustrates the error on (b) when 
compared to (c). (b) and (e) are very similar to respectively (c) and (f), except where specular effects are 
clearly visible, for instance on the door. Additional distinctive artefacts on the side of the door are due to 
a crude calculation of E  per triangle, to speed up the computation. Besides some missing geometry, the 
relit images create a similar perception of the illumination in the scene, as the reference images. Based 
on this, we can fairly state that the inverse illumination and relighting as presented here in this chapter 
are successful.
Two relit images are shown in figure 6.38, after the inclusion of two virtual objects (statue and teapot). 
The statue consists of different materials: specular (left) and clay (right). The teapot consist of a pure 
specular material. The shadow effects and reflections associated with the specular objects seem to have 
realistically simulated.
F Light source model
Applying the coherency principle to the BRDF estimates of the triangles inside a material cluster removes 
several local errors such as geometric errors, texture inaccuracies, and the inaccuracies in the lighting 
extraction for points away from a lightprobe.
We discussed how the incorrect illumination model (flat emitter rather than a boxed light source with 
a fall-off factor) could be corrected for by applying the coherency principle. To analyse the influence 
of a correct illumination model, we coarsely modelled the light source as a boxed light, where the 
dimensions of the box are modelled from images. Figure 6.39 (c) illustrates this model: the back- 
projection of one lightprobe image is shown along with the model’s wireframe. From this image we can 
see that the alignment between the back-projected light source and the model is good. Figure 6.39 (b) 
shows the original light source model, which consists of a rectangle positioned on the ceiling. Note that 
none of the points in this model were used throughout the lightprobe calibration, we modelled the light 
source position solely for verifying the alignment between the back-projection and the real light source 
position. Figure 6.39 (a) shows an input image, used for the reconstruction of the light source model. 
Note that although the shape of the light source is modelled as shown in (c), the actual light source is 
even more complicated, due to the small convex mirrors that reflect the light into different directions. 
Figure 6.39 (d) and (e) show the back-projection for the same lightprobe images, when distortion effects 
are not removed. It is clear that removing the distortion considerably improves the alignment of the light 
sources.
The inverse illumination process seemed virtually unaffected by the difference in light source model and 
the removal of distortion. We identified two reasons for this unexpected behaviour:
■ The light source model is more complex than just a boxed frame around the light source, because 
the convex mirrors increase the fall-off factor from the light source.
■ The distortion introduced by an incorrect back-projection affects other parts of the scene, but to a 
lesser extent the points in the ceiling, where the light sources are positioned.
The latter can be illustrated by the distortion images shown in figure 6.40 which is similar to the ones 
shown in figure 6.23. Though the maximum distortion introduced is more than 1 m  in a room with 
dimensions «  3m  x 3m x 4m, this error mainly occurs on the floor plane, and the comers of the room. 
The error introduced on the ceiling lies around 10cm.
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Figure 6.37: (a) Novel illumination pattern, (b) and (e) Rendered images using 1024 samples per pixel and using 
the illumination settings defined by the lightprobe shown in (a), (c) and (f) Corresponding input images, (d) Error 
image for the rendered image shown in (b). The similarity between (b) and (c), and between (e) and (f) is reasonably 
good, considering only diffuse BRDF values have been used for the relighting. The main difference are due to the 
unmodelled specular highlights on the door and the doorknob, and the missing ventilator in above the door in (a) 
which has been removed through the coherency principle.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.38: Relighting after the inclusion o f two virtual objects: a teapot and a statue, (a) Both objects are 
specular, (b) The material of the statue is changed to clay.
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Figure 6.39: Modelling the light sources in the real scene, (a) An input image o f the light source, (b) Back-projected 
texture on the ceiling with the method described in this chapter. The light source is not modelled and the comers of 
the light source are only shown to verify the alignment o f the back-projected light source with the real position, (c) 
A coarse light source model is reconstructed from the input images, (d) and (e) show the same model as respectively 
(b) and (c), but this time the back-projection is performed with distorted latitude-longitude images. In (b), (c), (d) 
and (e) the images are tonemapped to clearly show the position o f the light source in the modelled wireframe, as a 
result the other parts o f the scene are dark.
<40cm  30-140cm
Figure 6.40: The main distortion introduced by the lightprobes is limited to parts of the scene that do not contain 
any light source.
20-40cm 10-40cm
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6.9 Limitations and possible improvements
A Light source model
Using textured area light sources to represent the scene radiance of the light sources and un-modelled 
surfaces in the scene is useful in the contexts shown above. Scenes where the light sources are positioned 
near a wall or on a ceiling can be modelled using textured area light sources. However, for more complex 
illumination systems, such as spotlights, and light sources embedded in a box, the textured area light 
sources might not be suitable. This limits the applicability of the presented method to a certain extent.
As was discussed in section 6 .8, when the light sources are near the local scene and if the lightprobes are 
not positioned near their associated illumination clusters, the local geometric illumination pattern of the 
light source might not be captured, resulting in BRDF inconsistencies. In that same section it was shown 
how BRDF coherence can help reducing the inconsistencies due to incorrect illumination models.
B Specular materials
In the results shown only diffuse BRDF values were estimated. This worked well on a diffuse-only 
synthetic scene, but some errors associated to this restriction were visible in the results of the real scene. 
The real scene shown is not diffuse-only; the door, the radiator, the ventilators and even the white wall 
and the coloured posters contain some specular effects. An improvement to our implementation would 
therefore support a more sophisticated BRDF model, including specular effects.
C Monte Carlo sampling
The path tracer PBRT is slow and produces noisy images. The fewer samples per pixel used, the faster 
the rendering, but the noisier the image. The drawback of this is that the error used to update the BRDF 
samples, needs to be calculated per triangle. This creates visually disturbing artefacts, as the triangle 
borders are visible in the diffuse maps. While the coherency principle removes such local errors, the 
errors remain visible in patterned material clusters.
The diffuse estimator usually took four iterations to converge, when using about 128 — 256 samples 
per pixel, and returned reasonable results. The error images showed relighting errors of less than 10%. 
Estimating the specular properties of a material is much more computationally demanding. Future work 
would involve finding an alternative renderer to PBRT. Most likely in the form of a ray tracer, or a 
radiosity system to retrieve the diffuse BRDF components.
D Lightprobes
Using lightprobes has the advantage that an omni-directional image can be generated from one image. 
To obtain the same with a fish-eye lens for instance, at least two of such images need to be captured. 
Using lightprobes has also some disadvantages. First of all, the resolution of a lightprobe image is low. 
The lightprobe images captured in this chapter never exceeded a resolution of 1900 x 1900 x 3 pixels. 
The scene in front of the lightprobe covers the main part of the lightprobe image. The remainder of the 
scene is squeezed into the outer circular band of the lightprobe image. When using the lightprobe images 
for inverse illumination it is therefore important to position the lightprobe such that the most significant 
parts of the scene, such as the light sources, are visible in the centre part of the lightprobe. While doing 
this, the user needs to be careful not to block the light source with the camera, tripod, or his/her own 
body.
Another problem is the quality of the lightprobe. We have used a chrome-metal ball-bearing. This 
type of lightprobe is initially coated with an oily lubricant to prevent oxidizing of the outer surface. It
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is a tedious work to remove this substance without scratching the ball. Often, small blobs remain on 
the sphere, giving the sphere an uneven appearance. Though we did not notice any specific reduced 
performance, the radiance capture can and will be influenced by the reduced specularity of the sphere. 
Possible future work could develop a pre-processing step to measure the imperfections on the lightprobe, 
and remove them during the back-projection phase.
E Patterned material clusters
The option to generate BRDF values per pixel preserves certain features in the scene. However, it implies 
that the coherence post-processing option, which removes local errors, cannot be applied. Therefore 
errors are more likely to be visible in patterned material clusters than in non-pattemed material clusters.
In the results shown in this chapter, it was identified that the update step used to improve the BRDF 
value is unsuitable for patterned material clusters as the update occurs per triangle, instead of per pixel. 
This creates aesthetically unattractive errors. An improvement to the current implementation would be a 
per-pixel update. However, this would require a different type of Tenderer.
Instead of selecting the patterned option per material cluster, it could have been selected per triangle. 
This would reduce the total number of triangles labelled as being patterned, which in turn would reduce 
the visual errors. However, the user can select the patterned MCs at run-time, which is fairly fast. If 
the user had to select at triangle level instead of at MC level, the manual interaction time would rise 
considerably.
6.10 Chapter summary
This chapter highlighted the problems that arise in the radiance capture of a scene that is lit with dynamic 
illumination. When capturing the scene from a set of photographs, illumination changes may appear in 
the textures extracted from the images. When capturing the scene radiance from such a set of incoherent 
images, the radiance equations cannot be reconstructed, which limits the use of inverse illumination for 
BRDF reflectance calculation.
Most existing illumination methods, ignore the problems posed by illumination changes and only oper­
ate on scenes that strictly avoid any type of illumination changes. This chapter challenged this problem, 
and developed a methodology for relighting applications that allow illumination changes to occur during 
the image capture. The scene radiance is reconstructed from uncalibrated lightprobe images of a reflec­
tive sphere. The first contribution of this chapter provided a method to calibrate lightprobe images for 
accurate radiance registration, even with the constraint that the original lightprobe position is unknown 
and that the scene lies at a finite distance, near the lightprobe. The novel calibration method is based on 
a set of minimum 6 point pairs between the lightprobe image and the 3D scene. A novel back-projection 
method uses the positions of the sphere, the camera, and the 3D scene geometry to calculate the radi­
ance of the scene points visible from the centre of the sphere by solving a fourth degree self-inversive 
polynomial rather than using ray tracing. This results in a more accurate back-projection compared to 
the methods that ignore distortion and pinching effects. This accurate back-projection method is useful 
for several applications, such as relighting and environment mapping.
The second contribution is the application of the radiance capture to inverse illumination and relighting 
of scenes originally captured under varying illumination. The radiance values captured from the light­
probe image are back-projected onto the scene geometry and are then used to gather irradiance at points 
near the position of the reflective sphere. This allows the estimation of the reflectance values for surfaces
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near the spheres. The results showed that the diffuse BRDF of the materials in a scene can be accu­
rately estimated, and that high-quality relightings of a scene can be generated. A coherency principle 
was introduced to obtain homogenous BRDF estimates for points belonging to the same material. The 
coherency principle also removes local errors due to improper geometry and light source reconstruction.
The combinations of these methods provides a relighting algorithm, for scenes captured under dynamic 
conditions, and reconstructed using user-aided reconstruction software. Some limitations of the de­
veloped method were discussed and some solutions advised. The main limitations identified with the 
current implementation is the Monte Carlo Path Tracer used to render the scene, which due to its poor 
performance, is unsuitable for an upgrade of the system to a specular BRDF estimator.
Several areas of future work were indicated. Firstly, more research should be carried out on light source 
modelling. While it was shown that our coherency principle removed errors due to an incorrect illu­
mination model, a better illumination model could improve the BRDF calculations. Secondly, using 
lightprobes for lighting extraction is an inexpensive solution. However, local imperfections on the re­
flective spheres, due to greasy fingerprints or erosion effects, can influence the lighting extraction. A 
pre-processing step could analyse these imperfections and remove them during the lighting extraction 
phase.
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Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the objectives and contributions of this thesis and provides directions for future 
work. Section 7.2 revisits the problems identified with simulating illumination for mixed reality of 
complex-to-model scenes. Section 7.3 discusses the objectives set out in the introductory chapter, and 
summarizes the contributions of this thesis. Section 7.4 provides an overview of the limitations of the 
presented methods, and provides several areas of improvement. Finally, section 7.5 gives a conclusion 
and an overview of the future work that could follow up this thesis.
7.2 Problems revisited
Illumination methods for mixed reality require the geometry and scene radiance to be known. The 
3D geometry of a scene can be captured using a scanner, or user-aided reconstruction software. Both 
methods have their flaws and experience problems when applied to uncontrollable, complex-to-model 
scenarios. It has been explained in chapter 4 that the length of the capture, the deformation of uncon­
trollable objects, the complexity of the shapes and the vibrations of the camera can all contribute to an 
unreliable geometric model. When lighting effects need to be removed from or detected in a radiance 
texture, the accuracy of the calibrated scene (geometric model and light source positions) plays an im­
portant role. We demonstrated that, when not used in the context of illumination methods, an accurate 
3D model might not be required for aesthetical reasons as long as there is an appropriate texture mapped 
onto the geometry. Therefore the efforts to improve the accuracy of the geometric model can be saved, 
if appropriate illumination methods are developed.
The scene radiance is not only required to represent the illumination in the scene, but also to correctly 
retrieve the lighting effects, such as glossy highlights and shadows. While inverse illumination uses the 
scene radiance to calculate the material properties of the scene, common illumination and relighting use 
the scene radiance to analyse the current lighting effects and how to change them. The scene radiance is 
usually captured from photographs. Using conventional LDRIs introduces unwanted saturation effects, 
which make them unsuitable for inverse illumination. A solution for this has been offered by means of 
HDRIs. HDRIs are images with a wider dynamic range than LDRIs, and do not contain any saturation 
effects. These HDRIs are generated from LDRIs captured with different exposure settings, or using an 
expensive HDR camera. Similarly to geometric reconstruction tools, both HDRI generation methods 
are sensitive to camera movements and object deformations, as was explained in chapters 2 and 5. As a 
consequence, the radiance capture of scenes affected by movement (public places, outside scenes) can 
be unreliable and error-prone.
Chapter 7. Conclusion
When performing inverse illumination, it is important to match the scene radiance with the scene geom­
etry correctly, and to have a coherent radiance distribution: the scene radiance should be captured under 
the same illumination conditions throughout the capture process. This is a condition often assumed to be 
obeyed at all times, or at least easy to obtain by the illumination methods. However, when capturing the 
radiance of a scene lit by a dynamic light source (e.g., outdoor scene, public spaces, indoor rooms with 
large windows) this condition of illumination consistency is difficult to obtain, as was illustrated with 
several examples in chapter 6 . The long time required to capture the radiance, further complicates the 
illumination consistency. As a result, the applicability of illumination methods to real-world scenarios is 
limited.
From this discussion it follows that the input data required by the illumination methods is often unreli­
able, which compromises the applicability of these methods to real-world scenarios. This thesis assessed 
the errors introduced by the incorrect assumption that the geometry and radiance are accurately known 
and found several solutions for the problems identified.
7.3 Objectives and contributions revisited
Section 1.4 defines the hypotheses of this thesis. The first hypothesis states that the illumination meth­
ods are robust against inaccuracies resulting from complex-to-model scenes. This first hypothesis, was 
falsified through chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 explained that an inaccurate geometry and radiance capture 
may create undesirable artefacts. Moreover, chapter 3 illustrated that the state of the art in illumination 
methods does not provide any solutions for inaccurate geometry or radiance captures, but will ignore the 
possible artefacts.
The second hypothesis states that low-cost solutions can be provided to make the illumination methods 
robust against the inaccurate input capture. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 successfully presented such low-cost 
solutions. None of the presented methods required special, expensive equipment. All methods can be 
carried out using a conventional camera, a reflective sphere, and reconstruction software. The presented 
methods are semi-automatic and require limited user inter-action, such as the selection of 6 correspond­
ing points between lightprobe image and scene geometry to aid the lightprobe calibration.
An overview of the contributions is given in the remainder of this section, starting with the classification, 
followed by the solutions for the inaccurate geometric reconstruction, and finally the solutions for the 
inaccurate radiance capture. The relation of each of these contributions to the hypothesis given in the 
introductory chapter is explained.
A Classification of illumination methods based on input data
Chapter 3 presented a classification of the illumination methods based on the required input data. The re­
sulting classification consisted of four different groups, with the amount of input data required increasing 
from group one to group four. Several other characteristics could be associated with each group. As an 
example, the quality of the generated illumination is often proportional to the amount of data available. 
Similarly, the flexibility of the method decreases with the amount of data required.
In the literature very little information is available about the problems attributed to incorrect geometric 
reconstructions and radiance captures. Usually the illumination methods avoid such situations. Neverthe­
less chapter 2 explained that an inaccurate geometry and radiance capture will influence the illumination 
simulations, which makes the illumination methods sensitive to errors when used in complex-to-model 
scenes.
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This encourages us to find robust, low-cost solutions to compensate for the problems identified in the 
state of the art of illumination methods.
B Common illumination for inaccurately reconstructed scenes
Common illumination simulates the virtual lighting effects induced by the virtual object in the scene. 
Common illumination methods further differ in the type of lighting effects generated. These can be local, 
global, plain shadows, or include global inter-reflections. Most common illumination methods operate 
in a similar fashion: the virtual lighting effects are simply added over the captured scene radiance. For 
shadow generation this means that the radiance values within a virtual shadow are scaled to resemble the 
reduced incidence of light.
The original real scene radiance contains lighting effects associated with the geometry and fight sources 
present in the real scene. Some virtual fighting effects should not be simulated when a similar effect is 
already present in the real scene radiance. For instance, a virtual shadow simulated by scaling the scene 
radiance, should not scale the radiance of scene points that already fie inside a real shadow. In several 
methods, the geometric model is used to retrieve information about the fighting effects visible in the real 
radiance. However, when the geometric model is inaccurate, the location of the real fighting effects is 
usually not correctly retrieved. It was illustrated in chapter 4 how this may result in artefacts after the 
virtual shadow simulation.
A solution has been presented in chapter 4 in the form of a novel framework to generate consistent 
shadows for mixed reality of poorly reconstructed scenes. The framework consists of the following three 
steps:
1. Shadow detection: the real shadow pixels, visible in the scene radiance, are detected based on the 
reconstructed scene geometry, fight source position, and the pixel intensities in the texture.
2. Shadow protection: the points inside a real shadow are protected through the creation of a shadow 
mask. This shadow mask defines if and how the underlying scene points can be manipulated when 
a virtual shadow would overlap with that scene point. More practically, the shadow mask provides 
a scaling factor that relates the radiance of a point in shadow with that not in shadow.
3. Shadow generation: The virtual shadows are created by scaling the radiance of the points inside a 
virtual shadow according to the value define by the shadow mask.
In chapter 4, shadow volumes are used in combination with the above described methodology to generate 
consistent virtual shadows. The robustness of the method to the inaccuracy of the geometric model and 
the positioning of the fight source has been demonstrated in that same chapter. The restriction to semi- 
soft shadows is entirely due to practical reasons and the framework as defined above could be adapted to 
work with soft shadows too, if a good soft-shadow detector exists.
This framework does not have to be restricted to common illumination only. In fact it can be applied to 
any type of illumination method that requires the position of the fighting effects in the real scene. Re­
lighting methods, for instance, require knowledge about the fighting effects in order to correctly remove 
them prior to applying new fighting effects. The 3-step methodology discussed in this section can easily 
be adapted for relighting methods.
C Inverse illumination for inaccurate reconstructed scenes
The previous subsection pointed out the need for an accurate geometric model for common illumination 
and relighting methods. The same holds for inverse illumination, as it uses the inverse of the radiance
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equation to calculate the material properties in the scene. To obtain the BRDF of a shaded scene point, it 
is therefore important to register this point as being in shadow, otherwise the BRDF retrieval is incorrect. 
While the methodology summarized in the previous subsection can be used to retrieve the position of the 
lighting effects in the scene, the inaccurate geometry can also be compensated for through a coherency 
principle.
The coherency principle states that the BRDF of a material should be roughly the same for points be­
longing the same material. Therefore the BRDF can be reconstructed from the BRDF estimates of all 
scene points belonging to the same material for which it is most likely that the estimate is correct. The 
BRDF is calculated using a weighted average, where the weights should reflect the inaccuracy expected 
on the BRDF estimate. In chapter 6, the inaccuracy is mainly attributed to the distance of a scene point 
to the lightprobe used to reconstruct the radiance distribution around that point. Retrieving the BRDF 
as a weighted average reduces the sensitivity of the BRDF to inaccuracies in the geometry and radiance 
capture.
The coherency principle improves the state of the art in physically-based illumination considerably, as 
it allows inverse illumination of scenes for which the geometric reconstruction is inexact and the light 
source model complicated. Through the capture of the scene radiance with a lightprobe, the light source 
can be modelled as a textured area light source. The reconstructed radiance distribution is only correct 
for points near the lightprobe, and that is why the coherency principle will improve the global BRDF 
estimate for point further away from the lightprobe.
D Radiance capture in dynamic scenes
The radiance of a scene can be captured with HDRIs. After camera calibration, the radiance captured 
in an HDRI can be mapped onto the scene geometry. HDRIs are captured with an HDR camera, or 
generated from LDRIs captured with different exposures. As discussed in chapter 5 both methods are 
sensitive to object and camera movement. Both types of movement result in unwanted duplications 
or ghosting effects. This ghosting effect is due to the weighting of the LDRIs into the HDRI, when 
generating HDRIs using multiple exposures. The ghosting effects are undesirable, as it means that the 
resulting radiance values are unreliable estimates of the true radiance of the scene. In the literature 
limited solutions have been presented to deal with camera movement and even to a lesser extent with 
object movement. Nevertheless, to proof our second hypothesis, it is important to solve the problems 
associated with the HDRI capture in complex-to-model scenes.
In chapter 5 the problems of camera and object movement were tackled. First the current method to re­
move the camera movement is improved by incorporating rotational misalignment effects. Then a novel 
object movement removal method is developed that has the interesting feature of detecting movement 
prior to the calculation of the camera curve. This has the advantage that pixels affected by movement 
can be ignored during the camera calibration.
The resulting method generates HDRIs from a set of LDRIs captured with a hand-held camera and 
showing object movement. The presented framework is independent from the camera curve calibration, 
and therefore can be fitted into other HDRI generation methods as a separate module.
The novel HDRI generation model as presented in chapter 5 enables the radiance capture of uncon­
trollable scenes. The radiance is required in common illumination, relighting, and inverse illumination. 
The presented automatic, low-cost solution fits well in the objectives of this thesis. It increases the ro­
bustness of the illumination methods for mixed reality to uncontrollable scenes, without requiring extra 
equipment. On the contrary, the presented method removes the requirement of a tripod throughout the
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radiance capture.
£  Radiance capture for relighting dynamically lit scenes
To calculate the BRDF using inverse illumination, the scene radiance (scene points including light 
sources) needs to be coherent. When capturing a scene using HDRIs, the length of the HDRI cap­
ture can compromise the above given requirement of radiance coherency, especially when capturing an 
outdoor scene or an indoor scene affected by dynamic illumination.
In the literature this is resolved by capturing the radiance using a reflective sphere. These lightprobes 
capture the entire 3D scene as seen from the centre of the lightprobe at the exception of the conical 
volume behind the sphere, relative to the camera used to capture the lightprobe image. The methods in 
the literature usually record the position of the lightprobe or calculate it using a calibration board, which 
makes the scene radiance capture more difficult. Furthermore, when back-projecting the lightprobe 
images onto the scene, the conical volume behind a lightprobe image is usually ignored as well as the 
finite distance between the scene and the sphere, which results in distortion. This distortion will map 
radiance values to incorrect scene points, which compromises the robustness of the illumination methods.
In chapter 6 , a novel methodology was presented to capture the radiance of scenes subject to dynamic 
illumination using lightprobes. A semi-automatic calibration algorithm has been developed that uses 
corresponding points between the scene and the lightprobe images to calibrate the lightprobes in the 
3D scene. The radiance of the lightprobe images is mapped onto the scene in a distortion free manner. 
For this purpose, the software system r e f l e c t  has been developed, which provides an interface to 
aid the lightprobe calibration, the back-projection of the lightprobe radiance onto the scene, the inverse 
illumination calculations and finally the relighting of a 3D scene. The system specifications are given in 
appendix E.
The automatic lightprobe calibration improves the radiance capture, as it allows a faster radiance capture 
in general. The distortion-free back-projection ensures that the light sources in the scene can be accu­
rately reconstructed from a lightprobe image. The use of reflective spheres to reconstruct the radiance 
distribution, is a cheap alternative compared to using a fisheye lens.
F The combination of the contributions
The methodologies summarized in subsections B through E can be integrated and used in one illumina­
tion method. Although each of these methods has been tested for a specific type of illumination, they are 
in fact general enough to be used for common illumination, relighting, or physically-based illumination.
For instance, all illumination methods require radiance information. Using the HDRI generation method 
presented in chapter 5 the radiance can be captured using a hand-held camera in scenes containing 
uncontrollable objects.
If the geometric reconstruction is inaccurate, the methodologies presented in chapter 4 and 6 can be used 
to reduce the artefacts that such inaccuracies introduce. The two methodologies can also be integrated. 
For instance, the coherency principle used to remove geometrical errors, cannot be applied to per-pixel 
BRDF estimates. Therefore, scene points for which a per-pixel BRDF estimate is required, rather than a 
global BRDF, are still subject to errors due to the inaccurate geometric model. The methodology from 
chapter 4 can be used to reduce the errors by pre-detecting the lighting effects in the texture.
For all three types of illumination methods it is important to know the light sources in the scene. The light 
sources need to be known either to simulate the lighting effects or to retrieve the existing lighting effects. 
With the radiance capture methodology presented in chapter 6 the information of the light sources can be
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retrieved from lightprobe images, regardless of the complexity of the light source under consideration, 
and without distortion.
7.4 Limitations and directions for improvement
The previous section summarized the contributions of this thesis. The objectives were appropriately 
met, and several problems with geometric and radiance inaccuracies for illumination methods have been 
highlighted and resolved. Nevertheless there are still areas within this domain that require further at­
tention. This section lists the shortcomings of the presented methods and provides some directions for 
future work. First the issues related to geometric inaccuracies are given, followed by those related to the 
radiance capture.
A Geometric inaccuracies
The method presented in chapter 4 solved the problems related to inaccurate geometric reconstructions 
in illumination methods. The virtual shadow generation method offers an improvement compared to the 
available methods within its field. The applicability of the method could be further improved if a soft 
shadow detector was used instead of the semi-soft shadow detector that is used in our implementation.
The current implementation to derive the scaling factor as the ratio between pixel intensities inside and 
outside a shadow is a simple and satisfactory solution for the applications used in chapter 4. If more 
complicated light sources are introduced, such as large area light sources, the scaling factors retrieved 
as mentioned become erroneous as the real shadow will not have a homogeneous appearance with only 
umbra, but will consist of large penumbra regions too. Further research would improve the scaling factor 
retrieval for soft shadows or scenes with more than one light source.
The presented methodology in chapter 4 can be used to track a light source. Once the real shadow is 
known, the light source position can be updated using the real shadow position and the reconstructed 
geometry. This could be beneficial for AR applications that operate in a scene lit by a dynamic light 
source.
The relighting algorithm presented in chapter 6 makes use of a coherency principle to remove errors due 
to geometrical inaccuracies. The BRDF is initially calculated per triangle. The final BRDF is calcu­
lated as a weighted average over the per-triangle estimates. The consequence of applying the coherency 
principle is that all scene surfaces associated with a certain material receive a uniform BRDF. Local 
material differences, due to dirt for instance, are removed, which is not always desirable. As a solution 
we allowed certain triangles to receive a per-pixel BRDF estimate. Due to our choice of Tenderer, this 
sometimes resulted in an inaccurate, aesthetically unattractive looking BRDF distribution for neighbour­
ing triangles. An update to another type of Tenderer, such as a ray-tracer instead of a Monte Carlo path 
tracer, may remove this error.
In the relighting method presented, the light sources were modelled as textured area light sources. This 
resulted in errors in the BRDF calculation, as the real light source model is in fact far more com­
plex. Though the coherency principle partially solves the associated problems, the developed relighting 
method could be improved if the user could select different models of fight sources for the inverse illu­
mination calculations, although this would compromise our statement that the illumination is extracted 
from a lightprobe image, without modelling the light source.
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B Radiance capture
The HDRI generation method, presented in chapter 5, reduces the calibration to an Euclidean transforma­
tion, while in general the transformation will be a perspective transformation. The alignment algorithm 
fails when a too large portion of the image is corrupted by a moving object. It was argued that if align­
ment had been successful, too large a portion of the image would have required a substitution from one 
exposure, which would have made the final HDRI unreliable. Nevertheless it is inappropriate to dismiss 
this particular problem, as some applications might want to retrieve the radiance of a large object that 
cannot be kept fixed. For instance, if the texture of a human is captured to be mapped onto an avatar. The 
small movements this person makes result in an unsuitable HDR texture. Future research could involve 
finding a warping function between the pixels of the different LDRIs. This warping function can then be 
used to compose the radiance information in the LDRIs correctly for the moving object. While several 
advances have already been made in this area, the existing methods lack robustness against the change in 
exposure, and in low-contrast areas. A non-feature based warping method based on mutual information 
will most likely be the direction that this research should take.
The calibration of a lightprobe inside a 3D scene requires manual input. Though the manual input 
is limited to finding a minimal of 6 corresponding points, it would be interesting to investigate the 
possibilities of an automatic alignment of the lightprobe into the scene.
7.5 Future work
The focus of this thesis lies on the robustness of the illumination methods to inaccurate geometry and 
radiance capture. The problems identified resulted directly from the inefficiency of the capture tools to 
acquire the input of the illumination methods. The sustainability of the presented methods within their 
research field depend on how well the research into the capture tools improves. With the increasing 
attention that HDR imaging and 3D reconstruction receives, it is expected that the problems associated 
to the inaccurate scene geometric reconstruction and radiance capture will diminish.
The focus of future research can therefore be the capture of HDR video, to enable real-time relighting. 
This would require real-time reconstruction and real-time reflectance estimation. This thesis fits well 
within these long-term goals of the future work. For instance, the lightprobe calibration and radiance 
registration presented, when fully automated, is an excellent means to enable real-time capture of the 
scene illumination required for the reflectance calculations and illumination simulations. Real-time re­
flectance calculations can be achieved through reducing the search space for the reflectance values in 
the scene, for instance, by using a database of common real-world reflectance values. The reflectance 
database can be build through measuring real-world materials with image-based sampling methods such 
as a goniometer. The methods presented in this thesis to compensate for inaccurate geometry can be 
combined with real-time reconstruction methods such as structure from motion.
The incentive for this thesis lay on making illumination methods more robust, in order for them to 
become part of our daily life. To achieve this, not only the inaccuracies related to the radiance and 
geometry capture tools need to be removed. The accessibility to mixed reality applications must improve 
too. Currently few people use mixed reality or augmented reality during their daily life activities. The 
existing applications, such as used in the movies or at museums, are usually designed for large groups 
of people, following a strict set of tasks, and are usually not robust enough to deal with unexpected user- 
interaction. This is partially due to the limited robustness of the applications to real-life environments, but 
also due to the cost often associated with mixed reality systems. This thesis made the first step towards
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low-cost solutions to increase the robustness of the illumination methods. However, more research is 
required to make the developed methods operate in real-time, without user-interaction.
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Appendix A
Glossary
Definitions and abbreviations used:
AR See Augmented Reality.
Augmented Reality A reality that consist of both real and virtual objects, but the majority of
the objects is real. In other words: the real environment is augmented 
with virtual objects. Augmented realities form a subgroup within the 
mixed realities; often the term augmented reality is preferred to the more 
general expression of mixed reality if the application runs in real-time. 
See also Mixed Reality.
Augmented Virtuality A reality that consist of both real and virtual objects, but the majority
of the objects is virtual. In other words: the virtual environment is aug­
mented with real objects. Augmented virtualities form a subgroup of 
mixed reality. See also Mixed Reality
AV See Augmented Virtuality.
BRDF Bi-directional reflectance distribution function. Gives the ratio of in­
coming irradiance from a certain direction with the radiance leaving into 
another direction for a point p of a certain material. Often written as 
f(j), u>i,cur ), with Ui the incoming direction and u;r , the outgoing direc­
tion. The BRDF is the mathematical interpretation of a reflectance.
CAR See Computer Augmented Reality.
Coherent radiance distribution A scene radiance distribution is coherent when the radiance of all scene
points are solutions of radiance equations containing the same initial 
light sources, and the same geometric constitution. See also Radiance 
distribution.
Common illumination A virtual illumination method for mixed reality that calibrates the light­
ing effects across the virtual and real objects without actually chang­
ing the illumination conditions present in the real scene. Typically the 
change in lighting effects induced by the virtual objects are simulated, 
such as shadows cast by the virtual objects onto the real environment, or 
real shadows that are cast onto the virtual objects. See also Illumination 
method, Lighting effects, Mixed Reality.
Appendix A. Glossary
Computer Augmented Reality
Consistent
Distortion
Exposure
Geometric model
Global illumination
HCM
HDR
HDRI
High Contrast Movement 
High Dynamic Range Image 
Identity map
A type of AR that visualizes the real and virtual elements using a non- 
immersive display (like a computer screen), rather than using a see- 
through device. Usually CAR operates from a pre-defined 3D model 
of the scene. See also AR, Augmented Reality.
Used in the context of virtual shadow generation, but it can be used for 
other types of lighting effects too. It means that the virtual shadows are 
conform to the real shadows: cast in the same direction and with the 
same appearance such as the colour. See also Lighting effects.
The error in a latitude-longitude image generated from a lightprobe im­
age, after assuming that the 3D scene is infinitely far from the reflective 
sphere used to capture the lightprobe image. See also Latitude-longitude 
image, Lightprobe image.
This concept can have two different meanings. The first is the exposure 
setting of a camera, which is the product of the camera’s shutter speed 
times its aperture width. The second meaning is an image captured as 
part of a sequence of LDRIs with different exposure settings. See also 
LDRI.
Also called geometry, reconstruction or reconstructed geometry: the 3D 
geometry of a (real or virtual) scene. The model can be obtained with a 
scanner or reconstruction software (for a real scene) or with modelling 
software (for a virtual scene). Usually the geometric model is presented 
as a mathematical description of the scene surface points or as a triangu­
lar mesh.
Usually used in the context of rendering a certain type of illumination in 
a scene (real, virtual, or MR). Global illumination calculates the illumi­
nation in a scene while taking into account the direct and indirect light 
sources. As a result (soft) shadows and inter-reflections are simulated. 
See also Local illumination.
See High Contrast Movement.
High Dynamic Range.
See High Dynamic Range Image.
Type of movement for which there is a high contrast between the dy­
namic object(s) and the background. Examples are for instance cars and 
people moving in a street, planes in the sky, etc.
A floating point image representing the camera sensor’s irradiance with­
out saturation. Usually obtained by combining several LDRIs captured 
with changing exposure settings. See also LDRI, Exposure.
An image associated with a latitude-longitude image LL, and having 
the same dimensions. The colour channels define uniquely the identity 
number of the scene triangle that the corresponding pixel in L L  belongs
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Identity texture 
Illumination
Illumination Cluster
Illumination method
Illumination pattern 
Illumination setting 
Input image
Inverse illumination
Latitude-longitude image
LCM
LDR
to. The identity map is equal to the first two channels of the position 
map. See also, Latitude-longitude image, Position map.
A 4-channel floating point texture, associated with an illumination clus­
ter. Each pixel in the identity texture defines its position in the illumi­
nation cluster, and thus in the 3D scene. The identity texture is used to 
create the position map. See also Illumination Cluster, Position map.
Usually used in the context of scene illumination or the illumination of
an object. It refers to the radiance that is present in the scene. The
illumination of an object can be split in direct light and indirect light. 
In a way it is similar to the radiance distribution of a scene. See also 
Radiance distribution.
A  group of triangles part of a 3D scene and part of a certain material 
cluster. For all triangles part of the same illumination cluster, the texture 
is extracted from the same input image I .  See also Input image, Material 
Cluster.
In the context of this thesis, an illumination method is a method used to 
generate the lighting effects in a mixed reality. See also Lighting effect, 
Mixed Reality.
The set-up of the light sources in the scene.
The set-up of the light sources in the scene.
Depending on the context in which it is used, it can have two different 
meanings. When referred to in the context of an HDRI, an input image is 
an LDRI part of the exposure sequence captured to generate the HDRI. 
In the context of inverse illumination it is an image of a certain part of 
a 3D scene, used to model the scene and used to estimate the BRDF 
properties of the surfaces visible in the input image. See also BRDF, 
Exposure, HDRI, Ii.
The process used to estimate the reflectance properties of the materials 
in the real scene by applying the inverse of the radiance equation. In­
verse illumination can then be used to obtain a common illumination or 
relighting of the mixed reality. When applied to relighting it is referred 
to as physically-based illumination. See also Common illumination, Ra­
diance equation, Relighting.
An image of a lightprobe transferred to latitude-longitude space. The 
original image, when cropped to the dimensions of the sphere, can be 
mapped onto a sphere. The latitude-longitude image represents this map­
ping, where the vertical axis represents the latitude and the horizontal 
axis represents the longitude coordinates. Each pixel can now be mapped 
to its latitude-longitude coordinate on a sphere. See also Lightprobe.
See Low Contrast Movement.
Low Dynamic Range.
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LDRI
Lighting effect
Lightprobe
Lightprobe image 
Lightprobe shadow 
Local illumination
Low Contrast Movement
Low Dynamic Range Image
Material Cluster 
MC
Median Threshold Bitmap 
Mixed Reality
Movement cluster 
MR
See Low Dynamic Range Image.
A lighting effect is an effect created by light/object/material interactions, 
such as a shadow, or glossy highlight. The characteristics of a lighting ef­
fect depend on the position and strength of the light sources in the scene, 
the geometry and the material properties of the objects in the scene.
Can have two different interpretations depending on the context in which 
it is used. Either it refers to a reflective sphere, or to an image of a 
reflective sphere. See also Lightprobe image.
An image of a reflective sphere, usually used to capture the illumination 
in the scene.
The cone-like volume behind the reflective sphere that cannot be seen by 
the camera as it is obscured by the sphere. See also Lightprobe.
Usually used in the context of rendering a certain type of illumination in 
a scene (real, virtual, or MR). Local illumination calculates the illumi­
nation in a scene while taking into account the direct light sources only. 
As a result usually only (hard) shadows are simulated. See also Global 
illumination.
Type of movement for which the moving object(s) and background are 
very similar. Examples are for instance the movement of branches in a 
tree due to the wind, the rippling of the water, etc.
An integer image representing the scene intensity by integers between 
0 and 255. The relation between pixel intensity and scene radiance is 
defined by the camera’s response curve.
A group of triangles part of a real 3D scene, for which the material prop­
erties are the same.
See Material Cluster.
A type of transformation which transforms an image into a binary image 
by applying the median grey value as a threshold to the image’s intensity 
values.
An environment comprising both real and virtual objects. The lighting 
effects between virtual and real objects can be generated using either 
common illumination, relighting or physically-based illumination. A 
mixed reality is either an augmented reality or an augmented virtuality. 
See also Augmented reality, Augmented virtuality, Illumination method, 
Lighting effects.
Usually used in the context of HDRI generation. It is a group of pix­
els that are affected by movement in the sequence of exposures used to 
generate an HDRI. The cluster of pixels should form one well-defined 
closed group of pixels. See also Exposures, HDRI.
See Mixed Reality.
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MTB
Neutral Cluster 
Patterned
Physically-based illumination
Pinching effect 
Position map
Radiance distribution
Radiance equation
Real object(s)
Real scene (environment)
Real shadow 
Real shadow estimate
See Median Threshold Bitmap.
Is the name for the group of triangles that belong to the geometric model 
of a 3D scene, but for which no BRDF estimate is made during the in­
verse illumination calculations. See also Inverse illumination.
This is a feature assigned to a material cluster when the radiance texture 
that is projected onto the clusters shows patterns or underlying scene 
features. Usually this indicates that not all points inside the material 
cluster share the same BRDF model. See also BRDF, Material Cluster.
An illumination method for mixed reality generating either common il­
lumination or relighting using the physical laws of material and light 
interaction. See Common illumination, Illumination method, Inverse il­
lumination, Mixed Reality.
Visible in a latitude-longitude image of lightprobe image as a result of 
the assumption that the lightprobe is an infinitesimally small sphere. See 
also Latitude-longitude image, Lightprobe.
An image associated with a latitude-longitude image L L  and having the 
same dimensions. For each pixel t in LL , the corresponding pixel in 
the position map defines the position of the scene point in the 3D scene 
projected onto pixel t . The position map consists of four 32-bit channels. 
The R- and G-channel define the triangle, and hence the illumination 
cluster, the pixel belongs to; the B- and a-channel define the position of 
that pixel within the illumination cluster. See also Illumination Cluster, 
Latitude-longitude image.
The radiance distribution of a scene is the collection of radiance that is 
available for all scene points. It refers to the radiance that is distributed 
into the scene after enabling the light sources and propagating the light 
according to the radiance equation.
A function defining the radiance of a scene point based on the scene’s 
geometry, the radiance of all other scene points, and the reflectance func­
tion of the material on which the scene point lies.
Tangible object(s) part of the user’s physical environment or projected 
onto this latter environment after capturing this/these object(s) using a 
camera device.
Used to refer to those parts of an environment that are tangible and are 
either part of the user’s environment or are displayed onto this latter envi­
ronment after capturing the tangible environment with a camera device.
The shadow of a real object cast onto the real environment.
The estimated position of the real shadow, based on the geometric model 
of the 3D scene and the position of the light sources.
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Reality Virtuality Continuum
Reflectometry
Relighting
RV
Semi-soft shadow
Semi-soft shadow map 
Shadow factor
Shadow map 
Tonemapping
UI
Uncertainty Image 
Variance Image
This continuum, presented by Milgram et al. [MK94, OT99], covers all 
possible environments that can be represented. This continuum consists 
of four sub-groups: Reality, Augmented Reality, Augmented Virtuality 
and Virtuality. See also Augmented reality, Augmented virtuality, Real 
scene and Virtual scene.
The art of measuring (or estimating) the reflectance of an object.
A virtual illumination method for mixed reality that calibrates the illu­
mination across the virtual and real objects while actually changing the 
illumination conditions present previously in the real scene. See also 
Illumination method, Mixed Reality.
See Reality Virtuality Continuum.
A shadow usually consists of umbra and penumbra areas. Points that are 
totally blocked from the (direct) light sources lie in umbra; points that 
are partially blocked from the (direct) light sources lie in penumbra. A 
semi-soft shadow consists mainly of umbra, though some penumbra can 
be visible on the border of the shadow.
A semi-soft shadow map differs from a shadow map in that it contains 
grey-level values instead of being binary. See also shadow map.
A scaling factor that defines the relation between an area in shadow and 
an area not in shadow. The ambient lighting of the two areas is the same, 
and the two areas share the same material properties. The scaling factor 
is defined through a triplet, representing a scaling factor for each colour 
channel.
A binary mask, which can be projected onto the geometric model of a 
real 3D scene. For each scene point it defines whether the point is in a 
real shadow (0) or not inside a real shadow (1).
This is an image operation that transforms the floating point values of an 
HDRI to an LDRI, such that the resulting LDRI can be visualised on a 
regular 24 bit display device. The transformation is often based on how 
the human visual system perceives radiance values, or on the contrast 
in the image. The transformation is often non-linear. See also HDRI, 
LDRI.
See Uncertainty Image.
An uncertainty image defines the uncertainty about a pixel’s static status 
in a sequence of exposures. If the uncertainty is large, the pixel is most 
likely affected by movement. See also Exposures.
A variance image defines the variance of the irradiance values of a pixel 
over a set of exposures. To calculate the variance image, the camera 
curve needs to be known in order to transform the intensity values in the 
exposures to irradiance values. See also Exposures.
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VI See Variance Image.
Virtual object(s) Non-tangible object(s) created by a user. Part of the objective of this
thesis is to include virtual objects into a real scene while incorporating 
the lighting effects that this inclusion causes. See also Lighting effect.
Virtual scene (environment) A non-tangible environment, the objects are user-created, usually with
computer software.
Virtual shadow The shadow of a virtual object projected onto either a real or virtual
scene. The position of the virtual shadow depends on the scene geometry 
and the position of the virtual light source.
Mathematical expressions:
(k, I) The coordinates of a pixel in an image.
fl Represents the entire 3D world in terms of solid angle.
H  A High Dynamic Range Image after movement removal. See also, High
Dynamic Range Image.
~n The normal for a certain scene point.
p The BRDF of a material. See also BRDF.
pn The estimate of the BRDF of a material, at iteration n. See also BRDF.
6 The elevation angle part of the spherical coordinates.
C  The centre of the camera.
D  Distance between the centre of the camera to the centre of the lightprobe.
cLd An infinitely small solid angle, due to its infinitesimal character it often
represents a direction.
E, Ei Depending on the context in which it is used, E  stands for irradiance, or
irradiance image. The index i in particularly means the irradiance image 
resulting from the transformation of input image i to irradiance using the 
camera curve. See also Ii, Input Image.
f(p,uji,ujr) The BRDF of a point p, defines the percentage of radiance coming from
Ui that is reflected into direction u>r . See also BRDF.
H { I ) The entropy of an image I.
H ( /, J )  The joint entropy of image I  and J .
Hi Local entropy image for an image Ii. See also Input image.
Ii Input image i. See also Input image.
IC i Illumination cluster i. See also Illumination Cluster.
I  Mi Identity Map i. See also Identity map.
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IT i Identity Texture i. See also Identity texture.
L(p, cu) The reflected radiance of a scene point p, in direction to.
L e (p, uj) The emitted radiance of a scene point p, in direction u>.
LLi Latitude-longitude map number i. See also Latitude-longitude image.
LPi Lightprobe image number i. See also Lightprobe image.
M C i Material cluster i. See also Material Cluster.
M I  Mutual information.
p (j>i) A scene point. In the world coordinate system the coordinates of p  (p i)
is given by (x , y , z ) (or (Xi,yi ,Zi)). In the local frame of reference 
X ' Y ' Z ' ,  the spherical coordinates of p (pi) are given by: {<pp, 6P, rp) 
(or {pPi,9Pi, rPi))
Pi Position map i. See also Position map.
q (qi) The projection of scene point p (pi) onto the sphere. The projection is
defined by the intersection of the line Sp  (or Spi)  and the sphere. See 
also figure 6.6.
Ri The rendering of an image used in the context of inverse illumination.
The image Ri is rendered from the same viewpoint as input image R,  
with all materials set to the current BRDF estimate, and the light sources 
defined by the back-projected textures of LPi onto the neutral cluster. 
See also BRDF, Input image, Neutral Cluster.
S  The centre of the reflective sphere.
t , s  A pixel in an image.
T u i A threshold used to transform U I  into UIt - See also UI, UI t -
T y i  A threshold used to transform V I  into V I t - See also VI, V I t -
UIt  Uncertainty image after having applied a threshold to detect movement
pixels. See also Uncertainty Image.
VIt  Variance image after having applied a threshold to detect movement pix­
els. See also Variance Image.
Wi (k, I) The weight for pixel (k,l) in exposure i. See also Exposure.
X 'Y ’Z ' The local coordinate system positioned in the centre S  of the sphere.
X Y Z  The world coordinate system.
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High dynamic rang image formats and 
encoding standards
The following table list standard HDRI formats and some of their characteristics [RWPD05]:
Format Encoding type Compression Support/Licence
HDR RGBE run-length Open Source
XYZE run-length e.g., Radiance
TIFF IEEE RGB none Public domain
LogLuv24
LogLuv32
none
run-length
(libtiff)
EXR Half RGB wavelet, ZIP Open Source e.g., OpenEXR
Table B.l: An overview of three different HDRI formats.
The following table gives a short overview of some standard HDRI encoding formats [RWPD05]:
Encoding Colour space Bits / Channel Dynamic range (logio) Relative error
sRGB RGB in [0,1] 24 1.6 orders variable
RGBE positive RGB 32 76 orders 1.0%
XYZE (CIE) XYZ 32 76 orders 1.0%
IEEE RGB RGB 96 79 orders 0.000003%
LogLuv24 Y + (u’,v’) 24 4.8 orders 1.1%
LogLuv32 Y + (u \v ’) 32 38 orders 0.3%
Half RGB RGB 48 10.7 orders 0.1%
scRGB48 RGB 48 3.5 orders Variable
scRGB-nl RGB 36 3.2 orders Variable
scYCC-nl YCbCr 36 3.2 orders Variable
Table B.2: An overview of some popular HDRI encoding formats.
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How to capture a good HDRI
When capturing a high dynamic range image, the photographer should take a few things into consid­
eration. Before discussing several of these issues, some terminology, as introduced in chapters 2 and 
5, is repeated here. A high dynamic range image (HDRI) is either captured with an HDR camera, or 
generated from a set of conventional or low dynamic range images (LDRIs) captured with different ex­
posure settings (therefore also often called exposures). It is the latter approach that was investigated in 
this thesis, and it is therefore this approach that is discussed in this appendix.
A Static scene and camera
When combining several exposures into an HDRI, it is essential that the exposures contain the same 
scene content. The scene content comprises the scene geometry and the scene illumination. Ideally 
the exposures are captured from exactly the same viewpoint, however if the method from chapter 5 is 
adopted to generate the HDRI, small camera misalignments are allowed. Ideally, the scene contains 
no moving objects, though most movement can be removed with the method presented in chapter 5. 
Nevertheless, the movement should never cover 100% of the viewing window in order not to compromise 
the image alignment. The larger the area in the exposures covered by movement, the less likely the 
camera alignment will be successful. Also, the larger the area extended by the moving object, the less 
reliable the HDR content in the final HDRI, as the moving object is represented by only one LDR 
exposure.
B White balance
When capturing the exposures, the camera’s white balance should be disabled. If the specific camera used 
cannot disable the white balance, it should at least be set to the same, fixed colour temperature. Automatic 
white balancing should never be used. Setting the white balance is equal to setting the colour temperature 
to that of the main light source in the scene. A white object lit by a specific colour temperature has white 
image values1 if the white balance is set to that specific colour temperature.
White balancing an image involves shifting the image values within a colour channel to ensure that an 
object with the same colour temperature as the white balance receives white pixel values. The amount 
shifted usually differs between the colour channels (the colour temperature is rarely white, usually more 
yellowish or reddish). When white balancing is enabled and the shifting is consistent between the dif­
ferent exposures, it is still possible to generate an HDRI, but it is better not to use white balancing at all. 
It is preferred to capture the LDRIs as RAW images. These can be transported to another format in a 
pre-processing step, in which the colour balance can be chosen separately.
1The R-, G-, and B-channel are identical.
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When capturing HDRIs from different viewpoints, it is essential that these images share the same colour 
temperature. Since the white-balance might change, the pixel values of a scene point in the HDRIs can 
be inconsistent: the RGB-values of the radiance of the scene point can be shifted along the different 
HDRIs.
C Auto-focus
If the camera’s auto-focus uses a passive system, based on contrast, it should be disabled and the focus 
of the camera lens needs to be set manually. The reason is that due to the different exposures, the camera 
sees different features between different exposures used, and therefore most likely applies a different 
focus setting for the different exposures. This undesired for two reasons. The first is that changing the 
focus will change the scene content visible in the LDRIs. The second is that changing the focus will 
change the vignetting effects, between the different LDRIs.
When the user finds it difficult to select a focus setting himself, the auto-focus can be used to find a 
desirable focus setting for the middle exposure. Before starting the capture of the different exposures, 
the user selects a manual focus, without changing the focus setting set by the auto-focus.
D Exposure settings
When capturing different HDRIs from different viewpoints for a relighting application, it is advised to 
use the same exposure settings (range and number) for all HDRIs. This avoids unwanted shifting effects 
often introduced by HDRI generation software.
The number of exposures used might vary from 3 to 11, depending on the dynamic range of the scene. 
While a large number of exposures used ensures that the entire dynamic range is captured without satu­
ration, it also gives rise to a higher chance of undesirable object or camera movement.
The user can either change the exposure time, the aperture width, or a combination of both. Usually 
the accuracy of the promised exposure time, is higher than the accuracy of the promised aperture width, 
thought this depends on the manufacturer of the camera. Also, vignetting effects are dependent on the 
aperture width and changing the aperture therefore increases unwanted differences between the expo­
sures. In this thesis, the exposure speed was changed only.
If various exposures are needed for the same scene but from different viewpoints, the best way to identify 
the number of exposures to use, is by first capturing the brightest parts in the scene. The exposure time 
that allows capturing this bright part of the scene without saturation is the lowest exposure time that 
absolutely needs to be used to capture a scene. Choosing an exposure time one f-stop lower than that is 
even a better choice. The largest exposure time to use is more difficult to define. Usually the exposure 
time that captures the darkest part of the scene without turning the image into complete under-exposure 
should be fine. HDRI generation software usually cancels out those pixels that are saturated, but having 
an image that is entirely saturated makes no sense.
E Flashlight
Finally, many photographers forget that the illumination should be static across the different exposures. 
This also includes not using a flash, as the intensity of a flashlight often depends on the exposure setting 
used. If the HDRI is captured appropriately, the flash is not required anyway, as the radiance contents of 
the scene visible in the viewing window is available as floating point values. Appropriate tonemapping 
algorithms can be user afterwards to manipulate (e.g., dodge and burning) the radiance values if desired 
for aesthetical reasons.
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How to capture and model a 3 dimensional 
HDR model
This appendix provides some hints when capturing and modelling a 3D high dynamic range model 
using user-aided reconstruction software. We assume that the objective is to capture an HDRI model for 
relighting, according to the methodology given in chapter 6 . Section D .l discusses how to capture the 
input images, required for the modelling, and texture extraction. Section D.2 explains how the lightprobe 
images are captured, and how to use a reflective sphere. Finally section D.3 discusses how to model the 
scene, including how to export high dynamic range textures.
D.l Capturing input images
The input images serve three different tasks:
■ The input images are used to extract scene features during the 3D modelling,
■ The input images are used to extract HDR texture information,
■ The input images are used as reference images during the inverse illumination process.
For all three of these tasks, it is necessary that the input images capture clearly the surfaces in the scene. 
To aid the modelling, it is necessary that there are sufficient scene features visible in each input image. 
A minimum of three scene features are needed to ensure calibration in ImageModeler [Rea], but usually 
it is helpful that more scene features are visible. Also, to improve the quality of the reconstruction, it 
is better to have each scene feature visible in more than two input images. From experience we have 
learned that if each scene feature appears in at least four different input image, usually a good calibration 
can be obtained. The scene features ideally do not lie on one plane, but are distributed uniformly across 
the scene.
Textures are usually extracted per triangle, and this triangle needs to be visible in at least one input 
image. Therefore it is necessary that when capturing surfaces with an input image, that at least three 
scene features are visible in the input image that lie on a plane in the 3D scene. Sometimes reconstruction 
software allows blending of different input images, and extract a blended texture. This would reduce the 
requirement that each modelled triangle needs to be visible in one input image, as its radiance texture 
could potentially be created through blending of several input images. However, when reconstructing 
HDR models, this blending option is undesirable and cannot be used, see also section D.3.2.
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To aid the texture extraction and to avoid having to return to the scene to capture additional input images, 
the photographer should triangulate the scene roughly in his mind, or even better, on paper. When 
capturing the input images, the photographer should trace back if all triangles are covered in at least one 
input image.
If the inverse illumination process calculates a diffuse BRDF only, it is better to avoid capturing specular 
surfaces from the specular angle. This avoids having specular highlights in the texture. Alternatively, 
when specular BRDF’s are extracted, it is usually better to have for each material at least one image that 
shows a highlight on a surface of that material. The reason is that if no information is available about 
the specular characteristics of a certain material, it will be impossible to correctly estimate and verify its 
specular behaviour.
With the method presented in chapter 6, each input image is used to estimate the BRDF values of the 
surfaces visible in that input image. To obtain this, a lightprobe image is required per input image, 
positioned near the surfaces visible in the input image. The photographer should take this into account 
when capturing the input images, by making sure that the surfaces for which the input image are used are 
also near to each other. Otherwise the lightprobe is near to one surface, but far from the other surfaces. 
In other words, the input image should focus on surfaces that are near each other, while ensuring that 
enough scene features are available to guarantee calibration.
D.2 Capturing lightprobe images
For each input image, a lightprobe image needs to be captured. The lightprobe image needs to be 
positioned near to the surfaces visible in the input image. As was explained in chapter 6, the resolution 
of the lightprobe image is low. Therefore it is important that the camera zooms in on the lightprobe 
image, trying to cover the entire viewing window with the specular sphere, to improve the resolution of 
the lightprobe in the image. Since it is better that the camera is positioned far from the sphere, the use of 
a tele-lens is desirable. When capturing the lightprobe image, the photographer should take into account 
that the more central an object is reflected on the sphere, the higher its resolution in the image. Therefore 
important objects such as light sources should be reflected towards the centre of the sphere, as much as 
possible, without obstructing the light sources with the camera and tripod.
If possible, the photographer should capture the HDRIs using a timer. This has two advantages. Firstly, 
the camera will not move due to user intervention. And secondly, the photographer can leave the room, 
or stand aside in order for its reflection not to cover too many pixels in the final lightprobe image. It 
should be noted that when a heavy tele-lens is used to capture the lightprobe, small camera movements 
are nearly always unavoidable, due to the weight of the tele-lens. Image alignment using the method 
described in chapter 5 is therefore obligatory.
Reflective spheres are easy to obtain. One can use for instance a specular Christmas bulb, though such a 
bulb often contains visible borders where the two halves of the bulb are glued together. An alternative is 
to use a ballbearing. Ballbearings exist in all sorts of sizes and all sorts of precision. This offers a huge 
advantage compared to Christmas bulbs. The disadvantage is that ballbearings are nearly always covered 
with an oily substance, which prevents oxidization. It is a real hassle to remove this oily substance, 
without scratching the ball. Our experience is that ethanol is the best solution to remove the grease.
Another problem with using a ballbearing is the positioning of the sphere in the scene. While a Christmas 
bulb is light and can be positioned nearly everywhere, including on a rope dangling from the ceiling, the 
ballbearings are solid and heavy. For our application, we had a 22m m  long solid metal cylinder attached 
to the ball using superglue, see figure D .l (a). The metal cylinder was rounded on the top, in order to
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create a perfect fitting between the sphere and the cylinder. This creates a larger contact area between the 
sphere and the cylinder and ensures a stronger connection with the glue. Along the length of the tube, a 
screw hole was drilled, such that the cylinder, and sphere, could be screwed on a tripod, see figure D. 1 
(b) and (c). This creates flexibility in positioning the sphere at different heights. In the examples shown 
in chapter 6, the lightprobes were positioned on the floor on top of their support unit.
To prevent scratching the surface of the reflective sphere and adding grease, it is advised to use cotton 
gloves when handling the lightprobes, as shown in figure D.l (a) and b), which are sold in nearly every 
photography shop.
Figure D.l: Lightprobes: some practical issues, (a) A metal cylinder is attached to the lightprobe, the metal cylinder 
is rounded at the top to increase the contact area between the cylinder and lightprobe. (b) Inside the metal cylinder 
a screw hole is drilled, (c) The screw hole enables the positioning o f the lightprobe onto a tripod.
D.3 Modelling using reconstruction software 
D.3.1 Creating MCs and ICs
With ImageModeler it is possible to generate different meshes, consisting of a set of triangles. When 
exporting the scene to VRML, these meshes appear as separate transform element in the VRML-file 
which combines all information of the triangles belonging to a specific mesh (like texture, position, 
etc.), see also appendix E. For our relighting applications, it is essential to group the triangles of one 
material into one unique mesh. Such a mesh is then identical to what was defined as a material clusters 
in chapter 6 .
The textures of the triangles should be extracted per group of triangles belonging to the same mesh (or 
MC) and visible in the same input image. When the input image is used to extract texture for several 
materials, it is important that the user repeats the texture extraction for each group of triangles belonging 
to a different material cluster separately. This ensures that in the VRML file, within the transform 
elements different shape elements appear. Each such shape is a set of triangles belonging to the mesh 
defined by the transform and containing textures from only one input image. In other words, such a 
shape is identical to what was called an illumination cluster in chapter 6 .
D.3.2 Creating HDRI textures
ImageModeler does not operate on HDR input images, nor does it extracts HDR textures. As a solution 
to this problem we adopted the following method:
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■ Model the scene from the middle exposure of all input images. This exposure should represent the 
scene the most well-defined. If this is not the case for a certain input image, a different exposure 
can be chosen for that particular input image.
■ Extract the texture for all shapes in the scene, this creates textures objects in ImageModeler.
■ After the modelling and the texture extraction, the input images are substituted by the first ex­
posures for each input image. To extract the textures, a reload process is applied to the texture 
objects created in the previous step. Save the textures.
■ This is repeated sequentially for all exposures of the input images (each input image should contain 
the same number of exposures.)
■ After this iterative texture extraction process, for each texture of an IC, the same number of LDR 
textures exist as there are exposures for its associated input image. These LDR textures are now 
combined into HDR textures using the HDRI generation methodology presented in chapter 5.
D.3.3 Generation of the scene file
When the scene geometry and all the HDR textures are generated, the scene is exported to a VRML file.
This file is further translated into an X3D file as is explained in appendix E.
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E.l Introduction
In this appendix, the system r e f l e c t  is presented. This system was build for the relighting applica­
tion presented in chapter 6 . We have spent much time on building a user-friendly graphical interface, 
which takes as input a description of a 3D scene, and allows the user to analyse the scene, calibrate the 
lightprobes, estimate the BRDF values of the surfaces in the scene, and relight the scene using a novel 
illumination pattern.
Section E.2 explains the structure of the input file, that needs to be fed into the system. Sections E.3, 
E.4, E.5, E.6, and E.7, take the reader through the different steps of r e f l e c t .
Reflect has been build in collaboration with Anders H. Nielsen and Jeppe Vesterbaek.
E.2 Scene description using X3D
In appendix D it was discussed how the HDRI model should be modelled and exported to VRML. 
This VRML model is then further translated into an X3D file [Web]. X3D is a vector graphics markup 
language, similar to VRML and written using XML. We used a macro to translate the VRML file into a 
X3D file. The X3D file requires a few more modifications, extra features, before it can be accepted by 
r e f l e c t . These extra features are extra elements and attributes, which are not described by VRML.
The input file contains 4 different sections: Transforms, Shapes, Lightprobes, and Inputlmages. The 
following pseudo-code presents a typical structure of an input scene:
<X3D profile="Full">
<head></head>
<Scene>
<SuggestedView cx="..." cy="..." cz="..."
dx="..." dy="..." dz="..."
upx="..." upy="..." upz="..." fov="..." />
<Transform DEF="MCl_name"
translation="tx ty tz" 
scale="sx sy sz" 
rotation="rx ry rz a">
<Shape >
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cinputlmage USE="Input1" />
<Appearance >
<Material transparency="0.0"/>
<ImageTexture url='"textures/texturename.exr"'/> 
</Appearance>
<IndexedFaceSet 
DEF="IC name"
coordIndex="cll cl2 cl3 -1 c21 c22 c23 -1 ..." 
texCoordIndex="tll tl2 tl3 -1 t21 t22 t23 -1 ..."> 
<TextureCoordinate DEF="UVs_IC_Object" 
point="pl p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 ..."/>
<Coordinate DEF="Verticess_IC_Object" 
point="pl p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 ..."/>
</IndexedFaceSet>
</Shape>
<insert as many shapes as necessary>
</Transform>
<insert as many transforms as necessary>
<Lightprobes>
<Lightprobe DEF="LPl_name" radius="...">
ctexture url="'lightprobes/LPl_LL.exr'" />
<angulartexture url="' lightprobes/LPl.exr'" />
<position x="..." y="..." z="..." />
<cameraposition x="..." y="..." z="..." />
<cameraproperties CFOVH=" ..." CFOW=" ..." CRESH=" ..."
CRESV="..." ARES="..." f="..."
UPx="..." UPy="..." UPz="..." />
</Lightprobe>
<Insert as many lightprobes as necessary>
</Lightprobes>
<InputImages>
<lnputlmage>
<lnputlmage DEF="Inputl_name" url="'inputimages/Inputl.exr'"> 
<lightprobe USE="LPl_name"/>
<CameraVRML
vrml_fovx="..." 
vrml_rotmag="..."
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v r m l_ r o tv e c = " ........................... "
p o s = " ........................... " />
< /In p u tIm a g e >
< i n s e r t  a s  many i n p u t  im a g e s  a s  n e c e s s a r y >
< / In p u tIm a g e s>
< /S cen e>
</X3D>
The tag < T ran sfo rm >  < /T ra n s fo rm >  defines one material cluster, the tag< S hape>  < /S h ap e>  
defines an illumination cluster within a material cluster. The total number of transforms and the total 
number of shapes within a transform are unlimited. The tags T ra n s fo rm  and S h ap e  are used, as they 
are common in VRML nomenclature. The neutral geometry is also fed into a system as shapes and trans­
forms, r e f l e c t  distinguishes the difference between a material cluster and the neutral geometry through 
the missing element < ln p u tlm a g e  USE=. . . />  within a < Shape>  < /S h a p e >  environment. 
The attribute USE defines which input image should be used during the inverse illumination iteration 
to estimate the BRDF values. Therefore if a shape does not contain the < ln p u t  Im age USE=. . .  />  
element, no BRDF values are calculated, or that shape is neutral geometry.
The element < L ig h tp r o b e x /L ig h tp r o b e >  defines the properties of a lightprobe image, such as 
its position. The element < ln p u t lm a g e > < /ln p u t lm a g e >  defines the properties of an input image, 
such as its field of view. The number of input images is at most equal to the number of illumination 
clusters, the number of lightprobes is equal to the number of input images.
The elements of the X3D file are similar to that defined in the corresponding VRML file, but some 
elements and attributes were defined specifically for the system r e f l e c t . For clarity some of these are 
listed here:
■ < S u g g e s ted V ie w . . . : the camera viewpoint of REFLECT after reading in the X3D file.
This is defined by the position, view direction, up-vector, and field of view identities, defined 
within the S u g g ested V iew  tag.
■ < t e x t u r e  u r l = " . . .  " />:  defines the location of the texture of the latitude-longitude image 
on the hard drive.
■ < a n g u l a r t e x t u r e  u r l = "  . . . " / >  l : defines the location of the texture of the lightprobe 
image on the hard drive.
■ CFOVH, CFOW: respectively the horizontal and vertical field of view of the camera used to cap­
ture the lightprobe image.
■ CRESH, CRESV: respectively the horizontal and vertical resolution (number of pixels) of the cam­
era used to capture the lightprobe image.
■ ARES: the resolution that the sphere covers in the field of view of the camera, is equal to the 
dimension of the lightprobe image (as that image should be square).
■ f : the focal length of the camera used to capture the lightprobe image.
1The name angular texture is actually not a good choice as it defines the location of the cropped lightprobe image, and not that 
of an angular map which, like the latitude-longitude image, is a specific image format.
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■ UPx, UPy, UPz: defines the up vector of the camera relative to the 3D geometric model of the 
scene, should be the same as the up vector in the 3D scene.
■ < p o s i t  i o n  . . . / > :  the position o f the lightprobe: if  not defined, it is estimated by r e fle c t .
■ < c a m e r a p o s i t i o n  . . . / > :  the position of the camera used to capture the lightprobe: if  not 
defined, it is estimated by r e fl e c t .
The system r e f l e c t  allows saving the scene with its intermediate results, such as the back-projected 
and diffuse textures. This saving operation adds some extra elements and attributes to the file, which are 
not listed in this appendix.
E.3 Scene control
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Figure E.l: Clicking on F IL E  —> O P E N  opens an X3D file. The scene geometry and texture is rendered into 
the viewing window on the right hand side. The control tabs on the left allow analysing the scene. In the top right 
comer, the user can select various different types of tonemappers, to get the most optimal texture display.
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Figure E.2: The tree-view tab, on the left hand side, presents the scene hierarchy into material and illumination 
clusters. Clicking on an IC in the scene in the viewing window on the right hand side, highlights that 1C and unfolds 
useful information in the tree-view. Useful information is for instance, the current BRDF estimate, the lightprobe 
image used, the texture name, etcetera. In the example shown, the left side o f the white object is highlighted.
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Figure E.3: In the view tab, different textures can be selected to be projected onto the geometry. Different selection 
modes allow to analyse different aspects of the scene.
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Figure E.4: Instead of showing the original textures, the back-projected textures can be selected in the view tab. In 
the example shown, the back-projection of lightprobe 3 is shown. The user can choose between the original textures, 
the back-projected textures, the gathered irradiance (the amount of irradiance for each scene point calculated with 
a hemicube approach), and the diffuse textures to be shown.
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Figure E.5: When the MC selection option is selected in the view tab, different MCs can be highlighted in the scene 
viewing window. Now, different types of BRDF can be assigned to the MCs (at this point only diffuse and diffuse 
textured can be selected). In this example, the blue MC is selected and highlighted in red. Its type of BRDF is set to 
diffuse. The default BRDF type is diffuse.
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Figure E.6: The triangulation tab lets the user manipulate the scene triangulation.
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E.4 Lightprobe calibration
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Figure E.7: Selecting the lightprobe option in the view tab visualizes the position of the lightprobes in the viewing 
window. Though not illustrated here, if the user opens the tree-view tab, information about each lightprobe will be 
available.
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Figure E.8: In the lightprobe calibration tab the user can select a lightprobe (lightprobe 3 in the example shown) 
and then select up to 30 different corresponding points between the lightprobe image and the 3D scene. After having 
selected 6 points or more, the user can calculate a lightprobe position.
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E.5 Lightprobe radiance registration
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Figure E.9: In the lightprobe warping tab a lightprobe image can be selected and warped to a correct latitude- 
longitude image. Other options, like error calculation, or applying an infinite scene or a scene at fixed depth, can 
be chosen as well.
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Figure E.10: The texture back-projection tab back-projects the radiance values from a lightprobe image in latitude - 
longitude format onto the 3D geometry.
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Figure E .ll: The texture back-projection tab allows the user to overlay the identity map over the latitude-longitude 
map. This helps the user decide if the lightprobe image and 3D scene overlap correctly.
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Figure E.12: In the image calibration tab a reference input image and reference lightprobe image can be selected. 
The user clicks on three points in both images, which form two triangles. These triangles should roughly cover the 
same (usually white) object. Based on the radiance values in these triangles, a scaling factor is calculated. This 
scaling factor compensates for the fact that the reflective sphere is not 100% specular.
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E.6 Inverse Illumination
Fte Tools Tonemapping Settings Help Tonemapping scheme: Mean Value Mapping *
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Figure E.13: In the BRDF estimation tab the inverse illumination procedure can be initiated. Several different 
settings are available, for instance, the user can render a render image Ri for one input image h  only, apply the 
coherency principle separately from the inverse illumination procedure, or apply initial diffuse textures. All this 
provides early feedback, and flexibility to the user.
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Figure E.14: The settings tab inside the BRDF estimation tab allows a few more settings, such as the maximum 
number of iterations, the number of samples used per ray, and whether or not the coherency principle applies.
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Figure E.15: Once the iterations have finished, the iteration data, such as the BRDF estimates per illumination and 
material cluster and per iteration cycle can be investigated. I f  the coherency principle is not applied, a histogram of 
each illumination clusters gives an idea o f the difference in BRDF estimate across a cluster. In the example shown, 
the BRDF values o f a blue material cluster are investigated. The data shows that convergence was reached almost 
after the first iteration, but that the BRDF values varies over the MC, around 0.6 in the blue channel.
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Figure E.16: After having estimated the BRDF values, the user can save the scene data, including the back-projected 
textures, warped lightprobe images, and diffuse textures. This avoids having to go through these steps each time a 
relighting needs to be calculated. In the viewing window shown, the diffuse textures are shown, which allows an 
easy first examination of the BRDF values, prior to relighting.
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E.7 Relighting
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Figure E.17: In the Relighting tab the user can select a lightprobe image that was not used during the BRDF 
estimation, and apply it to the scene for relighting. In the example shown, we see a novel lightprobe image and a 
reference image. The scene is now relit using the novel lightprobe image, from the same viewpoint as the reference 
image. After the relighting, the rendered image appears in the right window, to allow the comparison between the 
reference and rendered image.
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